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“Roll on Volume 2”

MOJO

“A lifeline even in the most
turbulent times”
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“A breakbeat-driven slab of 
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“If U take your life 4 granted, your beating heart will go”

On the cover:
Prince by Andy Earl/
Camera Press
George Harrison 
by David Redfern/
Redferns

A
QUICK note of thanks to everyone who’s been in touch 
about last month’s Bobfest – we’ve printed some of your 
letters further along in this issue’s Feedback pages.
Dylan, of course, is the owner of rock’s pre-eminent
archive and for this issue’s cover story we have tried

to work out what still languishes in another legendary music vault –
this one located beneath Prince’s Paisley Park complex in the suburbs
of Chanhassen, Minnesota.

The work done by Uncut’s crack team of archaeologists has unearthed 
numerous fresh insights and revelations that, combined, present a 
parallel history of Prince’s career – from his earliest days in Minneapolis 
up to the remarkable run of secret gigs he played in the UK during 2014. 
You will discover, among many eye-opening disclosures, the startling 
existence of symbol-branded toilet paper, his searching questions 
regarding late-’80s British indie bands and the truth about his formidable 
tea-making skills.

Elsewhere, please enjoy Klaus Voormann’s moving account of his
long, fruitful friendship with George Harrison, as well as new interviews 
with Jackson Browne, Liz Phair, Lambchop, Bobby Gillespie, Kurt Vile, 
Tracey Thorn, Ann Peebles, Dot Allison and The Orb. There are also 
definitive reviews of new albums from Faye Webster, John Grant,
BLK JKS, Red River Dialect’s David John Morris and Lucy Dacus,
as well as reissues from Spirits Rejoice, The Yardbirds and
Joni Mitchell.

There’s a lot going on. As ever, please let us know 
what you think, either over on the Uncut Forum
or by writing to letters@uncut.co.uk.

Take care. 

Michael Bonner, Editor. Follow me on Twitter @michaelbonner
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THIS MONTH’S REVELATIONS FROM THE WORLD OF UNCUT
FEATURING: Kurt Vile | Dot Allison | Led Zeppelin | Cedric Burnside

HEN Anne Morrison
Chewning heard The Doors’
“Light My Fire” in London

n 1967, she had no idea that the singer
was her wayward older brother. “I had

lways thought Jim would end up as a
enniless beatnik or a poet,” she writes

n her foreword to The Collected Works
Of Jim Morrison, which brings together

ll of the singer’s finished writings,
works that were left incomplete at
me of his death in 1971.

etry was not what made
ison’s name, but he was eager for

world to know that he was not just
k star. Frank Lisciandro, a UCLA

smate of Morrison’s, has edited
Collected Works in honour of a
gle-leaf synopsis – entitled “Plan
Book” – that he found among
rison’s papers. In addition to his
lished poems, the singer wanted

his putative anthology to include his
lyrics, journals and an account of
his trial for public indecency in
Miami in 1970.

However,thebonusmaterialmaybe
moreengagingstill:unseenfamily
photosandthetreatmentforhisstill-
unreleasedfilmTheHitchhiker,aswell
asnumerousunreleasedlyrics,notleast
amongthem“IKnowYou’veBeen”
(scrawledonthebackofaletterfrom
Morrison’sdoctor)and“WhereAre
You?”–largesectionsof
whichwererecycledtoform
“LAWoman”.Giventhe
wildcarouseofMorrison’s
lateryears,themiracle
isthatsomuchofthis
materialsurvives.Thebulk
ofMorrison’spaperscame
backfromPariswithhis
girlfriendPamelaCourson

afterhisdeath,andwerekeptbyher
familyaftershepassedawayin1974.

Lisciandrohashonouredhisfriend’s
visionbyleavingMorrison’sworkto
speakforitself inall itsleather-trousered
glory.Someofthefreeformmachismo
ondisplayisverymuchofitstime,but
“AsILookBack”revealshowafewyears
ofpushingat“thephonyfacadespeople
livebehind”whiledrinkingheavilyto
disguisehisowninsecuritieshadtaken
theirtoll:“Regretforwastednights&

stedyears/Ipisseditall
way/AmericanMusic.”
thisvolume,Morrison’s
eticfireremainsvery
chalight.   JIM WIRTH

e Collected Works 
Jim Morrison is 
blished by Harper 
sign on June 10

Marking 50 years since Jim Morrison’s death, a new compendium of 
his writing contains previously unseen lyrics, poems and diaries

Scrawling King Snake

Above:MrMojo swritin :
hand-written lyrics for 
“Strange Days” plus lyrics 
for unreleased track “I 
Know You’ve Been” jotted 
on an envelope 
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JimMorrisoninastill
fromhis1970movie
HWY:AnAmerican
Pastoral, filmedin
JoshuaTreeNational
Park,CA,April1969

“I had always
thought Jim

would end up
as a penniless

beatnik or
a poet” 

ANNE MORRISON 
CHEWNING
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HERE’S proof, if any were
needed, that John Cale is
rock’s all-seeing eye. When

Cale invited Kurt Vile to join him
to play “Run Run Run” to mark
The Velvet Underground & Nico’s
50th anniversary at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music in 2017, how
else could he have known that this
was the very VU number that Vile
used to cover in high school?
“It was so funny that he picked this
song because I’ve been doing it
since I was a kid,” recalls Vile –
even if not all of its drug lingo
immediately sunk in. “I come
from a small town called
Lansdowne and I’d substitute
the words [“Gypsy death and you”]
for ‘Lansdowne Avenue’!”

Vile’s spirited cosmic choogle
through “Run Run Run” is the
first single to be taken from I’ll Be
Your Mirror, a new track-by-track
recreationofTheVelvetUnderground
& Nico featuring the likes of Michael
Stipe (“Sunday Morning”), Iggy Pop
(“European Son”), Sharon Van Etten
with Angel Olsen (“Femme Fatale”),
Thurston Moore featuring Bobby
Gillespie (“Heroin”, natch) and a
cunning deconstruction of “All
Tomorrow’s Parties” by St Vincent.
Released to accompany filmmaker

Todd Haynes’ imminent VU
documentary, the album was the
final project initiated by Lou Reed
confidant Hal Willner before he
died last year.

Of course, nobody really needs
reminding of
The Velvet
Underground’s
colossal and
enduring
influence,
but I’ll Be Your
Mirror really
emphasises
exactly how
The Velvet
Underground & Nico has functioned
as a complete how-to manual for
successive generations of indie
rockers. “They were definitely
my first classic band obsession,”
confirms Vile. “Lou Reed’s voice
is undeniable, that effortless street
timbre. And the counterbalance of
Nico’s voice, the way that Sterling
would play those great, cyclical
guitar arpeggios, John Cale, the
whole package – it was powerful
as hell. In the world that I come
from, there are still so many
Velvet Underground-isms.”

Yet despite this ubiquity, some
elements of their music remain

inimitable. After several failed
attempts to nail Reed’s famously
unconventional guitar solo on “Run
Run Run”, Vile ended up just letting
the music roll. “I couldn’t replicate
it – it didn’t sound great enough. So
instead there’s a different kind of
solo going on, where you just get
lost in that hypnotic groove. I like
stepping back and letting other
things happen.”

Vile also
reveals that he
and Cale have
discussed the
idea of working
together again
on “some kind
of trippy EP.
He’s obviously
intimidating

because he’s John Cale – not too
much nonsense! – but he’s really
friendly and sweet. He’s a legend but
he’s still got his ear to the ground.”

Their performance together at
BAM proved significant in other
ways too, eventually leading to Vile’s
recent signing to Verve. “I’m stoked
to be labelmates with The Velvet
Underground and Stan Getz,” he
says. “I figured if they believe in me
and we could use some of that [major
label] muscle, and it’s coming from
the place The Velvet Underground 
came from… so I just went for it.”

The advance has allowed Vile to
build a new studio near his home
in Philadelphia, the first fruits of
which will be heard on his debut
album for Verve, due next year. “I’ve 
been recording non-stop so there’ll 
be more than enough stuff to make 
some version of a masterpiece!”
SAM RICHARDS

I’ll Be Your Mirror is released 
by Verve on July 16

anana!
Runrunrun
thetape:
KurtVile
athomein
Philadelphia,
2021

Above: St Vincent 
Below: Sharon Van Etten and Angel Olsen

Kurt Vile spearheads a new track-by-
track tribute to The Velvet Underground 
& Nico: “It was powerful as hell”
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THE last time that Edinburgh-
born singer Dot Allison made
an album in Scotland was in

1992. Back then, she was a 22-year-
old biochemistry student at Glasgow
University who would spend the day
in the laboratory before heading to
the studio at night to record with her
band One Dove. These sessions
would be sent to London where
Andrew Weatherall, who’d helped
the band get a deal with Boy’s Own,
would go about knocking them into
shape in the style of Screamadelica.

With its blissful mix of shoegaze,
dub and trip-hop, the trio’s one and
only album, Morning Dove White –
released in late 1993 after protracted
interference by Boy’s Own’s backers
London Records – became a
comedown classic despite a difficult
gestation and mixed reception.
Allison, the shy frontwoman whose
dreamy vocals carried the short-
lived project, rarely revelled in the
attention. “I’m proud of that record
and it’s a shame we
didn’t get to make
another one,” says
the singer, who
moved back to
Edinburgh a few
years ago to raise a
family after 20 years
in London. “I can
also see how lacking
in confidence the old me was, but
that’s just life’s journey.”

Fans could be forgiven for 
thinking that Allison had retired 
completely. Her last album, 2009’s 
rootsy Room 7 ½, sank without 
trace, and she was last spotted in 
public that same year singing 
Libertines songs onstage with Pete 
Doherty. But now she’s finally 
returning to the fray with her finest 
album since Morning Dove White: 

Heart-Shaped Scars, her fifth solo
record, is an elemental collection of
soft, cinematic folk songs, written
and co-produced by Allison in
Edinburgh and the Hebrides with
an array of local musicians and
more familiar names, including the

string arranger
Hannah Peel.

“When I moved
out of London I
thought I’d
accidentally
severed my
network, but it’s
slowly built up
again with folk

players up here,” she says, in her
first interview for 13 years. “I 
directed my energy towards being a 
mum but now my kids are a bit 
older, I have space to make things 
again.” Initially she started writing 
on a ukulele given to her by her 
husband, the film composer 
Christian Henson, and ended up 
with “some of the most musical 
songs I’ve done”. Layering guitar, 
piano, synths and percussion, 

Allison describes the recording
as a “sculpting process” whereby
playing the parts repeatedly
revealed any weak spots; before
long, she says, the song “coalesces
before you”, resulting in serpentine
blues like “Love Died In Our Arms”
and “Long Exposure”.

What connects this album with
earlier solo efforts such as We Are
Science (2002) and Exaltation Of
Larks (2007) is Allison’s fascination
with the natural world and human
attachment. “In those records I can
hear me learning my chops,
and I feel like my music is
getting more honest as
time goes on. Early
on, I think I was 
pushed towards 
being a certain 
type of 

cookie-cutter artist that I didn’t want
to be, and then they [record labels]
don’t really know what to do with
you. Certainly in the ’90s and early
’00s there was a bit less room for
women, I think. But I’ve stuck to my
guns and remained true to myself.”

Whether you’re a longstanding
fan of One Dove or are coming to
Allison’s music afresh, you’ll be
glad she did. PIERSMARTIN

Heart-Shaped Scars is due out in
July on SA Recordings

“I’ve 
stuck 
to my 
guns”

LoneDove:
DotAllison

“I feel like my 
music is getting 
more honest as 
time goes on”

One Dove singer 
Dot Allison is back 
with a dreamy, 
folky new album – 
her first in 12 years
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One Dove in London, 
1992 (l-r): Jim 
McKinven, Dot Allison 
and Ian Carmichael
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THE debauchery that occurred
on Led Zeppelin tours may be 
the stuff of rock legend, but by 

the 1990s Jimmy Page liked nothing 
better than a lunch of bacon and 
chips and a dig in the crates. 

“One of the things Jimmy and I have 
in common is we both collect vinyl,” 
says photographer Ross Halfin, 
recalling the record fairs he’d frequent 
while working with Page and Plant. 
“We’d go to the one in Reading, we’d 
go to Spitalfields, we’d go to Victoria. 
People would come and 
show him stuff, things 
from Angola and Spain, 
weird promos and 
pressings. The thing 
that made me do the 
book is that most of the 
weirder stuff in there, he
didn’t know existed.”

The book in question 
is Led Zeppelin Vinyl: 
The Essential Collection, 
a catalogue of rare and obscure
Zeppelin cover art that Halfin 
has pulled together from his own 
extensive collection of the band’s 
releases – begun aged 13 with Led 
Zeppelin II – as well as from collectors 
across the globe. Much of it falls far 
outside the official canon: “There’s 
a whole run of stuff in Vietnam and 
Thailand that was licensed to the US 
Army because, in 1970, all the troops 
were 19, fighting in Vietnam. They’d 

go for their two weeks
off and they’d buy 
records, so you’d get 
all these Zeppelin 
singles and EPs that 
don’t [officially] exist. 
My big find, it looks like 
a Blue Note jazz album but
it’s actually Led Zeppelin I on
a weird Vietnam label in red vinyl. 
Jimmy had never seen that; it’s the 
only one that’s ever surfaced.”

Compiling rare sleeves from more 
than 2,000 albums, 
1,000 singles and 
countless bootlegs 
released worldwide, 
Led Zeppelin Vinyl
features spectacularly 
off-grid interpretations 
of the Zep aesthetic. 
There’s a Japan Airlines 
compilation from 1969 
called Flying High that 
you could only buy with

a coupon from the in-flight magazine;
a Turkish Led Zeppelin II with a cover 
illustration of a longhair holding what
Halfin thinks “might be a womb”, 
bought for a tenner 
from a car-boot sale but 
now worth thousands; 
a Roy Lichtenstein print 
flipped upside down to 
illustrate a Knebworth 
bootleg called Getting 
The Led Out; and an 

Iranian splatter-vinyl 7” of “Whole
Lotta Love”, of which just five exist in

the world. Strangest of all, there’s
a Japanese bootleg of a 1969

Whisky A Go Go show
called Yellow Zeppelin,

featuring Page, Plant, 
Bonham and Jones 
drawn as cartoons 
by the bootlegger’s 

wife in homage to The 
Beatles’ Pepperland 

antics, such was their 
disregard for copyrights.

All good fun now, but possession 
of some of these records could have 
once landed you in serious hot water. 
Halfin highlights the ribald cover of 
1973’s Bonzo’s Birthday Party bootleg, 
drawn by US fantasy artist William 
Stout, famed for his poster art for 
Life Of Brian. Halfin later bought the 
original artwork directly from Stout: 
“He said he had to meet a guy on a 
street corner in LA,who would wind 
down the window, he’d hand him the 
drawing and he’d give him $50 and 
then drive off. If you were caught with 
that [record] you’d go to jail, they’d 
come down on you for piracy. If any 
record stores in London had them, 
the police would close them down. 
I remember first buying a Bonzo’s… in 
Kensington Market and they hid them 

nder the stall. You had
o know someone.”

MARK BEAUMONT

Led Zeppelin Vinyl: The 
Essential Collection is 
published by Reel Art 
Press in August

Whole lotta sleeve
Rock lensman Ross Halfin unveils his new 
book of weird, wonderful and not always 
strictly official Led Zeppelin artwork 

A QUICK ONE
Down the road he 
goes! In shops now 
is our Ultimate Music 
Guide to Creedence 
Clearwater Revival
and their songwriting 
powerhouse, John 
Fogerty. From their 
early steps as misfits 
on the San Francisco 
scene all the way to 
Fogerty’s rebirth as solo 
artist, social conscience 
and benign Lord of 
Lockdown… 
We celebrate Bob 
Dylan’s 80th birthday
on May 24 with the 
release of a special 
edition: The Complete 
Bob Dylan, presenting 
the man’s entire body of 
work – ranked! Both the 
Dylan and Creedence 
mags are also available 
to order from Uncut.
co.uk/single…

Edgar Wright’s new film, 
The Sparks Brothers 
– billed as “a musical 
odyssey through five 
weird and wonderful 
decades with Ron and 
Russell Mael” – will open 
this year’s Sundance 
Film Festival: London
on July 29. Wright will 
take part in a Q&A event 
at Picturehouse Central, 
beamed simultaneously 
to cinemas around
the country…
One of Miles Davis’s last 
ever live performances, 
at the Jazz à Vienne 
festival in France in July 
1991, will be released as 
a double LP on June 25 
entitled Merci, Miles!… 

   
ROSS HALFIN

Sparks



CEDRIC Burnside was barely into his
teens when he started drumming and
touring with his grandfather RL Burnside,

a giant of gritty North Mississippi blues. One of
his favourite parts of the show was when the man
he knew as Big Daddy sent the other musicians
off the stage and played a few songs by himself.
“When he did his solo set,” says Cedric, “I would
sit there and just watch him. I was listening to his
rhythms, which were so unorthodox, and I was
listening to his vocals, how they were so heavy
but so beautiful at the same time.”

One song always stood out, a hypnotic number
named “Bird Without A Feather”. “It sounded like
he just took little pieces of something that wasn’t
even done yet but he made them sound whole.”
So for his third solo album, the anguished yet
celebratory I Be Trying, Cedric was determined
to lay down his own version of “Bird
Without A Feather” – if he could figure
out how to play it, that is. “I practised
that song for three or four months,
several hours every day, trying to
get the rhythm just right.”

The work paid off. The version on
I Be Trying is spare, intimate, with
a live-wire intensity – and it retains
those complex rhythms. Yet Cedric
puts his own twist on it, which is the
whole point. For 30 years, he’s been
confidently treading the line between
preserving the traditions of Hill
Country blues and updating them.
After learning from Big Daddy, he
joined his old friends Luther and
Cody Dickinson in The North
Mississippi Allstars and played in
a duo with the guitarist Lightnin’

Malcolm. Only recently has Cedric emerged
as a solo artist, putting his own stamp on the
blues that he grew up with.

For I Be Trying, he made the short trip
to Memphis’ historic Royal Studios, where
Al Green and Ann Peebles recorded, among 
others. Producing the album was another scion 
of Southern music, Boo Mitchell, son of Royal 
founder Willie Mitchell. “We’ve been friends 
since I was 15 or 16, and we’ve talked about doing 
something together,” says Cedric. After one 
spirited take, “Boo said to me, ‘That microphone 
is Al Green’s. It’s the one he recorded on.’ It’s a 
good thing he told me that afterwards, because 
I probably would have stumbled over my words 
if I’d known that.”

Keeping it in the family, the album’s title track 
features backing vocals by Cedric’s daughter 
Portrika Burnside, who is only slightly older than 
her father was when he started touring with RL. 
“All three of my daughters love music but she 
really lives with it. She wakes up every day

singing. So I told her, ‘If you practise
this song and get it just right, we’ll go
in the studio and record it.’ And she
did it, and she sounds amazing.”

As the grandson of one of its
biggest stars, Cedric is often called
the past, present, and future of Hill
Country blues. It’s a mantle that he
wears with pride and a deep sense of
responsibility, especially as he passes
it down to his own children. “What
comes out of me when I play guitar
seems to be the spirit of the past but
I know we’re in modern days. There’s
a lot of crap going on right now and the
blues has to speak to that too.”
STEPHENDEUSNER

I Be Trying is released by Single Lock
Records on June 25

Cedric Burnside
Burnside: 
grandson of 
“Big Daddy” RL

HillCountrybluesscion,
soulfullyupdatingtheform

UNCUT PLAYLIST
On the stereo this month...

JOHN DWYER ET AL
Moon-Drenched CASTLE FACE

You might not think you 
need yet another album of 
diversionary Tago Magus jams 
from the OSees don and heavy 
friends. But you doo, right.

NATHAN SALSBURG
Psalms NO QUARTER

Kentucky folklorist cleverly upcycles a 
selection of Hebrew psalms, with help 
from James Elkington, Joan Shelley and 
Will Oldham.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Strain, Crack & Break, Volume 2 
(Germany) FINDERS KEEPERS

The fabled Nurse With Wound list strikes 
again, unearthing a trove of deranged 
Krautrock that makes Amon Düül II sound 
like Coldplay. 

BLANK GLOSS
Melt KOMPAKT

Stars of the latest Pop 
Ambient comp disperse
their EBowed magic across 
a full album. In the same 
domain as our Ambient 

Americana CD, but with a bit more
Bark Psychosis bite.

BRAIN DAMAGE MEETS
BIG YOUTH
Beyond The Blue JARRING EFFECTS

Legendary reggae toaster’s ebullient 
return becomes a moving tribute to 
engineer Sam Clayton Jr, who died of 
Covid-19 during this album’s making.

JOHN CARROLL KIRBY
Septet STONES THROW

Deliciously gooey yacht-jazz-funk from 
the Kurt Russell lookalike and go-to 
vibesman for Eddie Chacon, Solange
and more.

THE GRID/FRIPP
Leviathan DGM

Richard Norris and Dave Ball return
to the chillout room of the Crimson King 
for a mesmeric album of Frippertronics-
with-beats. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS
UtopicCities SDBANRECORDS

Leffeaffirming!SolisLacusandPlacebo
(notthatone)headupthisterrificsurvey
of’70sprog-jazzfusionfromBelgium.

JUNI HABEL
AllEars KOKOPLATE

Shimmeringpsych-folk–
thinkSibylleBaierorJulie
Byrne–fromanisolated
Norwegianfarmhouse;
theonlyguestsareHabel’s

husband,brotheranduncle.

YOSHI WADA
TheAppointedCloud SALTERN

Issuedforthefirsttimesince1987,a
recordingofWada’sinstallationat
theNewYorkHallOfScience.Organ
drones.Homemadeinstruments.
And–yes–fourbagpipers.

I’M
NEW
HERE

“Cedricis
thekingofthe
MississippiHill
Country.He’s
madethe
traditionshis
ownwhile
bringingthem
intothefuture”
LutherDickinson

I’M YOUR FAN
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1 BIRDS OF MAYA
Please Come In
Eight years after their last album,
Jason Killinger, Mike Polizze and
Ben Leaphart’s power trio are back
with Valdez. The LP was tracked in
2014, but its fuzzy stoner-rock
grooves, as heard here on the
lengthy closer, are deliciously fresh.

2 FAYE WEBSTER
I Know I’m Funny haha
The title track from the Georgia
singer-songwriter’s fourth album

hits hard despite its muted pedal-
steel textures and languorous pace.
As with Kurt Vile, there’s a whole
world of evocative subtlety going on
beneath the hazy surface.

3 BILLY F GIBBONS
West Coast Junkie
Hardware, the ZZ Top frontman’s
latest solo album, might not reinvent
the wheel, but it’s an exhilarating
journey nonetheless. Here, over an
indelible surf-garage riff, Gibbons
sings of his roots in Texas and his
blossoming in California.

4 LUCY DACUS
Hot & Heavy
The opening track from Dacus’s
third album, Home Video, this sets
the tone for the rest of the album

– here are unflinching lyrics
examining memory and past
flames, and music that mixes
singer-songwriter textures
with harder-hitting rhythms
and electronics.

5 JOHN GRANT
Billy
Cate Le Bon has produced Grant
latest, Boy From Michigan, and
her unique fingerprints are all
over this murky, psychedelic ep
Luckily, her approach pairs well
with Grant’s songs of regret and
anger, the result being one of his
finest records.

6 VINCENT NEIL EMERSON
The Ballad Of The
Choctaw-Apache
This East Texan troubadour is
making some of the finest, rawest
country sounds of recent years.

Here’s a highlight of his self-titled
third album, produced by Rodney
Crowell, on which Emerson rails
against the US government’s
acquisition of Native American land
in 1960s Louisiana.

7 ANTHONY JOSEPH
Swing Praxis
The British-Trinidadian poet and
spoken-word artist has enlisted a
fine crew for his fourth album,
featuring the cream of Brit-jazz
including Shabaka Hutchings. If the
music is, as the title suggests, a little
more swinging and nostalgic than,
say, that of Sons Of Kemet, his
piercingcallsforjusticeandtolerance
remain savagely contemporary.

8 LIZ PHAIR
In There
Soberish findsthesinger-songwriter,

now a resident of Manhattan Beach,
California, updating the loops and
experimentation of some of her
’90s work for today, and singing
about Lou Reed and Laurie
Anderson into the bargain. Check
out our extensive interview with her
on page 48.

9 ROSE CITY BAND
Ramblin’ With The Day
Ripley Johnson’s third album as the
de facto mainman of RCB, Earth
Trip, is another excellent record
from the Wooden Shjips and Moon
Duo maven, this time prioritising
a bucolic country feel over their
occasional kosmische propulsion.

10 LAMBCHOP
The Last Benedict
Deconstructed piano, opera
turntablism and a field recording
from Kurt Wagner’s porch – this
closing track from Lambchop’s
new Showtunes long-player is
reassuringly surprising. Read our
five-page interview with Wagner
on page 76.

11 FRANCIS LUNG
Don’t Call Me Baby
Miracle is the second album from
Manchester’s Tom McClung, aka
Francis Lung, formerly bassist in
Wy Lyf and now an experimental
chamber-pop songwriter. “Don’t
Call Me Baby” is just one peak
on this exquisitely crafted, 
disorienting record.

12 SVEN WUNDER
Umber
Sweden’s Joel Danell is the creator 
of perfect musical forgeries, the 
kind that nail a time and place so 
accurately that they match the 

quality of his inspirations. First 
came Turkish psych and cosmic 
Japanese sounds, and now on 
Natura Morta, Danell pays tribute 
to Italian soundtrack composers of 
the ’60s and ’70s. Bellissimo.

13 DAVID JOHN MORRIS
Purple Gold
Taking time out from leading Red 
River Dialect, singer-songwriter 
Morris entered a Buddhist 
monastery a couple of years back 
and came out with this sparse, 
powerful set of post-folk songs. 
There’s an extensive review and 
Q&A on page 26.

14 LOSCIL
Sol
Stemming from one short section of 
music recorded to 7” by a 22-piece 
orchestra and then manipulated, 
Scott Morgan’s latest album Clara is 
a sensitive, beautifully wrought 
slice of electronic ambience. “Sol” is 
the perfect gateway.

15 JOANA SERRAT
Take Me Back Where 
I Belong
A favourite of Israel Nash, this 
Catalonian singer-songwriter works 
up torrents of blustery dream-pop 
on her latest album, Hardcore From 
The Heart. She speaks to Uncut on 
page 33.

Faye
Webster
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Ifyoucouldbecomefriends
withandwriteabiographyof
anydeceasedfemalemusician,
whowoulditbe?
WendiArmstrong,viaemail
Dusty, I think – imagine being
actual friends with Dusty! Judee Sill
is really interesting, but it’s all a bit
dark. The good thing about Lindy is
that she’s this incredibly outspoken,
no-�lter person. It’s great raw
material. I didn’t want it to be all
worthy and miserable – there is

some anger in there but also just the sense
of: ‘Here she is, this fucking amazing
woman who I want to celebrate.’ Dusty’s
story has been told, but if I’d been friends
with her and had all these great anecdotes
about going clubbing with her, that would
just be fabulous.

Haveyoufoundthepublishing
industryfriendliertowardswomen
thanthemusicindustry?
Elena,viaemail
There are certainly more women in it! My

editornowisaman,but I think he’s almost 
the only man I work with. Whereas in the 
music business, so much of the time I was 
surrounded by men. The literary audiences 
are di� erent too – I did a book event and 
the organiser looked out at the crowd and 
said, “Oh, it’s nice to see some men here!”

Doyouthinkthere’llbeanyreturnto
workingwithBen,ortoplayinglive?
BethRidpath,viaemail
Every now and then Ben and I talk
about doing something, not necessarily
reforming Everything But The Girl – I don’t
think we’ve got any interest in trying to
revive something – but you know, we live
in the same house, we sometimes think,
‘Oh, we could just muck around a bit with
some musical ideas’, but then we get busy
on what we’re each doing. If we both were
suddenly in the right place, if we didn’t
have other things going on, and if we had
an idea that felt connected to the here and
now [we’d do it]. It’s not easy working and
living together, but we made it work for
quite a number of years. Since then we’ve
had three kids together, so that’s another
dimension to the relationship. As for
playing live again – the reason I don’t do
it is that I can’t work out a format. I don’t
want to do an ‘EBTG play their �rst album’
gig, and I don’t want to go on a big tour.

Youseemlikeanunusuallyefficient,
creativeperson–doyouhaveany
adviceforothercreativepeopleon
howtogetthingsdone?
JamesPenney,viaemail
That’s a very good question. I don’t even
know the answer! The hardest thing is
saying, “Right, this is �nished”, and
letting it go. I’m quite good at that. It’ll
never be as brilliant as that initial idea
was, when the lightbulb went on over your
head. Then you look at the thing in your
hand and go, “Oh, OK, I’ve done that thing
I always do again.” But you just have to let
things go and put them out there.

The Everything But �e
Girl star turned rock 

memoirist on lightbulb 
moments, “fuck-off  hits” 

and being Aretha for a day

Heroine 
diaries: 
with Lindy 
Morrison, 
London, 
1987

T
RACEY Thorn is well aware of
the absurdity of the situation 
that she and her Everything But 
The Girl partner Ben Watt found 
themselves in a� er “Missing” 

scaled charts around the world in the 
mid-’90s. “I remember thinking, ‘This is 
brilliant, I’ve loved it, but I couldn’t live 
like this forever.’ We’d already been along 
a road with some real ups and downs, so it 
was almost like someone waving a magic 
wand and saying, ‘A� er all that, 
you’re gonna have the fun of an 
absolutely massive fuck-o�  hit!’ 
Then we did the follow-up record, 
which was successful again, then 
I retired. Global superstardom? 
It’s exhausting!” 

Her retirement has been 
unusually productive: as well 
as three solo albums and a 
Christmas record, Thorn has also 
written four non-� ction books, 
with the latest, My Rock’n’Roll 
Friend, charting her long 
friendship with Go-Betweens 
drummer Lindy Morrison with 
typical humour and emotional 
depth. “A few people had said to 
Lindy, ‘You should write a book,’ 
and she went, ‘I don’t want to do 
that.’ I said quite jokingly to her, 
‘I’ll write a book about you.’ Then 
I thought, ‘Hang on, that could be 
really interesting…’”

On a grey spring day, Thorn is on 
a video call with Uncut to answer 
your questions on the book, her 
newfound interest in gardening, 
her work with Paul Weller, what’s 
next for her music and more. 
“I imagined music would be 
something I just did for a while,” she says. 
“Back then I was imagining that what
I was studying at university – English –
was what I’d do as my career. I’ve kind
of ended up there in the end, I just took
a circuitous route.” 

Global 
superstardom? 

It’sexhausting!
ANAUDIENCEWITHTRACEYTHORN

Interview by TOM PINNOCK
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RecentlyBenhasposted pictures of 
yourstudentdaysin Hull. What do you 
thinkoftheyoungTracey Thorn?
MarkDeverill,viaemail
I still recognise her, but it’s just like a very 
unformed version; all the bits that were 
going to be me were starting to fall into 
place. If you’d told me, “That music you’re 
doing now, you’re going to do that for 
years and years – these gigs you � nd really 
di¡cult, you’re going to do loads of them 
and go on tour around the world”, I don’t 
think I’d have thought that was true.

IreadSweetDreams, Dylan Jones’ 
historyoftheNewRomantics, and 
wasshockedbyhow few women he 
includes.Whowould you include?
Judith,viaemail
I haven’t read his book, but that’s a general 
point I make repeatedly when histories 
of musical or pop-culture movements get 
told – the women just vanish. When you 
see footage of gigs and clubs, the women 
are there, but somehow, in the telling, 
they slip away. Sade, I think there’s a good 
book to be written there – she’s someone 
who slips out of the telling of the history 
of British music; she’s very interesting 
and so successful. I did note to somebody 
the other day that Gillian Gilbert is the 
only member of New Order who hasn’t yet 
written her book!

Is ithardertowritea Top 10 book or 
aTop10hit?
PaulCollins,viaemail
There’s something random about both of 
them. Having a Top 10 book is o� en just 
sheer chance, what else is out that week, 
and in recent years that’s become truer of 
records too. Our biggest hit is “Missing”, 
and I remember, though we knew that 
we’d come up with something that was 
as close to hit material as we were likely 
to write, the original version didn’t quite 
nail it. Even when the Todd Terry mix 
came in, no-one went, “Oh, that’s a hit 
now!” It still took another year. Then 
once something is a hit, everyone looks 
back and says, “Oh, it was inevitable, it 
sounded like a hit.” Well, it didn’t!

Do you remember working 
with Paul Weller on The Style 
Council’s “The Paris Match”?
Jim Bryson, via email
That’s one of the most extraordinary 
bits of my career. We were still 
students, we’d literally made one 
single together as Everything But 
The Girl, and the � rst thing Paul 
did a� er splitting up The 
Jam was appear on stage 
with us at the ICA. He sang 
“The Girl From Ipanema” 
with me in a slightly camp 
way, with us both giggling 
through it – just the lack 
of rock-star pomposity 
was amazing. We stayed 
in touch and I’ve got 
handwritten letters from 
him to my student ¥ at in 
Hull. He’d send cassettes, 
really good songs – “Oh, 
I’ve got this new song, 
we’re gonna do this one 
together” – and then 
he’d change his mind: 
“Scrap that, I’ve got this 
new song, we’re gonna do 
this...” He must have sent 
four or � ve di� erent ideas, 
then we � nally settled 
on doing “The Paris 
Match”. He was a massive 
successful pop star, with Solid Bond 
Studios, and we were still students, 
so it was a bit of a clash in terms of 
status. But that’s Paul, and it’s never 
changed with him, his absolute love 
and enthusiasm for ‘What are the 
young people doing now?’

You said once you wanted the 
soaring voice of soul singers. 

Is that still the case or do you have 
more appreciation for your voice?
Bronwyn Jones, via email
I wasn’t being all self-deprecating 
– I do think I’ve always had a good 
understanding of what’s good about my 
voice and why it works, but just being 
Aretha for a day... what must that feel like, 
to have that power and be able to hit those 
notes? It would be extraordinary!

What have you been listening 
to recently?
Duncan Morris, via email
I really loved the last Waxahatchee album. 
I got into the habit of going for an early 
walk every morning, especially in the 
� rst lockdown, and I’d put that on in my 
headphones. I listened to it again the other 
day and it was almost a little bit spine-

tingly, it really took me back to 
when everything felt so strange.

Do you have any dream 
collaborators still?
Jane Nixon, via email
I’ve known Neil Tennant a little 
bit for a long time, and every 
now and then I namecheck Pet 
Shop Boys in interviews, just 
how they’re so unspeakably 
brilliant, and they were really 
nice about my last record. 
Then Neil got in touch saying, 

“Come on, let’s all go out for 
dinner.” I was wondering, 
“Oh, have they written a song 
for me?!” They hadn’t, they 
were working on an album 
and they’d almost � nished it, 
but we did all say, “We really 
ought to do something together 
at some point.” Then I started 
writing a book and this last year 
happened, so I don’t know. 

How is your knitting going?
Marcus Greening, via email
I’m not a great knitter. The thing 
I’ve got into more is gardening. 
It’s quite creative, planting seeds 
and seeing the plants come up; 
it’s been a positive thing during 

lockdown, which has had that 
awful quality of stasis. The 
thing about gardening is it’s 
always changing, it gets you 
in touch with the changing 
seasons. At the beginning of 
lockdown last year I panicked 
about shopping because I 
had a couple of supermarket 
trips where the shelves were 
empty, so I started sowing 
seeds to grow food. I ended 
up growing loads of tomatoes 
and courgettes and lettuces – I 

mean, nowhere near enough, we wouldn’t 
have survived on what I grew! It was a 
comfort blanket, really. But I loved it so 
much that I’ve done it again this year.

My Rock’n’Roll Friend is out now, 
published by Canongate

“I’ve still got handwritten 
letters from Paul Weller to 

my student flat in Hull”

“We made it 
work”: with Ben 
Watt in EBTG in 
the mid-’90s; 
(below) Thorn’s 
2018 solo album

Thorn at his side: 
with Paul Weller at 
the ICA, London, 
January 1983 
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CARGO COLLECTIVE

HISS GOLDEN MESSENGER 

QUIETLY BLOWING IT
MERGE RECORDS LP / CD 

The new album from the Grammy-nominated artist. 
“Vibrant Americana with emotional depth.” – Q

ANDY BELL 

ANOTHER VIEW
SONIC CATHEDRAL CD 

Compilation of the Ride singer/guitarist’s three vinyl 
EPs, featuring seven remixes by Pye Corner Audio 
and acoustic versions of songs from his debut solo 

album ‘The View From Halfway Down’.

WHITE FLOWERS 

DAY BY DAY
TOUGH LOVE LP / CD 

Day By Day is the dark-hued dreampop debut 
from Preston duo, White Flowers, recorded in an 
abandoned textile mill and produced with Doves’ 

Gez Williams.

MARINA ALLEN 

CANDLEPOWER
FIRE RECORDS LP / CD 

Stunning debut album from hugely gifted LA singer 
songwriter Marina Allen. A voice for our times, part Joni 

Mitchell, part Laura Nyro. Essential listening - these 
beautiful songs are reminiscent of Karen Carpenter and 

Fiona Apple. “A most exciting discovery” Shindig.

EMMA HOUTON 

THE BATH
TRAPPED ANIMAL LP 

A timeless celestial vocal dream from New York City. 
Emma’s unique tapestry leads listeners on a calming, 

exquisite journey. “her ambient soundscapes brim 
with escapism …and enchantment” Highclouds 

Magazine.

CHEVAL SOMBRE 

DAYS GO BY
SONIC CATHEDRAL LP / CD 

Sounding like John Fahey sitting in with Spiritualized, 
‘Days Go By’ is the second of two new Cheval Sombre 
albums to appear in 2021. It was produced by Sonic 
Boom and features guests including Dean Wareham 

of Galaxie 500 and Luna.

THE CATENARY WIRES 

BIRLING GAP
SKEP WAX RECORDS LP / CD 

All the melodies and harmony you’d expect from 
Amelia Fletcher & Rob Pursey (ex-Heavenly), but with 

lyrics & instrumentation that take the songs onto 
another level. Sophisticated pop music that takes a 

deep dark look at the country we live in.

KING GIZZARD &  
THE LIZARD WIZARD 

LIVE IN LONDON ‘19
FUZZ CLUB 3LP BOX SET 

1 of 9 King Gizzard bootleg albums from Fuzz Club, 
this discography-spanning, triple LP box-set captures 
a 2019 show at Alexandra Palace. Exclusive remaster 

by Brett Orrison (Jack White, The Black Angels).

HAILU MERGIA AND  
THE WALIAS BAND 

TEZETA
AWESOME TAPES FROM AFRICA LP / CD 
Hailu Mergia and the Walias Band’s relatively 

unknown �rst album Tezeta comes as a complete 
revelation to anyone who loves Ethiopian jazz from 

the so-called golden era of the mid 1970s.

PORTUGAL. THE MAN 

OREGON CITY SESSIONS
APPROACHING AIRBALLOONS 2LP / 2CD 

A one-take live time capsule from 2008 when the 
young band had just completed a 2 year cycle which 
included an incredible 3 LPs, 1 EP, and 500 shows.

FACS 

PRESENT TENSE
TROUBLE IN MIND LP / CD 

Chicago trio’s fourth album hones their stark, mini-
mal scrape & clatter through post-rock, industrial, 
dub, and cacophonous experimental detonations.

CULT OF DOM KELLER 

THEY CARRIED THE DEAD IN A U.F.O
FUZZ CLUB RECORDS LP 

British psych-rock heavyweights Cult of Dom Keller 
conjure dark, industrial noise on their �fth album 

‘They Carried The Dead In A U.F.O’, out May 21st on 
Fuzz Club.

TREES 

TREES (50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)
EARTH RECORDINGS 4LP/4CD BOX SET 

Repress of last years sold out box set. 4 disc 50th 
anniversary edition - 12” book includes liner notes from 

the band and Stewart Lee. Featuring alternate mixes, 
early demos, BBC session tracks and live recordings.

LORAINE JAMES 

REFLECTION
HYPERDUB LP / CD 

Loraine James’ second Hyperdub album is a turbulent 
expression of inner-space, laid out in un�inching 
honesty, offering gentle empathy and bitter-sweet 

hope. ‘Re�ection’ is a brave step forward for a 
unique and creative 21st century musician.

FLY PAN AM 

FRONTERA
CONSTELLATION LP / CD 

Soundtrack to the acclaimed multi-media dance piece 
about borders and surveillance: the most direct, sculpted, 

starkly evocative music in Fly Pan Am’s oeuvre, juxtaposing 
icy electronics and minimalist motorik avant-rock.

LOU BARLOW 

REASON TO LIVE
JOYFUL NOISE RECORDINGS LP / CD 

First full length solo album since 2015’s Brace the 
Wave. Reason to Live is shambolic and grand yet 

intimate and doting, warmly acoustic and crackling 
with grit.
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N “Both All The Time”,
Faye Webster sounds
so lonesome she could
cry. Over a smear of
pedal steel, a stair-
stepping piano and a slow-
motion rhythm section,

she digs into that old country plaint and realises,
“There’s a di�erence between lonely and lonesome,
but I’m both all the time”. The song depicts the Atlanta
singer-songwriter/photographer/yo-yo enthusiast
as a woman at home by herself, locked away with
her thoughts and her beloved Harmony Strat. It’s an
image that comes up repeatedly on her inviting and
immersive fourth album, I Know I’m Funny haha:
the artist drinking beer in the shower, sleeping
with the lights on, watching the Atlanta Braves and
crushing on a certain out�elder, o�en but not always
missing someone. “I don’t let
myself out, but I like it like that”,
she explains.

While that image may
resonate more powerfully
during a pandemic, when
everybody is stuck at home
longing for human contact,
Webster is no bedsit pop
auteur looking at the world
from a physical and emotional
remove. An artist who
combines a range of disparate
styles into an idiosyncratic
sound, she is a productive

homebody, one who � nds power in 
loneliness, making it not just the primary 
subject of her songs but a crucial part of 
her songwriting process. Rather than 

standing apart from the world, she has 
managed to rope o�  her own precious corner 

of it, a quiet place where she can parse her 
thoughts and feelings to � nd something deeper 

at the bottom of them. 
Granted, the image Webster projects on so many 

of her songs is a bit misleading. For nearly a decade 
she’s been a mainstay in the Atlanta scene – several 
of its scenes, in fact. A� er growing up listening to 
old country tunes and western swing, she released 
her self-titled debut when she was only 16 years 
old, singing country songs she wrote when he was 
14. That record, Run And Tell, got her signed to the 
local label Awful Records, which is better known for 

its roster of le� � eld hip-hop 
artists, including Father, Abra, 
and Playboi Carti. Webster has 
even collaborated with a few 
of them, singing the hook on 
Ethereal’s 2017 hit “Rollin’”, 
for instance. At university in 
Nashville, she bristled against 
the literature and music biz 
curricula but fell in love with 
photography. On her return 
to Atlanta she did a series of 
high-pro� le shoots with O� set 
and Killer Mike, among others. 
She hangs out with Real Bike 

FAYE WEBSTER
I Know I’m Funny haha

SECRETLYCANADIAN

Atlanta wunderkind’s lonely, lonesome triumph. 
By Stephen Deusner

THE UNCUT GUIDE TO THIS MONTH’S KEY RELEASES

“I don’t let myself out, but I like it like that”
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Faye Webster: 
roping off her own 
precious corner  
of the world 
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Life Only riders (who were featured in 
her recent video for “Cheers”), and she’s 
an accomplished yo-yo performer who 
even has a signature toy the way some 
musicians have signature guitars. 

While Webster tends to record at Chase 
Park Transduction studio in nearby 
Athens, Georgia, Atlanta really does 
de�ne this album as well as its 2019 
predecessor, Atlanta Millionaires Club. 
The city enables and even encourages 
so much diverse creative activity, and 
she roots around in its musical past and 
present without sounding explicitly 
retro or revivalist. You can hear echoes of 
Cat Power in the intense intimacy of her 
songs, in the way she uses her voice to 
convey a lonesome kind of melancholy, as 
though she’s always holding back a sob. 
You can hear a bit of the Atlanta Rhythm 
Section, particularly their slower hits like 
“So Into You”, in the way she arranges 
an array of instruments on her songs – 
including nylon-stringed guitar, toy piano 
and woozy cellos and violins – to create a 
warm outline of a room. And you can hear 
the in¢uence of her Awful labelmates in 
the way she writes and repeats clear hooks 
on “Cheers” and “Better Distractions”, 
choosing her words carefully and then 

chewing on the syllables. (The latter song, 
released last year as a standalone single, 
is a favorite of none other than Barack 
Obama, who included it on a recent 
playlist of his favourite 2020 tracks.)

Aside from her expressive vocals, the 
dominant sound on I Know I’m Funny 
haha is the pedal steel, played sensitively 
by local musician Matt “Pistol” Stoessel 
(T Hardy Morris, Cracker). It is, of course, 
an instrument most commonly associated 
with country music, but here it’s used 
in a variety of roles: on the title track it’s 
another voice in a duet with Webster, 
both a hand on her shoulder and gently 
taunting foil, and on “Overslept” it 
acts almost like a synthesiser, adding 
an ambient thrum while insinuating a 
delicate melody. Rather than anchoring 
her to one genre, the pedal steel somehow 
allows her to incorporate an array of styles 
while keeping her eccentricities intact. 
She’s been re�ning her sound for several 
years, but I Know I’m Funny haha is her 
most seamless melding of urban country, 
warm ’70s soul, gutsy classic rock and 
introspective indie-pop, as she settles 
easily into the cracks between categories. 

According to Webster, these songs fall 
into two categories: sad songs written

early in the recording process, and happy 
songs written later in 2020, a�er she 
had fallen in love and quarantined with 
her partner. Good luck distinguishing 
between them, as even the former are 
tinged with humour and even the latter 
are riddled with doubt. 

“A Dream With A Baseball Player” 
ponders her crush on one of the Atlanta 
Braves (reportedly out�elder Ronald 
Acuña Jr.) and what it might say about 
her emotional state to pine for someone 
she’s never met: when she sings, “There’s 
so much going on, my grandmother’s 
dead,” it almost has the impact of a grim 
punchline. That’s one of the sad songs. 
“Half Of Me”, a demo she recorded at her 
desk at home, hinges on the realisation 
that “if you’re not around, I’m missing 
a whole half of me”. It sounds like she’s 
holding back tears, as though she 
understands the precarity of being in love, 
how it changes you irreparably, how it can 
turn your lonely independence into lonely 
dependence. It’s one of the happy songs.

Even the tender love song “In A Good 
Way” has a kind of poignant romantic 
fatalism, as she understands that this 
overwhelming joy will gradually fade. 
That impermanence, however, makes 
it all the more precious, as does her 
intuition that she o�en gets in the way of 
her own happiness: “I didn’t know that 
you were right in front of me, until I looked 
out”. “Kind Of” is another con¢icted love 
song, hinging on the line, “I don’t feel 
this kind of type of way”. She dips into 
her lower register on those �rst words, 
as though pulling you closer to confess 
some dark secret. Instead of winding the 
song down, she repeats that line over 
and over and over, worrying the words 
threadbare and trying to convince herself 
not to fall in love. With each repetition, 
Stoessel’s pedal steel creeps gracefully 
upwards, leading Webster by the hand 
to a redemptive epiphany. She originally 
planned to fade the song out over that 
coda (see Q&A), but ultimately le� it 
intact. So one of the album’s biggest 
risks became one of its most a�ecting 
moments, when it becomes clear that  
I Know I’m Funny haha could have been 
made by no-one else but Faye Webster.

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Better 
Distractions
2 Sometimes
3 I Know I’m  
Funny haha
4 In A Good Way
5 Kind Of
6 Cheers
7 Both All The 
Time
8 A Stranger
9 A Dream With A 
Baseball Player
10 Overslept  
(feat. mei ehara)
11 Half Of Me

Produced by:  
Drew 
Vandenberg, 
Faye Webster
Recorded at: 
Chase Park 
Transduction, 
Athens, GA
Personnel: Faye 
Webster (vocals, 
guitar), Matt 
“Pistol” Stoessel 
(pedal steel, 
guitar), Bryan 
Howard (bass), 
Nick Rosen (keys, 
synths), Harold 
Brown (drums, 
percussion), 
Annie Leeth 
(violin, string 
arrangement), 
Henry White 
(horns), mei 
ehara (vocals), 
Jeremy Wheatley 
(drums), Noah 
Johnson (cello), 
Jordi Lara (cello)
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Riding high: 
Webster on  
the video shoot 
for “Cheers”

Run And Tell
NO LABEL, 2013
Written when she was just  
14 and recorded when she  
was 16, Webster’s debut is a 
straightforward roots album 

recalling Kathleen Edwards or Allison Moorer. 
Even as a teenager, she’s a sharp student of 
country songwriting, and this debut shows how 
she had to learn the rules in order to break them. 
Best is her completely transformed cover of 
Bruce Springsteen’s “Dancing In The Dark”. 6/10

FayeWebster
AWFUL, 2017
Signing with Atlanta hip-hop 
label Awful Records did little to 
curb the twang in Webster’s 
vocals, but she takes an 

important step towards redefining herself on 
her self-titled sophomore album. Fleeing the 
honky-tonk of her debut, she embraces new 
sounds and settings, slowing her songs down to 
showcase her voice. She even soars up into her 
falsetto on the baleful “What’s The Point”. 7/10

Atlanta Millionaires Club  
SECRETLY CANADIAN, 2019
To move forward, Webster  
had to pare down. Emphasising 
the easy chemistry among her 
band members, she leaves a 

lot more space in these arrangements. 
“Flowers” features her old Awful labelmate 
Father rapping a verse, but “Jonny” proves to 
be the heartbreaking standout: “This wasn’t 
supposed to be a love song”, she admits, “but  
I guess it is now”. 8/10

HOW TO BUY...

ANOTHER COUNTRY
How Webster learnt the rules to break them
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“Iwriteasong,then
texteveryoneandset
uparecordingthe
nextday” FAYEWEBSTER

WhattookyoutoChasePark
TransductioninAthensinstead
ofastudioinAtlanta?
Both of my brothers went to the
University of Georgia there, so I was
visiting all the time. And my parents
just moved there. The more I visited, the
more I got into the music scene there
and the people. And in Athens it’s like
you either record at home or at Chase
Park. There weren’t many options there.
I started o� making little demos there,
and then I met Drew Vandenberg, who
produced the new record but has
worked on all my projects.

Youmadethisrecordnot
inonelongsession,butin
quickburstsofwritingand
recording.Whatwasthat
processlike?
I only write when I want to. I don’t
really do it all the time, like a lot of
songwriters do. I feel like a lot of people
hold themselves accountable to practise
the cra� everyday, but my mind just
doesn’t work like that. What I do 90 per
cent of the time is write a song, then
text everybody and set up a time the
next day. That captures the songs so
much better than if I wrote a song then
held onto it for two months or until
you had scheduled sessions. I think I
would subconsciously alter the song. I’d
change the melody a little bit or change
a lyric. I like the realness of immediately
capturing a song. I wrote the record

Faye Webster on her 
favourite guitar, fake 
fadeouts and the 
beauty of Atlanta

in two halves, one being really early
songs as old as two years ago. And then
I wrote the second half and recorded it
in September, in a really short period of
about two weeks. All of my latter songs
are just happy love songs just ’cos I was
in a better place and that’s all I wanted
to write about.

Thehappysongstendtosound
prettysad,though.
They’re from an era when I was with my
partner but we were both on di�erent
tours. We were missing each other. And
then, when the pandemic hit, I was with

him every day. I wanted to
mix up the

storyline,
so you

can’t just
say, “This

album is about X.” I
do think my sad songs

originate from writing late
at night while I’m alone.
I almost never pick up
a guitar during the day.

Recently I’ve collected a lot
more guitars than I used
to have, just because I was
trying to experiment with
songwriting. OK, if I play
this nylon-string guitar,

is it going to make me write a di� erent 
kind of song than if I was writing on my 
Gibson? And the answer is yes, it will. 

Do you have a favourite guitar 
for writing songs?
My Harmony Strat is my favourite guitar. 
It was my � rst electric guitar, and it just 
� ts me and my personality so well. I feel 
like it was built for my songs and the way 
I play guitar. I tour with that one, but I 
don’t really write on it at home. I tend to 
write on open-air guitars, not electric 
guitars, because… well, I don’t really 
want people to hear me when I’m writing 
songs. I try to be quiet.  

How did you come up with that 
outro on “Kind Of”, where you’re 
just repeating that one phrase 
over and over?
That was something that happened 
while we were recording the song. My 
demo wasn’t like that at all. When we 
started playing it in the studio, it was 
going so well that I just kept singing. 
I had this thought that the song was 
going to fade out, so I’ll just keep
singing so Drew will have enough for
the fadeout. But the band went even
harder and the song got even cooler.
When we listened back to it, I knew
we had to keep it. It was very much in
the moment.

Thecloser,“HalfOfMe”, isthe
onlysongthatdoesn’tfeature
theband.Whydidyoudecide
todothatonesolo?
I actually recorded a version with the
band, but when I got home and we
started making the tracklist, I was
listening to the album one last time and
I just missed my old demo that I made
on GarageBand. I immediately called
up my manager and asked if it was too
late to put it on the record instead. I was
a little sceptical at �rst, just because it
sounds horrible. I did it at my kitchen
table. You can hear crickets and stu�
in the background. Is this a good call?
Eventually I decided it would de�nitely,
de�nitively give people a cool view into
my personal life.

Doyouthinkofyourselfasa
specificallySouthernartist?
I do, but I don’t know what that fully
means. Artists who come out of Canada
or New York seem to share a bond that
they don’t share with me. Being from
the South, spending my whole life in
Georgia and Texas, I’m so inspired by
Southern music. I would never really
say to anybody that I’m a Southerner,
but I do feel it somewhere. I’m always
going to say, “I’m from Atlanta.” I don’t
think I’d be the person I am today or
make the music I make today if I wasn’t
from Atlanta. It’s a really supportive
scene. It’s such a rare and beautiful
place to be creative.
INTERVIEW: STEPHEN DEUSNER

Q&A

“I’m so inspired by 
Southern music”: 
Webster in 2021 
and (below) at the 
Bonnaroo festival  
in Tennessee, 2019
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W
HEN he 
remembers 
the smell 
of melting 
snow back in 
Buchanan, 
Michigan 

(population: 4,456), John Grant sometimes 
yearns to move back to the town where he 
spent his earliest years. However, as he 
fretted over the US elections during the 
recording of his Vangelis-meets-Harry 
Nilsson ��h solo album, Grant was 
reminded just why he remains in  
self-imposed exile in Iceland.

“There’s so much rage there,” the 
52-year-old tells Uncut of his home 
country. “It’s always been that way. 
That’s what happens when you start your 

country the way ours started and then 
throw down a tarp and build a bunch  
of shopping malls on top.”

Since making his solo debut with 2010’s 
Queen Of Denmark, Grant has held little 
back in his songs; the substance abuse, 
the HIV diagnosis, the catastrophic 
relationships. However, he heralded the 
advent of Boy From Michigan in January 
with something a little di�erent. “The 
Only Baby” is a glowering, Crass-via-
Tubeway Army monster that demonstrates 
how the all-American brands of manifest 
destiny, religious zealotry and alpha-male 
entitlement paved the way for Donald 
Trump. Boy From Michigan, meanwhile, 

zooms in to show 
how those same 
backwoods, 
reactionary forces 
blighted his own 
upbringing. As 
he warns on the 
title track: “The 
American dream is 
not for weak, so�-
hearted fools”.

With Cate Le Bon 
in charge of the 
early-’80s synth-
prog mood board, 

Boy From Michigan teleports Grant back 
to the Buchanan of his youth; the aimless 
mooches through the cemetery, the burst 
of excitement that greeted an agricultural 
show (check out “County Fair”, a Philip K 
Dick version of a Van Morrison pastoral). 
However, terror lurks in the darkness at 
the edge of town. As a child, Grant was 
shaken by the sight of a metal ox that 
guarded the gates to a junkyard where his 
father searched for car parts. “The Rusty 
Bull” equates that primal trauma with the 
more bruising experience of realising he 
was not the right kind of man’s man. Over 
a gristly, Chris & Cosey plod, the beast 
visits Grant in his dreams: “He says: ‘Your 
daddy can’t undo what’s done’, and  
40 years later I’m still trying to run.”

A�er passive exposure to plenty  
of smalltown prejudices (hear “Jesus 
Hates Faggots” from Queen Of Denmark 
for evidence), Grant found the act of 
coming out impossibly painful. All oboe 
and remorseful piano, he takes a sombre 
whirl around one of the few places of 
safety he found a�er his family moved to 
Colorado on “The Cruise Room”, while the 
sadly twinkly “Mike And Julie” recounts 
how furious self-loathing compelled the 
young Grant to shy away from his �rst 
chance of a meaningful gay relationship.

JOHN GRANT
Boy From Michigan
BELLA UNION

8/10
�e state of him: ex-Czar turned auteur 
takes on toxic masculinity. By Jim Wirth
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SLEEVE NOTES
1 Boy From
Michigan
2 County Fair
3 The Rusty Bull
4 The Cruise
Room
5 Mike And Julie
6 Best In Me
7 Rhetorical
Figure
8 Just So
You Know
9 Dandy Star
10 Your Portfolio
11 The Only Baby
12 Billy

Produced by:
Cate Le Bon
Recorded at:
Moon Zero
Two, Hljóðriti
and Green
House Studios,
Reykjavík, Iceland
Personnel:
John Grant
(vocals, piano,
synthesisers,
programming),
Cate Le Bon
(guitar, bass,
percussion,
synthesisers),
Stella Mozgawa
(drums,
percussion),
Stephen Black
(clarinet,
saxophone,
bass), Euan
Hinshelwood
(saxophone)

It’s not all so grave; a 1979 imagining 
of Air’s “Sexy Boy”, “Best In Me” is a 
cute hymn to friendship, while Grant 
gets his literary head on for “Rhetorical 
Figure” (“Some people like alliteration 
but I’ve always been an assonance man”). 
Meanwhile, he sexts up his study on the 
US’s fetishisation of high � nance on “Your
Portfolio” to create an homage to The 
Normal’s banger “Warm Leatherette”.

However, if Grant’s humour spikes any
pomposity, Boy From Michigan struggles
to see the funny side of a world tainted by
greed and intolerance. “The Only Baby”
wallows in impotent rage, while the
valedictory “Billy” looks back to another
old friendship from Grant’s Colorado days
with regret. The title character accepted
Grant for what he was, let him share
his bed without judging, challenged
conventional ideas of masculinity, but
– like Grant himself – ended up hitting
the self-destruct button. “We’re both
disappointments to so many folks in this
society,” Grant sings with a Wings-y
breeziness. “So we continue with the
task of punishing ourselves.”

If Grant’s recent output veered toward
the unnecessarily quirky, this new record
restores focus. It’s as unsettling as 2013’s
Pale Green Ghosts and – in its own way –
as alert to the shoddy stitching in the stars
and stripes as Randy Newman’s Good Old
Boys, Phil Ochs’ Rehearsals For Retirement
or the queercore of Dicks and MDC.

However, as it exposes the weaknesses
in that Trumpish de�nition of strength,
it recognises how much it hurts to be the
one that couldn’t swallow the Kool Aid.
That move to Buchanan remains a dream
for Grant (“apart from anything else,” he
tells Uncut, “buying a house there would
cost about as much as one of my synths”),
but Boy From Michigan suggests that
in a world of increasingly entrenched,
irreconcilable divisions – Republican
vs Democrat, Leave vs Remain – there
may be no way back for any of us.

John Grant on Jean-Michel Jarre , the CS80,
and the perils of toxic masculinity

A lot of the songs on this record seem 
intensely personal: correct? 
Intensely personal would be for me to talk aboutmy
fetishes in the bedroom. All these other things feel
universal. There is a lot of joy in my music. I’m sure
some people think it’s a buzzkill 
but it’s the joy of carrying on in 
spite of it. And it’s just important 
for me to make beautiful music, even if 
you’re not interested in that feelings shit.

In addition to electropop and
Devo, what are the big influences 
on this record? 
Vangelis is important – the Blade Runner
soundtrack – and also Jean-Michel Jarre. 

There’sa1986albumZoolook –thefirsttrackonthatis
called“Ethnicolor”andIwouldencourageyoutolistento
that. It’sthatYamahaCS80sound: Ihaven’theardanything
sincethenthatcantopit.Maybeif IhaveahitsingleI’llbe
abletoaffordtobuyone.

Toxicmasculinityobviouslybothersyou
enormously.

Absolutely–andthatwas
highlightedbytheelection.

It made me think about why
Igrewupfeelingashamed,because

it’s connected: that cult of masculinity
andthatworshipofwhatisperceivedto
be strong. And we haven’t gotten rid of
Trump.He’sdownforthecountbuttheyare
regrouping. Something has been brought
outintotheopenthatIdon’tthinkisgoingto
goundergroundagain. INTERVIEW: JIM WIRTH

Q&A

FATIMA AL QADIRI
MedievalFemme
HYPERDUB

8/10
NewYorkproducerlooksbackin
languortocastcaptivatingspell

A�er two albums of
futuristic dubstep
that dated rather
quickly, Fatima Al
Qadiri has settled
on a form from the

past that suits her style beautifully.
The languid arabesques of Medieval
Femme – inspired by the poems of
medieval Arab women – draw on
the soundtrack she composed for
Senegalese director Mati Diop’s 2019
�lm Atlantics, conjuring profound
moods with a decaying chord or
rococo «ourish. Here she uses so�-
synths to emulate an organ, lute and
pipes, which combine on the likes of
“Vanity” and “Qasmuna (Dreaming)”
to cast an alluring spell, evoking the
likes of vintage Boards Of Canada
and Catarina Barbieri’s superb
Ecstatic Computation.
PIERS MARTIN

ANTONIS ANTONIOU
Kkismettin AJABU!

8/10
Post-punk-inspiredsolodebut
fromoddballCypriotluteplayer

Cypriot musician
Antonis Antonious
fronts two bands
– the bouzouki-
and-horns three-
piece Monsieur

Doumani and the dubby rebetiko
out�t Trio Tekke – who have both
proved popular on the world-music
circuit. His solo debut, recorded
under lockdown, is a much punkier
proposition. Antoniou plays a series
of Middle Eastern-style modes
and ri�s on a Cypriot lute and a
bouzouki-like instrument called a
tzouras, but places it alongside drum
machines, fuzz bass, scratchy guitar
and analogue synths. The songs are
darkly hypnotic nursery rhymes
reminiscent, variously, of Tropicália
(“Doulia”), Remain In Light-era
Talking Heads (“Livanin”) or early
Cabaret Voltaire (“Varella”). Hugely
compelling stu�.
JOHN LEWIS

AtoZ
This month…
P22 BLK JKS
P24 BIRDS OF MAYA
P26 DAVID JOHN MORRIS
P27 JAMES
P28 LUCY DACUS
P30 LAMBCHOP
P32 BILLY F GIBBONS
P35 ANTHONY JOSEPH

It is alert to 
the shoddy 
stitching 
in the stars 
and stripes 
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BANDS like
BLK JKS don’t
come along o�en,
especially in places
like Johannesburg.
There was no South
African indie rock

scene to speak of when the group emerged
from the city’s Spruitview district in the
mid-2000s, and their distinctive sound
– a blend of kwaito, dub and township
soul �red through a prism of dissonant
alternative rock – made them a hot ticket.
Diplo invited them out to New York to play
their �rst American shows. Dave Grohl
called their 2009 album A�er Robots his
favourite album of the year. They kicked
o� the 2010 World Cup at Soweto’s Orlando
Stadium with a live collaboration with
Alicia Keys. Superstardom beckoned.

But things didn’t quite go to plan.
Reluctant vocalist Lindani Buthelezi
departed and then they split with their
label Secretly Canadian. While the band
remained an active concern – invited on
tour with Foo Fighters and collaborating
with artists such as Thandiswa Mazwai
and Vieux Farka Touré – it was starting
to look like that second record would
never come.

But 12 years on from A�er Robots,
Abantu/Before Humans is �nally here.
It comes complete with a lurid storyline.
The master tapes for the original album,
recorded over a few months in a makeshi�
studio at the Soweto Theatre orchestra pit,

were stolen in a studio break-in. The group 
couldn’t let it go, so a year later they went 
back into the studio and re-recorded it in 
three days. While we can’t say for sure, 
it’s certainly possible that the version of 
Abantu we have here is the de� nitive one; 
it feels powered by a sense of urgency, 
a need to summon itself into existence.

On their debut, BLK JKS sounded 
excited by the prospect of exploring 
their in« uences, and that excitement was 
infectious. But time has brought focus 
and Abantu feels more comfortable in 
its skin as a result. Its sound is rooted 
in windswept desert rock, albeit one 
o�en punctuated with feats of carefully 
controlled rhythmic pyrotechnics and 
bursts of brass courtesy of new recruit 
Tebogo Seitei. The loss of a lead singer 
is a tough one to bounce back from but 
the group have reacted to Buthelezi’s 
departure by all stepping up to the mic, 
singing in chorus or contributing parts. 
It’s a potent combination too. Consider 
“Running – Asibaleki/Sheroes Theme”, 
which collides snaking dub basslines, 
�ery afrobeat horns and wild percussion 
breakdowns before closing on a group 
chorus that hangs heavy with pathos. 

A lengthy subtitle on the album’s sleeve 
positions Abantu/Before Humans as 

“a complete fully translated and 
transcribed Obsidian Rock Audio 
Anthology chronicling the ancient 
spiritual technologies and exploits 
of prehistoric, post-revolutionary afro 
bionics and sacred texts from The Great 
Book on Arcanum”. It’s some ambitious 
framing. Luckily the songs largely meet 
that bar, powered by a philosophy that 
straddles the political and the spiritual. 
“Harare” is a wistful musing on migration, 
memory and mortality, delivered by one 
of the record’s few guests, fado singer 
Morena Leraba. A track titled “Yoyo! – The 
Mandela E� ect/Black Aurora Cusp Druids 
Ascending”, meanwhile, is more or less as 
remarkable as its title. It starts with a bold 
chant: “They’ll never give you power/You 
have to take the power”. But the agitprop 
gradually so� ens into something more 
nuanced, a re« ection on human nature 
and the importance of self-actualisation 
as a way to scale barriers.

BLK JKS come from what Desmond 
Tutu called the “rainbow generation”, 
the � rst South Africans to grow up out of 
the shadow of apartheid. Few miss those 
days of discrimination and division but 
modern South Africa is no utopia and 
this music re« ects that. Abantu’s best 
moments grapple with the pain of the past 
in an e� ort to transform it. Sometimes this 
results in something beautiful – see the 
rousing “Maiga Mali Mansa Musa”, which 
features guitar from Vieux Farka Touré. 
Other times, it feels more pointed. “Mme 
Kelapile” (“The Hunger”) is the closest 
the album gets to vengeful. Set to a beat 
based on a children’s playground song 
that mimics the rhythm of the train tracks 
that would ferry men to South Africa’s 
notoriously treacherous mines, you 
can hear a thirst for retribution 
rippling through its grooves.

The group have explained that Abantu
should be thought of as a sort of prequel 
to their debut, which might be temporally 
confusing but, given the album’s recourse 
to mysticism and ancestral tradition, it 
makes some sense. Still, on their second 
album, BLK JKS are unquestionably facing 
forwards. Abantu/Before Humans is true 
21st-century roots rock, drawing on new 
tools and new techniques to illuminate 
the way forwards.

Mpumelelo Mcata on stolen 
songs and returning to nature

Over 10 years have passed 
since BLK JKS released an 
album…
If itwas up to us, maybe we would 
have walked away. But the music was 
persistent and kept knocking on our 
consciences. Then of course with the 
world around us being what it is, it was 
undeniable. It had to be done, ha!

How much does Abantu / 
Before Humans resemble 
the album that was lost?

Yeah, this isadifficult,weirdand funny 
thing. It wasalmostayearafter the 
hard drives were stolen that we went 
back to the studio and knocked the 
album out in three days of six-hour 
sessions, two hours per song. 
This was possible because we 
had some MP3 reference 
bounce-downs in our 
emails. We chalked the 
Soweto Theatre orchestra 
pit sessions as pre-
production and went for it! 
They’re similar but the 
new recordings are 
much more vital.

The cover image is by South 
African artist Nandipha 
Mntambo. What does it 
represent?
It references many things: Apocalypse 

Now, Maggot Brain, etc. But it came 
from within, not from scanning 

images for ideas. It’s an 
opposite of the After Robots
cover. It speaks of coming 
out of the water into the 

world – a return to nature, 
and a more organic or more 

humane way of being.
INTERVIEW: LOUIS 

PATTISON

Q&A

BLK JKS: (l-r) 
Molefi Makananise, 
Tebogo Seitei, 
Tshepang Ramoba, 
Mpumelelo Mcata
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BLK JKS
Abantu/
Before Humans
GLITTERBEAT

8/10
Back to the future with belated 
prequel. By Louis Pattison

1 Yela Oh !
2 Running —
Asibaleki / 
Sheroes Theme
3 iQ(w)ira — 
Machine Learning 
Vol 1.
4 Mme Kelapile
5 Harare 
6 Human Hearts
7 Yoyo! — The 
Mandela Effect 
/Black Aurora 
Cusp Druids 
Ascending
8 Maiga Mali 
Mansa Musa
9 Mmao Wa 
Tseba — Nare 
/Indaba My 
Children

Produced by:
BLK JKS
Recorded 
at: Post Post 
Studios; Invisible 
Cities Pirate 
Radio Studios; 
Stoep Studios; 
Downtown 
Studios; Soweto 
Theatre. All 
Johannesburg
Personnel:
Mpumelelo 
Mcata (guitar, 
vocals), Tshepang 
“RMBO” Ramoba 
(guitar, drums, 
vocals), Molefi 
Makananise 
(bass, vocals), 
Tebogo Seitei 
(trumpet, 
vocals), Morena 
Leraba (vocals 
on “Harare”), 
Vieux Farka 
Touré (guitars 
on “Maiga Mali 
Mansa Musa”)

SLEEVE NOTES



NEW ALBUMS

BAND OF HOLY JOY
Dreams Take Flight TINY GLOBAL

7/10
Morelo-fibohemianrhapsodies
fromstalwartindieveterans

Sporadically active for 
almost four decades, 
the Band Of Holy Joy 
have survived glancing 
brushes with le� -� eld 
pop fame, releasing 

more than 20 albums and amassing 
almost as many ex-members as The Fall. 
There remains something gloriously, 
stubbornly heroic about frontman Johny 
Brown’s faith in old-school DIY indie 
values, literary and bohemian, whether 
spinning Ballardian visions of a Fyre 
Festival-style dystopia on the scouring 
jumble-sale jazz-punk ballad “This Is 
The Festival Scene” or belting out Shirley 
Bassey-sized brassy chansons like “When 
Love Is Not Enough”. Pitched somewhere 
between Marc Almond and Jarvis Cocker, 
Brown’s tremulous voice is imperfect 
but impassioned, just like his enduring 
support cast of hard-bitten romantics.
STEPHEN DALTON

LOU BARLOW
Reason To Live JOYFUL NOISE 

7/10
Mixofcontentmentandmelancholy
hitsthemark

In 2019, Barlow started 
si� ing through over 
35 years’ worth of 
song fragments, his 
involvement in Joyful 
Noise’s Artist Enabler 

series adding impetus to work some up 
to completion. One such scrap generated 
this album’s opener, an over-easy number 
acknowledging Barlow’s rediscovery of 
the music-making spark. It’s a warm and 
slightly rickety set, with folk-ish elements 
and faint echoes of Sentridoh. There’s 
poignancy in spades, of course (“You 
protect me from myself and when you roar 
I want you most”, on “Paws”), but the brief 
“Thirsty” (Love do acoustic metal) and 
darkly swirling title track are captivating 
shi� s in style and pace.
SHARON O’CONNELL

BIRDS OF MAYA
Valdez DRAG CITY

7/10
Belatedreleaseforthisheavy-hitting
thrillerfromPhillysludgerockers

Fat Motörhead ri� s 
and the stench of leather 
and diesel dominate this 
fourth album by Birds Of 
Maya, a trio who feature 
Mike Polizze, frontman 

of Purling Hiss and now acclaimed solo 
artist thanks to 2020’s Long Lost Solace 
Find. Recorded in 2014 but just released, 
Valdez is too good to have been le�  on the 
shelf, « itting between Black Sab homages 
such as “Busted Room” and the Zep-esque 
quasi-Middle Eastern “Recessinater”, and 
shorter rockers such as the Stooges-like 
“Front Street” and “BFIOU”, which opens 
with the ri�  from the Beasties’ “Sabotage” 
before exploring even scuzzier directions.
PETER WATTS

AMERICANA ROUND-UP

AMERICANA
A bar-room bard’s breakthrough

It’s been 12 years since we’ve heard
anything new from The Flatlanders, but the
veteran Texan trio of Joe Ely, Jimmie Dale
Gilmore and Butch Hancock return this
July with Treasure Of Love THIRTY TIGERS. The
pandemic has enabled them to finally
complete the sessions they began some
time ago, produced by multi-instrumentalist
Lloyd Maines and Sharon Ely. Expect a
handful of originals alongside covers of
George Jones, Bob Dylan, Townes Van
Zandt and more. Best known as a founder
member of The Walkabouts, Chris Eckman
is now onto his fifth solo album. Where The
Spirit Rests GLITTERHOUSE, also out in early July,
finds the singer-guitarist delivering what he
calls “an internal dialogue between a person
and the outside world. It’s a very insular
voice, kind of like those Samuel Beckett
rolling monologues.” His vision is
nevertheless realised with the help of

various others: co-producer and electronic
composer Alastair McNeill, plus pedal steel
player Chuck Johnson, ex-Green On Red
keyboardist Chris Cacavas and leftfield
violinist Catherine Graindorge, whose CV
includes PJ Harvey and Nick Cave.
Meanwhile, the tireless Willie Nelson has
co-written another book with his good
friend, actor, author and campaigner Turk
Pipkin. Out on Harper Horizon in late June,
Willie Nelson’s Letters To America is a series
of dispatches on
personal heroes,
family members
and his nation’s
past, present and
future. It also
includes Nelson’s
reflections on
many of his own
lyrics. ROB HUGHES

Prior to landing on Colter Wall’s 
radar, Vincent Neil Emerson 
had spent most of his adult life 
playing bars and honky tonks 
around his adopted home of Fort 
Worth, Texas. But labelmate 

and fellow songwriter Wall was so taken with 
2019’s Fried Chicken And Evil Women that he took 
Emerson out on tour, introducing his keenly 
observed folk-country songs to a wider audience. 
The patronage of others, including Leon Bridges 
and Charley Crockett, didn’t hurt either. His 
latest champion is true Texan royalty itself, 
Rodney Crowell, who signed on to produce this 
self-titled follow-up, bringing with him a bunch 
of seasoned session players.

As a disciple of Guy Clark, Townes Van Zandt 
and Crowell himself, it’s easy to grasp Emerson’s 
appeal. There’s a rich, lived-in quality to his 
work that belies his age (he’s yet to reach 30), but 
re« ects instead a sometimes di³  cult passage 
through the years. He’s under no illusions about 
the inherent con« icts of a rambler’s life, be it 
on the self-explanatory “Debtor’s Blues” or 

“Ripplin’ And Wild”, hiding his insecurities in 
two � ngers of whiskey when “I just don’t feel right 
underneath all those lights”. Meanwhile, over a 
subtle bed of strings, organ and picked guitar, 
the masterful “High On Gettin’ By” attempts to 
reconcile family responsibility with the pull of 
the highway, “drunk on the ideas of my future”.

There are up-tempo tunes here – “Texas 
Moon”; the breezy bluegrass of “High On The 
Mountain”; “Saddled Up And Tamed”’s stoked 
Western swing – though the arrangements are 
generally stark, giving Emerson’s lyrics added 
weight. He hits hardest on two deeply personal 
songs. “The Ballad Of The Choctaw-Apache” 
charts how the US government bullied its way 
into acquiring the sale of Native American land 
in Louisiana during the ’60s, leaving thousands 
of people, including his grandparents, displaced 
from their ancestral home. And the unsparing 
“Learnin’ To Drown” measures the grief and 
emotional ruin brought by his father’s suicide. 
Candid, eloquent and considered, Vincent Neil 
Emerson is made of stern and superior stu� . 
ROB HUGHES

VINCENT NEIL EMERSON
Vincent Neil Emerson

LA HONDA/THIRTY TIGERS

8/10
Texan troubadour’s Rodney Crowell-produced third
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NEW ALBUMS

in a thrillingly guttural baritone over
an all-acoustic backing of oud, violin,
piano, double bass and traditional
percussion, he ranges from classical
virtuosity to folk and pop styles with
an alluring whi� of exotic mystery at
every turn. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

DANNY ELFMAN
BigMess NTI

4/10
Oscar-nominatedcomposer
releasesfirstsoloalbumin37years

Comprising 18 tracks,
Big Mess is almost
as long as some of
the Hollywood �lms
Elfman has spent
his years scoring.

A self-described “crazy cacophony”,
the album lives up to its title. The
opening “Sorry” marries metal ri�s
with prog theatrics as Elfman’s Mark
Lanegan-esque grizzled voice roars.
Lush string work is just about the
only consistent to be found here, as
it ricochets between ri�-heavy rock,
metal, industrial and the «at-out
bizarre, with Elfman occasionally
trying to steer it towards more pop-
leaning moments. But this approach
mistakes adding chaos and drama
for exploratory experimentation.

It’s a long, convoluted, tiresome listen.
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

CHRIS FORSYTH & THE
SOLAR MOTEL BAND
RareDreams:SolarLive
2.27.18
ALGORITHMFREE

7/10
Spirited,cracklingtone-jams
fromAmericanguitarist

On Rare Dreams, 
guitarist Chris  
Forsyth borrows  
a rhythm section  
from Sunwatchers  
and unspools two 

long, mantric explorations and 
two singular Neil Young covers, 
all recorded at London’s Café Oto. 
“Dreaming In The Non-Dream” is 
furious yet disciplined, Forsyth’s tone 
scything and chipped; the collective 
energy somehow imagines an unholy 
hybrid of Neu! and the Minutemen. 
“The First 10 Minutes Of Cocksucker 
Blues” is abstract boogie, with 
Forsyth’s guitar arabesques needling 
away at the song’s foundations. But it’s 
the cover of Young’s “Don’t Be Denied” 
that really soars – roughshod, tender 
and deeply moving, like an unwound  
MX-80 Sound. JON DALE

BLUE ORCHIDS
SpeedTheDay
TINYGLOBALPRODUCTIONS

8/10
Epochalpost-punkvetsbloomagain

“I’m calling from the
outside, take me back
in”, snarls Martin
Bramah at the outset
of this 10-song album,
Blue Orchids’ third in

�ve years. It may be a lover’s plea but it
also suggests the demand of a veteran
outlier, though the band have hardly
been denied critical acclaim. There’s a
laudable unpredictability to Speed The
Day: “Classy Fella” is a wry challenge
to compensatory male behaviour
set to a lounge-y groove, “What Lies
Beneath” a dark, Can-ish workout
and “The Pebble” an imaginative
joining of the dots between Black
Country, New Road and Flowered
Up. Forty years on, Bramah’s terri�c
songwriting, rangy guitar and sharp
wit are the constants.
SHARON O’CONNELL

THE CATENARY WIRES
BirlingGap
SKEPWAX

8/10
Veteranindieluminaries’third
emphasisesthesourandthesweet

With songs
about middle-aged
divorcees at 1980s
revival discos
(“Mirrorball”,
a trumpet-

embellished Nancy & Lee tribute
performed by The Go-Betweens)
and suicidal leave-voting patriots
in Robin Reliants (“Three Wheeled
Car”), Birling Gap represents a sincere,
empathetic attempt to embrace and
dissect Englishness and middle age.
C86 linchpins Amelia Fletcher and
Rod Pursey’s methodology is more
polished now but their articulate
sincerity and melodicism stay true
to their roots: “Always On My Mind”
is Mamas & The Papas jangling with
a sugar rush and “Like The Rain”,
in contrast, is su�used with regret.
WYNDHAM WALLACE

CHEVAL SOMBRE
DaysGoBy
SONICCATHEDRAL

8/10
Stark,beautifulsecondof2021for
NewYorkfuzz-folkpoet

Passing time remains 
on Chris Porpora’s 
mind, as he follows 
January’s Time Waits 
For No One with 
another meditation on

change and the passage of time set to 
a woozy folk backdrop. It even mirrors 
the structure of Time Waits For No One,
featuring support from Sonic Boom on 
eight originals, an instrumental and 
one cover, in this case “The Cal«ess 
Cow” by Alasdair Roberts. It’s a stark 
and beautiful a�air, with songs like 
“He Was My Gang”, “Are You Ready”  

or the gorgeous “Sunlight In My Room” 
hanging like mist at dawn, sustained 
by Boom’s subtle wash of synth and 
Porpora’s tremulous vocal.
PETER WATTS

CROWDED HOUSE
Dreamers Are Waiting EMI

6/10
Overdueyetunderwhelmingreturn

Despite previous 
farewells, Crowded 
House never quite 
completed the ride 
into the sunset, kept 
in touch by reunions 

and collaborations (the group now 
includes founder members Neil Finn 
and Nick Seymour, veteran American 
producer Mitchell Froom, and Finn’s 
sons Liam and Elroy). Dreamers Are 
Waiting ends a decade-long gap since 
Crowded House’s last studio album, 
and o�en feels more a�erthought 
than addition. On form, however, few 
write or sing human frailty with Neil 
Finn’s poise: the �dgety semi-country 
of “Too Good For This World” and the 
exquisite ballad “Start Of Something” 
are worthy additions to an astonishing 
songbook. ANDREW MUELLER

THE DATSUNS
Eye To Eye HELLSQUAD

7/10
NewZealandgonzoquartetreturn,
footandgasincloseproximity

Nearly 20 years 
since forming part 
of a garage revival 
alongside The Vines, 
The Hives, Jet et al, 
The Datsuns have 

edged closer to vintage hard rock, 
like Deep Purple if “Speed King” was 
their default tempo. On the ferocious, 
hardcore-ish “Bite My Tongue”, Phil 
Somervell’s guitar solos sound like 
his hair has been plugged into the 
mains, while Dolf de Borst’s howls 
should carry a warning to keep pets 
indoors. On “Brain To Brain” and 
“Dehumanise”, Hammond organ adds 
a little Jon Lord-style dressing, and 
while further in, less pacy cuts don’t 
cut quite so deep, neatly turned fuzz-
caked ri�s and shouty choruses keep 
the hooks coming. JOHNNY SHARP 

KAMEL EL HARRACHI 
Nouara  KAMIYAD

7/10
Fromclassicaltopop,Algerian
singerpaystributetorichtradition

El Harrachi’s late 
father Dahmane was 
one of the great stars 
of the popular North 
African style known 
as chaabi (it translates 

as “of the people”) and wrote “Ya 
Rayah”, which has become Algeria’s 
uno³cial national anthem and was 
an international hit for Rachid Taha. 
Kamel honours this rich heritage on  
a set that combines his own songs 
with updated versions of standards 
from his father’s repertoire. Singing 
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BIRDS OF MAYA
Black Dirt, DIY ethics and secret recordings

REVELATIONS

T hough Mike Polizze  
of Purling Hiss is the 
best-known member 

of Birds Of Maya, the Philly act 
are very much a collaborative 
project, building up albums out 
of the instinctive interplay that 
comes from 14 years of jams. 
Their latest, Valdez, was laid 
down in 2014. “We record 
nearly everything ourselves 
and every once in a while we 
put those recordings together 
into an album,” explains the 
band – Polizze, drummer Ben 
Leaphart and bassist Jason 
Killinger – who speak with one 
voice in interviews. “We drove 
to Black Dirt Studio in upstate 
New York. Jason Meagher, 
who owns the studio, asked us 
to run through a few songs. We 
ended up playing the album 
start to finish and he recorded 
it all without us realising it.  

Ben actually broke his snare 
halfway through and just kept 
going. The next day, we did 
some overdubs and mixed.  
It was like a 36-hour round  
trip all together.” 

The band try to play one or 
two shows in Philly each year, 
favouring outdoor DIY shows. 
When 2020 became the first 
year they hadn’t played live 
since forming in 2004, Meagher 
persuaded the band to put out 
Valdez. More such recordings 
might follow. 

“We’ve accumulated 16 
years of recordings,” they say. 
“Hundreds of tapes, plus digital 
recordings and live shows, so 
there’s always the possibility  
of much more Birds Of Maya 
entering the world. No doubt 
we will be jamming and 
playing shows again soon.”
PETER WATTS





TAKE a map and
�nd Gampo Abbey, a
Buddhist monastery
situated on a rugged
�nger of Nova Scotia,
Canada, and you
might notice that it

sits at the end of a long track called Red
River Road. David Morris, singer and
songwriter in England’s Red River Dialect,
wasn’t aware of the name when he applied
for a nine-month stay at the monastery,
but he couldn’t help draw meaning from it.

“Partofmelikestheideathat
everything’scomingtogether insomekind
ofcosmicfashion,”hetellsUncut,“likea
DavidLynch-likemystical thinggoingon,
soIwasquitehappytoseethat. If it’sat the
endofRedRiverRoad,though,doesthat
meanit’s theendofmymusicalcareer?”

OnewouldhopeMonasticLoveSongs
insteadmarksthebeginningofafruitful
solo journey–Morrishimself iskeenfor it
to�owalongsidethatofhisband,whoare
still, intheory,agoingconcern.Following
therecordingofthegroup’s lastalbum,
2019’sAbundanceWelcomingGhosts, the
songwriterheadedouttoGampoAbbey,
oneoftheonlyestablishmentsthatallows
itsmemberstomaketemporaryratherthan
lifetimevows.Musical instrumentswere
notallowed(Morrisbelievesaprevious
monkwithafondnessfor theukuleleputa
stoptothat),but inthe�nalthreemonths
ofhisnine-monthstayhewasgranted
limitedtimewithanylon-stringguitarand
composedaseriesofsongs.

When he le� Gampo, he went straight 
to the Hotel2Tango studio in Montreal to 
track the record in one day with Swans’ 
Thor Harris on drums and percussion 
and Godspeed’s Thierry Amar on double 
bass. The result is sparse and subtle, the 
album’s 10 songs dri�ing at an unhurried 
and becalmed pace. Given due attention, 
these 36 minutes are seductive and deeply 
involving, hard-hitting in the manner 
of Nick Drake’s Pink Moon or Richard & 
Linda Thompson’s similarly spiritual Pour 
Down Like Silver.

The mood is established by the opening 
“New Safe”, at �ve-and-a-half minutes 
the longest track here. It’s a �oating 
thing, hypnotic in its shi�ing chords and 
churning drones, while Morris sings of 
letting his “belly tension go” and of being 
at one with the world: “I feel the great 
expansive sky/Remember there’s no need 
to strive”. There’s a darker undercurrent 
here too, suggested by a discordant middle 
section and lines about a cracked safe 
leaking “a lake… thick like oil, scary stu�”.

The breezy “Inner Smile” began as a 
poem of thanks to his tai chi teacher, 
and it provides a positive, exultant end

to the record, even as its lyrics dabble 
in aphorisms like the repeated, “it also 
tickles the paws of the jackals”. “Skeleton 
Key” evokes early Incredible String 
Band in its eastern-tinged verses, while 
its words catalogue Morris’s hopes as 
he entered the monastery: “Shaving my 
face and shaving my head/That person is 
dead… Please teach me how to always  
stay kind and open”.

“Rhododendron”, depicting Morris 
�nding comfort in the shadow of a �ower 
over a shrine, is another deeply spiritual 
song, yet it’s far from the hectoring 
associated with some religious music. 
Indeed, the enforced celibacy and hours 
of meditation at times led Morris to 
examine his own past relationships and 
the nature of love itself. “Purple Gold”,  
for instance, looks back on �rst love, 
drawing a detailed picture of a 14-year-
old Morris and friend listening to REM’s 
Up, “one headphone each”. The chord 
sequence is infused with tension, 
however, as if to show that this kind of 
“leaping the fence of memory” can’t be 
accomplished without some pain.

“Circus Wagon” is more of a parable, 
with the protagonist joining “a merry 
band” of acrobats, learning “how to catch 
a hand while falling through the sky, to 
dance beyond the you and I…” There’s 
also room for a charming miniature, 
“Earth And Air”, and a �ne take on the 
traditional “Rosemary Lane”, its Jansch-
inspired treatment li�ed by invigorating, 
exploratory percussion and bass from 
Harris and Amar. 

The latter’s louder �nal minute is as close 
as we get to Red River Dialect here, and it 
serves to demonstrate just how di¤erent 
this record is from Morris’s previous 
work: the songwriting may be similar, 
his voice just as idiosyncratic, if a little 
quieter, but the soul-searching intimacy 
and beautifully unembellished recording 
results in a completely di¤erent beast, 
fresher, stranger and painfully real. It 
exists in the moment, just like its creator 
has been trying to do.

David John Morris  
“I need to find a place  
to express that stuff”

What was the idea 
behind recording most 
of the album in a day?
My bank balance was the 
main factor! The limitations 
weren’t chosen really, 
they were the product 
of circumstance. When I 
got back [to the UK], I tried 
recording lots of overdubs, 
but in the end I cut it back and 
just left the ones that really 
added something.

Musical instruments 
aren’t generally  
allowed at Gampo 
Abbey, are they?

Someonewho’smade
a lifecommitmentinthe
Buddhist tradition wouldn’t 
be allowed to play music, 
that’s part of the deal. What 
I did was a temporary vow, 
but because you’re living in 
this community with people 
who have taken lifetime vows 
you wouldn’t flaunt that you 
could do things that they 
couldn’t. But after about six 
months, I made a request to 
the governing council of the 
abbey – because I’d been 
there a while and they’d got 
to know me, they allowed it as 
long as we set time limits and 
I did it privately. I hope they’ll 
forgive me if they get loads of 
weird songwriters turning up 
now and bringing guitars.

Could this have  
been a Red River  
Dialect album?
Over the years I was writing 
more and more lyrics about 
spirituality, and we were 
getting called a Buddhist folk 
band – OK, fine, but they’re 
not Buddhist. So there was 
a point at which I thought 
maybe I need to find a place 
where I can express that 
stuff and not tar them with 
my brush. Lyrics are seen as 
representative of the band, 
but I was always pretty 
dictatorial about me writing 
the lyrics. We’re going to 
experiment, though. I’m 
going to try and not be a 
control freak!
INTERVIEW: TOM PINNOCK

SLEEVE NOTES
1 New Safe
2 Purple Gold
3 Rhododendron
4 Circus Wagon
5 Earth And Air
6 Rosemary Lane
(trad)
7 Skeleton Key
8 Steadfast
9 Gone Beyond
10 Inner Smile

Recorded at:
Hotel2Tango,
Montreal
Personnel
includes:
David John
Morris (vocals,
acoustic and
electric guitars,
cuatro), Thor
Harris (drums,
percussion),
Thierry Amar
(double bass),
Tom Relleen
(Buchla synth),
Catrin Vincent
(piano), Coral
Rose (cello)

Q&A

Songsofdevotion:
DavidJohnMorris
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DAVID JOHN 
MORRIS
Monastic Love Songs
HINTERGROUND

8/10
Ramblin’ robes: Red River Dialect leader’s 
sparse solo record. By Tom Pinnock



CHLOEFOY
WhereShallWeBegin
CHLOEFOYMUSIC

7/10
Grief-drivenfolkinfullbloom

Tenyearsin
themaking,
Gloucestershire-via-
Manchestersongwriter
ChloeFoy’sdebutis
a collection of great

intimacyandtenderness, inspiredin
partbythelossofherfather.Thisisrich,
melodicfolk,thoughsongssuchas
“Le�-CentredWeight”and“Asylum”
carrysomethingofapopsucker-punch.
Foy’svoice,aminglingofcrispness
andbreath,isastunningthing;it�nds
muscularityoverfull-bloomguitars
on“WorkOfArt”,whileontrackssuch
as“Deserve”and“Bones”,itseemsto
hang in the ether: sparse, beautiful,
bracedforlyrical impact. LAURABARTON

GARBAGE
NoGodsNoMasters
STUNVOLUME

7/10
Sleek,pissed-offsynthpopbangers
fromShirley,Butchandco

Ontheirseventh
album,Garbageare
righteouslyangry
aboutthechaotic
stateoftheworld:
late-stagecapitalism,

theworshipofsuccess,racismand
misogynyareall intheirsights.“The
menwhoruletheworldhavemadea
fuckingmess”,snarlsShirleyManson
atthestart,overwallopingbeatsanda
darkswarmofguitars.It’sabig,bolshy
set,slightlydatedbyitsindustrial-rock
dynamics,butthere’snodenying
theDepecheMode-ish“Godhead”or
(especially)thegiallo-ishcritiquethat
is“AWomanDestroyed”.Onadi¤erent
note,“UncomfortablyMe”drawson
Manson’sownanxieties,whilethetitle
trackseesherendorsingself-beliefas
theonetrueway. SHARONO’CONNELL

GRAVEFLOWERS
BONGOBAND
StengthOfSpring
CASTLEFACE

8/10
Dark,tightandgroovysecondLP
fromLArockers

They might have a 
humorous-sounding 
name and call songs 
things like “Inner 
Bongolia” and “Outer 
Bongolia”, but Grave 

Flowers Bongo Band are the real deal. 
This second LP, excellently produced by
Ty Segall, takes a Hawkwind vibe and 
runs with it as the band combine cosmic
grooves and acoustic �ourishes with 
serious hard-rock moves. Clocking it 
at 30 minutes, the band are super-tight 
and have a lot of fun. “Sleepy Eyes” is a 
raving highlight, “Smile” adds a touch 
of grace, “Animal Lord” brings some 
galloping drama, while the doomy 
“Down Man” ends things with a bang. 
PETER WATTS

JULIANAHATFIELD
BloodAMERICANLAUNDROMAT

7/10
VintageBlakeBabymovesin
forthekill

Adesignateddriver
inthedissolute
grungey1990sscene,
JulianaHat�eld
oncefantasised
abouthavingthe

alpha-malehe�ofHenryRollinsor
theragingtranscendenceofNirvana,
butthewhirligigoftimehasbrought
inrevengesofasort.Nouveauslackers
likeSoccerMommyandBeabadoobee
nowmirrormanyofthesignature
movestheNewEnglanderdisplayson
her19thalbum,“TheShameOfLove”,
“Splinter”and“MouthfulOfBlood”
successfullyconcealingBlackFlag-
worthyspleenbehindacomforting
veneerofdistortedguitars,sunny
MellotronandCarpenters-compatible
melodies.That�annelshirtandjeans
look:neverquiteoutofstyle. JIMWIRTH

HISSGOLDEN
MESSENGER
QuietlyBlowingItMERGE

8/10
Upliftingcountrysoulfromthe
brilliantHGM

There’saspiritofquiet
optimismlockedin
thegroovesofHiss
GoldenMessenger’s
lovelylatesto¤ering,
withMCTaylor

deliveringhislanguidacousticsoulin
thespiritofCurtisMay�eldrightfrom
opener“WayBackInTheWayBack”.
Overthecourseof11tracks,theband
covercountry,soulandjazz,pulling
inarangeofin�uencesthatcon�rms
themasheirstoLambchopand
GiantSand.Althoughthealbumwas
writtenandrecordedatatimeofsevere
internationalstrife,Taylormaintains
anauraofstudiedandreassuringcalm
on“ItWill IfWeLetIt”,“GloryStrums”
andoutstandingcloser“Sanctuary”.
PETERWATTS

CHRISSIEHYNDE
StandingInTheDoorway:
ChrissieHyndeSings
BobDylanBMG

6/10
Home-madehomagestoahero

Hynde’s second covers
album in little more 
than 18 months largely
foregoes the familiar 
in Bob’s back pages, 
delivering instead 

rough-and-ready demo-quality takes 
on deep cuts originally drip-fed onto 
the internet as part of an ongoing 
front-room “Dylan Lockdown” series. 
The knowing wisdom of her trademark
drawl enriches “You’re A Big Girl 
Now”, and she’s equally passionate 
when aping the writer’s own vocal 
in�ections on “Don’t Fall Apart On Me 
Tonight” and “Sweetheart Like You”. 
Fellow Pretender James Walbourne 
provides de� guitar and keyboard 

accompaniment, but 
it’s the personality 
and allure of a 
distinctive voice  
that keeps you in  
the parlour.  
TERRY STAUNTON

JAMES
AllTheColoursOfYou
VIRGINMUSICLABEL&ARTISTSERVICES

7/10
Jamescontinuetostartletheir
audience–andthemselves

A�ernearly40years
of existence, it is to
James’creditthat
thelistenerpresses
playontheir16th
albumwithlittle idea

whatto expect. Inventively produced
by JacknifeLee,AllTheColoursOfYou
isawinningsynthesisofJames’
anthemictendencies and their more
instinctive weirdness.Thoughmuch
ofthealbumre�ects recent personal
and global hardships, it’smostly
anotherstepinthegroup’srestless
quest for joyandsolidarity.Among
thehighlightsare“Hush”, a de�
exercise in stadium electronica,
and“GettingMyselfInto”,agleeful
throwbacktotheirearliestskittish
indie. ANDREWMUELLER

LORAINEJAMES
Reflection
HYPERDUB

8/10
GlitchybeatsandslickR&Bcollide
onLondonproducer’ssecond

Theopener“BuiltTo
Last”easesthelistener
intothisalbum,as
subtleyetsnapping
beatsmergewitha
smoothR&B-esque

�ow.Thingsquicklyswitchgearand
thetrulyeclecticnatureofLoraine
Jamesasacontemporaryelectronic
artistcomestolight,asthegrindingand
stutteringIDMof“Let’sGo”glidesinto
thestripped-backgrimeof“BlackTing”.
It’sanalbumthat’sconstantlyshi�ing,
almostrestlessattimes,yetitalso
remainspoisedandcoherent.
Thisisanunpredictablejourneyright
uptothealbum’sbeat-heavyoutro.
DANIELDYLANWRAY

JAPANESEBREAKFAST
JubileeDEADOCEANS

7/10
Apushforjoyandhappinesson
Americanmusician’sthirdalbum

Having addressed 
her mother’s cancer 
treatment on her 
debut LP and the grief 
following her death on 
the second, Michelle 

Zauner made a conscious decision to 
leave the shadows for the light with 
her third. Jubilee sees her channelling 
1980s pop (there are echoes of Prefab 
Sprout, New Order, even Debbie 
Gibson), most obviously on the terri�c 
“Be Sweet”, the sax-�ecked “Slide 

Tackle” and a deceptively bouncy 
“Savage Good Boy”, whose subject is 
a needy billionaire with a doomsday 
bunker. These are smart, con�dent 
and mostly �ne-boned songs, though 
epic closer “Posing For Cars” leans on 
a lachrymose, slow-mo, alt.rock guitar 
passage. SHARON O’CONNELL

DAMIEN JURADO
The Monster Who Hated 
Pennsylvania  
MARAQUOPA

8/10
Mysterious,allusivemastery
onSeattlesongwriter’s17th

Jurado’s cosmic trilogy 
with his late producer 
Richard Swi� has since 
been simmered back 
to spare, elemental 
songwriting, with 

skeletally suªcient rock backdrops. 
Phrases are doled out, syllables toll, 
synced with strokes of guitar. It’s 
portable music for a proli�c singer-
songwriter who’s long outlasted any 
scene, instead focusing on sketches 
of quiet desolation and glimmering 
redemption, as when “Johnny 
Caravella” mounts a clearing electric 
storm of guitar, and Jurado hoarsely 
advises: “Just stick around, ’til the light 
pushes into the darkness”. The people 
in these songs are losing their listeners, 
memory or love, su¤ering partial 
erasures. And yet this melodic music 
holds them close with familial warmth. 
NICK HASTED

KASAI ALLSTARS
Black Ants Always Fly 
Together, One Bangle Makes 
No Sound CRAMMED

7/10
Gritty,joyfulfourthalbumfrom
Kinshasa’sstreetheroes

Emerging in the wake 
of the “Congotronics” 
movement led by 
Konono No 1, the Kasai 
collective have forged 
a striking kind of 

primal avant-rock with their trance-
like rhythms and distorted electronics 
since their mind-blowing debut album 
a dozen years ago. The programming 
and production have grown more 
sophisticated over the years but the 
description is relative – Black Ants… 
still throbs with the same intricate 
polyrhythms played on distorted 
thumb pianos over gritty vocals with 
lyrics based on Congolese myths and 
proverbs. From thehypnoticopener
“Kasai Munene”totheupbeatcloser
“Allstars All Around”withitsspiralling
soukous guitars,thisiscelebratory
music-making atitsmostjoyously
instinctual. NIGELWILLIAMSON
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angry: 
Garbage
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IN 2019, Lucy Dacus
marked seven
signi�cant national
holidays (including
Valentine’s Day,
Christmas and
Bruce Springsteen’s

birthday) with a new song. The resulting
EP, her last formal release to date, skewed
towards covers. But, as those songs were
being released, she was also working on
her most inward-looking project yet.

Recorded at the same Nashville studio
and with many of the same collaborators,
as 2018’s Historian, Home Video is Dacus
at her most autobiographical and lyrically
direct. Its 11 tracks draw from her youth
in Richmond, Virginia – lost friendships,
�erce loyalties, Christian youth groups,
park bench make-out sessions – with the
speci�city of contemporary diary entries
or, yes, dusty old family videos. “My
heart’s on my sleeve, it’s embarrassing”,
Dacus sings on one track, “the pulpy
thing, beating”.

The turn inward, says Dacus, was partly
prompted by the acclaim that followed her
last album, and that same year’s team-up
with Julien Baker and Phoebe Bridgers
as boygenius (the pair provide backing
vocals on Home Video, as Dacus did on
each of her friends’ recent career-bests).
More attention meant people “projecting
their ideas of who I was onto me”,

she says, her 
identity “publicly 
observed and 
re� ected” in 
press pro� les 
and interviews.

Dacus tackles this 
disconnect head on 
in the album’s giddy 
rush of an opening 
track. While the 
subject of “Hot & 
Heavy” reads like 
an old � ame, the 
memories that bring 
heat to her cheeks 
are of her closeted, 
church-going 
teenage self. “It’s 
bittersweet to see 
you again”, Dacus 
sings as strings 
and piano speed 

to catch up, the song’s soaring epilogue 
the soundtrack to running through the 
changing streets of your hometown.

The old � ames turn up later, as Dacus 
shi� s her focus to the people burned into 
her formative memories: the friends, the 
lovers and those somewhere in between. 
Christine, of the titular track, is a friend 
who disappears into an overbearing 
relationship but one for whom Dacus 
would embarrass herself at a wedding 
when the congregation is asked for 
objections. There’s the unnamed bible 
school classmate of “VBS” writing bad 
poetry, snorting nutmeg and “waiting 
for a revelation”; there’s Daniel, who was 
never a boyfriend, and the illicit a¤ air at 
the heart of “Partner In Crime”. And then 
there’s “Brando”, desperate to impress the 
girl who only wants to kiss: “You called me 
cerebral”, sings Dacus, her lament that of 
every bookish teen. “Would it have killed 
you to call me pretty instead?”

It’s a clever trick: blending speci� c 
details straight from memoir with the 
eloquence of hindsight and, where 
needed, a pinch of wilful � ction, � nding 
points of universal connection amid all 
the personal nostalgia. Nowhere is this

more apparent than “Thumbs”, which 
combines tenderness and violence in a 
fantasy about murdering a college friend’s 
deadbeat dad. The song was inspired 
by a very speci� c memory but became a 
live favourite, so beloved by fans that, at 
Dacus’s request, no unoª  cial recordings 
ever appeared online. It’s easy to imagine 
their protectiveness mirroring that of 
Dacus towards her friend, her voice steely 
yet vulnerable, rising so� ly from a bed of 
dreamlike synthesiser.

The music undoubtedly plays its own 
part in the songs’ immediacy. Where, 
previously, Dacus’s voice – a warm and 
comforting thing – sometimes sunk into 
cracks in the instrumentation, the musical 
accompaniment here acts to heighten the 
words. Frequent collaborators – bassist 
Jacob Blizard, drummer Jake Finch and 
producer Collin Pastore – know when to 
pull back and when to upli� : “Cartwheel”, 
a dreamlike nursery rhyme reverie and 
one of the oldest songs on the album, 
particularly bene� ts from this approach; 
looped autoharp, classical guitar and 
harmonies from so few studio personnel 
emphasising the intimacy of the memory.

With those quiet moments as a point of 
contrast, the times when the band let rip 
or invite others into their circle properly 
soar. “Going Going Gone” has the feel of 
a camp� re singalong, ending with the 
participants – including, according to the 
liner notes, everyone from some of Dacus’s 
oldest friends to Mitski, boygenius and 
Julien Baker’s dog Beans – clapping and 
giggling in the studio. “First Time” is a 
tale of sexual awakening propelled by 
chugging drums and distortion pedals, 
and “Partner In Crime” pairs synths with 
an uncharacteristic autotuned vocal, 
petal-plucking innocence juxtaposed 
with the squalor of a toxic relationship.

The album closes with a rock epic to 
rival Historian’s “Night Shi� ”. “Triple Dog 
Dare” is part truth, part queer � rst-love 
fantasy in which two friends run away 
from their religious upbringing to live on 
a boat. As distorted percussion swells, 
Dacus leaves the ending ambiguous: 
these stories, she says, are yours now.

Lucy Dacus on 
keeping a record of life

What does Home Video
mean in the context of 
this album?
Documentation has always 
been a big part of my life 
whether in video, photo or 
song. I was born right around 
the time my parents got their 
first camcorder and my dad 
was constantly taking videos 
right from when I was a baby.

Has not being able to 
perform live helped you 
commit such personal 
memories to tape?
I think that’s probably true. 

I’m nowrealisingI’mgoing 
to havetosaythesethings 
in front of people! Previously, 
I wanted to write my way out 
of sadness. With these songs, 
I didn’t have that filter.

Why keep the studio 
chatter at the end of 
“Going Going Gone”?
Documentation again. 
The song sounds a bit 
like a campfire singalong 
and I wanted to keep that 
campfire atmosphere of us 
all being in the same room 
when we recorded it. The 
people you hear include my 
oldest friend, my bassist 
Jacob, Phoebe and Julien.

Tell us about the unusual 
drum sounds that can 
be heard throughout 
“Triple Dog Dare”?
I told Jake that I wanted it 
to sound really tactile, like 
you’d gone into a vintage 
shop and were running your 
hand across the glass jars 
on the display. He brought 
in a bunch of objects – a tin 
can, a spoon, a little ball – and 
lined them up on the snare 
to create that sound. We ran 
it through a resynthesiser 
pedal towards the end to 
create that tearing sound, as 
the friends tear themselves 
away from their old lives.
INTERVIEW: LISA-MARIE FERLA

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Hot & Heavy
2 Christine
3 First Time
4 VBS
5 Cartwheel
6 Thumbs
7 Going Going 
Gone
8 Partner In 
Crime
9 Brando
10 Please Stay
11 Triple 
Dog Dare

Produced by: 
Collin Pastore
Recorded at: 
Trace Horse, 
Nashville, TN
Personnel 
includes: Lucy 
Dacus (vocals, 
electric guitar, 
piano), Jacob 
Blizard (bass 
guitar, electric 
guitars, piano, 
autoharp, 
synthesisers), 
Camille Faulkner 
(violin), Jake 
Finch (drums, 
synthesisers, 
organ), Collin 
Pastore 
(pedal steel), 
Keilan Creech 
(acoustic guitar), 
Julien Baker 
(additional 
vocals), Phoebe 
Bridgers 
(additional 
vocals)

Q&A
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LUCY
DACUS
Home Video
MATADOR

8/10
Virginian songwriter 
fi nds universal truths in 
autobiographical memories.
By Lisa-Marie Ferla

Lucy Dacus: 
sharing her 
stories with us
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LAMBCHOP
Showtunes
CITY SLANG

8/10
Nashvillecollective,nowwithadded
YoLaTengo,goboldlyoutonalimb

Kurt Wagner’s appetite for 
change hasn’t dwindled, 
and Lambchop’s succinct 
16th is, thanks to his 
MIDI piano experiments, 
particularly tempting.

The acoustic guitars of “Impossible 
Meatballs” will feel familiar and Wagner’s 
vocals are, compared with recent excursions, 
largely untreated – although computerised 
warbles top “Unknown Man” and “Blue 
Leo” – but Showtunes’ abstract qualities 
are startling. Justin Vernon’s sampling 
digressions are recalled in the hypnagogic 
snatches of opera that decorate “The Last 
Benedict”, while yMusic’s CJ Camerieri 
adds unconventional brass fanfares to the 
amorphic “Drop C” and slippery, prismatic 
“Fuku”, on which the upright bass of Yo La 
Tengo’s James McNew provides additional 
subtle architecture.
WYNDHAM WALLACE

LONELADY
Former Things
WARP

9/10
TalentedMancuniangoesold-school
onoutstandingthird

Julie Campbell’s successor 
to 2015’s Hinterland follows 
the trail le�  by the latter’s 
“Groove It Out” into the 
dance-heavy electro-funk of 
the early-to-mid-’80s. This 

is a heady realm of hard synths and sharp 
beats, the product of endless hours spent 
with analogue sequencers, samplers and 
drum machines. The results are spectacular, 
as Campbell’s R&B vocals plot a course over 
convulsive rhythms that recall Cabaret 
Voltaire (the “Sensoria”-like “Threats”; the 
frankly unstoppable “Treasure”), New York 
groove trio Warp 9 and Arthur Baker’s work 
with New Order. Its thematic concerns – 
memory, transformation and lost innocence 
– prove a perfect complement too.
ROB HUGHES

LORD HURON
Long Lost 
WHISPERING PINES STUDIO INC/REPUBLIC

8/10
Highlypersuasivefourthfrom
BenSchneider-ledquartet

Imagining a backstory 
for Long Lost, centred on 
mysterious artists who 
may have recorded at their 
Whispering Pines studio in 
the past, has allowed Lord 

Huron to wax nostalgic for country music’s 
golden age. Certainly, the spirits of Marty 
Robbins and Bobby Bare are abroad on the 
western balladry of “Meet Me In The City” 
and “Twenty Long Years”. But the band hits 
an altogether richer seam on the Fleet Foxes-
like “Mine Forever” and the vast sweep of 
the string-laden title track, rooted in the lost 
highway myth but sounding more akin to 
classic Walker Brothers.
ROB HUGHES

F
OR the past year, Bandcamp 
Fridays have become a beloved 
holiday for both music lovers and 
musicians. With the platform 
waiving all its fees on the � rst 
Friday of each month, it’s been the 
perfect way to take a chance on 

unfamiliar sounds and put a little cash directly 
into artists’ pockets. As we go to press, there are 
no more Bandcamp Fridays scheduled, so we 
thought it time to round up some of the � nest 
releases of recent months.

Richard Thompson has been releasing a 
series of tasty digital o¤ erings, o� en with his 
partner Zara Phillips on backup vocals. This 
month’s “Serpent’s Tears” EP � nds Thompson in 
� ne form, his voice and guitar work undimmed, 
and his lyrical eye still 
roving into the darker 
corners. It’s mostly acoustic, 
but things get a welcome 
jolt on “When The Saints 
Rise Out Of Their Graves”, 
a pounding rave-up 
that bears a similarity to 
Elvis Costello’s “Pump It 
Up” – until Thompson’s 
unmistakable, searing solo 
cuts through, that is. 

Thompson’s late friend and 
collaborator Nick Drake has 
been covered plenty over the 
years, but never quite in the 
way that Wet Tuna do it. The 
deep-fried dynamic duo of PG 
Six and Matt Valentine have had 
a busy pandemic year, releasing 
several heady volumes of their 
Eau’d To A Fake Bookie
series, and the fourth edition 
sees the pair applying their 
gloriously stoned touch to 
Drake’s “Northern Sky”, in 
addition to selections by Bob 
Dylan and Marvin Gaye.

Also emanating from 
the fertile New England 
underground, western 

Massachusetts’ Feeding Tube Records have 
been hosting regular livestreams over the 
past year with the likes of Joshua Abrams, 
Michael Hurley and Maxine Funke. The 
latest Quarantunes session on Bandcamp � nds 
guitarist Willie Lane and multi-instrumentalist 
Wednesday Knudsen improv’ing up a storm.
Similarly explorative is Quarantine Dreams, the 
latest set from Neel Murgai’s collective Brooklyn 
Raga Massive (32 credited musicians), which 
continues their exploration of Indian classical 
music through a prism of contemporary Western 
tropes. Highlights include the questing spiritual 
jazz of “For Elijah”, the ambient dri�  of “KW In 
The Multiverse” and the 15-minute drones of 
“Qscore”. All proceeds go to oxygenforindia.org.
      Since Grazed, the � rst Eleventh Dream 

Day release in more than � ve years, 
lipped out quietly in April. Recorded 

at Wilco’s Lo� , aided by now-full-
ime member James Elkington, the 

double LP lands on the mellower 
side of their spectrum, but there’s a 

uiet, crackling intensity threaded 
throughout its 12 tracks.

If you’ve hankered a� er a live 
album recorded in a Japanese coal 

ine then Jim O’Rourke and  Eiko 
Ishibashi’s Live At Mandako in 
Kumamoto scratches that itch. 
Playing along with what seem 
o be � eld recordings of the mine 
tself, they devise a disquieting, 
ccasionally quite beautiful 

oundscape. There’s a video of 
e performance included, but 

his one might be better as the 
oundtrack to your dreams. 
For further reveries, look no 
rther than Chuck Johnson’s 

Alpenglow. An ideal chaser for 
2021’s The Cinder Grove, it � nds the 
composer conjuring up an entire 
universe of sound, luminous and 
reverberant, over the course of 22 
minutes. Ladies and gentlemen, we 
are really � oating in space. 
TYLER WILCOX

Richard 
Thompson: 
tasty digital 
offerings

BANDCAMP ROUND�UP
Looking back on some of the finest online releases this year



MIND MAINTENANCE
MindMaintenance DRAGCITY

7/10
Spirallinggrooveminiaturesfrom
NaturalInformationSocietycrew

Mind Maintenance
lands mere months
a�er Joshua Abrams,
who appears here on
guembri, released
the latest instalment

from his Natural Information Society
collective, Descension (Out Of Our
Constrictions). Like that album,
Mind Maintenance is all about
“ecstatic minimalism”. But things are
pared back yet further: with Abrams
accompanied only by Chad Taylor
on mbira, the nine songs here are
relentlessly circular, patterns locking
in gently and then slowly straying
into di¤erent kinds of sync. There’s
a lightness and a freshness of tone
that embraces the properties of both
guembri and mbira: buzzing, burring,
possessed of an astral timbre.
JON DALE

MOBY
Reprise DEUTSCHEGRAMMOPHON

7/10
Multifacetedmusicpolymath
reimagineshissongbook

A di¤erent spin on
the greatest-hits
package, Reprise
�nds Moby reliving
some of his most
impactful tracks via

newly recorded arrangements with
the Budapest Art Orchestra. They’re
joined by a pool of musical guests that
includes Gregory Porter, Alice Skye
and Kris Kristo¤erson. The new takes
largely work well, underscoring the
compositional strength of the original
songs. Opener “Everloving” sets the
tone, evolving from earthy acoustics
to sweeping, cinematic scope, and
this swelling dynamic pattern occurs
elsewhere too, while more distinctive
moments include the fresh percussive
spin on his breakthrough “Go” and the
soulful gospel choir of “Why Does My
Heart Feel So Bad?”. ANDREW PRICE

MARIA MULDAUR
WITH TUBA SKINNY
Let’sGetHappyTogether
STONYPLAIN

7/10
Folk-bluesveteranreanimates
the’20sand’30s

Muldaur’s decision
to hook up with New
Orleans ensemble
Tuba Skinny brings
her back to the pre-
war jazz and blues

of her earliest days with the Even
Dozen Jug Band during the ’60s folk
revival. As suggested by Lil Hardin
Armstrong’s title track, this spread
of vintage covers is feelgood music
for perilous times, with sackfuls of
ragtime swing and a zestful spirit
borne alo� by brass, banjo, washboard
and acoustic guitars. Even the more
troubled songs – “Got The South In
My Soul”; Frankie ‘Half Pint’ Jaxon’s
“Big City Blues” – leave a sweet sting.
ROB HUGHES

GEORGIAANNE
MULDROW
VWETOIII
FORESEENENTERTAINMENT/EPISTROPHIKPEACHSOUND

5/10
Neo-souldoyenne’srambling
boombap

When Georgia Anne
Muldrow is on form,
she can be searingly
�ne. But she seems
to be phoning it in on
the latest instalment

of her freewheeling VWETO series.
“Vweto” means “gravity” in Swahili
and, while there’s little doubt that
Muldrow is grounded, the LA singer’s
meandering jazz-funk could do with
some cosmic elevation from time
to time. Like the earlier editions, III
is a largely instrumental collection
that demonstrates her beat-making
prowess. When it’s good, she nails
squiggly G-funk (“Boom Bap Is My
Homegirl”, “Action Groove”) and
late-night power-cruising (“Ghostride
21716”). But with no real focus, the
whole thing tends to drag.
PIERS MARTIN

LOSCIL
Clara KRANKY 

9/10
Amasterclassinshiftinglight
andshade

Outperforming 
even his own prior 
minimalism, 
Canadian Scott 
Morgan’s source 
material for his 

latest album is a single three-minute 
composition. Recorded by a 22-piece 
orchestra, it was pressed to 7” vinyl, 
then used and abused to create 72 
minutes of creeping contemplation 
and subdued drama. A Winged 
Victory For The Sullen can be heard in 
the droning, sometimes rehabilitated 
strings – not least on the dawning 
re�nement of opener “Lux”, and  
the sombre, closing title track –  
but the electronica on “Lumina” 
is e¤ervescent and the extensive 
tranquillity on “Vespera” enviable. 
“Aura”, meanwhile, sounds like  
clouds gently clearing to reveal  
a vast, desolate landscape.  
WYNDHAM WALLACE

GARY LOURIS
Jump for Joy THIRTY TIGERS

7/10
Firstsoloalbumin13yearsfrom
theJayhawksfrontman

Three-and-a-half 
decades a�er The 
Jayhawks released 
their debut, age  
has only added  
extra melancholy  

to frontman Gary Louris’ voice, as  
well as a bit of joy to the wordplay in
his lyrics. Those two emotions de�ne
what is somehow only his second
solo album, which ambles beyond
his band’s already wide palette to
embrace ’70s rock and pop �ourishes.
Squelchy sequencers and double-
tracked guitars add drama to “One-
Way Conversation”, while handclaps
and a fuzzy synth bolster the details
in the verses of “Almost Home”.
He only stumbles when he gets
self-consciously literary on the
stodgy “Mr Updike” and the
awkward “White Squirrel”.
STEPHEN DEUSNER

FRANCISLUNG
Miracle MEMPHISINDUSTRIES

8/10
WistfulWULYF-er’ssmallwonder

“I wanna go home,  
I just don’t wanna go 
to my house,” sings 
Francis Lung on 
“Blondes Have More 
Fun”, spearing the 

towering saudade of his second LP. 
Once the bassist in Manchester cultists
WU-LYF, Lung specialises in baroque 
alt.pop as therapy, Miracle upping the 
self-help ante slightly from 2019 debut 
A Dream Is U. The glorious “Southern 
Skies” and lighters-ahoy �nale “The 
Let Down” mirror the middle-aged 
symphonies to God of BC Camplight, 

Euros Childs, the BMX Bandits or
XTC at their most fragile. It’s a story as
old as Pet Sounds, but one that bears
repeated re-telling. JIM WIRTH

BILLIE MARTEN
FloraFauna FICTION

8/10
Bassanddrumshelpcreatelayered
thirdLPfromYorkshirelass

From its gorgeous
opening image of the
self as a blossoming
greenhouse plant, the
�rst album of Billie
Marten’s twenties

leans into, then explodes, every cliché
about growing up. Bass and drums
give her songs a fuller, looser sound;
lyrics celebrate inner strength and her
con�dence in her northern accent.
Marten’s stripped-back early work
drew comparisons to Lucy Rose and
Nick Drake, and while her voice is as
gentle as ever, a wider sonic palette
adds both brightness and depth.
Where album opener “Garden Of
Eden” juxtaposes organic imagery
with its chorus of pure sunshine,
alt.rocker “Human Replacement”,
inspired by the fear associated with
walking home alone at night, channels
Billie Eilish in its rhythmic menace.
LISA-MARIE FERLA
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LONELADY
Julie Campbell “Childhood wonder is a big obsession”

REVELATIONS

F or Julie Campbell, aka 
LoneLady, following 
up 2015’s Hinterland 

involved both a change of 
scenery and approach. The 
Manchester-based songwriter 
took up residency at Somerset 
House Studios in central 
London, in an 18th-century 
naval shooting gallery. “I set 
up a new studio there from 
scratch,” she explains. “I’ve 
always loved old-school 
electronic hardware, so I 
started writing music with that 
equipment instead of picking 
up my guitar.”

The result is the brilliant, 
dance-savvy Former Things, 
built around two analogue 
synths and a sequencer. “My 
previous albums do touch on 
that kind of machine funk,” she 

says, “but I wanted to really 
lean into that world and go  
for it, using references like  
mid-period Cabaret Voltaire.  
I wanted to create those  
kinds of patterns and  
crunchy textures.”

Campbell wrote two-thirds 
of the album in the capital, 
before journeying back north. 
Lyrically, as suggested by the 
title, Former Things has its roots 
in another time: “Childhood 
wonder and magic is a big 
obsession for me. I felt like 
I was in flux, personally and 
practically, feeling a lot of 
anxiety about the future. So 
they’re probably my bleakest 
lyrics to date, but I like to do 
that classic thing of putting 
really sad words to really 
upbeat music.” ROB HUGHES
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S.J.M. CONCERTS PRESENTS

GIGSANDTOURS.COM TICKETMASTER.CO.UK THECHARLATANS.NET
A HEAD FULL OF IDEAS BOX SET OUT OCT 15TH

AN SJM CONCERTS PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH X-RAY

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

NNIVERSARY BEST OF TOUR
NOVEMBER
THU 25 WREXHAM 

WILLIAM ASTON HALL
BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY

SAT 27 BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY
MON 29 BEXHILL DE LA WARR PAVILION
TUE 30 BOURNEMOUTH O2 ACADEMY
DECEMBER
THU 02 OXFORD O2 ACADEMY

CAMBRIDGE CORN EXCHANGE

SAT 04 MANCHESTER
  O2 VICTORIA WAREHOUSE
MON 06 LINCOLN ENGINE SHED
WED 08 LIVERPOOL
  INVISIBLE WIND FACTORY
THU 09 NEWCASTLE O2 CITY HALL
FRI 10 LONDON O2 ACADEMY BRIXTON
THU 16 NOTTINGHAM ROCK CITY
FRI 17 LEEDS O2 ACADEMY

GLASGOW O2 ACADEMY
ABERDEEN MUSIC HALLSOLD OUT SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

with special guests

PERFORMING TOGETHER AS MCH
the seahorses

MARK MORRISS NIGEL CLARK CHRIS HELME

another night, another town - the greatest hits live

AN SJM CONCERTS PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH 13 ARTISTS

GIGSANDTOURS.COM TICKETMASTER.CO.UK shedseven.com

November 2021
Th 25 Aberdeen Music Hall
F i 26 Glasgow Barrowland Ballroom

E X T R A D AT E A D D E D D U E T O D E M A N D

Sat 27 Glasgow Barrowland Ballroom
Mon 29 Newcastle O2 Academy
Tue 30 Sheffield O2 Academy
December 2021
Wed 01 Hull City Hall
F 03 Liverpool O2 Academy

at 04 Leicester O2 Academy
Mon 06 Norwich UEA
Tue 07 Cambridge Corn Exchange
Thu 09 Birmingham O2 Academy
F 10 Nottingham Rock City

at 11 Manchester Academy  
Mon 13 Oxford O2 Academy
Tue 14 Brighton Dome
Thu 16 Bristol O2 Academy

E X T R A D AT E A D D E D D U E T O D E M A N D

Fri 17 London Roundhouse
Sat 18 London Roundhouse
Mon 20 Leeds O2 Academy 
Tue 21 Leeds O2 Academy

E X T R A D AT E A D D E D D U E T O D E M A N D

Wed 22 Manchester Academy

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

September 2021
13 Cardiff - St Davids
14 Southend - Cliffs Pavilion
15 Nottingham - Royal Concert Hall
17 Blackpool - Opera House
18 York - Barbican
20 Manchester - Bridgewater Hall
21 Sheffield - City Hall
22 Newcastle - O2 City Hall

October 2021
11 Hamilton - Townhouse
12 Aberdeen - Music Hall
13 Inverness - Ironworks
14 Perth - Concert Hall
15 Dunoon - Queens Hall
16 Oban - Corran Halls
18 Birmingham - Symphony Hall
19 Southampton - Guildhall
20 London - Palladium

SJM Concerts & Regular Music by arrangement with X-Ray

gigsandtours.com ticketmaster.co.uk delamitri.info
(*Free NHS Show - Rescheduled Date)

19 Barrowland*

21 Glasgow - Barrowland

20 - Barrowland
December 2021

SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT

EXTRA DATE - JUST ANNOUNCED

The New Album 
‘Fatal Mistakes’ 

out May 28th 
CD / LP / MC / DL

Includes the singles 
‘It’s Feelings’ & ‘Can’t Go Back’

Featuring the Greatest Hits 
and Fatal Mistakes

Plus support from



IF, at any point during
the recent crisis,
you found yourself
thinking, ‘What
would Billy Gibbons
do?’ – and there are
probably worse role

models – you might have pictured the
ZZ Top frontman lighting out for some
cactus-pocked desert redoubt in one of
his garageful of hot rods. A scarlet coupe,
perhaps, ames painted along the bonnet,
packed with some of Gibbons’ legendarily
vast guitar collection, and su�cient
provisions to ride out lockdown.

You wouldn’t have been too far wrong.
Hardware was recorded in the rocky
mesas of California’s Mojave, Gibbons
teaming up with drummer Matt Sorum
(Guns N’ Roses, Velvet Revolver, The Cult)
and guitarist Austin Hanks; Rebecca and
Megan Lovell of Larkin Poe contribute
backing vocals. The single “West Coast
Junkie” (“I’m a West Coast junkie from
a Texas town/And when I get to Cali it’s
going down”) serves, in this context, as
a Southern surf-rock mission statement,
Gibbons channelling Dick Dale over a
pulsing go-go beat, the drums quoting The
Surfari’s “Wipeout” before the guitar solo.

Gibbons’ two previous solo albums

have been obvious 
departures from ZZ Top. 
2015’s Perfectamundo was 
a joyous excursion into 
Latin-rhythmed rock, and 
2018’s Big Bad Blues was 
what its title said it was. 
But Hardware, whether 
part of some planned 
cycle or not, is Gibbons 
going back to where he 
came in: were it presented 
to a focus group of ardent 
ZZ Top fans as a new 
ZZ Top album, it would 
be surprising if anyone 
spotted the imposture.

Certainly, there is little 
chance of mistaking Billy 
Gibbons’ guitar: that 
smooth swagger along the 
frontier between the blues 
and Southern rock (the 
latter genre being one that 
Gibbons can claim to have 
helped invent). The ¡rst 
notes on Hardware are the 
opening ri¢ of “My Lucky 

Card”, a characteristic Gibbons motif: an 
insistent guitar fusillade with which you 
can hear him placating some rumbustious 
early 1970s Texas honky-tonk as the 
empties start hitting the chicken wire.

There are, therea¥er, few subtleties. 
Musically, Hardware is substantially 
comprised of barely reconstructed 
boogie. Lyrically, it is almost exclusively 
concerned with women, whiskey, cars, 
highways and so forth. Given, however, 
that this a palette Gibbons did more to 
de¡ne than most, and still draws from 
more de¥ly than many, there’s absolutely 
nothing wrong with this, still less so given 
that Gibbons’ 72-year-old ¡ngers have lost 
none of their way around a fretboard. So 
while “Shu¦e, Step & Slide”, for example, 
sounds exactly how a song called “Shu¦e, 
Step & Slide” by Billy Gibbons might be 
expected to sound, its glorious solos are 
another entry in Gibbons’ he¥y catalogue

of elegant illustrations of the overlap 
between blues and Southern rock.

The ZZ Top period that Hardware most 
recalls is the one spanning 1981’s El Loco, 
1983’s umpty-selling Eliminator and 
1985’s A�erburner, as the group added 
synthesisers and sequencers to their 
primal rock trio setup. While Hardware 
doesn’t venture nearly as far into full-
edged Southern rock disco as some 
of the aforementioned, there are many 
instinctive or deliberate tips of the ten-
gallon to this period –  Larkin Poe’s glossy 
backing vocals on “Stackin’ Bones”, 
the turbocharged production of “S-G-
L-M-B-B-R”, the distorted lead vocal on 
“More-More-More”, also punctuated with 
a growled “Yeaaaahhh”, which sounds 
copy/pasted from “Sharp Dressed Man”.

There are one or two more obviously 
outré moments, of the kind Gibbons might 
not have felt able to indulge under the ZZ 
Top marque. “Vagabond Man” is a sweet 
electric piano-drenched ballad, like 
Steve Miller fronting Drive-By Truckers. 
“Spanish Fly” is a gru¢ rap over clattering 
percussion and sparse, squealing guitar. 
Closer “Desert High” is more minimalist 
still, a sombre spoken-word narration of 
the view across the Mojave and what it 
conjures, in this instance the spectres of 
Jim Morrison and Gram Parsons.

Overall, the songs on Hardware y in 
direct proportion to the degree to which 
they can be imagined being played 
on a fur-trimmed guitar mounted on a 
spindle. “I Was A Highway” is one such, 
underpinning the unsubtle metaphor 
(“You’d think I was a highway/The way she 
hit the road”) with a climactic post-guitar 
solo gear change from e¢ortless cruise 
control to foot-down roar towards the 
horizon. “She’s On Fire” is another, a 
glorious headlong tear-up which could 
have graced any ZZ Top album of this last 
half-century or so. For all Gibbons’ o¥en 
intriguing meandering from his usual 
path, on Hardware and elsewhere in his 
solo career, there remains little doubt 
about what he does best.

How Billy Gibbons got 
to enjoy the “powerful 
energies” of the desert

It’sonlyyourthird solo 
album–doesitfeel 
differentrecording 
underyourown name, 
asopposedtowith ZZ 
Top? Theonlydifference 
isdifferentfacesin the 
room.It’sstillabout getting 
inandlettingloose with the 
creativemoments that go 
intomakingloudnoises.

Howmuchdidthe 
recordinglocation 
informthealbum?
Sessionsthatunfold 
withinthesurrounds of 
thedesertgettoenjoy the 

powerfulenergiesandthe 
mysteriesbetweensand,
rock and cactus. Throw 
in a few rattlesnakes for 
good measure and there you 
have what it takes to get busy.

“Desert High” contains 
allusions to Gram 
Parsons, Jim Morrison, 
Keith Richards – are 
these people you got  
to know personally?  
The connection of an 
enjoyable friendship with 
both Keith Richards and the 
late Jim Morrison has long 
been recounted throughout 
the past. We met Gram while 
admiring a vintage touring 
bus parked in front of a 
theatre when he came over 

to chat about it. We thought 
he might have been the driver 
but he introduced himself as 
“Gram” and being in the band. 
We knew we had met the 
man himself.

What have you been 
doing during lockdown, 
and are there any Top 
plans? Well, since the  
past year melted into 
every day being a Taco 
Tuesday, Mexican cuisine 
remained the order of the 
hour! As we wrapped up the 
sessions for Hardware, the 
doors opened again to get 
after some bluesy riffs for  
a fresh ZZ Top outing. It too 
will be a good ’un.
INTERVIEW: ANDREW MUELLER

SLEEVE NOTES
1 My Lucky Card
2 She’s On Fire
3 More-More-
More
4 Shuffle, Step
& Slide
5 Vagabond Man
6 Spanish Fly
7 West Coast
Junkie
8 Stackin’ Bones
[feat Larkin Poe]
9 I Was A Highway
10 S-G-L-M-B-
B-R
11 Hey Baby,
Que Paso
12 Desert High

Produced by:
Billy F Gibbons,
Matt Sorum, Mike
Fiorentino
Recorded at:
Escape Studio,
California
Personnel: Billy F
Gibbons (guitar,
vocals), Austin
Hanks (guitar),
Matt Sorum
(drums), Rebecca
Lovell (vocals),
Megan Lovell
(vocals)

Q&A

Funky 
Gibbons: 
the ZZ Top 
guy goes 
back to 
boogie
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BILLY F 
GIBBONS
Hardware CONCORD

7/10
ZZ Top frontman returns 
to familiar ground on third 
solo LP. By Andrew Mueller



NEW ALBUMS

like“WorldIsTurning”.There’sastoner
countryfeeltomanyofthesesongs–
“FeelOfLove”,“Rabbit”–anambient
Americanathatchimeswiththemesof
natureandrenewal,plusexceptional
playing,fromthecosmicwah-wahon
“LonelyPlaces”totheguitarsoloon
“Ramblin’WithTheDay”.Eachone
oftheband’sthreealbumshasthe
potentialtobesomebody’sfavourite
record,apersonalsecretthathitsthe
sweetspottimeandtimeagain.
PETERWATTS

ROSTAM
ChangephobiaMATSORPROJECTS

7/10
VampireWeekendco-founder
turnedproducerpeersinward

Onthefollow-upto
2017’sHalf-Light,
Rostamjuxtaposes
elementsofthe
postmodernsonic
recipehehelpeddream

upforVampireWeekendwithnovel
touches,formingtheexibleframework
fordeeplypersonalemotions.His
secretweaponisHenrySolomon,
whosemutablebaritonesaxinventively
burnishesRostam’spoignantvignettes
(“BackSeatOfACab”)andruminations
(“Changephobia”).Againsthard-edged
rhythms–DanielleHaim’sclattering
drummingenlivens“TheseKidsWe
Knew”–andSolomon’swordless
reveries,Rostamsingsinacreamytenor
tailormadeforsharingtheintimate
feelingsofhislyrics.Changephobia’s
vibeyviscosityrendersthechange-ups
thatmuchmoreradical,notably“Bio18”,
acollisionoftribalrhythmsandcocktail
jazz,andtheAuto-tunedvocalsandsax
bleatingsof“Kinney”. BUDSCOPPA

JOHANNASAMUELS
Excelsior!
BASINROCK

8/10
ProducedbySamEvian,LA-based
songwriter’slatestdeliversinstyle

Nameda¥erherlate
grandfather’sbyword
forpositivity,Samuels’
secondfull-length
e¢ortisanextended
hymntothevalue

oftogetherness,supportedbyher
three-piecebandandanadmirable
castofbackingvocaliststhatincludes
CourtneyMarieAndrews,Hannah
CohenandLomelda.Theseluminous,
folk-rootedsongsarepoisedbetween
hopeandexperience,attheirmostvivid
onthecountryish“HighTideForOne”
(sparkedbytheappallingtreatment
ofBrettKavanaughaccuserChristine
BlaseyFord)andtheself-revelatory
“LessOfYou”.Bestofallis“Cathy”,a
pianolamentasbalefulasitisachingly
lovely. ROBHUGHES

SEDIBUS
TheHeavensORBSCURE

6/10
EarlyOrbcollaboratorsrideagain

In1991,AlexPaterson
andstudioengineer
AndyFalconersteered
TheOrbintotheouter
reachesofambienton
TheOrb’sAdventures

BeyondTheUltraworld.Falconer
departedthegroupshortlya¥er,but
30yearslaterthepairhavereunited
asSedibus.TheHeavensconsistsof
fourtracksofambientstargazing,at
timesgivenmotionbygentlerhythms,
elsewherele¥todri¥.“A¥erlife
A¥ershave”isastunningopener,
agorgeoussoundbath¡lledwith
intriguingtexturesandtheoccasional
grand,ripplingchord.A¥erthisit
goesabito¢theboil,buttheymoreor
lessclawitbackondeepspacedroner
“Papillions”.LOUISPATTISON

JOANASERRAT
HardcoreFromTheHeart
LOOSE

9/10
Cataloniansinger-songwriter’sfifth
isagemofhauntedreflection

Joana Serrat’s last 
album was produced 
by Israel Nash at his 
studio in the Texas Hill 
Country town a¥er 
which it was named, 

Dripping Springs. Serrat returned to 
Texas to record its follow-up, at the 
Denton studio of Midlake guitarist 
Joey McClellan. As a member also of 
Nash’s band, he played on Dripping 
Springs and here creates even more 
spectacularly windswept soundscapes 
behind Serrat’s starlit voice. Beneath the 
widescreen sonicvivacity,hersongsstir
like emotional weatherfronts,squalls
and torrents of familiarheartachemade
startling and numinousonanalbum
full of haunted reectionandsoul-
searching reverie.ALLANJONES

NADJA
Luminous Rot  SOUTHERN LORD

6/10
Densethicketsofdoom-drone
guitar,bleakandblissful

Nadja’s take on the 
intersection of drone 
and doom metal has 
always been fully 
realised – the duo 
of Leah Buckare¢ 

and Aidan Baker are laser-clear about 
exactly what they want to do, as much 
as their music is relentlessly exploratory. 
On Luminous Rot, there exists a loose 
narrative about alien intelligence, 
which gets lost in the textural 
overwhelm. The guitars here are thick 
yet pliable, shearing through these 
songs with underhand menace.  
The vocals feel a bit hammily gothic 
at times but it’s a small complaint 
compared with the album’s  
intoxicating density. JON DALE

THE NATVRAL
Tethers KANINE

8/10
Heroworshiptriggersself-discovery
onalt.popveteran’ssoloturn

The Pains Of  
Being Pure At 
Heart’ssurprising
2018swansongwas
alimited-edition
replicationofTom

Petty’sFullMoonFever,andasThe
Natvral,ex-frontmanKipBerman
celebratesanotherhero, transforming
himselfintoBlondeOnBlonde-era
Dylan.Thisspot-onhomagehas
allowedBermantoinhabitamorevital
versionofhimself,bringingimmediacy
totherousingretrorave-ups“Why
Don’tYouComeOutAnymore?”,“New
Year’sNight”and“Sylvia,TheCup
OfYouth”withhistonsil-shredding
howlsandstaccatoguitar-chord
clangouramidbeefyorganchurn.
On“SunBlisters”,Bermantakeshis
shapeshi¥ingtoagiddilyglorious
extreme–his inspiredappropriation
ofMott’sIanHunterappropriatingthe
Bardputsanexclamationpointon
animprobable,irresistibleactofself-
reinvention.BUDSCOPPA

GARYNUMAN
IntruderBMG

6/10
Moredystopiandoomscapesfrom
influentialsynth-rockicon

Well into his third-act 
comeback as a Trent 
Reznor-endorsed 
elder statesmen of 
industrial goth-metal, 
Gary Numan scored a 

No 2 smash in 2017 with his dystopian 
climate-disaster concept album Savage:
Songs From A Broken World, his highest 
chart placing in almost 40 years. Billed 
as a sequel, Intruder tells an angrier, 
darker story about Mother Earth ¡ghting
back on clobbering synth-heavy epics 
such as “I Am Screaming” and “The End
Of Dragons”. The songs are o¥en guilty 
of bloated bombast, but Numan retains 

an impressive command of cinematic 
melodrama and richly layered sonic 
detail, notably on the stadium-sized 
doom ballad “And It Breaks Me Again”. 
STEPHEN DALTON

LIZ PHAIR
Soberish CHRYSALIS

7/10
Afinereturntoform

Liz Phair’s ¡rst album 
in over a decade 
draws from the two 
main phases of her 
tumultuous career. 
Songs like “Spanish 

Steps” and the title track recall the  
lo-¡ sound of her critically lauded  
’90s albums, while “Ba Ba Ba” and 
“Good Side” embrace the polish of her 
critically denounced 2000s albums.  
“I don’t live in a world that appreciates 
me”, she declares on “Bad Kitty”, but  
she ¡nds joy in de¡ance. Whether  
she’s singing about her pussy or the  
view of Lake Michigan from her 
penthouse apartment, Phair always 
sounds like she’s having fun ipping  
o¢ every last hater.STEPHEN DEUSNER

ROSE CITY BAND
Earth Trip THRILL JOCKEY

8/10
Nosignofdiminishingreturnsfrom
RipleyJohnson’scosmiccountryoutfit

Rose City Band’s third 
album maintains those 
impeccable vibes of 
lush country charm, 
with Earth Trip o¢ering 
a series of beautiful 

moments, from stately organic opener 
“Silver Roses” to more uptempo pieces 
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JOANA SERRAT
The songwriter’s path to “an album of exile”

REVELATIONS

J oana Serrat grew up 
near Barcelona in a 
house full of music. 

The Band, Roy Orbison, Nick 
Drake and Prince were early 
favourites. As a teenager she 
picked up her mother’s guitar 
and started writing songs. Neil 
Young and PJ Harvey were 
major influences. At 22 she 
discovered Dylan. “That was  
a turning point. I became fully 
immersed in his world.”

She released her debut 
album The Relief Sessions in 
2012, and not short on 
ambition, sent a demo to 
Arcade Fire producer Howard 
Bilerman, with whom she 
recorded Dear Grand Canyon 
(2014) and Cross The Verge 
(2016), albums full of tender 

heartbreak. She wanted  
a more expansive sound for 
2017’s Dripping Springs, 
fully provided by producer 
Israel Nash, his band a 
windswept Crazy Horse 
behind her contrail vocals.  
“I had a hunch and followed  
my heart. I knew they were  
the people,” she says.

New album Hardcore From 
The Heart reunites her with 
several key members of  
Israel’s band on “an album of 
exile”, produced by Nash’s 
longstanding engineer, 
Ted Young, an invaluable 
collaborator. “I feel he can read 
me, and that’s a valuable virtue 
when you put your music in 
someone else’s hands. It feels 
like home, honestly.” ALLAN JONES



SPELLLING
TheTurningWheel PICCADILLY

7/10
Witchy,kitschydoubleLPfrom
BayAreapopmaverick

To date, there’s been
a hermetic feel to the
mystically inclined
pop music Tia Cabral
has made as Spellling.
You imagine her

making it holed up in a home studio,
lit by a single ickering candle. But
her third LP The Turning Wheel has
the feel of a big reveal. Her voice,
as dramatic and amboyant as a
young Kate Bush, now pirouettes
amid a backdrop of warm brass
and orchestral funk supplied by an
extended cast of players. What you
make of moments like “Always” will
depend on your tolerance for ’80s
power balladry, but the second disc
takes a darker hue, exempli¡ed by the
quiet storm theatrics of “Magic Act”.
LOUIS PATTISON

SUFJAN STEVENS
Convocations ASTHMATICKITTY

8/10
Amournful,epicambient
tourdeforce

In 2015, Su±an
Stevens released
Carrie & Lowell, an
acoustic, lyrical,
startlingly personal
collection of songs

recorded a¥er the death of his mother.
In many ways, Convocations is a
companion piece: recorded following
the death of his father, late last year.
But it is strikingly di¢erent in nature
– a longform ambient record, 49 tracks
and two-and-a-half hours long, that
serves as something of a requiem
in a time of global loss. Divided into
meditation, lamentation, revelation,
celebration, incantation, it is by turns
curious, brittle, exquisite, and surely
among the most accomplished and
beautiful records of Stevens’ career.
LAURA BARTON

WES TIREY
TheMidwestBookOf
TheDead DEARLIFE

8/10
Masterfulsliceof“rusticminimalism”

As a guitarist, Wes
Tirey has played
with the likes of Kath
Bloom and Steve
Gunn, while as a solo
artist he has been

quietly proli¡c. His latest o¢ering is
a masterwork, its 18 songs, from the
sturdy gait of “If Love Blues” to the
faded romance of “Life Is Good, Life
Is Sweet”, portraits of Midwestern
life, encompassing rhinestone suits,
travelling salesmen, spiders in the
cane, silos, bacon grease, corn. Tirey
refers to his songwriting style as
“rustic minimalism”, which is a ¡ne
way to describe the weight of his voice
and resonant precision of his lyrics:
songs sung steady and straight and
true. LAURA BARTON

PENELOPE TRAPPES
PenelopeThree HOUNDSTOOTH

8/10
Brighton-basedAustraliansinger
andcomposerletssomelightin

Occupying a shadowy
realm somewhere
near the dreamworld
of ’80s 4AD, Éliane
Radigue’s drone-
based soundscapes

and Grouper’s decomposed folk songs,
the music of Penelope Trappes’ ¡rst
two almost-self-titled albums was both
haunted and haunting. Her trilogy’s
last instalment possesses the same
murky allure. Yet with their themes
of healing and metamorphosis, these
songs mark a shi¥ away from the grief
that ¡lled 2018’s Penelope Two and
towards greater expressions of warmth
and wonder. That sense of liberation
extends to Trappes’ approach to her
vocals. More o¥en wispy and whispery
in her earlier work, her voice assumes
new strength and vividness here as
Trappes dives deep into torch-song

mode for “Red Yellow” and multitracks
herself into a celestial choir for 
“Blood Moon”. JASON ANDERSON

TREES SPEAK
Post-Human SOUL JAZZ

7/10
Arizonaduo’scompellingkrautrock

Locked down in their 
Tucson studio, the 
Trees Speak pair of 
Daniel Martin Diaz 
and Damian Diaz 
have cranked out 

three albums for Soul Jazz while the 
pandemic raged this past year, each 
one adhering to a pleasingly derivative
blueprint of Can, Neu! and Goblin 
with ashes of John Carpenter and 
Ennio Morricone for suspense. In 
addition to their standard motorik fare,
Post-Human is studded with the kind 
of whirring psych nuggets (“X Zeit”) 
and curdled synth cuts (“Quantize-
Humanize”) that suggest the Diazes 
are ¡lling in the gaps in the Sky and 
Brain catalogues as they see ¡t. 
Familiar, but still freaky. PIERS MARTIN

TRISTEN
Aquatic Flowers 
MAMA BIRD RECORDING CO 

8/10
FourthalbumfromtheNashville
mainstaywithonename

The songwriter known
simply as Tristen 
doesn’t pen love songs
so much as she writes 
songs about love. It’s 
a subtle distinction, 

but one that allows her to reect on 
ironies of this lo¥y topic while cra¥ing 
witty hooks and spare arrangements. 
Channelling the deadpan wit of Aimee 
Man alongside the madcap melodicism 
of Nilsson, Aquatic Flowers ponders 
romantic love (“Complex”), maternal 
love (“Julian”), even courtly love 
(“Die 4 Love”). Tristen’s most upbeat 
songs, however, tend to carry the most 
downbeat sentiments, including the 
chipper-sounding “Wrong With You”: 
“There must be something wrong with 
you for loving someone like me”.  
STEPHEN DEUSNER

ROSIE TUCKER
Sucker Supreme EPITAPH

8/10
Big-hearted songwriting from 
folk-punk Californian

Pairing the 
straightforward 
melodies of folk 
with the wit and 
resourcefulness of 
punk rock, Rosie 

Tucker’s third album is a coming-of-
age record about identity, mortality, 
longing and amphibians. The album 
opens with a squelchy Pavement 
guitar ri¢, a joke about soy-based meat 
substitutes and a song about their 
grandmother, and doesn’t let up from 
there, Tucker sharing witticisms and 
wisdom with a clear-eyed, speak-
sung directness that is as disarming 
as it is moving. Poignant slacker-pop 
single “Habanero” perfectly captures 
Tucker’s artistic duality: comparing 
hot peppers and hot people with a 
refrain – “Wouldn’t we be perfect 
together if we wanted exactly the same 
things” – that will linger in your soul.
LISA-MARIE FERLA

JUAN WAUTERS
Real Life Situations CAPTURED TRACKS

6/10
Latin-Americanexperimentalist
enlistsfriends

Of all the times to 
travel around the US 
jamming with fellow 
songwriters for a new 
album, Uruguayan-
American troubadour 

Juan Wauters had to pick 2019-20. The 
pandemic meant this album included 
fewer collaborations than intended, 
but it still o¢ers arresting cuts such 
as “Monsoon” (with Homeshake), 
a gorgeously laidback slice of Latin 
soul, “Real”, a shape-shi¥ing lament 
with Mac DeMarco, and “Unity” with 
Cola Boyy, which recalls Daisy Age 
hip-hop. There’s a deliberate radio-dial 
feel to the numerous found-sound 
clips and demo ditties, but for all their 
intermittent charms, this feels like a 
sampler for a more substantial album 
that might have resulted had fate not 
intervened. JOHNNY SHARP

SVEN WUNDER
Natura Morta PIANO PIANO

7/10
Stylish,eloquentmoodmusicpulled
fromthelibraryshelves

On his third album, 
Swedish composer 
Sven Wunder starts 
as he’s always meant 
to go on, envisioning 
an evocative mood 

music that’s e¢ortlessly cosmopolitan. 
Previous albums explored Turkish 
rock and Japanese min’yo through the 
lens of Wunder’s eloquent, e-z/jazz 
arrangements; this time around the 
result feels steeped in European library 
music, Italian soundtracks and touches 
of Peddlers/Rotary Connection psych-
soul. Natura Morta is an undeniably 
lovely album, a stylish confection, 
songs like “Impasto” and “Alla Prima” 
brimming with lush strings. It’s 
gorgeous, then, though en masse it 
might bene¡t from some roughness 
and spontaneity. JON DALE

Rosie 
Tucker: 
disarming
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Sufjan 
Stevens: 
curious 
longform 
ambient 
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NEW ALBUMS

SHOULD there be
any doubt about the 
primacy of language 
in Anthony Joseph’s 
worldview, there’s 
cast-iron proof of it in 
the epic “Language 

(Poem For Anthony McNeill)”, from his 
fourth solo album. In what’s essentially 
a secular ri¢  on the beginning of John’s 
Gospel, he declares, “It is language which 
calls all things to creation and language 
is the origin of the world/The word was a 
great mass of a black star exploding…”

Joseph’s words, meanwhile, don’t 
so much explode on The Rich Are Only 
Defeated… as illuminate, recollect, 
bear witness, question and – crucially 
– enthral; his poems are energetic yet 
nuanced  ows of richly imaginative 
language in masterful control, not  ashy 
displays. A Trinidadian who moved to 
London in 1989, Joseph has made the 
written and spoken word his life’s work 
on multiple fronts. He’s released three 

studio albums with The Spasm 
Band (whose players included 
Shabaka Hutchings and Keziah 
Jones), the ¡ rst being 2007’s 
Leggo De Lion. It set Joseph’s 
recitations of lyrics from his 
novel The African Origins Of 
UFOs against a backdrop of jazz, 
Afrobeat and stripped-down, 
heavily percussive funk. He’s 
also recorded three solo albums, 
published numerous works of 
poetry and prose and currently 
teaches creative and life writing 
at De Montfort University. If one 
UK ¡ gure is currently the ne plus 
ultra of experimental writing 
and spoken-word performance 
rooted in Caribbean identity, it’s 
surely Joseph.

His new record takes its title 
from The Black Jacobins, a 
book by Trinidadian historian 
CLR James published in 1938. 
It tells the story of Toussaint 
L’Ouverture, who led enslaved 
black labourers to victory in 
the Haitian Revolution. But it’s 

in no way a concept album – in the mix 
are personal reminiscences, homages to 
Joseph’s Caribbean literary progenitors 
(Sam Selvon, Anthony McNeill, Kamau 
Brathwaite) and particular narratives 
that carry universal truths. Nor is it 
strictly solo: Joseph is backed by a cast 
of musicians that includes woodwind 
players Denys Baptiste, Hutchings, 
Colin Webster and Jason Yarde (who also 
produces) and French pianist/organist 
FlorianPellissier. Joseph told Uncut he was 
initially aiming for more of a “spiritual jazz 
vibration” than on his two previous LPs 
but that Covid and the murder of George 
Floyd saw the sound become infused with 
“a more righteous rage”.

That rage, though set on a languid 
simmer, is evident on “Calling England 
Home”, where Joseph relates personal 
immigrant experiences that echo those 
of so many before him: “I worked in the 
basement/But I soon learned to tie my

apron in a way that retained some dignity/
And in my � rst summer above the corner 
shop I listened to rare groove on pirate 
radio/I was � ung so far from any notion of 
nation/How long do you have to live in a 
place before you can call it ‘Home’?” And 
righteous anger certainly ripples through 
“Swing Praxis”, a taut, metatextual jam 
that has Joseph calling on his people 
to harden their resolve in the struggle 
for equality and justice (“Either we vote 
or protest or tremble or march or � ght”) 
and extolling the power of swing “as 
method, as action, as rubric, as heritage, 
as a black and combative orchestra with 
terrible bees and whistles and teeth”. All 
this to a thrilling mix of cool and hot jazz, 
where the urgent honking of multiple 
saxophones, in both celebration and 
protest, whips up a raucous ¡ nale.

Joseph may be part of a broad fellowship 
that includes Gil Scott-Heron, whose 
vocal tone and socio-political focus he 
recalls, but his speech rhythms and 
vernacular mark him out. He’s cited 
the hymns of his grandparents’ Baptist 
church, calypso and the magical nature 
of the Trinidad carnival as in uences 
and describes himself as “essentially a 
Caribbean surrealist poet”. This is most 
striking in “Maka Dimweh”, which tells 
of a Guyanese soldier dispatched to clean 
up a¥ er the Jim Jones horror show: Joseph 
taps Trinidadian English Creole, his 
 ow like a riptide before it gives way to 
a woodwind squall, with some tense 
guitar work. The dazzling “Language 
(Poem For Anthony McNeill)” follows, 
waves of tumultuous improv heaving 
and crashing around Joseph’s marvelling, 
as he considers a ¡ re y’s tail and various 
kinds of soil, that “we have names for 
everything now”. 

If naming is a kind of creation, then 
The Rich Are Only Defeated… conjures 
a singular universe. Its idiosyncratic 
educational power is just one of its 
attributes; overwhelmingly, it’s the 
sound of Joseph reveling in the power 
of language and the possibilities of 
poetry and music in concert.

Anthony Joseph on 
poetry, jazz and “the 
mystery note” 

What is Kamau 
Brathwaite’s 
significance for you? 
He was a giant of Caribbean 
literature, someone who 
helped to define what it meant 
to be a Caribbean writer, and 
consequently a Caribbean 
person. His work was 
completely original, politically 
infused, muscular. He drew on 
Africa for spiritual connection, 
but also championed the 
Caribbean Creole languages 
– the Nation languages.

How does the poetry/

musicrelationship
work? Thereisno
separation for me between 
music and poetry. Poetry is 
a form of music. The music 
isn’t completely improvised. 
They are compositions which 
we then shape and mould 
around the lyrics. A musician, 
if they are so inclined, can 
approach their instrument 
as a poet approaches words, 
finding the most potent 
sound, the most incisive 
tone for the moment. It’s an 
element of jazz work and I 
work with musicians who 
understand this.

Is accessibility a 
consideration for you?

Some poetry can be 
accessible, but not all 
of it has to. I’m essentially 
a Caribbean surrealist 
poet – there are times 
when I want to explore 
the limits of meaning, 
or where I want to 
create language that is 
transcendent, opaque or 
sometimes bone direct. 
At times sound becomes 
meaning. Or meaning 
becomes sound. I think 
that also, as a poet, you are 
working with words as a 
painter works with paint 
and you are looking for 
new colours. Always 
seeking the mystery note.
INTERVIEW: SHARON O’CONNELL

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Kamau
2 Calling England
Home
3 Maka Dimweh
4 Language
(Poem For
Anthony McNeill)
5 Swing Praxis
6 The Gift

Produced by:
Jason Yarde
Recorded at:
Livingston
Studios and Total
Refreshment
Centre, London;
Question de Son,
Paris
Personnel:
Anthony Joseph
(vocals), Thibaut 
Remy (guitar), 
Andrew John 
(bass), Rod 
Youngs (drums), 
Florian Pellissier 
(piano, Moog, 
organ), Jason 
Yarde (alto 
and baritone 
saxophones), 
Denys Baptiste 
and Shabaka 
Hutchings 
(tenor sax, 
bass clarinet), 
Colin Webster 
(tenor and 
baritone saxes), 
Roger Raspail 
(percussion), 
Crispin Robinson 
(bata drums, 
percussion)

Q&A

Joseph: 
“essentially a 
Caribbean 
surrealist poet”

ANTHONY 
JOSEPH
The Rich Are Only 
Defeated When 
Running For Their 
Lives HEAVENLY SWEETNESS

8/10
Striking poetry plus 
simpatico jazz on UK 
Caribbean writer’s latest. 
By Sharon O’Connell
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J
AZZ has always had a strong
resonance for millions of South
Africans. It might have been
music that was created 8,000
miles away but the underlying
themes – an artform born out of
struggle, a stylistic fusion created in

the face of segregation, an attempt to create joy in
the face of racism and oppression – had a strong pull
for a nation living under apartheid. By the early 1960s,
Cape Town, Johannesburg and their surrounding
townships had become established centres of a new
form of fusion that blended US jazz with indigenous
kwela, mbaqanga and marabi music.

But in a land where musicians of di�erent races
were restricted from working with each other and
where black people were prevented from gathering
in groups, many of the country’s biggest names had
trouble making a living and
ended up �eeing the country,
with many not allowed back
in until the end of apartheid.
Some, such as Hugh Masekela,
Miriam Makeba, Abdullah
Ibrahim and Hotep Galeta,
found fame and fortune in the
United States; others, such
as Chris MacGregor, Dudu
Pukwana, Harry Miller, Louis
Moholo, Julian Bahula and
Mongezi Feza, became cult
�gures inLondon.Some settled
in di�erent parts of Europe,

such as Switzerland (drummer Makaya 
Ntshoko) and Sweden (bassist Johnny 
Dyani); still more (such as the trombonist 
and composer Jonas Gwangwa) set up base 

across the border in Botswana. All led the 
�ght against apartheid in exile. 
The challenge for musicians who remained in 

South Africa, however, was greater. Not only did 
they have to � ght the system from within and lead a 
quiet musical resistance without attracting the wrath 
of the authorities, but their music had to serve as a 
balm for those su� ering under apartheid. Some, like 
the alto saxophonist Kippie Moeketsi and the pianist 
Gideon Nxumalo, were broken by this struggle and 
– hounded by authorities for supporting the � ght 
against apartheid – ended up dying tragically young; 
others had to jump through hoops in order to make 
a living. Few South Africans were allowed to tour 

abroad and their records were 
hard to obtain in Europe and 
the US. But many musicians, 
such as Philip Tabane’s group 
Malombo – endeavoured to 
absorb the advances in jazz, 
funk and fusion as they heard 
them played on the radio.

A lesser-known name to 
emerge from Johannesburg 
in the mid-’70s is that of Spirits 
Rejoice. Most committed jazz 
a� cionados won’t be aware 
of their work but many 
of the band’s alumni 

SPIRITS REJOICE
African Spaces

MATSULI MUSIC

Rare South African jazz-rock majesty from 1977. 
By John Lewis
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Space to experiment –  
Spirits Rejoice in 1978
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became very famous in their own right. The 
two occupants of the band’s piano seat – Bheki 
Mseleku and Mervyn Africa – later moved to the 
UK as part of the second wave of SA exiles who 
arrived in the 1980s, alongside the likes of Brian 
Abrahams and Claude Deppa. Robbie Jansen, 
a saxophonist in the band’s last incarnation, 
ended up forming Juluka with Johnny Clegg. 
Their drummer Gilbert Matthews had already 
played in the US with the likes of Ray Charles 
and Sarah Vaughan – in the 1980s he moved to 
Sweden, where he played with dozens of avant-
garde Scandi-jazz bands. Their bassist Sipho 
Gumede formed the Zulu jazz out� t Sakhile 
and led the house band at the mammoth 1990 
Wembley Stadium concert celebrating the 70th 
birthday of Nelson Mandela. One of Spirits 
Rejoice’s vocalists, Felicia Marion, formed the 
R&B vocal trio Joy, whose 1980 single “Paradise 
Road” topped the South African chart for months 
and became a massive anti-apartheid anthem. 
And, in the early days of the controversial Sun 
City resort in 1979 and 1980, all of Spirits Rejoice 
were o¥ en called on to accompany visiting US 
and British musicians such as Clarence Carter, 
Leo Sayer and Dobie Gray.

But the two albums that these musicians 
recorded under the Spirits Rejoice banner – their 
1977 debut and its self-titled 1978 follow-up – are 
quite unlike anything that any of these band 
members did before or since. It’s e� ectively the 
sound of musicians who had grown up with the 
township jazz of Abdullah Ibrahim and Hugh 
Masekela now embracing the � ddly jazz-rock of 
Weather Report and Miles Davis and the herky-
jerky funk of Sly Stone and James Brown. Usually, 
the appeal when listening to such faithful tributes 

is identifying the points where they 
“get it wrong”, where the clunky errors 
inadvertently create something entirely 
original. But here the musicianship 
is too re� ned for that. Some of the 
uptempo funk tracks, such as “Joy” and 
“Sugar Pie”, are reminiscent of Britfunk 
bands like Hi-Tension or Beggar and Co,
and Russell Herman’s jagged FX-laden 
rhythm guitar playing o¥ en has an 
almost punky quality. But where 
the horn lines on Britfunk tracks 
(and even a lot of US R&B) are o¥ en 
martial and aggressive, here the brass 
arrangements are silky smooth, tightly 
harmonised and � lled with space for 
elegant improvisation. Bassist Sipho 
Gumede plays with a remarkable 
agility, dancing around the length of 
his fretboard, harmonising wildly, 
playing � ddly countermelodies. 

The more self-consciously jazz-rock 
tracks such as “Mulberry Funk” are 
� lled with the complex, chromatic, 
slightly aggressive ri� s that recall 
Chick Corea’s Return To Forever or 
So¥  Machine. The episodic, stop-start 
narrative of “Savage Dance And African 
Spaces” sounds like a dialogue between 
South African township jive and Anglo-
American fusion, like the Mahavishnu 
Orchestra engaged in a soundclash 
with a mournful ballad. “Electric 
Chicken” is a wonderfully angular 
piece of jazz-funk that’s reminiscent of 
Herbie Hancock’s Head Hunters album. 
It’s such an e�ectiveandcompelling

ce of jazz fusion 
t the album’s 
ential “African-
ss” only starts to 
come apparent a¥ er 
eated listening. 

here some Afro-jazz 
sion sees bebop 
d funk ri� s played 
er African-inspired 
ythms, here it’s 
e melodies and the 
provisations that 
rrow from myriad 

frican sources.
ca was never just 

a strictly black/white thing; Spirits 
Rejoice featured a mix of musicians 
from across the country and from 
several ethnolinguistic groups. The 
core of the band – pianist Mervyn 
Africa, guitarist Russell Herman and 
drummer Gilbert Matthews – were 
mixed-race English speakers from Cape 
Town and were thus classi� ed, under 
apartheid’s strict racial laws, as “Cape 
Coloureds”. Sipho Gumede was a Zulu 
from a predominantly Indian area of 
Durban; others were Xhoso speakers 
from the Cape, Sotho speakers from 
the Orange Free State and isiZulu 
speakers from Durban and the Natal. 
Meanwhile, folk melodies from all 
parts of the country were incorporated 
into Spirits Rejoice’s music. Mervyn 
Africa recalls how shocked he and other 
bandmembers were when they tried to 
incorporate certain traditional melodies 
into compositions, only to be told these 
were sacred phrases that could not be 
replicated outside of religious rituals. 

African Spaces is as good a piece 
of funky fusion as anything that was 
coming out of North America in the 
mid-1970s. But it’s more than that. It 
is a document of a nation’s musicians 
creating a new path for themselves 
in the absence of their most famous 
names. It is the sound of a nation 
desperately wanting to make contact 
with the outside world. It is a symbol of 
music’s ability to both assert regional 
characteristics and also create a 
universal language.
Extras: None.
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Free spirits: 
Sipho Gumede 
and (right) 
Russell Herman

SPIRITS REJOICE 
Spirits Rejoice!
JO’BURG, 1978
The band’s follow-up album 
features guitarist Paul Petersen, 
who slightly lacks the edge that 

Russell Herman gave to the debut. But this is still 
a slick piece of jazz-rock, with twists and turns. 
Newcomer Robbie Jansen’s alto sax creates a 
four-man horn section sometimes reminiscent 
of more orchestral fusion bands such as 
Centipede and Brotherhood Of Breath. 8/10

JOY
Paradise Road  
RPM, 1980
Backed by most of Spirits 
Rejoice, Joy were a vocal 
trio featuring Felicia Marion, 

Anneline Malebo and Thoko Ndlozi. This debut 
is a mix of gospel songs and originals written by 
their producers Fransua Roos and Patric van 
Blerk. The title track was a No 1 for nine weeks 
in South Africa and became something of an 
anthem for the fledgling “Rainbow Nation”. 6/10

SAKHILE 
Sakhile 
MOONSHINE/JIVE AFRIKA, 1982
A jazz band led by 
Spirits Rejoice’s prodigious 
bassist Sipho Gumede and 

saxophonist Ngenekhaya Mahlanghu, Sakhile 
fused Zulu melodies with funk and R&B beats. 
Several tracks from this 1982 debut got some 
airplay on Robbie Vincent’s BBC London
soul show, where they were pitched as an 
Afro-funk answer to Imagination. 7/10

HOW TO BUY...

STRONG SPIRITS
Three more albums from the collective
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SLEEVE NOTES
1 Joy
2 Standing 
Here Alone
3 Savage Dance 
And African 
Spaces
4 Mulberry Funk
5 Minute Song 
6 Sugar Pie 
7 Makes Me 
Wonder Why 
8 Electric Chicken

Produced By:
David Marks and 
Spirits Rejoice
Recorded At:
Satbel Studios, 
Johannesburg
Personnel: Mervyn 
Africa (electric 
piano, acoustic 
piano, organ, 
vibes), Russell 
Herman (electric 
guitar, lead 
vocals), Sipho 
Gumede (electric 
bass, percussion), 
Gilbert Matthews 
(drums, perc), 
Duke Makasi 
(tenor and 
soprano 
saxophones), 
George Tyefumani 
(trumpet), Temba 
Mehlomakulu 
(trombone, 
trumpet), Felicia 
Marion (vocals)
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“Itwasameltingpot.
Welearnedsomuch
fromeachother”
MERVYNAFRICA

Whatwasyourfirstencounter
withSpiritsRejoice?
FM:I was in a vocal trio with a singer
called Sammy Brown. He wrote one
of the songs on this album, the track
“Sugar Pie”, which I sing lead vocals on.
We were doing the kind of R&B music
that was popular in South Africa in the
mid-1970s – Motown, Philly soul. We
met Spirits Rejoice on tour, and I was
completely blown away by them. It was
the �rst time that I had been exposed to a
band of such calibre and musicianship.
They were a jazz band playing elements
of R&B and taking it to a whole new level.
I ended up joining them for a tour.
MA: I joined Spirits Rejoice when they
were asked to provide the music for
The Black Mikado – an African version
of the Gilbert & Sullivan opera, which
was staged in Soweto in 1976 and
which caused a lot of controversy. The
production featured a lot of written
music. I feel bad saying this, but Bheki
Mseleku, who was the band’s pianist
before me, he wasn’t such a great sight
reader, so he gave me the gig. And, for a
while, me and Bheki played alongside
each other, him doubling up on
saxophone. He eventually le¥ the band,
leaving me as the only pianist. But he
was always part of the family – when
we won the best jazz album award for
African Spaces, he came up on stage with
us to accept it, even though he doesn’t
play on the album!

Whatmusicinfluenced
SpiritsRejoice?
FM: I remember the band listening to
lots of Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea

Mervyn Africa and 
Felicia Marion “We 
played with an African 
spiritual energy”

and the Yellowjackets. And lots 
of Brazilian music, like Flora 
Purim and Airto Moreira. Gilbert 
Matthews was heavily into all 
the top American drummers, 
like Billy Cobham and Tony 
Williams. But on top of that, the 
spiritual quality is the �rst thing 
that grabs you about their music. 
It’s so authentic, so original in 
every facet of its presentation. 
MA: I was listening to a lot 
of Chick Corea’s Return To 
Forever, Weather Report, John 
McLaughlin, Jean-Luc Ponty 
and Miles Davis’s electric jazz. 
We wanted to play like that but 
with an African energy,  
a spiritual energy.
  
What are your memories 
of the guitarist Russell 
Herman?
FM: Oh, Russell was a genius. 
An absolute genius. He died
in 1998, aged only 45. Like so

many members of Spirits Rejoice, he
was taken from us too soon. I remember
his absolute love and dedication for his
instrument. When he was staying at
my house, he would wake up at three or
four in the morning and go and practise
quietly in the bathroom, because it
was the quietest room and he knew he
wouldn’t wake anyone up. He was the
exact opposite of Mervyn – Russell was
introverted, Mervyn was the extrovert!
MA: Russell carried a weight from an
early age. Both his parents died when he
was quite young; He was brought up by
his older sister. One of his older brothers
encouraged him to play the drums,
which was his instrument before he
learned the guitar. That’s why he o¥en
plays so rhythmically. And weirdly, our
drummer, Gilbert, he started o� playing
banjo before switching to drums. So that
interplay between Gilbert and Russell
was always amazing to watch. You got
the feeling that they could almost swap
instruments at any point!

Is ittruethatthefirstincarnation
ofthegroupsplitupbecause
oftensionsbetweenZuluand
Englishspeakers?
FM:Haha, there are always tensions
between Zulu and English speakers!
It’s probably got even worse since the
end of apartheid. Yes, I remember that
there were tensions at rehearsals. It was
interesting to me to see such a multi-

racial band. Johannesburg was very 
much more of a melting pot than other 
cities, which was a shock to me, coming 
from Pietermaritzburg in Natal.
MA: I don’t remember those tensions. 
All the musicians came from di�erent 
cultures. That was the beauty of it! It was 
very much a melting pot. We learned 
a lot from each other. As “coloureds”, 
people like me and Russell Herman 
and Paul Peterson were separated from 
African people and African culture. 
And we didn’t want to lose each other’s 
interests – everyone was encouraged to 
bring elements of their own music into 
the group, out of their regions. There is 
a lot of kwela percussion, a lot of Zulu 
melodies. I found it fascinating one time 
when Bheki – who was Zulu, but was 
partly of mixed race, so was classi�ed 
as “coloured” – wanted to use a Zulu 
melody. Other bandmembers told him 
this was something that could only be 
used at a Zulu wedding or a funeral. And 
that o¥en happened with some of the
melodies we wanted to use. You realise
that a lot of South African music has a
signi�cance that goes way beyond the
notes on the page.

HowdidthesuccessofJoy
affectSpiritsRejoice?
FM:Joy was the band I had with Anneline
Malebo and Thoko Ndlozi, and Spirits
Rejoice were initially our backing group
in 1979, 1980. I think that some of Spirits
Rejoice were frustrated by playing our
songs, and wanted to do something more
uncompromising. But you can hear lots
of Spirits Rejoice musicians – like Duke
Makosi and Sipho Gumede – playing on
all our records.
MA:Joy were a great band. The idea was
to create a band like The Supremes,
you know, three female singers doing
harmonies. It was a great musical
education backing them – you learn
so much about dynamics. I don’t think
it sounded as good when they started
working with other musicians! But we
didn’t just want to be a backing band –
we did that with a lot of visiting artists
like Leo Sayer. You want to play your
own music, and push yourself in
a new direction.

I’veseenyouplayafewtimesin
London,butyouonlyeverplayed
acousticpiano.Wasthistheonly
timeyouplayedFenderRhodes
andorgan?
MA:The piano is something that I’m
de�nitely more comfortable playing.
It’s what I trained on. It was only in the
1970s that I started playing keyboards
and organs. And, when you want to play
music like John McLaughlin and Chick
Corea, you have to play electric pianos!
But I always found the balance slightly
wrong to play them, so I’ve barely played
those instruments since. But they
sound great here.
INTERVIEW: JOHN LEWIS

Spirits Rejoice at 
the time of their 
second, self-titled 
album (c/wise from 
top left): Thabo 
Mashishi, Sipho 
Gumede, Gilbert 
Matthews, George 
Tyefumani, Duku 
Makasi, Paul 
Petersen, Robbie 
Jansen, Mervyn 
Africa 
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I
N 1979, Joni Mitchell gave an 
interview to Rolling Stone, in 
which she talked about her 
album Blue, released eight 
years previously, and still the 
high-water mark of her career. 
“There’s hardly a dishonest note 

in the vocals,” she told the magazine. “At 
that period in my life, I had no personal 
defences. I felt like a cellophane wrapper 
on a pack of cigarettes. I felt like I had 
absolutely no secrets from the world and 
I couldn’t pretend in my life to be strong. 
Or to be happy. But the advantage of it in 

the music was that there were no defences 
there either.”

It is Blue that crowns The Reprise 
Albums – the latest release from The Joni 
Mitchell Archive Series – and to listen 
to it here, as the culmination of its three 
predecessors, Song To A Seagull, Clouds, 
Ladies Of The Canyon, is to hear afresh 
not just the majesty of its songs, but the 
sound of an artist grown un� inching in 
her songwriting – as if the previous three 
records, for all their beauty, were really 
just Mitchell clearing her throat.

We are quite accustomed now to the 
traits of confessional 
songwriting – the 
sparse setting, the 
unguarded lyric, but 
it was Blue
that de� ned them, 
that introduced 
the idea of lyrical 
vulnerability as an 
act of daring. Across 
its 10 songs Mitchell 
tackled a number of 
love a� airs – with 
Graham Nash (“My 
Old Man”), James 

Taylor (“This Flight Tonight”) and 
Leonard Cohen (“A Case Of You”) – the 
child she gave up for adoption (“Little 
Green”), and acknowledged her own 
sel� shness and wilful nature that caused 
the demise of a relationship (“River”).

If Dylan’s trademark was his 
unknowability, Mitchell’s was arguably 
her decision to let everything be known 
– Kris Kristo� erson once famously told 
her she ought to “save something for 
yourself”. But to write so openly was 
radical for a female artist – through these 
portraits of her own emotional life, its 
darknesses and complications, Mitchell 
achieved a kind of emancipation.

It is wrong to entirely disentangle 
Blue from its predecessors: to listen to 
the Reprise albums as a collection is to 
be reminded of the wild distillation of 
talent contained in four short years and 
four remarkable records. Certainly, with 
knowledge of Blue, there is something 
still guileless and green about Song 
To A Seagull – the music holds a folky 
formality, and Mitchell never seems to 
truly inhabit the lyrics, beyond, perhaps 
“Cactus Tree”, in which a woman 
catalogues ex-lovers, her heart

JONI MITCHELL
The Joni Mitchell Archive 
Series: The Reprise Albums 
(1968–1971)
RHINO

10/10
Her journey from green and guileless to 
tough, candid and Blue. By Laura Barton

Throwing open 
the windows: 
Joni at home in 
Laurel Canyon, 
October 1970
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SLEEVE NOTES
SONG TO A
SEAGULL
Produced by:
David Crosby
Recorded at:
Sunset Sound
Personnel: Joni
Mitchell (vocals,
guitar, piano),
Stephen Stills
(bass), Lee Keefer
(banshee)

CLOUDS
Produced by:
Joni Mitchell,
Paul A Rothchild
Recorded at: A&M
Personnel: Joni
Mitchell (vocals,
guitar, keyboard),
Stephen Stills
(guitar, bass)

LADIES OF THE
CANYON
Produced by:
Joni Mitchell
Recorded at: A&M
Personnel: Joni
Mitchell (vocals,
guitar, piano,
Appalachian
dulcimer),
Teresa Adams
(cello), Paul
Horn (clarinet,
flute), Jim
Horn (baritone
saxophone),
Milt Holland
(percussion), The
Lookout Mountain
Downstairs Choir
(voice)

BLUE
Produced by:
Joni Mitchell
Recorded at: A&M
Personnel: Joni
Mitchell (vocals,
guitar, piano,
Appalachian

“full and hollow like a cactus tree”.
Clouds is more limber, holding the 

supple beauty of “Chelsea Morning”, and 
“Both Sides, Now” – already a hit for Judy 
Collins, in the voice of its creator the song 
gains a languid, ruminative power. It’s 
also on Clouds that Mitchell starts to show
one of her most
songwriter: a w
music and her

Ladies Of The
coloured by the
Stills, Nash & Y
growing sophi
a new breadth
and its � nal ru
Taxi”, “Woods
– is irresistible

When Mitche
it was not only
break-up album
di�  culties of h
with a desire to
the adoration o
the music fans
who had place
her at the heart
the Laurel Can
scene. Many ye

later she would tell of the impulse to lay
herself so lyrically bare: “They better �nd
out who they’re worshipping,” she said.
“Let’s see if they can take it. Let’s get real.”

That realness lay not only in the
frankness of her subject matter, but
also in the reaches of her voice. On Blue,
Mitchell displays her distinctive octave-
twirling agility, but, too, the stiller, siltier
depths she would later explore on records
such as Hejira and Mingus. It brings a
new intensity and resonance to these
songs, strung out over just piano, guitar,
Appalachian dulcimer, the better to catch
the colour and hue of her lyrics.

To mark 50 years since Blue’s release,
the albums in the Reprise boxset have
been remastered, and in the case of Song
To A Seagull, remixed – according to
Mitchell, “The original mix was atrocious.
It sounded as if it was recorded under a
jello bowl, so I �xed it.” There is limited-
edition vinyl, artwork that includes a self-
portrait sketched by Mitchell during the
period, and an essay by Brandi Carlile,
who credits Blue with not only making
her a better songwriter, but with making
her a better woman. “It taught me what it
means to be really tough,” she writes,
“and that there was never anything ‘silly’
about the feminine.”

It is the toughness of femininity that
runs through this collection: songs
that are beautiful and uncompromising
and groundbreaking; a dismantling
of defences that would lead to the
most strikingly honest work of Joni

BLACK SABBATH
Sabotage:SuperDeluxe
Edition BMG

8/10
Metalprogenitors’sixth,expanded
acrossfourdiscs

Sabbath’s earliest
records were powered
by all manner of dark
and infernal themes –
the Devil, witchcra£,
the horrors of war – but

theevil thatcreepsthroughSabotage
referstoatopicrathermoreearthbound:
lawyers. It was recorded while the band
were locked in legal acrimony with their
former manager, and the frustration
sometimes rises to the surface. “You
bought and sold me with your lying
words,” cries Ozzy on “The Writ”. This
is second-tier Sabbath, arriving at
the waning of their imperial phase.
But that’s still a formidable prospect,
particularly on the choir-assisted
“Supertzar” and “Symptom Of The
Universe”,afusionofcavemanchugand
acoustic guitar �ligree. Also included is
a mostly unheard North American show
from 1975 that proves the band were still
bringing the goods live, especially on a
surging “Children Of The Grave”.
Extras:7/10. Liner notes, poster,
1975 Madison Square Garden replica
concert book. LOUIS PATTISON

THE BLUETONES
ExpectingToFly EDSEL

/10
5th-anniversaryboxsethousing

hreeLPsofbluevinyl
The Bluetones hit the
ground running with
1996 debut Expecting
To Fly, ousting Oasis
from the top of the
album charts and

ccupying the peppier end of the
ritpopscale, with clever wordplay
nd twinkling melodies allied to a
ongenial charm. Hits “Bluetonic”,
SlightReturn”and “Cut Some Rug”
ill sound like tonics for a damp

ummer,evenif thelatter’spoisonous
ntiments suggest otherwise. While

he quartet aim for the sweet spot
etween The Stone Roses and ’60s

West Coast pop, there is ambition in
hespinningpsychedeliaof“Talking
oClarry”(justoneinstanceofwriter
damDevlin’s heroic guitar work)

AtoZ
This month…
P42 THE YARDBIRDS
P43 DAVID BOWIE
P43 CHRIS CARTER
P43 DON CHERRY
P43 THE MARS VOLTA
P44 JONATHAN RICHMAN
P46 RANDY NEWMAN
P47 NINA SIMONE

It is the 
toughness of 
femininity that 
runs through 
this collection
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IT wasoccasionally
said in the distant 
past that getting on 
in your career wasn’t 
so much a question of 
what you knew as who
you knew. It’s a small 

injusticeof the1960sthat The Yardbirds, 
thoughhavingknown a thing or two, are 
indeedstillmorefamed for their storied 
personnel–theirband at separate times 
includedEricClapton, Je�  Beck and Jimmy 
Page–thanfortheirown recorded output. 

Despite the band’s graduates having sold 
millionsofclassicrock albums with music 
rooted in the British blues boom, the body 
of work on which these careers were built 
was only intermittently classic. During 
their brief career (1963-1968), the Yardbirds 
were predominantly known as a reliable 
liveturn,earlymanager Giorgio Gomelsky 
privileging their bookings over their time 
in the studio. With its re-compilations of 
singlesandUSvariants, their catalogue, 
following the not-misleadingly titled 
Five Live Yardbirds is like their era: 
headspinning and confusing, and 
not always in a good way.

The tension between studio and live 
wassomethingtheband brought to their 
�rststudioalbum.Yardbirds singles had 
shown a willingness to experiment (the 
PaulSamwell-Smith-produced “For Your 
Love”from1965wasmusically interesting 
tothepointofalienating Eric Clapton; 

“Heart Full Of Soul” a cool 
raga rocker). Now, under the 
guidance of Samwell-Smith, 
the band turned an inclination 
towards monastic group vocals 
into a trademark (“Over Under 
Sideways Down”), and this 
sense of import into heavy and 
meaningful tracks such as 
“Turn Into Earth” and “Ever 
Since The World Began”. It’s 
a feel which is interestingly at 
odds with the hard-raving live 
group who also present “Hot 
House Of Omagararshid” 
and “Je� ’s Boogie”.

If you’ve seen the bit in 
Antonioni’s Blow-Up, recorded 
in the later, � eeting Beck/Page 
incarnation of the Yardbirds, 
where they play “Stroll On” at 
the Ricky Tick, you’ll have an 
idea of the band’s live potential. 

Much of that brooding menace is present 
here, Beck’s guitar as unstable as the 
group’s lineup: a lightning � ash of tone, 
feedback and the mood in the room. On 
“The Nazz Are Blue”, a fairly trad blues 
on which Beck also sings, he’s poised for 
an epic solo but, when the time comes for 
him to take o� , he alights on a single note 
that he leaves feeding back, like a daring 
remark no-one’s sure how to respond to. 

Released within sight of Revolver and 
Pet Sounds, A� ermath and Small Faces, 
Yardbirds is good but not quite as good. 
Stellar guitarists notwithstanding, there’s 

always a sense, with their schoolboy 
cartoons (by bassist Chris Dreja) and jokey 
sleevenotes (from drummer Jim McCarty) 
that The Yardbirds were playing quite their 
own, vaguely amateurish and eccentric 
game. Clearly the group were picking up 
composition and production on the hoof, 
so what’s captured here is more the thrill 
of the getting there, during � ve days of 
urgent creativity. 

Adapting to modern perspectives, this 
is an album no longer being marketed as 
a pre-Zeppelin accessory (in which role 
it has historically come up short, the call 
and response of opener “Lost Women” 
notwithstanding), and more on its own 
terms. Here, amid the nice bits of vinyl, 
alternate tracks, a single of the Beck/Page 
era “Happenings Ten Years Time Ago”, 
and the stereo mix, there’s a book where 
Thurston Moore and Wayne Kramer from 
the MC5 each make claims for the album as 
a weirdo lodestone. No-one quite says it but 
there’s a sense of Velvet Underground-like 
transgression here at times, as if the noise 
will shortly bust through the fourth wall 
of the songs.

The reason Yardbirds is universally 
known as “Roger The Engineer” is because 
of that noise. Engineer Roger Cameron 
suggested that the band’s sound might 
bene� t from extensive use of plate reverb, 
and it’s a heavy echo that gives the album 
much of its continuity and power. Variable 
as the album can be in tone – roaming from 
light-hearted boogie into suicidal suburbia 
and closing with proto-metal – there is 

mething of short-story suspense about 
 Beck’s contributions are o£ en the wolf 
howling outside the door, leaving you 
to speculate what they might unleash 
ere they to be let in. 

It would take Jimmy Page to fully 
lise the potential in the Yardbirds 
plate. Then, with the jokes removed, 

e songs more substantial and the tone 
ore consistently glowering, there 
ould be something to reckon with. As 
s, “Roger…” is whimsical, divergent, 
dependent-thinking and fun. Exactly 
he sort of club you’d want to join, in fact.
xtras: 8/10.Stereo mix, extra tracks, 
ngle,book. 

Paul Samwell-Smith:
“You could unleash Jeff”

You made the transition 
from bass player to 
producer here.
SAMWELL-SMITH: I wasn’t so 
interested in being on stage. 
When the chance came to 
produce an album, I leapt at 
it. By then, Simon Napier-Bell 
was managing us, and the 
first thing he did was book us 
into a studio to start making 
an album. I was playing “Over 
Under Sideways Down” 
recently and my wife said, 
“That’s nice bass playing – is 
that you?” And I said, “Yes, of 

courseit is.” I laterfoundthat 
I’d askedJeffBecktoplaybass 
while I stayed in the control 
room. Fucking hell, of course 
it’s good – it’s Jeff Beck!

Other bands spent a 
long time in the studio 
while you were playing 
gigs. Were you being left 
behind? I don’t think I had 
that perspective. We went 
into Advision for three hours 
to record a single – A-side and 
B-side. I heard these stories 
about The Beatles spending 
weeks in the studio. I thought, 
‘Blimey, that must be fun.’ But 
we’d be stopping at midnight 

at a motorway services to eat 
cold chips, and drinking whisky 
out of my quarter-bottle – 
great for your health.

Do you enjoy the tension 
between the guitar 
tracks and the more 
arranged studio tracks? 
Keith [Relf], Jim [McCarty] 
and I were the main people 
who wanted to experiment. 
When we got the opportunity 
to make it up as we went along, 
we did. With Jeff, there was 
always this thing where you 
could just unleash him. He’d 
just do something crazy. 
INTERVIEW: JOHN ROBINSON

A

The Yardbirds 
in 1966: Jim 
McCarty, Jeff 
Beck,Jimmy
Page,ChrisDreja
andKeithRelf
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THE 
YARDBIRDS
Yardbirds
DEMON MUSIC GROUP

8/10
Five studio Yardbirds. � e 
Jeff  Beck lineup try to bottle 
lightning. By John Robinson

SLEEVE NOTES
LP 1 – Yardbirds 
[Mono Version]
Side One : 
1. Lost Women
2. Over Under 
Sideways Down
3. The Nazz 
Are Blue
4. I Can’t Make 
Your Way
5. Rack My Mind
6. Farewell 
Side Two : 
1. Hot House Of 
Omagararshid
2. Jeff’s Boogie
3. He’s Always There
4. Turn Into Earth
5. What Do You Want
6. Ever Since The 
World Began
LP 2 – Yardbirds 
[Stereo Version]
Seven-inch single 
Happenings Ten 
Years Time Ago 
CD 1 – Yardbirds 
[Mono Version]
CD 2 – Yardbirds 
[Stereo Version]
CD 3 – 1966 Studio 
Recordings
1. Mr Zero – 
Keith Relf
2. Knowing – 
Keith Relf
3. Hot House Of 
Omagararshid / 
(Alternate 
Mono Mix)
4. He’s Always 
There (Alternate 
Stereo Mix)
5. Turn Into Earth 
(Early Mix)
6. Turn Into Earth 
(Vocal Track)
7. Turn Into Earth 
(Alternate 
Stereo Mix)
8. Ever Since The 
World Began 
(Vocal Track)
9. I Can’t Make Your 
Way (Alternate 
Stereo Mix) 
10. Great Shakes 
Commercial 
(Version 1)
11. Great Shakes 
Commercial 
(Version 2)
12. Shapes In My 
Mind (Version 1) – 
Keith Relf
13. Shapes In My 
Mind (Version 2) – 
Keith Relf
14. Happenings Ten 
Years Time Ago
15. Psycho Daisies
16. Stroll On
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corners of the same South. Even in
this stripped-down setting, these two
dozen songs argue persuasively for the
Truckers as one of the most innovative
songwriting projects of this century.
But it’s the easy bonhomie between
Cooley, Hood and Isbell that makes
this a rip-roaring rock show.
Extras:None. STEPHEN DEUSNER

CULTURE
ChildrenOfZion DOCTORBIRD

8/10
Hill’sangels:threediscsofCulture
attheirsmiliest

Le£ out of pocket by
producer Joe Gibbs
despite the success of
Culture’s Two Sevens
Clash among punk
rockers, songwriter

Joseph Hill took the rasta harmony
group to rival mogul Sonia Pottinger,
this three-disc set documenting the
blizzard of singles they released for
“Mrs P” in the late 1970s, including
dubs and DJ cuts. Less weighty than
their works for Gibbs (who kept putting
out “new” Culture material into the
1980s), Children Of Zion has primary-
coloured melodies aplenty, “Natty
Never Get Weary”, “Jah Rastafari” and
“Trod On” putting a smiley face on the
dreadest of themes. Like supposed
soundalikes Burning Spear, Culture
never got their crossover hit. But Hill’s
joyfultakeontheapocalypsebeamson.
Extras:8/10. Some 20 tracks are new
to CD, while �ve disco mixes on the

third disc are previously unreleased,
including signature tunes “Love Shine
Bright” and “Tell Me Where You Get It”.
JIM WIRTH

EBONI BAND
EboniBand(reissue,1980)
WEAREBUSYBODIES

8/10
MotowntakesatriptoWestAfrica
onlong-lost1980long-player

His production work 
for Marvin Gaye and 
Rick James had made 
Art Stewart one of 
the key architects 
of the ’70s Motown 

sound. But as the ’80s dawned, the 
producer had his ears open. At the 
invitation of his contact Gerald Theus, 
boss of new imprint Eboni Records, he 
found himself in Ivory Coast getting 
acquainted with the country’s native 
music. One of the gems from the 
resulting sessions was the sole album 
from Eboni Band, a transatlantic 
ensemble mixing Motown heavy 
hitters like trombonist Fred Wesley 
and bassist Greg Middleton with 
local musicians on djembe, kora and 
group harmonies. Ba°ingly, Motown 
decided there wasn’t a market for 
Eboni Band and turned it down for US
release. But its Afro-�avoured soul
and funk mostly hits, most notably on
“Sing A Happy Song (Shake It Down)”,
an irrepressibly joyful party track with
lyrics sung in both English and the
native language Wolof. LOUIS PATTISON

and “The Fountainhead”, with
frontman Mark Morriss at his most
vulnerable. The other two LPs house
various singles and B-sides (including
theterri�c“MarbleheadJohnson”),plus
1994 demo set The Early Garage Years,
previously issued on CD in 2007.
Extras:None – but the Amazon edition
comes with a bonus 12”. A 6CD boxset
covering 1994–2002 is also available,
along with single-LP editions of their
�rst two albums. ROBHUGHES

DAVID BOWIE
TheWidthOfACircle PARLOPHONE

7/10
MorerarearchivecutsfromBowie’s
embryonicproto-glamyears

Theinexhaustible�ow
of posthumous Bowie
releases continues
withthisdouble-disc
collection of vintage
radio session tracks,

previously unreleased o�cuts and
freshlysharpenedTonyViscontimixes.
Thoughpackagedascompanionpieces
to last year’s Metrobolist reboot of The
Man Who Sold The World, these tracks
mostly date from the shape-shi£ing
star’s earlier hippie-minstrel phase,
culminating in his transitional pre-
Ziggy out�t The Hype with Visconti
on bass alongside newly recruited
guitarist Mick Ronson. Indeed, the
�rst disc’s charmingly raw 1970 BBC
performance, introduced by John Peel
in strangulated Melvyn Bragg tones,
captures Bowie mid-metamorphosis
from acoustic balladeer to embryonic
glam-prog superfreak. Rarities getting
their �rst o�cial release include an
early live take on Beatles-ish proto-
Britpop toe-tapper “London Bye,
Ta-Ta”, a ramshackle but energetic
mauling of Lou Reed’s “I’m Waiting
For The Man”, and Bowie’s Syd
Barrett-esque psych-folk musings
for a risibly pretentious stage and TV
play he made with Lindsay Kemp.
Not all essential but a generally
rich and respectable package.
Extras:6/10. Lavishpicture-book
packaging.Afour-track 10” single
(and digital EP) and a Man Who Sold...
picture disc are also available.
STEPHEN DALTON

CHRIS CARTER
ElectronicAmbientRemixes
OneAndThree MUTE

8/10
Ex-ThrobbingGristlemangives
ambientmakeovertohisownwork

Released in 2000 and 
2002, these ambient 
remixes see Carter 
delve into his earlier 
solo career, along 
with the rhythmic 

foundations of Throbbing Gristle. 
Volume One remixes his 1980 album 
The Space Between and Volume Three 
reworks some original rhythms and 
loops from the Throbbing Gristle years.
From Vol One opener “Electrodub2”, 
Carter pulls the listener into a sonic 
world and doesn’t spit them out until 
the �nal drones of the last track. 

Volume Three avoids nostalgia or 
rehashing familiar ground, instead 
recontextualising TG while creating 
something fresh. Here, the unsettling 
churns of “Hamburger Lady” become 
“Hamburger Man”, all billowing drones 
and sparse electronics gargling like an 
emptying drain. Likewise, the original 
skip of “Convincing People” becomes 
“Convicting People”, stripping it of 
melody and momentum, and getting a 
new tune from tinkering with its bones.
Extras: None. DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

DON CHERRY
The Summer House Sessions
BLANK FORMS

9/10
Revelatory’68sessionsfromfree
jazzpolymath-philosopher

The Summer 
House Sessions 
uncovers previously 
unreleased recordings 
undertaken soon a£er 
Don Cherry relocated 

to Sweden with partner Moki. Recorded 
in a Kummelnäs summer house, the 
music here, with Cherry accompanied 
by musicians from Sweden, France and 
Turkey, marks a notable stylistic shi£ 
from the Blue Note albums that helped 
make his name. These 1968 sessions 
are looser, aesthetically pan-global, 
embracing a nascent spirituality 
alongside a cartwheeling energy. Even 
when the playing ascends into more 
furiously integrated free jazz, Cherry 
always brings the group back to melody 
heads and simple, a�ecting ri�s and 
phrases, which ground everything. 
Blank Forms are also releasing a wild 
1972 set with Naná Vasconcelos, where 
Cherry wrings melancholy and joy 
from piano and harmonium while 
chanting the house down; they’ve also 
published a 500-page book, Organic 
Music Societies, re�ecting on this era  
of Cherry’s music – it’s stunning.
Extras: None. JON DALE

MIKE COOLEY, 
PATTERSON HOOD  
& JASON ISBELL
Live At The Shoals Theatre, 
June 15, 2014 SOUTHEASTERN

8/10
ThreeTruckersreunite…with
nofunnelcloudsinsight

It’s �tting that 
Patterson Hood  
kicks o� this acoustic 
show at the Shoals 
Theatre in downtown 
Florence, Alabama, 

with a haunted version of “Tornadoes”. 
He and Mike Cooley were scheduled 
to play that same venue in November 
1988, but were upstaged by a deadly 
storm that “sounded like a train”. The 
Drive-By Truckers recorded it for 2014’s 
The Dirty South, one of only three 
studio albums featuring guitarist, 
singer and songwriter Jason Isbell. The 
three mainstays of what is considered 
the band’s classic lineup reunited in 
2014 to play their version of a guitar 
pull: they take turns singing their own 
compositions and depicting di�erent 

“T here wasn’t a plan,”
says Chris Carter of
when he set about 

making ambient remixes 
of his own work almost 20 
years ago. “It was a very 
experimental time. A ‘suck it 
and see’ scenario.”

Much of the experimental 
nature that went into Carter 
reworking his own solo album, 
along with toying around with 
the original loops and rhythms 
of Throbbing Gristle, was an 
overhaul of equipment. “I sold 
most of our ageing analogue 
synth and studio equipment,” 
he recalls. “I thought a fresh 
start with new gear would 
inspire us – which it did and it 
didn’t. Within weeks I regretted 

selling all those classic synths
and drum machines, but
moving over to recording on 
a computer was revelatory.”

However, an exercise in 
nostalgia was not the intention 
of such a project. “When 
dealing with full Throbbing 
Gristle songs [for reissues and 
remasters] it could get tedious 
after hearing them over and 
over for so many years,” he 
says. “But listening to the 
individual component parts is  
a very different experience, it 
shone a new light on them. It 
wasn’t meant to be nostalgic; it 
was transforming old material 
into new soundscapes. I 
wanted the albums to stand up 
on their own.” DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

CHRIS CARTER 
Man without a plan: “It was a ‘suck it and see’ scenario”

REVELATIONS
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REDISCOVERED 
Uncovering the underrated and overlooked

STEVE GOODMAN
It Sure Looked Good On Paper: 
The Steve Goodman Demos OMNIVORE

8/10
Songwritingmaestro’searlysearches
forthemeaningoflife

The Windy City’s Steve 
Goodman entered America’s 
post-apocalypse 1970 
with a doozy, “City Of New 
Orleans”. Arlo Guthrie 
rendered its dark realism 

and lyrical visions into a giant hit, and 
Goodman’s earliest demo of that song opens 
this set: gorgeous, unfettered ri� s, rhythms 
a little faster than expected. Among these 20 
demos – mostly acoustic – Goodman throws 
fancy production out the window, but his 
stories pull listeners in, pull questions out, 
and circle back around. “Hands Of Time” is 
a � ne example, his voice in the light, hopes 
reaching high, Neil Young in his back mirror. 
On “Song for David” he � nds death on his 
doorstep at age 20. Never-before-heard cuts – 
“Jazzman” and “Six-Pack” – are as strong as 
anything he released at the time. And “Ballad 
Of Paul Powell” lands straight in the present: 
“You’ve lied to all the people, Mr Powell”.
Extras: 7/10. Rare photos, liner notes and 
interviews by Lee Zimmerman, paper scraps 
from Goodman’s songwriting days. LUKE TORN

JONATHAN RICHMAN
Having A Party With Jonathan 
Richman (reissue, 1991) CRAFT

7/10
Backforits30thbirthday–on“Bermuda
seafoam”vinyl!

Richman was 40 when he 
made Having A Party With...,
but there was no diminishing
of the faux adolescence 
he routinely adopts when 
addressing a� airs of the 

heart. “When She Kisses Me” is all the better 
for its innocent protagonist’s simplistic 
critique (“They don’t last long and they’re not 
hot/And they’re not the wettest kisses I ever 
got”), as are the underwhelming moves of 
self-conscious wall� owers in “They’re Not 
Tryin’ On The Dance Floor” (“Doin’ no one 
thingthat I could mention/They’re not tryin’ to 
get your attention”). The sole accompaniment 
of his acoustic guitar leaves lots of space for 
Richman’s talents as a storyteller, peppering
his songs with warm wit and weird characters, 
and especially evocative on the spoken-word 
poem “1963”, in which he hankers for a return 
to the quieter environs of the small town of his 
youth, “so I could hear the loud silence”.
Extras: None. TERRY STAUNTON

THE MARS VOLTA
Landscape Tantrums: Unfinished 
Original Recordings Of De-Loused 
In The Comatorium CLOUDS HILL

7/10
Expansivedigthroughdebutalbumtapes

Prior to teaming up with 
producer Rick Rubin 
for 2003’s De-Loused In 
The Comatorium, their 
scintillating, multi-faceted 
debut, The Mars Volta 

pressed their initial vision onto a bunch of 
recordings that were subsequently shelved. 
Guitarist and musical director Omar 
Rodríguez-López has � nally seen � t to 

OLLIE HALSALL
LoversLeaping
LIKEAKEY

7/10

PATTO
AndThat’sJazz BEYONDBEFORE

6/10
LostalbumsrelivethesadstoryofPatto

ROCK’N’ROLL myth-making 
takes a rather ghoulish delight 
in tragic tales of cursed bands. 
But the story of Patto should 
melt even the hardest heart.

The voice of Mike Patto saw 
the soulful singer compared to Steve Marriott. 
Le¥ -handed lead guitarist Ollie Halsall was a 
multi-instrumental maestro who also played 
keyboards and saxophone. Drummer John 
Halsey was described by one critic as a cross 
between Jaki Liebezeit and John Bonham, and 
Clive Gri¦  ths wielded his bass with aplomb.

Born out of Timebox, best remembered for 
their 1968 hit “Beggin’”, Patto seemed to have 
everything when they formed in 1970, fusing 
prog-rock ambition, Bonzos-style wit, and 
blue-eyed soul vocals into an engaging hybrid. 
However, their three albums sold so poorly that 
they found themselves dropped by two di� erent 
labels. A¥ er breaking up in 1973, their fourth 
album Monkey’s Bum remained unreleased for 
22 years, by which time the curse of Patto 
had delivered further cruel blows.

Mike Patto died of leukaemia in 1979. 
Halsall, a¥ er playing with John Otway, 
The Rutles and Kevin Ayers, died of a 
heart attack in 1992. While playing in 
Joe Brown’s band, Gri¦  ths and Halsey 
su� ered a car accident that robbed 
the bassist of his memory and le¥  the 
drummer with injuries that resulted 
in a permanent limp.

However, the reissue of all four 
Patto studio albums in 2017 ignited more 
interest than the band ever managed to 
muster throughout its lifetime – and on 
the back of that posthumous acclaim 
come two more ‘lost’ albums. 

And That’s Jazz is a live recording 
from a north London pub gig in early 

1973 and featuring 
material from their 
then-current album 
Roll ’Em, Smoke ’Em, 
Put Another Line 
Out, plus a 10-minute 

workout on the sadly 
prescient “My Days Are 

Numbered”, intended for 
their fourth album. The sound 

quality is pretty rotten but the glorious chaos 
of their Groundhogs/King Crimson/Average 
White Band hybridity is authentic enough.

The belated appearance of what would have 
been Halsall’s only ever solo set is even more 
intriguing. Recorded as demos on borrowed 
equipment in 1979 when he was grieving over 
the death of Mike Patto and apparently living in 
poverty with neither electricity nor telephone, 
he plays piano, synthesiser, guitar, bass, drums 
and sax and sings on a dozen original songs that 
only survive because he gave the tape to Otway, 
in whose band he was playing at the time. 

They reveal a melodic pop sensibility that 
con� rms a story Patto’s former drummer Halsey 
told Uncut in 2017. On the way to gigs, Halsall 
would sit in the van musing that he could write 
commercial pop songs all day long – before 
rejecting the idea in favour of “trying to make 
everything as weird as possible”.
Extras: 8/10. The Patto album also comes with 
a DVD of � ve live 1971 performances.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON
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Patto in 1971: 
(l-r) Mike Patto, 
Ollie Halsall, 
Clive Griffiths, 
John Halsey
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grant them a release. Landscape Tantrums
makes for a fascinating portal into the album 
itself, consisting of eight songs with varying 
degrees of di� erence from their better-known 
counterparts. “Roulette Dares (The Haunt 
Of)” is much thrashier, a hardcore fever 
dream of crescendo’ing prog. A skeletal 
version of “Televators” forgoes its spacey 
embellishments, highlighting just acoustic 
guitar and a wonderfully impassioned vocal 
from Cedric Bixler-Zavala. And “Take The 
Veil Cerpin Taxt” is an extended primer of 
interlocking grooves and connected suites, 
shorn of vocals until the very end.
Extras: None, but the set is also included in 
La Realidad De Los Sueños, an 18LP boxset 
of the band’s six studio albums, plus 2002’s 
“Tremulant” EP. ROB HUGHES

RANDY NEWMAN
Roll With The Punches: The Studio 
Albums 1979-2017 NONESUCH

8/10
Seven-album boxset for Record Store Day 
tracesNewman’sevolutionfromreluctant
rockstartoHollywoodwag

These seven (non-� lm-
related) albums show how 
Newman initially tried to 
embrace the “rock star” 
tag he developed a¥ er the 
success of 1977’s “Short 

People” and then, slowly, eased himself 
out of the role. 1979’s Born Again features 
him in Kiss-style make-up on the cover, 
and even when he’s singing rock’s praises 
(on the ELO tribute “The Story Of A Rock 
And Roll Band”) he can’t help but sound 
sardonic. 1983’s Trouble In Paradise is his 
best mainstream rock album – “I Love LA” 
successfully relocates Rodgers & Hart’s 
bittersweet New York hymns to the West 
Coast, and the storytelling on “Same Girl” 
(sung from the POV of a sentimental pimp) is 
magni� cent. 1988’s Land Of Dreams is best 
ignored; while there’s an ambitious 1995 
double-album which restages the Faust myth 
in the Midwest (featuring Elton John, James 
Taylor, Don Henley and Linda Ronstadt). 
Herea¥ er, Newman cleverly weaves his 
Hollywood score-writing into his albums. 
1999’s underrated Bad Love (here making its 
vinyl debut) features the killer ballad “Every 
Time It Rains” (written for, and rejected by, 
Michael Jackson) and the dark satire of “The 
Great Nations Of Europe”, while 2008’s Harps 
And Angels and 2017’s Dark Matter are both 
song cycles which swing between Brechtian 
operas and 1920s Tin Pan Alley showtunes.
Extras: 8/10. First vinyl release for Bad Love, 
demos and outtakes of Randy Newman’s 
Faust. JOHN LEWIS

ANGEL OLSEN
Song Of The Lark And 
Other Far Memories JAGJAGUAR

8/10
Anirresistibleglimpseintothe
songwriter’screativeprocess

In retrospect, Angel Olsen’s 
choice of title for her 2019 
opus was a calling card: the
year a¥ er All Mirrors came its 
through-the-looking-glass
sister Whole New Mess, made 

up of intimate early versions of the same songs. 
Now a 3LP boxset completes the picture, 
packaging both albums with a bonus record, 
Far Memory, of remixes, singles and additional 

PRIOR to 2013, organist and 
composer/arranger Hailu 
Mergia was a sixtysomething 
cab driver in Washington DC 
whose high pro� le on Ethiopia’s 
popularmusic scene of the 1970s 

had long since faded. But the recovery of his 
1985 solo (largely accordion) album by Awesome 
Tapes From Africa’s founder Brian Shimkovitz 
and its reissue in 2013 led to a career revival. Five 
years later, Mergia started touring again and even 
released a new solo record, his � rst in more than
30 years. The label re-released Mergia and the 
Walias’ second album, 1977’s Tche Belew, in 2014 
and has now blown the dust o�  their extremely 
rare debut from two years before. 

At this point Mergia is far from unknown 
beyond Ethiopia. He’s perhaps the jewel in 
Awesome Tapes’ crown, and although issues 
of colonialism and cultural appropriation can 
swirl around such archival labels, Shimkovitz is 
transparent in his interviews and has expressed 
his discomfort with the word “discovery” being 
used in relation to the original recordings. 
What’s undeniable is that these reissues have 
spread the music to an in� nitely wider audience.

Tezeta landed at a formative moment of 
Mergia’s career. Originally a cassette-only 
release on the band’s own label, it consists 
of nine instrumental takes on Ethiopian 
popular songs and standards and sits at the 
intersection of jazz, Afrobeat and funk, with 
elements of soul, R&B and country threaded 
through. They’re dominated by Mergia’s 
distinctive organ sound: insistently rhythmic 
and seductively otherworldly, its e� ect is 
o¥ en of endless rippling, a style likely 
developed in the all-night sessions the 
band played during their long residency 
at Addis Ababa’s Hilton hotel. 

The lineup features tenor and alto saxes, 
trumpet, � ute and piano – all unshowy 
ensemble players – alongside guitar, bass, 
drums and Mergia’s organ and synth. 
Though his keys style is very much his own, 
his admiration of Booker T Jones is apparent 
throughout; were it not for Mergia’s bubbling 
handiwork and the highlife guitar tone, 
“Zengadyw Dereku” could be a slice of vintage 
Memphis soul, while “Endegena” is something 
Matthew E White might admire. 

There’s a space-age, quasi-pop treat in the 
attenuated “Gumegum”, best known in the 
version recorded by acclaimed Ethiopian 
singer Hirut Bekele, some brilliantly lyrical sax 
phrasing on the Fela-ish “Atmetalegnem Woi” 
and a lustrous, double-time waltz with whammy 
guitar in “Ou-Ou-Ta”. Occasionally, as on closer 
“Aya Belew Belew”, an arrangement hints at 
what’s not there, namely a vocal, but those 
instrumental “� lls” sound vital and substantive.

There’s already ample evidence out there, but 
Tezeta underlines Mergia’s standing as an elder 
statesman of modern Ethiopian music and the 
Walias Band as much more than mere sidemen. 
Extras: None.
SHARON O’CONNELL 

HAILU MERGIA & 
THE WALIAS BAND

Tezeta (reissue, 1975)
AWESOME TAPES FROM AFRICA

8/10
� e celebrated Ethiopian instrumentalists’ debut reissued 

THE SPECIALIST
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Hailu Mergia 
(second left) 
with The 
Walias Band

The Walias 
Band: much 
more than 
sidemen
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alternateversions.Thetwo“missing”
AllMirrors tracksarethehighlights
here:“It’sEverySeason(WholeNew
Mess)”getsanenormousclosingbrass
arrangementbyNateWalcott;and
“AliveAndDying(Waving,Smiling)” is
re-renderedasbittersweetmelodrama
forOlsen’sstunningvoiceandan
11-piecestringsection.Theremixes,by
contrast,arecompletists-onlycurios,
althoughMarkRonson’sominous
takeon“NewLoveCassette”meritsan
additionalspin.
Extras:7/10.Accompanying40-page
bookfeaturingunseenphotographs
andhandwrittenlyrics. LISA-MARIEFERLA

ROEDELIUS/CZJZEK
WeitesLand(reissue,1987) BUREAUB

7/10
ProlificClusterco-founderexplores
NewAgeterritory

1982’sWasserImWind
�rstrevealedthefruits
ofHans-Joachim
Roedelius’salliance
withAlexander
Czjzek,whomhemet

intheearly1980sandwithwhomhe
continuedtotinkerfor twodecades.
That, though,wasasoloalbum,while
onthis1987collaboration,albeitwith
Roedeliustakingtopbilling,Czjzek’s
instrumentisdominantfromthestart
ratherthanmerelydecorative,with
opener“Einklang”shroudinghissolo
saxophoneinecho.One’s tolerance
forthissoundwilldictatesubsequent
levelsofpleasure,becauseRoedelius’s
contributionsaresometimessubtle:
whileCzjzek’sbusyteasingout
meanderingmelodies,hisquietpiano
loopsprovidemerefoundationsfor the
meditative“SonnigerMorgen”,“Weisst
DuNoch?”andNähe”,nottomention
a12-minutetitle trackbestsuitedtoa
masseur’swaitingroom.“Berürhrung”,
however–whichbeginslikeBrianEno’s
“ByTheRiver”–ismoreexpansive,
and“Ballade”’sFrench�avoursare
boostedbypavementaccordion.
Extras:None. WYNDHAMWALLACE

NINA SIMONE
TheMontreuxYears BMG

9/10
Liveinallhermultifacetedglory

Burnished as many 
of Simone’s studio 
recordings are, her 
turbulent genius 
shone brightest in her 
unpredictable force-of-

nature live performances – and these
28 tracks from her legendary series 
of Montreux concerts contain within 
them an entire musical autobiography. 
Almost half come from her 1968 festival
debut, a stellar performance which 
we hear in its entirety, but we also get 

tofollowthetriumphs
andtribulationsofher
lifewithfurthereditions
from1976,1981,1987and
1990.Overtheyearsthe
intensitydoesn’tletup.
There’sexquisitepiano
classicism(“Someone
ToWatchOverMe”),

rawemotionalpower(“IWishIKnew
HowItWouldFeelToBeFree”),deep
soul(“BacklashBlues”), inspired
improvisedscatting(“Don’tLetMeBe
Misunderstood”),poignantre�ection
(“FourWomen”)andhaunting
balladry(“NeMeQuittePas”).The
edge, thefearlessness, thepassion, the
genius–they’reallhere.
Extras:None.NIGELWILLIAMSON

SQUAREPUSHER
FeedMeWeirdThings
(reissue,1996) WARP

8/10
TomJenkinson’smasterpiece,
25yearson

Even Tom Jenkinson’s
most ardent admirers
would surely concede
that he tends to write
the same song again
and again – and

that song, arguably, is “Tundra”, the
gorgeous, spiralling second track
on his debut album Feed Me Weird
Things, �rst released in 1996 on Aphex
Twin’s Rephlex label and now pimped
up for its 25th anniversary through
Warp. Just 21 at the time and fresh out
of Chelmsford, Jenkinson’s dextrous
bass-playing and �air for rhythm set
him apart from the knob-twiddlers he
was initially grouped with. Combining
that with a curiosity for programming
as a way to process the techno, jungle,
jazz and video games he’d consumed
led to a record – compiled by Richard
James – that bursts with raw, original
ideas. Squarepusher’s distinctive style
– hectic and boisterous but laced with
wistful melody – so o¥en manages to
express uncontainable delight. And
it’s here – particularly “Theme From
Ernest Borgnine” – where it all started.
Extras:8/10. 16-page booklet, 10” with
two extra tracks. PIERS MARTIN

VIOLENT FEMMES
AddItUp(1981–1993)
(reissue,1993) CRAFT

8/10
TheMilwaukeefreaks’first12years

“DoyoulikeAmerican
music?”GordonGano
askspointedlyon
“AmericanMusic”, the
heartofboththeir1991
albumWhyDoBirds

Sing?andtheir1993compAddItUp. It’s
noidlequery,butmorelikeamission
statementfor theMilwaukeetrio.They
mashedupoutsiderfolk,angrypunk,
horndogblues,skewedcountryand
weirdogospel intoabigballofchaos.
Releasedjust twoyearsa¥ertheir
�rstretrospectiveand12yearsbefore
theirnext,AddItUp remainsthe�nest
surveyoftheirdistinctivetakeonso
manydi�erentstrainsofAmerican

music. The hormone-addled songs 
from their � awless ’83 debut sound just 
asweirdandtransgressiveasever,but
thissetspotlights lesser-knowngems
fromlateralbums,suchasthesexually
confused“IHeldHerInMyArms”.
Extras:6/10.Fourlivetracksfromthe
1993CDversion. STEPHENDEUSNER

WARPAINT
TheFool-Andrew
WeatherallMixes ROUGHTRADE

7/10
Lightlyreshuffledreissuesalutes
Weatherall’sminor-keymoods

ARecordStoreDay
release,this2LP
reworkingofLA
dream-folkquartet
Warpaint’sfêted
2010debutexpands

AndrewWeatherall’smixingrole,
reshu·ingthetracksequence
accordingtothelateDJandproducer’s
preferredorder,andaddingallofhis
mixesalongsidethetwofeaturedon
theoriginalalbum.EmilyKokaland
TheresaWeymanstillsoundbewitching
onthewoozylullabies“Undertow”and
“Baby”,butoverallhisfabledstudio
alchemyfeelsunusuallyrestrained
here:“Shadows”isalittlemorenaked
thantheoriginal,“Composure”more
streamlinedandlessstrident.Thesole
newadditionis“Jubilee”,aminor-key
balladthatelegantlyunravelsinto
pregnantpauses,dubbydrop-outsand
breathysighs.Anexquisitebauble,
butintruthWarpaint’slow-voltage
introspectionandWeatherall’s
kaleidoscopicmaximalismmadefor
strangebedfellows,andtheynever
workedtogetheragain.
Extras:None. STEPHENDALTON

RODGER WILHOIT
The“SocialWorld”Of
RodgerWilhoit(reissue,1974)
SWEETMENTALREVENGE

8/10
Unvarnishedcountryclassic

Asthe1970sunfolded,
somecountrystars
turnedoutlaws,others
dri¥edintopop,
andcountlessmore
werele¥inthecold.

Ifcountry’spopulistworldviewand
seismiccentrewasundermeltdown,
Tennesseenativeandone-record-
wonderRodgerWilhoitwashaving
noneofthat.WithGeorgeJones’
love-gone-astrayballadryandTomT
Hall’sstorytellingprowessasbackdrop,
Wilhoitplayedthecircuits.Andwith
partnerCarlFrench,hewroteastack
ofbrilliantcompositions,suchas
“Since1959”,whereintheprotagonists
madeitthroughthehippieyears;and
“InnerCirclesOfChicago”,stinging
guitarleadshelpingWilhoit’scharacter
escapefromprison.Hisgi¥edbacking
bandrespondinkind,whileWilhoit
stretchesmuchofhumanendeavour
throughbarroomsandbarrenhouses.
Extras:7/10.Remastering, threebonus
tracks,detailedlinernotesbyColin
Escottandmore. LUKETORN
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GREAT
SAVINGS

COMING NEXT
MONTH...

N
ext time, Laura Marling
and Mike Lindsay return
as Lump with their

spaced-out second album
Animal, while Kings Of
Convenience reconvene for
Peace Or Love and John Murry
is back with The Stars Are God’s
Bullet Holes.There are also a
couple of fine tribute albums,
including one to Roky Erickson,
plus Molly Burch, Jeb Loy Nichols,
Darkside and The Grid & Robert
Fripp are also promising new
albums. In the world of archival
releases, there’s a Laura Nyro
box, Motörhead’s live opus and
a substantial Trojan package.
See you next time.
TOM.PINNOCK@UNCUT.CO.UK
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Brand new collaborative album 
featuring the singles ‘Remember We Were Lovers’ & ‘Chase It Down’

“A decadent blend of Walker Brothers-esque chamber pop,  
Gainsbourg chanson and swooning folk-rock” 

Loud and Quiet

“A distilled triumph” Clash

Out 2nd July

DIGITAL / LP / CD

bobbyjehnny.com



GIRLY
SOUND
FOREVER
After an 11-year absence, LIZ PHAIR has returned
to reclaim her title of fearless songwriting
superstar. But how has a song about Lou Reed, a
country-rap crossover hit and her own trailblazing
debut helped prepare her to re-enter the fray?
“I’ve had to pick myself up from being dead many
times,” she tells Erin Osmon
Photo byESZTER+DAVID

LIZ PHAIR

IZ PHAIR has spent the pandemic at her 
home in Manhattan Beach – an upmarket 
seaside community in Southern 
California. “I don’t think I have self-care,” 
Phair reflects on this protracted period of 
isolation. “I have determination and grit!” 
Speaking to Uncut from a lime-green room 
adorned with hot-pink curtains, pink 
artwork and pink balloons, Phair explains 

that she has spent lockdown in the company of her adult 
son, Nick – who has reactive airway disease – which 
means she has remained on a “very protective spectrum” 
compared with many people she knows. “My friends have 
been gallivanting everywhere,” she explains with evident 
frustration. “I can’t even talk about it.” Most days, she 
explains, she and Nick have disinfected their groceries 
and refused to permit guests inside the house. “More than 
anything I have a sense of being really lucky to be able to 
stay home,” she says. “Self-care is like, ‘Wow, I can look 
out my window at the ocean.’ That makes me enormously 
more fortunate than a lot of people.”

Another unavoidable consequence of the pandemic is  
a delay in the release of Soberish – her seventh studio 
album and first since 2010. A typically candid collection  
of songs, the album continues the kinetic and playful 
ruminations on love, relationships, sex and womanhood 

Phair has been exploring since the start of her career. As a 
taster, in February she released “Hey Lou” – an imaginary 
dinner table conversation between Lou Reed and Laurie 
Anderson that brought into focus her gifts for wry, 
observational lyrics and hook-laden choruses. Soberish 
also reunites Phair with Brad Wood – the producer and 
engineer who helped transform Phair’s bedroom 
recordings into her 1993 debut Exile In Guyville.

“I came in with a mandate,” Phair explains. “I want to do 
something that’s evocative of our past, that uses some of 
the same sounds, but in an entirely new way.” It made 
sense, Phair continues, to return her roots with Wood – 
and not just for comfort’s sake. “I also wanted to reclaim 
our position as pioneers,” she says. “So I challenged us to 
make music that people might take a minute to adjust to.”

After …Guyville marked Phair as a feminist trailblazer  
– whose candid, profanity-strewn anthems helped 
normalise female sexuality, anger and longing in 
mainstream channels – she navigated the alt.rock 
explosion to become one of its most unique and potent 
voices. Yet, following a number of unexpected career 
twists in the years since, Phair paused her music career. 
She focused on life as a single mother and pivoted to sound 
design for television – work, she acknowledges, that 
helped inform the alternately intricate and airy quality  
of Soberish. “I knew after my television composition  
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“I have 
determination 
and grit”: Liz 
Phair in 2021
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work that I was more interested in complexity, but I also 
wanted it to be evocative of Guyville, to have the air and 
spaces somehow,” she says.

In some respects, it seems natural that Phair should 
continue to refer to her debut album, nearly 30 years 
since its release. Guyville is a useful barometer against 
which Phair can continue to judge not just the 
continuing relevance of its torch-bearing provocations, 
but also how much she has developed as an artist. 
Soberish, for instance, features a song called “Bad 
Kitty”, which traces a complete circle from Guyville to 
the present day. “I don’t live in a world that appreciates 
me”, she sings. “You could say that I’m ahead of my 
time”. “I’m grappling with being one of the fallen 
bodies on the road to progress,” Phair explains. “How 
many times I’ve had to pick myself up from being dead, 
like getting knocked down and then getting back up.”

PHAIR’S musical journey began with 
a series of lo-fi songs, recorded in her 
family home in the Chicago suburbs 

and released under the name Girly-Sound 
beginning in 1990. The moniker drew a 
proverbial line in the sand between Phair and  
the city’s male-dominated underground 
scene. “I wanted to prove something,” she 
says. “I was tired of dating guys in bands who 
told me my taste in music wasn’t very good; 
that because I liked radio singles, I had no 
taste; that they were the arbiters of what was 
cool and what was not.”

Her mission is understandable. For decades, 
women have navigated music scenes or 
partnerships where they are wrongfully cast as 
dilettantes, tenderfoots lucky to learn at the feet of 
the self-admiring male maestro. Fortunately, 
Phair’s earliest recordings found support in 
progressive circles in Chicago and beyond.

“To me they were just incredibly brilliant,” says 
Tae Won Yu, a visual artist and co-founder of the 
punk band Kicking Giant, which had ties to DIY 
punk scenes in Olympia, Washington and 
Washington DC. He befriended Phair in New York 
during the late ’80s, when he was a student at the 
Cooper Union school and she was an intern for the 
artist Nancy Spero. A couple of years later, one of 
Phair’s Girly-Sound cassettes arrived in the post 
and Won Yu became its de facto PR engine, dubbing and 
distributing as widely as possible. “For many months I 
was on a mission, trying to get everybody to hear this 
thing, just sort of connecting these people.” Won Yu also 
penned a glowing review of Phair’s Girly-Sound project 
in the influential fanzine Chemical Imbalance. “Send 
her some cash for a tape, she’ll probably be up to tape 
#11 by the time you read this,” he wrote.

In 1991, Phair met Brad Wood – then a neophyte 
engineer and producer – at Chicago’s Lounge Ax. After 
listening to a tape of Phair’s home recordings, Wood 
knew he’d found something special. “It was like a 
lightning bolt,” he says. “I was just buzzing on my walk 
home thinking, ‘Oh my God, this is great. What can I do 
to not screw this up?’” Phair and Wood began tinkering 
in his Wicker Park recording studio in late ’91, while 
local labels including Feel Good All Over and Minty 
Fresh began to express interest in Phair’s music. 
“There were a lot of people circling at that time,” 
Phair says. “We felt cool because we were the 
artists... We kind of had this attitude like, ‘If you 
want to buy us a dinner, fuck it, we’ll take it.’” Amid 
the groundswell, Phair rang one of America’s most 
celebrated independent record labels. “Minty Fresh PA
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“I wanted to prove 
something”: on stage at 
the Metro in Chicago, 
September 20, 1993

wanted to sign me, they had taken me out to dinner or 
something,” she says. “So I was like, ‘I’ll give you a single,
but I’m going to sign with Matador.’”

It transpires that Gerard Cosloy, co-owner of Matador, 
had already read Won Yu’s review in Chemical Imbalance. 
Intrigued, he encouraged Phair to send along some of the 
demos she’d been working on with Wood. “We thought the 
songs were fantastic, really personal, very direct, elemental 
but really well written,” he recalls. “So without ever having 
seen Liz perform, or ever having met her, we almost 
immediately said, ‘Hey, let’s do this.’” According to Phair, 
Matador’s interest helped spur a feeding frenzy among her 
local scene. “There was this whole movement of Chicago 
becoming the new Seattle,” she says. “All the major labels 

wanted to come to Chicago and buy up all the bands like, 
‘The crop has ripened, we must go pick it.’”

Released in June 1993, Exile In Guyville went on to sell 
more than half a million copies. Its fiery, earnest and 

messy accounts of the female experience proved 
empowering to many women and girls. But it wasn’t 
without its detractors. “Liz Phair is Rickie Lee
Jones (more talked about than heard, a persona 
completely unrooted in substance, and a fucking 

chore to listen to),” wrote Steve Albini in a letter to the 
editor of the Chicago Reader. His words were reflective 
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“I WAS
CERTAINLY

AN ASSHOLE
IN THE ’90S”

LIZ PHAIR

to be a part of it,’” she explains. “This is what I was longing for 
when I was exiled in Guyville. This is what wasn’t there.”

WHILE Soberish finds Phair revising many of her 
favourite themes with characteristically bracing 
honesty, the album is very much its own entity.

Its complex emotional states are the product of Phair’s 
accumulated life experience. “I was thinking, jealously, about 
my younger self,” she explains. “How it was easier when I was 

younger to point the finger and say, like, ‘You’re 
wrong, you fucked it up!’ I don’t have that in me, 
authentically, as much any more. I have it for politics. 
But I don’t have that sense any more that human 
interactions are as cut and dry.”

The album depicts events in Phair’s personal life as
well as more speculative ruminations on love and
relationships. These matters of the heart stretch from
Los Angeles to Chicago, to New York and Paris and
beyond – many of which are represented on the
album’s cover, a montage of city landmarks designed
by Phair’s son Nick. “We work together very well,” she
adds. “He’s worked as an engineer on some of my

of a broader, often implicit resentment coursing through the scene 
– “Guyville”. Today, however, Phair has a sanguine response to this 
male-driven backlash. “Inter-family squabbling among music 
people kind of makes me feel at home,” she says. Exile In 
Guyville was more important and enduring than those 
opinions, anyway. “I feel so grateful that I have this strong 
piece of art that has basically given me a whole lifetime of 
a career,” she adds.

PHAIR has built her career on defying expectations. 
She followed Guyville with Whip-Smart (1994) and 
Whitechocolatespaceegg (1998) – both recorded

and co-produced with Wood. But tiring of the parochial, 
patriarchal confines of indie rock, she pursued crossover 
collaborations, singing low harmony on Sheryl Crow’s 2002 
megahit “Soak Up the Sun” and co-writing her biggest 
single, 2003’s “Why Can’t I”, with early-2000s pop juggernaut 
The Matrix. The latter track appeared on her self-titled pop 
album – an evident departure from her first three records, it 
horrified indie-rock’s gatekeepers and famously earned a 0.0 
rating on Pitchfork. “The writer later apologised to me, on Twitter 
I think,” Phair says. “It was sweet but unnecessary, because I 
thought it was kind of funny. Coming up in the ’90s, it was pretty 
rough and tumble. Fanzines could be vicious by design. It was 
almost a constant roast.”

Then, in 2018, Phair oversaw a deluxe reissue of Exile In Guyville, 
which includes three of her legendary Girly-Sound 
tapes. For Phair, revisiting the material proved 
revelatory. “It was so fun to put out the boxset, because 
Girly-Sound is very pop,” she says. “There’s a lot of pop 
in there and the overtly ridiculous stuff I was doing 
before Guyville. That was its own zone, just like Guyville
was its own zone. Then the pop record [Liz Phair] was in 
its own zone. Each album to me is separate and has its 
own world-building element.”

After aborted sessions with Ryan Adams, Phair 
surfaced again in 2019 – once again revisiting her past in 
Horror Stories, a memoir depicting her life in a series of 
fearless, frank essays. “I was certainly an asshole in the 
’90s,” she admits. “My memoir was sort of my mea culpa, 
going through the things I carried with me as shame 
from my behaviour.”

At the same time, these acts of reflection – combined 
with a wide-open contemporary climate, where rockist 
attitudes are passé – has proved fertile soil for the 
making of Soberish. Today, more than a decade since 
her last full-length album, she’s thrilled to re-emerge 
amid what feels like a positive cultural sea change. 
She talks about the current proliferation of self-
assured female singer-songwriters — artists like 
Lana Del Rey, Weyes Blood, Phoebe Bridgers, Aldous 
Harding and others. “I walked into my manager’s 
office and said, ‘This wave is happening, and I want RO
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A Liz Phair buyer’s guide
EXILE IN GUYVILLE 
MATADOR, 1993
Her audacious debut – double 
album, no less – introduced Phair’s 
unrestrained confessionalism to the 
wider world. But she was no overnight 

success. Phair had been defining and 
refining her music for years through 
her lo-fi Girly-Sound cassettes – 
released for the first time with the 
2018 Guyville reissue.

WHIP-SMART MATADOR, 1994
Guyville’s well-received 1994 
follow-up, Whip-Smart is a little slicker 
and a little more complex, reflective of 
the deluge of experience that comes 
with navigating a hit record. It includes 
the hit “Supernova” as well as the 
charming and infectious title track.

WHITECHOCOLATESPACEEGG 
MATADOR, 1998
Her third is strong but began to divide fans for 
its multi-pronged approach – by turns stripped 
down and intimate, blown out and full throated 
or thoroughly poppy. Highlights include “Baby 
Got Going”.

LIZ PHAIR CAPITOL, 2003
This 2003 pop-crossover either sunk or 

catapulted Phair, depending on who 
you ask. Old fans and indie gatekeepers 
hated it. Fans coming late to Phair, 
meanwhile, loved it. Or rather, they loved 
“Why Can’t I” – a single co-written with 
mega pop producers The Matrix.

HORROR STORIES 
RANDOM HOUSE, 2019
Phair’s engrossing memoir litigates her 
past without exempting herself from 
the scrutiny. Like many of her songs, it 
revisits some of Phair’s most shocking, 
vulnerable and unbelievable moments, 
from hilarious and heartbreaking 
romantic encounters, to sexist music-
industry experiences.



music. He did the art for the album. He’s been integral 
in allowing me to work from home.” To set the scene – 
both emotionally and geographically – the catchy 
opener, “Spanish Doors”, details the unravelling of a 
relationship. “I’m slowly disappearing behind our 
Spanish doors/The ghost I see in the mirror doesn’t smile 
any more”, Phair sings. During the chorus, the 
narrator’s internal voices overlap – one anxious and 
the other resigned – creating a fascinating internal 
dialogue that exposes the many anxieties of a break-up.

The title track itself relays the messy anticipation of an on-again 
off-again love affair. It exemplifies Phair and Wood’s working 
practices – an unself-conscious willingness to experiment, to add 
or subtract in unexpected ways. “The song was really not working
until we pulled out my guitars,” Phair reveals. “That awkward 
anticipation of meeting someone you know you’re going to sleep 
with but you're really nervous because you haven’t slept with 
them many times… That suddenly just came alive. That song 
hangs you in that space of anticipation and awkwardness and 
vulnerability in a way that we just had to take out all the crunchy 
guitars.” Elsewhere, Phair explains, she gave specific instructions
to Wood about how the songs were going to be constructed. “I said,
‘None of the songs are gonna be traditional arrangements. I’ve got
bridges as the second verse on at least five of them. But I don’t 
want the listener to focus on that. I want it to flow right past you.”

In the years since she and Wood tracked Exile in Guyville, 
Whip-Smart and Whitechocolatespaceegg, Phair says they’ve 
both grown as artists and technicians. She’s toured the world and 
worked in some of the biggest major-label studios, while Wood 
has recorded, mixed or produced hundreds of records, including 
hit albums by Pete Yorn, Ben Lee, Placebo and others. Their 
interest in quirky, complex arrangements that burrow into one’s 
consciousness is evident throughout their latest collaboration, 
and they are both quick to point to one song in particular as 
inspiration. “She spent an inordinate amount of time talking 
about Lil Nas X’s ‘Old Town Road’,” Wood says. Phair was 
impressed by its rule-breaking, that something so unconventional
and unexpected could become such a cultural phenomenon. “It 
was like permission to blur genres and arrange unexpectedly,” 
she says. “I want more room for weirder songs to rise to the top.”

Wood was struck by its layers, particularly the song’s clever use 
of a melancholic Nine Inch Nails sample. “As a result, we didn’t 
shy away from using loops,” Wood says. “We used found sound, 
stuff we sourced from the internet, maybe something she played, 
to start as the inspiration point. I’d manipulate it and find a tempo,
then we might replace it or turn it off eventually.” Audience 
clapping, for example, shaped the framework for “Hey Lou”. It’s KE
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Havingsomefun:
withSherylCrow
onTheTonight
ShowWithJay
Leno,April25,2002

Mum’s the word: posing 
prior to releasing her 
family-themed third album 
Whitechocolatespaceegg, 
April 15, 1998

typical of how the pair have worked previously, seeking 
out unlikely elements to bring additional textures to 
their collaborations. In the early ’90s, for instance, they 
created analogue tape loops by sampling the television 
in Wood’s studio, an ancient thing with rabbit ears that 
only picked up public television and a Korean cable 
access station. “There are a lot of Korean voices on 
Guyville and a few on Whip-Smart,” Wood says. “The 
song ‘Whip-Smart’ is based on a drum loop I played 
and Liz overdubbed to.” For Soberish, the pair worked 
in fits and starts over the course of a year, taking their 
time to examine and deconstruct the songs. “Brad and 
I are very compatible in the studio,” Phair says. “We’re 
painting with sound.” When Phair learned that the 
album’s release would be delayed owing to the 
pandemic, she even wrote some new material to 
ensure its spirit was fresh and representative of Phair 
in 2021. “I tried to anticipate where my mind was 
going to be,” she says. “That was a fun game!”

REFLECTING on the winding path of her career, 
Phair is well aware of the challenges posed by 
releasing a new record 30 years in. “There’s a 

scary thing that happens toward the end of your 
career where it’s like, ‘How many more chances am I 
going to get to be relevant and current?’” she explains. 
“As opposed to, ‘How am I going to get in the door?’, 
now it’s, ‘How am I going to avoid getting pushed out 
the door?’” The entertainment industry’s ill regard for 
women over 40 is well documented, but Phair says 
strong female friendships and alliances have helped 
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her along the way. This is particularly true of 
some of her peers. Last June, Phair was set to 
join Alanis Morissette on a North American 
tour celebrating the 25th anniversary of 
Morissette’s Jagged Little Pill album. “She came 
in with that offer at a moment that felt very 
much like a woman supporting a woman, kind 
of a beautiful generosity of spirit,” Phair says. 
“I really needed something to give me some 
wind beneath my wings.” Unfortunately, that 
lift was postponed amid the pandemic. “I had been dreaming 
about my ultimate tour and then I had it,” she adds. “Losing that 
was heartbreaking.”

Fortunately, Phair rejoins Morissette this summer and autumn, 
opening along with Garbage. Phair says playing premium 
theatres and outdoor pavilions with two women she admires feels 
right for her station in life. “I need to be at a level where touring is 
comfortable for a woman my age because there's a certain amount 
of roughness and toughness and hardness about it, and I’d like to 
get just above that cloud cover,” she says. “And I feel like after 30 
years in the career, I should be able to get above that cloud cover, 
and tour more comfortably and just feel safe.”

The hook-filled soul-baring of Soberish also provides plenty to 
celebrate. The album signals a career high point from a mature 
artist clearly operating at a creative peak, a reclamation of Phair’s 
throne that also pushes past the boundaries of expectation. “All I 
could do was be true to myself and show my mastery at this sort of 
older level, while trying to also be reflective of what’s happening 
now,” she says. By distilling complex inner worlds into 
perspicacious and slightly askew three-minute morsels, Phair has 
brought her ’90s-era style sharply into the present. “The thing I’m 
most proud of with Soberish is that we set a directive — it was hard 
to find it at first — but then we clicked in and could really go,” she 
says. “We’re willing to throw something in you wouldn’t think 
would work and pull something out you think should’ve been 
there. And I think we’re pretty good at it.”

Soberish is released on June 4 by Chrysalis
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WithBethany
CosentinoofBest
CoastatElRey
Theatre,LA,on
March4,2017

Phair in 2021: 
heartbroken 
to have lost 
her “ultimate” 
tour to Covid

Rated 
ladies: 
Aldous 
Harding 
(left)  and 
Neko Case
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“LOOK AT MY 
TWITTER”

A Phair selection of female artists

“I ’M so inspired by how fully formed all these 
female artists are,” Phair says of the current 
wave. “They’re not just fronting a band. They’re 

not just showing up in the studio as the person who 
wrote the songs. Sometimes they’re recording the 
whole album, they’re designing the visual, they’re 
presenting themselves on stage in a theatrical 
manner playing multiple instruments.” So who are her 
favourites? “All you have to do is look at my Twitter,” 
she says. “Because I pick up like a new female artist 
almost every day. Just like, click, click, click.” She 
isn’t lying. Phair follows many contemporary female 
musicians, from Neko Case to Aldous Harding and 
Best Coast frontwoman Bethany Cosentino.

“I first heard Liz in high school and was immediately 
drawn to how unique her style was,” says Cosentino. 
“Both her voice and her songwriting. I’ve always
loved really raw, personal songwriting that feels
like storytelling, and you definitely get that out of
a Liz Phair song. Writing really personal, somewhat 
grungy pop songs is something I’ve done for over
a decade in Best Coast, and I definitely would
say Liz has been a big role model for me in doing 
so. There’s something really special about her 
songwriting; it doesn’t feel untouchable or hard to 
understand, it’s digestible and catchy and it’s inspiring 
to see how much she’s evolved over time and how 
she’s taken risks and stepped outside of the box
as an artist.”



Wheredoes thisage
come from,

thissuspicious nature,
this anger,

this cynicism?”
BOBBY GILLESPIE has been taking stock recently. Primal Scream’s inveterate
rabble-rouser has written a memoir about his early life and recorded an album
of heartworn duets inspired by the country greats. He’s even – finally – come
to terms with his early records. But where is all this soul-searching heading?

“People want us to take their heads off,” he tells Michael Bonner.
“But I don’t know if that’s the kind of music I want to keep on making.”

BOBBY GILLESPIE
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M
OST days during lockdown, Bobby 
Gillespie left his home in north 
London and walked two miles to 
the studio owned by his wife, the 
fashion stylist Katy England. 
There, he wrote. As a musician 
who has spent almost 40 years 

in bands – first as drummer with The Jesus And Mary 
Chain and then with Primal Scream – these sessions 
proved to be an unusually solitary, not to say quiet, 
creative experience. For the most part, Gillespie was 
working on Tenement Kid – a memoir that follows him 
from childhood in Glasgow up to the release of the 
Screamdelica album in 1991.

“I want to give a good account of myself and my life,” 
Gillespie explains. “I didn’t know what it took to write a 
book. I’ve just written rock’n’roll songs – three, four or 
maybe five verses, which is a very condensed, disciplined 
way of writing. So it’s a different way of expressing myself 
– which I enjoyed, I have to say.”

Reflection has never been Gillespie’s preferred state. 
Primal Scream’s career has been characterised by a 
unique and impressive sense of restlessness – whatever 
the outcome. “We always wanted to keep ploughing 
ahead. Sometimes you go sideways, sometimes you sink, 
but you always want to do the next thing and see where it 

ends up,” he explains. “We were self-righteous speed 
freaks! The speed just accelerated the intensity of my point 
of view. But the point of view was already there. I guess 
there comes a time when you realise it’s OK… It’s like being 
embarrassed at old photographs of yourself. When you get 
older you look at them and think, ‘Aw, that’s all right.’”

Such ruminations have led in other, surprising 
directions, too. Just as Gillespie has carried out some 
stocktaking on the first half of his life for Tenement Kid,  
he has also conducted a managerial audit of Primal 
Scream. This process of recalibration has been ongoing 
for a few years now, beginning with the release of the 
original, long-lost recordings made for 1994’s Give Out But 
Don’t Give Up album and continuing with the Maximum 
Rock’n’Roll greatest-hits album and tour, an expanded 
edition of 2006’s Riot City Blues for this year’s Record Store 
Day and a proposed deluxe edition of the band’s 1987 
debut, Sonic Flower Groove. Gillespie has looked back on 
the band’s strengths – and, perhaps, also their 
weaknesses – and hit reset.

The first fruits of this are Utopian Ashes – a striking 
duets album recorded with Savages’ Jehnny Beth. The 
album’s musical touchstones include Gram Parsons and 
Emmylou Harris and George Jones and Tammy Wynette; 
the subject matter, meanwhile, is the fathomless 
psychological drama of a marriage in crisis.



Bobby Gillespie,  
suited and 
rebooted: “I 
wanted to get 
back to writing 
traditional songs” 
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Rockingcrimson:
inBarcelonaon
thehits-filled
Maximum
Rock’n’Rolltour,
November2019

“I thought it was a very adult record and it should be presented as
an adult record,” says Gillespie. “Maybe people expect a certain
thing from Primal Scream and by presenting it in the way that we
have they maybe have to consider it differently. If we did a hardcore,
electro-punk record then I couldn’t write about these subjects in a
tender, humanistic, empathetic way. You know [mimics electronic
sound] – it’s too paranoid and claustrophobic. That was me, 20 years
ago. I’m a different person now.”

This interrogation of what Primal Scream means in 2021 is at the
heart of a wide-ranging conversation that takes in fallen comrades,
the recent Alan McGee film and the levelling qualities of Narcotics
Anonymous meetings. Meeting on Zoom, Gillespie looks well and
happy, sporting the kind of open-neck shirt also favoured by Nick
Cave. As with Cave, Gillespie has survived numerous creative shifts
and close shaves, arriving now in his late fifties with an artistic
career behind him that seems to have developed intuitively. “I’ve got
no complaints,” he confirms. “I’ve got my wife, my kids, my dogs, I’m
very happy.” A smile spreads across his face. “Who’d have thought?”

Was Utopian Ashes always going to be a Bobby Gillespie,
Jehnny Beth album and not a Primal Scream album? To begin
with, we weren’t sure what it was going to be. Andrew Innes and I
began to demo songs in a little studio we had in Soho through, I
think, 2017, early 2018. It was Andrew Innes’ idea to make this music
with Jehnny. But as I worked more on the songs at home and began
writing lyrics and working on song structures, then demoing them
with Andrew, it became apparent to me it should be a duets record.

What’s the appeal of a duets record? I’ve always had an interest in
the dynamic of a male and a female singing together. It is a great way
of telling human stories, the male and the female perspective. It gives
you a lot wider narrative scope. When we first met Jehnny, it became
apparentthathervoiceandmyvoicereallysoundedliketheybelonged
together. When we were recording the album, Jehnny said to me,
“What is this? Is this a Bobby solo, is it Primal Scream?” I said, “I think
it’s Bobby and Jehnny record and that’s how we should present it.”

You have a long history of collaborations
– from Andrew Weatherall onwards. What
made this one different? I wanted people to
take notice of this record and hear it, because I
really believe it’s a strong record and I’m very
proud of what I’ve managed to say in this record
and the way that I’ve said it. I’ve really worked
hard on my songwriting and my lyric-writing. I
think the musical arrangements allowed me the
space to write about the subject matter that I
wanted to write about, you know. So I think if we
had released this as a Primal Scream record – or
even Primal Scream Featuring Jehnny Beth –

BOBBY GILLESPIE
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people could dismiss it and say, “Oh, we’ve heard so many 
Primal Scream records, we know what that’s going to be 
about,” before they’d even listened to it.

What do you think people expect from a Primal 
Scream record? I actually don’t know any more… We’ve 
made 11 studio albums, but I think we’re known for the ’90s 
stuff, from Screamadelica to Vanishing Point and XTRMNTR. 
It’s hard, because we’ve been going for so long. Maybe we’re 
overfamiliar? But I do know this – we’re one of those bands 
that always play seven or eight new songs on a tour and we 
would discount the past, full stop. If you came to see us on 
the Give Out But Don’t Give Up tour, we’d only play like two or 
three songs from Screamadelica; if we did a Vanishing Point

tour we would just mostly play Vanishing Point and then XTRMNTR. 
We wouldn’t play the big songs like “Loaded” and “Come Together”, 
because we were excited to play the new stuff. We always did that 
because we felt that’s what you should do. But two years ago we did 
the Maximum Rock’n’Roll tour and we just decided to play singles.

What changed, then? I think we put two ballads in the middle – 
“(I’m Gonna) Cry Myself Blind” and “I’m Losing More Than I’ll
Ever Have” – but otherwise it was a high-energy rock’n’roll set and 
people loved it. People don’t really want a seven-minute waltz about 
internalised pain or an eight-minute song about domestic violence. I 
love those songs, like “River Of Pain” and “Tenement Kid”, but when 
people come to hear from Primal Scream, they want a good night out. 
They want us to take their heads off. But I don’t know if that’s the 
kind of music I want to keep on making. That’s why Utopian Ashes is 
an important record for me.

So do two parallel versions of Primal Scream now exist: the 
live band, who play the hits, and the studio version, who 



BOBBY GILLESPIE

dense, electronic sound – it was great, but by the time 
the album was released I wasn’t so sure. Then Innes 
found the Memphis tapes and I was blown away
by the musicianship in the band playing with the 
Muscle Shoals guys. So that was the beginning of me 
thinking, ‘This is what we should be doing, this is 
what we’re good at. We’ve become disconnected from 
who we are. We’re trying to second guess ourselves 
and always do something we’ve never done before – 
but at what cost?’

How did this feed into Utopian Ashes? The 
Memphis record really reconnected me with 
something in me and in the band. The sensitivity 
which Darrin [Mooney; drums] plays, [Martin] Duffy 
[keyboards] plays and Andrew plays, the feel that we 
have for ballads and country, soul music – you guys 
call it Americana. I wanted to get back to writing 
traditional songs and trying to write narrative 
storytelling in my own way, and I felt that if we make 
another album it has to be recorded live, like we did
in Memphis, because we can do it now. We’re older, I 
know that these guys can play like this, because it’s in 
their soul. This is more grown up, more serious.

How much of you is in lines like: “I put myself in 
some dangerous situations/Suffered black dog 
years of degradation” or “Sometimes I feel like 
love is a disease/Like addiction/That ecstatic 
taste that we chase to oblivion”? That’s me, that’s 
completely me. The songs are written from experience 
and also empathy. I know that, as a songwriter, I’m able 
to take life experience and mix it with the fictional

allow themselves greater freedom to 
experiment? Exactly. 

But I guess fans expect different things from 
bands. A new album is for new songs, but a tour 
is a more communal celebration of a body of 
work. That’s it! When people go and see the Stones 
live, they don’t want self-reflective doubt – they want 
cocksure, high-energy, humanistic rock’n’roll. I 
remember seeing Iggy 20 years ago, when Avenue B
came out. He was writing about being a middle-aged 
guy on his own. He would open his live show sitting on 
the floor cross-legged, bare-chested, long hair, 
acoustic guitar and he’d sing “Nazi Girlfriend” and 
“Avenue B”. The audience would be quite disengaged. 
Then the band went into “Sixteen”, Iggy starts 
throwing himself off the PA stacks and the crowd are 
suddenly interested. I remember thinking, ‘God, this 
is how he’s got to earn his living, but really his soul 
was somewhere else.’ People want fun, they want 
nihilistic delirium, they want “I Wanna Be Your Dog”. 
They don’t want to know what he feels like as a 
45-year-old guy. It’s a hard thing to navigate. You can 
either make a choice to be an entertainer or an artist, 
and it’s very hard to mix both of them.

You’ve been taking stock over the last couple of 
years – with The Original Memphis Recordings, 
the Maximum Rock’n’Roll compilation and now 
this deeper, reflective consideration of the 
band’s place. What’s prompted this? When we 
made Chaosmosis, Innes had discovered these digital 
plug-ins. I was writing songs round these blocks of 
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Jehnny Beth on “loss and regret”. And laughter…

“THE first time me and 
Bobby stood in the 
same room was at 

an aftershow party for a Nick 
Cave & The Bad Seeds gig in 
London. Bobby was chatting 
with Nick and Warren, making 
them laugh about something. 
We didn’t meet that evening, but 
my first impression of him was 
that he seemed quite jolly and 
very well dressed! The first time 
we properly met was at a Hedi 
Slimane YSL show in Paris where 
I came all dressed in leather. 
Bobby knew who I was by then 
and had heard my music, but in 
retrospect I think our exchange 
of numbers that day was 
mainly based on my outfit!

“The collaboration on Utopian 
Ashes was very easy and 
intuitive. Bobby and Andrew 
Innes came to Paris twice to 
work with me and Johnny 
Hostile in our studio. We wrote 
the basis of a few songs for 
which I wrote lyrics. Then in 
London, Bobby and Innes 
worked on more ideas. My parts 
came to me quite effortlessly, 
I didn’t want to overthink 
things. Most of the vocals were 

recorded in one 
or two takes, 
harmonies were 
‘improvised’ and 
sounded great. 

Early on, we discovered that our 
vocals worked very well together, 
it was like magic. 

“What mattered the most in the 
studio was to have a good time 
together — and we did. I don’t 
remember one vocal take that 
wasn’t followed or preceded 
with laughter because of 
something stupid Bobby, Andrew 
or Johnny said in the room. I love 
that environment for work, and I 
think you can hear it in the record 
— there is a certain lightness to 
it even though we sing about 
serious things.

“I would always bring 
notebooks of lyrics in the studio 
during our sessions, which 
Bobby liked to flick through. 
One day he saw the words “You 
can trust me now” written on a 
page and said he’d like to use 
the line but worried it might be 
too “definite” to say in a song. I 
asked him if he thought he was 
someone who could be trusted, 
to which he replied: “Not always 
in the past, no” — which was 
interesting because from my own 
perspective I had always thought 
of him as a reliable person. 

“At this point I felt we were 
touching the core of the record, 
the honest and truthful feelings, 
that we usually keep hidden, of 
redemption, loss and regret. It’s 
my favourite song on the album.”



and create a song. But those lines are very much me. I’m at 
the age now, late fifties, I’ve lived a life. Hopefully, I’ve 
managed to put those experiences into songs that other 
people can identify with. That’s what I’m hoping for, that 
communication really. Emotional inarticulacy is at the 
crux of this record. Something that I noticed, especially in 
the last 12 years or so since I’ve got clean from drugs and 
alcohol, is how inarticulate we are emotionally.

Do you have an example? When I used to go to 
Narcotics Anonymous meetings, I noticed that when 
people tried to talk about their experiences, they didn’t 
know how to express themselves, so they would use 
found language that they’d heard other people using 
to describe the experience of addiction. You would get 
guys in there that were maybe like food critics for the 
fucking Sunday Times or toilet cleaners or guys that 
work in the City of London and everybody in between. 
They’d all share this emotional inarticulacy and you 
think there’s no wonder these relationships are 
failing, never mind the addiction to drugs and alcohol 
or whatever. It’s not a rehab record, by the way. Really, 
addiction is only one part of a wider struggle. I was just 
trying to write about how some things are worth 
fighting for. I think a marriage is worth fighting for.

How does the memoir fit into this more general 
period of reflection? I’m not sure. The book runs 
from when I was born in the ’60s up to 1991. It’s really 
about a young, working-class person’s journey and the things that 
happened to me and inspired me along the way – both good and bad. 
I think the book is joyous and not too serious either, you know? I think
I’m a person with a sense of wonder, and hopefully that comes across 
in the book. I really surprised myself in parts. I sent Lee Brackstone, 
my editor at White Rabbit, 240,000 words and he wanted to get down 
to 160,000. I wrote all the way up to 1998, 1999. I kept thinking, ‘Well, 
when does it fucking end?’ Lee was of the opinion from the very 
beginning that it should be two books. So, we’ll see. I don’t know.

What makes a good rock book? I’ve read a lot. I love Rhythm Oil by
Stanley Booth, and his True Adventures Of The Rolling Stones. John 
Phillips’ Papa John – that’s just fucking nuts, I don’t think the lawyers
got anywhere near that fucking book. Dylan’s Chronicles. But the best

Movin’onup:
Gillespieponders
newdirections

In Detroit with The Jesus 
And Mary Chain’s Douglas 
Hart, William Reid and Jim 
Reid, December 1985

one is Hellfire by Nick Tosches, the Jerry Lee Lewis book. 
It’s a work of fiction – but Jerry Lee’s life is partly true and 
partly fiction, he’s a mythological giant. But because I’d 
read so many rock biographies, I was aware of what I 
didn’t want my book to be. I knew I wanted to write about 
working-class Glasgow, education – or lack of it – the 
effects of family. If you have a troubled home life as a kid, 
what are the effects that has on you as a person and how 
that feeds into your work as an artist. Where does this rage 
come from, this suspicious nature, this anger, this cynicism?

What did you find out? You’ll see there were things I did 
that led up to joining The Jesus And Mary Chain and on to 

forming the Scream. I was around some interesting 
people when I was a teenager, I experienced some really 
great things. I lived a bit of a life before anyone knew 
anything about me. It all helped form my creative mind. 
I didn’t just arrive in the Mary Chain fully formed, there 
had been some years of development before that.

You used to have a scorched-earth policy to 
Sonic Flower Groove. Has revisiting the album 
for the book made you reappraise it? Yes, 
definitely, definitely. I wrote a lot about that record 
and the experience of recording it – we recorded it 
twice – and our inexperience. I relistened to the 
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record a lot and had a new respect for it. 
We’re maybe going to reissue it. We’ll add 
two songs – there’s “Black Star Carnival”, 
which was a B-side, and also this 
unreleased track called “Tomorrow Ends 
Today”. It sounds like it could’ve been on 
the first Stone Roses record. I’m going to 
re-sequence the album and do a new record 
sleeve. At that point, everyone had the ’80s 
drum sound – the Bunnymen, The Smiths, 

everybody. So, it would be good if we take the ’80s drum sound off it 
and maybe we could add some harmonies, because when I listen to
it now, I think, ‘Why didn’t we do harmonies there?’ So, we might 
tinker with it, maybe we won’t. But “Tomorrow Ends Today” sounds 
like a single. Why did we leave it off the album?

What were you thinking? It’s so good! The first side just runs like a 
dream – bang, bang, bang, bang. For some reason, we fucked it up…

There are several members of the Primal Scream family who 
are no longer with us: producer Andrew Weatherall, guitarist
Robert Young, vocalist Denise Johnson and Screamadelica
artist Paul Cannell. How much does the book highlight their
contributions? It does very much, very much. All of them are
spoken of with great respect and admiration, all of them. Robert –
Throb – features heavily in the book, he’s like a hero in the book. He
left an impression on everybody who met him. He was some man, you
know? I hope I do him justice in the book. If there is a second book,
things will get a bit darker. He kind of symbolises the descent into the
darkness, like a Danny Whitten character. That kind of level of talent
and a sensitivity and romanticism. But there’s not so much darkness
in this book. Throb was really into melody. Carole King, Brian Wilson,
Dennis Wilson – he loved those major 7ths. Very Californian. I write
about everybody in the book – Weatherall and Cannell and Denise.
But especially Robert, because I grew up with Robert.

Have you seen the Alan McGee film, by the way? I watched it
twice. The first time it’s weird to see yourself portrayed by an actor.
I felt a bit like, ‘Ooh, I wouldn’t have worn that jacket!’ Second time I
understood it’s more of a comedy. I was pleased Irvine [Welsh] picked
up that McGee’s this innocent and enthusiastic guy. I think that’s
why people were attracted to him. He wasn’t like these other people
in the music business who are more cynical. He was a good guy. You
can see that he was making it up as he went along – that was half the
fucking fun. No-one knew what they were doing. Nobody, not us, not
McGee, not Kevin Shields. Maybe Oasis, because their manager was
a lot more focused. We didn’t have a manager and neither did
Shields. McGee was supposed to be our manager.

So what’s next? Another album? Another book? I’m not sure if
I’ll write a second book, I need to think what is it going to be about.

Difficult second book syndrome, Bob? Well, yeah! There’s a lot,
there’s a story there, but I need to really develop that idea further. I
need to wait until I feel I’m ready to tell that story…

Utopian Ashes is released on July 2 by Sony Music; 
Tenement Kid is published on October 14 by White Rabbit
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Let Bobby Gillespie guide you through 

hisfavouritecountryduets
THE EVERLY
BROTHERS
THEEVERLY
BROTHERSSING
GREATCOUNTRY
HITS WARNERS,1963

I lovewhenDonandPhilsing.For
somebodymyage,theEverlyBrothers
mightbethefirstduetsyouhear.They
wereontheradiowhenIwasachild,
andIthinkmymothermighthave
playedthemtoo.There’ssomething
soothingabouttheirvoicesthatmakes
mefeelsafeandcalm.“OhLonesome
Me”,“PleaseHelpMeI’mFalling”,
“ReleaseMe”…InGlasgow,thesewere
thesongsyouusedtohearcomingout
ofpeople’swindows.“I’mSoLonesome
ICouldCry”,“IWalkTheLine”,“BornTo
Lose”–theymadethesesongstheir
owneventhoughtheyweremade
famousbyotherpeople.

GRAM
PARSONS
GRIEVOUSANGEL
REPRISE,1974
Thisalbum,withGram
andEmmylou,brought

thecountryduettraditiontoupto
date.Gramwrotethesenewmodern
classics–“HeartsOnFire”,“InMy
HourOfDarkness”,“ThousandDollar
Wedding”. Ireallybelieveyoucanhear
deathintheirversionoftheEverlys’
“LoveHurts”.Theoriginal,writtenby
BoudleauxBryant, isquiteuptempo
butGram’sreadingisfunereal.Hehad
thegreattastetohaveJamesBurton
onguitar,GlenDHardinonpianoand
Elvis’slate-’60s,early-’70sliveband.
Perfectineveryway!

GEORGE 
JONES AND 
TAMMY 
WYNETTE
WE’RE GONNA 
HOLD ON EPIC, 1973

That song is a favourite of mine and my
wife’s. We had a party for our wedding
anniversary a couple of years back 
and we sang “Help me Make It Through
The Night” together. I was Kris and 
Katy was Rita Coolidge! Someday 
we might attempt “We’re Gonna Hold 
On”. I heard it when I was younger, but 
it makes a lot more sense once you’ve 

been married and have got family. The 
song concerns faith – it’s an anthem 
of hard-earned love. You’ve also got 
the working man’s blues of “Woman 
Loves Me Right”, the thankfulness of “As 
Long As We Can” – these are themes 
that rock never addresses. Rock is 
about these piratical, individualistic 
characters that love and leave women 
behind, and this is about marriage, 
togethernessandstruggleintheface
ofadversity. It’sgrown-upmusic.

KATE AND 
ANNA 
McGARRIGLE
KATE & ANNA 
McGARRIGLE 
WARNERS, 1976

I only got into this last year. What I like 
about this record is that it’s got an old-
timey feeling. It’s very romantic, classic 
songwriting, a folky, commercial 
sound – jazzy, ragtime but rooted in 
tradition. The lyric on “Heart Like A 
Wheel” is astounding – it’s ancient and 
timeless at the same time. It could have 
been on the Harry Smith Anthology Of 
American Folk Music. I love the spare 
instrumentation on the album. The 
lyric “Go leave, she’s better than me/
But at least she’s stronger, she’ll make 
it last longer” is confessional-pain 
songwriting–sad,broken,bruisedand
beautiful. I’msogladIfoundthisrecord.

WAYLON 
JENNINGS AND 
JESSI COLTER
“SUSPICIOUS 
MINDS” RCA, 1970
I know this isn’t an 

album, but it did have a huge influence 
on my decision to present Utopian 
Ashes as a duets album. Elvis and 
Candi Staton are famous for their 
interpretations of “Suspicious Minds” 
– especially Elvis – but I really enjoy 
this different interpretation. I love the 
dynamic between Waylon’s very male 
voice and Jesse’s feminine but strong 
protestations. It also has a tough and 
fragile musicianly sensibility to it. The 
playing is exquisite. Not everybody 
could tackle a song that’s owned by 
Elvis Presley as much as “Suspicious 
Minds” is and pull it off – but Waylon and 
Jesse do, and do it beautifully.

Gram Parsons with 
Emmylou Harris at 
Max’s Kansas City, 
NYC, March 1973

Miss you: the Scream 
in 1995  with Denise 
Johnson and (right) 
Throb; (below) 
Andrew Weatherall



For decades, ’s vaults have been rock’n’roll’s
own Eldorado - a mythical place filled with untold treasures.

Over the next 15 pages, we carry out an extensive archaeological
survey into this legendary archive and discover - via revelatory
eyewitness accounts - a trove of lost albums, mysterious side-

projects and secret gigs that amount to an entire parallel history 
stretching far back to his earliest days in Minneapolis.

As if that weren’t enough, Prince’s tea-making skills are  
finally revealed! “Normal or builder’s...?”

Photo by MIKE RUIZ © THE PRINCE ESTATE
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Symbol of success: 
Prince at Paisley 
Park, 2010



“THE FIRST time
I met Prince he was
wrestling on the
floor with his cousin,
Charles. He was so
small, I thought he
was eight. I didn’t
realisehewas12.

Charles–Chazz,wecallhim–andIused
to make jokes about Prince: ‘Can you
imagine Prince at 50 with a pot belly…?’

“InDecember1970,Igotoutofthearmy
with an honourable discharge and went
to see my girl Shantel – who was Prince’s
first cousin – in Minneapolis. I had 90
days to get back to my job with the New
York Telephone Company, so I stayed
there a little short of three months, then
went back to Brooklyn. Once, we went
over Prince’s mom’s house. I thought he
was pretty quiet. He wasn’t very out
there. He spoke very softly. But he
laughed at a lot. He was a regular guy.

“A few years later, when Prince was 15,
Shantel told him that I knew a lot about
the music industry. My uncle is the
founding member of Little Anthony &
The Imperials. I learned a lot about the
business. So Prince called me up. He
goes, ‘What’sthedealaboutpublishing?’
I thought it was kind of odd. But I told
him, ‘Well, it’s hard for me to tell you
overthephone.ButI’llbeinMinneapolis
soon, and we can sit down and talk…’

“I moved to Minneapolis in 1974. I
went toa party at this club called Paul’s
Place – the band Grand Central was
playing with Prince on guitar, André
Cymone on bass and Morris Day on
drums. Somebody had told them that this big-time
producer was coming in from New York to check them
out. Now, I didn’t know it was me, OK? Morris Day’s
mom, LaVonne, kept looking at me. So I finally went
over to her and said hi. She goes, ‘How do you like the
band?’ I said, ‘I think they’re great.’ She said, ‘Would
you work with them?’ I said sure – and that’s how it
all started. We started rehearsals up at Morris Day’s
house. I used to drive them around in my Volkswagen
Beetle. Prince didn’t have a driver’s licence. They
loved Sly & The Family Stone and Earth, Wind & Fire.

“It was probably about five or six rehearsals later

when Prince played a song with the band. He goes over 
to [Cymone’s sister] Linda Anderson, who was playing 
the keyboards: ‘Linda, this is what I would like for you 
to play.’ I’m like, ‘Wow, this guy plays keyboards?’ Then 
he asked André for the bass – and Prince started playing 
it. I was just in shock. I’m like, ‘Wait a minute: This guy 
plays guitar. He plays keyboards. And he plays bass?’

“After the rehearsal, I asked Prince, ‘Have you ever 
been in a recording studio before?’ No. ‘Well, I’m in the 
studio with my group, 94 East. I would like for you to 
come in and play.’ OK. I gave Prince a cassette of songs 
that I was doing in Cookhouse [studio]. I said, ‘Practise 
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Prince,photographed
fortheMinneapolis
Tribune,April18,1978

Secret origins revealed! 
Early mentor PEPÉ WILLIE 
recalls Prince’s entry into 
the Minneapolis scene, his  
first forays into recording  
and his formidable skills  
on the basketball court

“HE HAD  
NO FEAR”

 
PEPÉ WILLIE
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and come up with some guitar parts.’ 
This was December 1975. We did five 
songs in four hours. Prince made a joke 
on one of those songs. He did this blues 
lick and sang, ‘Only my mama loves me.’
Everybody started laughing, and then 
we counted it off. He was playing like a 
session player. It was the first time he 
had been in a studio – that was what 
was so shocking. That evening, my 
bass player, Wendell Thomas, called 
me up. We stayed on the phone for an 
hour, just talking about the licks Prince
played. The solo on ‘Better Than You 
Think’ sounded like Carlos Santana,
or the Isley Brothers, when Ernie Isley 
played lead guitar – he sounded like
all of them.

“When we weren’t rehearsing, we played basketball a lot. He would
go to this place in South Minneapolis where they had schoolyard
basketball games. He was really good. I’m trying to guard this guy,
and I couldn’t guard him. He was too fast, too quick.
we beat some other team really bad. They were pissed
Prince looked at one of the guys and said, ‘It looks like
you guys want to fight or something.’ [Laughs] I looke
Prince like, ‘Oh, man. We got to fight our way out of he
now.’ But we didn’t fight. He called their bluff, man.

“After Prince signed with Warner Bros in 1977, he
started putting his own band together. Bobby Z was
a member of 94 East. He was a good friend of Owen
Husney, Prince’s first manager, and he started
running errands for Prince after the deal with Warner
Brothers. I knew that Prince wanted a white
drummer. Prince auditioned him and he got the gig.

“Sly & The Family Stone, they set the pace – Sly had
a white drummer [Greg Errico], so Prince wanted a

mixed band. They had a practice 
facility at Dell’s Tire Mart. It got robbed 
and they took all his equipment, so he 
practised at my house in ’78 – 12 hours 
a day for six months, down in the 
basement. Rehearsal was over one 
time, he was hanging out, I grabbed 
my guitar, and me and him played The 
Rolling Stones’ ‘Miss You’.

“We used to go out walking over in 
north Minneapolis when he was just 
getting started. He was in the media 
– stories about this young genius. 
This girl walked by one day and goes, 
‘Hey, Prince!’ Prince said hi, then 
turned to me and said, ‘Last year, that
girl wouldn’t even look at me.’

“Later, when 94 East got dropped
from Polydor in 1978, Prince was more
upset than I was. He said, ‘Pepé, book
some time in the studio.’ Prince and I
wrote this song, ‘Just Another Sucker’.
I wrote it on my guitar. Prince goes, ‘Oh,
I got an idea for that.’ So he goes home,
then he calls me up about three or four
o’clock in the morning: ‘I finished the
song.’ I’m half asleep. I said, ‘What are
you talking about?’ He comes over the
next day. He has some different guitar

parts, he’d got the lyrics written down and he’d planned the vocal
arrangements. So me, Prince and André went to Sound 80 and
started recording. Prince played keyboards, drums and guitar, André

d I played guitar. On ‘Dance To The Music Of The
ld’, Prince started singing background vocals with

girls. The girls were singing really high, but Prince
s singing over them, higher than them at certain
rts of the song. David Z – Bobby Z’s brother – was our
gineer. Prince was more on point on what to do in a

studio. He asked, ‘What does this knob do?’ Then in
the next five minutes, Prince just started turning
knobs like he owned it. He was like a kid in a candy
store. That’s what I loved about him. He had no fear

whatsoever.” MICHAELANGELOMATOS

IfYouSeeMe:MySix-DecadeJourneyInRock
AndRollByPepéWillieispublishedbyMinnesota

HistoricalSocietyPress:mnhspress.org

Sign of the 
times: with 
Pepé Willie 
(left) and 
members
of 94 East
in 1978 
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“HE LET US DO 
OUR OWN THING”

In July 1979, Prince spent two weeks in Boulder, Colorado, recording with his 
touring band. They called themselves THE REBELS – and their recordings with 
Prince have never officially been released. Guitarist DEZ DICKERSON tells all

“PRINCE had two 
objectives with The 
Rebels. One, he 

wanted to do something so that 
the band could feel more like a 
band – because we were just 
the touring band playing the 
records live. Two, Prince was 
the brand, but he wanted to do 
these other things because of 
his unquenchable drive to make 
music. This was his first gene 
splice before The Time and 
Vanity 6. In July 1979, we went 
out to Boulder, Colorado, and 

stayed at this great hotel where 
you could have all the shrimp 
you wanted 24 hours a day. We 
were still kids, so hanging out 
in the mountains and eating 
shrimp all day didn’t suck.

“Prince was a producer 
and conspirator, but he let us 
do our own thing. We had a 
broad musical palette: André 
Cymone’s stuff was very funky, 
and my stuff was very rock. 
Gayle Chapman had this great 
smoky voice, so her material 
revolved around that. Matt Fink 

was the glue that connected 
back to what people call ‘the 
Minneapolis sound’. Prince’s 
level of involvement varied from 
song to song.

“The Rebels thing was like 
one of those exercises that 
corporations do now, where 
they take the team whitewater 
rafting. We were already a very 
tight band when we went to 
Boulder, but we came out of it 
being much closer personally 
than we were when we went 
in.” STEPHEN DEUSNER
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Prince 
favourites 
Sly & The 
Family Stone

Prince with Dez 
Dickerson during 
his first public 
concert at the 
Capri Theater, 
Minneapolis, 
January 5, 1979

PRINCE



THE SECOND
COMING (1982)

PRINCE filmed every show on
the Controversy tour in 1981
and 1982, usually on a fairly

primitive VHS camera set up next to
the soundboard. “We would watch
the tape every night on the bus,”
recalls keyboard player Matt Fink.
“He would point out mistakes or
things we did well. That’s how we
learned and improved the shows.”
Th i h M C i

Bloomington, Minnesota, stands
out because, unexpectedly, there
were real cameras there and a
professional film crew to capture
their performance. It transpires
they were recording a live album
and a concert film – ‘The Second
Coming’, a remarkable, if lost,
snapshot of a transitional period in
Prince’s career.

At the time, Prince and his band
were playing some of their best
h as they upgraded to bigger

nues. “Even when we were
aying in clubs, we played

ke it was a coliseum,” says
ez Dickerson, Prince’s
uring guitarist. “So the span
tween Controversy and 1999

as an age unto itself. It wasn’t
st two different planets, it
as two different galaxies!”

fully edited version of the
ncert film was created – but
ince scrapped it to focus on
9 and another film project

at became Purple Rain.
ere was so much time

d effort put into it,” says
kerson. “It was a fully
shed, meticulously thought-

ough live album and a well-
cuted film. Prince never

nted us to be frontman and
men. He wanted us to be

a rock band. The album and the film
really captured that.”

THE FLESH (1986)

PRINCE loved to jam with
whoever was around and
could keep up with him. “He’d

jam in the studio and then jam some
more at rehearsals,” recalls Susan
Rogers, who worked as a studio
engineer for Prince in the early to
mid-1980s. “He spent hours playing
these instrumental jams – and at
some point he started labelling
them ‘The Flesh’.” Rogers believes
the name may have come from his
father. “I learned that when Prince
was young – 13 or so – his father
would get really angry at him for
bringing girls over to the house.
They’d be listening to records in his
room and his father would come in
and say, ‘How dare you bring the
flesh into this house?’ Prince always
had that religion/sex dichotomy.”

Eventually he handed some of

these recordings over to Eric Leeds, 
his saxophone player, to see if there 
was enough material for an album. 
“A lot of those jams might have gone 
on for 15 or 20 minutes,” Leeds 
explains. “So he gave me an 
opportunity to mess around with 
them, maybe do some overdubs or 
some edits. There was one song 
called ‘Junk Music’ that I cut down 
from maybe 40 or 45 minutes. I gave 
him something and he said, ‘Yeah, 
cool.’ That was pretty much the end 
of it. I was under no illusions that 
any of it would ever be released.”

Says Rogers, “Prince had so much 
fun playing them that I think he 
wanted to release them, but he was 
astute enough to realise it was a 
half-baked idea.”

DREAM FACTORY (1986)

FOLLOWING the success of 
Purple Rain and the box office 
disappointment of his follow-

up movie Under The Cherry Moon, 

F
ROM his earliest releases in the late 1970s until his untimely death
in 2016, Prince was obsessed with recording. On tour he recorded 
every show; at home he was in Paisley Park Studio A as much as 
possible. He might be trying to assemble his next album or he might 
be taking notes, writing songs, goofing off, or practising his own 

purple brand of mad science. That work ethic means he left behind a 
legendarily massive vault crammed full of alternate takes, false starts,
cul-de-sac jams and more than a few “lost” records.

Because he thought one and sometimes two albums ahead, he might 
abandon a project on a whim – no matter how far along he was in the process. 
His motives for scrapping an album were often never known or now forgotten, 
but in most cases Prince simply moved on to the next big idea. He created 
albums faster than he could release them. But those lost albums continue to 
provoke endless what-ifs and conjure countless alternate timelines. Here are 
some of his most notorious albums that never made it out of Paisley Park…

To celebrate the imminent arrival of 
WELCOME 2 AMERICA – 11 years late! 
– Uncut takes a fascinating trip inside 
Prince’s archives. Our mission? To 
piece together some of rock’n’roll’s 
most legendary lost albums…
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The Controversy
tour, New York 
Palladium,
December 1981

Before he 
was purple: 
Prince in 1981
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Prince was trying to figure
out what to do next. “He 
was experimenting with 
what his next vision 
would be,” says Susan 
Rogers. “This took a long 
time because he was in a 
period of flux. There were
a lot of things changing. 
His engagement to 

Susannah Melvoin was breaking 
up, and he was about to turn 30.”

‘Dream Factory’ was one of several
potential albums he was working
on simultaneously, all of which 
eventually coalesced into 1987’s 
Sign O’ The Times. “‘Dream Factory’
was conceived of and put together 
earlier than the rest, back when The
Revolution were still around,” says 
Rogers. Astonishingly, they were 
working on ‘Dream Factory’ as early
as 1982, when the band recorded a 
trio of songs that included an early 
version of “I Could Never Take The 
Place Of Your Man”.

“There was a piece by Wendy 
Melvoin called ‘Colors’, as I recall,” 
continues Rogers. “There was a 
piece by Lisa Coleman called 
‘Visions’. He got to the point where 
he was thinking about album art 
and Susannah drew something that
looked a bit like her art for Around 
The World In A Day.”

Just as ‘The Second Coming’ was 
meant to showcase his former 

touring band, ‘Dream Factory’ 
was intended to foreground The 
Revolution. But when The 
Revolution broke up, inevitably the 
album fell apart. Prince scrapped 
their recordings and redid most of 
the parts himself – although by that
time he was no longer thinking of it 
as a standalone album…

CAMILLE (1987)

CAMILLE was one of Prince’s 
gutsiest endeavours, one 
compelling enough that it got

a catalogue number from Warner 
Brothers and an initial vinyl 
pressing before it was yanked. 
The androgynous character was 
a studio creation, devised when 
Prince began using varispeed 
techniques to change the timbre 
of his voice. “He was very 
comfortable with his falsetto,” 
says Susan Rogers. “But he 
wanted to sing whole songs as 
a character with a higher voice – 
not quite an octave higher, but 
still feminine.”

Susannah Melvoin had made 
some drawings of stick figures with
X’s for eyes – “creepy but cool”, 
according to Rogers – which 
further piqued Prince’s 
imagination. Inspired, he turned 
them into a single mysterious 
character, who first appeared in 
the song “Shockadelica”. “You 
were never sure if Camille was 
alive or dead – a ghost maybe, or 
a zombie character. Camille 
might have been male or female.”

Born in the studio, ‘Camille’ 
struggled to find life on the stage. 
“Not only was he searching for 
what his next album would be, 

Prince was also thinking about his 
opening act,” says Rogers. “I don’t 
know how he thought he was going 
to pull off ‘Camille’ live. He would 
have had to find somebody who was
very androgynous and had a low 
voice for a woman but a high voice 
for a man. That may be the reason 
he shelved it.” Nevertheless, most of
the songs on ‘Camille’ – including 
“Housequake” and “If I Was Your 
Girlfriend” – ended up on Sign O’ 
The Times, complete with the 
androgynous vocals.

CRYSTAL BALL (1987)

“IREMEMBER vividly us 
recording the song ‘Crystal 
Ball’ at his home studio in 

Chanhassen,” says Susan Rogers. 
“He was still living with Susannah. 
He’d given her this blank wall in his
downstairs den. She was sketching 
a mural on the wall with fairies and 
nymphs – slender, lithe female 
nude bodies with wings. He wrote 
a line in the song that went, ‘While 
soldiers draw their swords of sorrow,
my baby draws pictures of sex all 

over the walls in graphic detail!’ 
There was nothing graphic about 
this mural, but that was Prince. 
He would take something like that 
and extend it to something a little 
more vivid.”

Drawing heavily from the ‘Dream 
Factory’ and ‘Camille’ projects – but
adding a handful of new tracks – 
‘Crystal Ball’ was intended to be a 
triple album, but Warner Brothers 
demanded it be condensed into a 
more manageable form. It was 

trimmed to 15 tracks and retitled 
Sign O’ The Times, with the 
remaining tracks showing up on 
B-sides and subsequent albums. 
One purported highlight called 
“In A Large Room With No Light” 
was a holdover. “That was one of 
Wendy and Lisa’s songs,” recalls 
Eric Leeds. “I’m hard pressed to 
think of anything else in Prince’s 
catalogue that sounds like it. Sheila 
E plays her ass off on it. There’s an 
out vamp and she’s does these 
drum fills that are just terrific. I 
suspect Prince never did anything 
with it at that time because it was 
around the time when Wendy and 
Lisa left the band.”

MADHOUSE 24
(1989/1994)

ONE of Prince’s most curious 
and overlooked side projects, 
Madhouse was an amorphous 

jazz-fusion band that never had a set
lineup. He put together initial 
recordings with Eric Leeds in three 
days and their 1987 debut – titled 
8 for the number of tracks – was 
released with a fictional lineup 
whose number included one Austra 
Chanel, a lesser-known Prince alias.

Despite liner notes listing him as 
bandleader, Leeds insists he was 
not the creative force behind the 
album: “I was just trying to do what 
Prince was telling me to do. I was 
just the lead actor.” A slightly 
different roster of musicians 
recorded a follow-up, also released
in 1987, titled 16 – while still another
lineup opened shows on the Sign O’
The Times tour, usually dressed in
monk’s habits.

The project was already 
floundering when Prince started 
working on the Batman soundtrack.
“So the third Madhouse album fell
entirely into my lap for the first 
time,” says Leeds. “He gave me four
analogue cassettes of unfinished 
instrumental stuff from the vault 
– about 35 or 40 pieces of music 
altogether – and said, ‘Start here.’”

As he had done with ‘The Flesh’, 
eeds edited long, aimless jams 

nto tightly focused songs, but 24
as shelved. An edited version of 

The Dopamine Rush Suite”, 
owever, formed the foundation of
eeds’ 1991 solo debut Times 
quared, while Prince gave several
ther tracks to Miles Davis.
In 1994 a new lineup of
adhouse recorded a completely 

ew third album, also titled 24. 
 too remains unreleased, 
lthough one song, “17”, would 
ppear on that year’s compilation 
-800-NEW-FUNK.
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Key players: 
Wendy and Lisa
 in 1987; (below) 
Susannah 
Melvoin in 1990

“She plays 
her ass off”:  
drummer 
Sheila E

PRINCE



THE FLASH (1989)

“PRINCE
envisioned
The Flash

as Aerosmith with a
woman singing,” says
drummer Michael
Bland. Enter Morocco-
born, Minneapolis-
raised Margaret Cox.
Cox had already had a Top 40 hit
with her band Ta Mara & The Seen
before she joined a local group
called Dr Mambo’s Combo. Prince
would occasionally sit in with them
when they played Bunker’s Music
Bar & Grill.

“Prince was smart enough to
recognise that if one artist comes
out of Minneapolis, that’s just one
data point,” says Susan Rogers. “It’s
just a dot. If you have several data

points, you’ve got a
ot more than a dot.

You’ve got a direction.
You’ve got a scene.
Prince recognised
hat a scene was more
iable and vital and

more compelling than
ust one artist coming
ut of Minneapolis.”

The Flash (also referred to as MC
Flash) originally consisted of Dr
Mambo’s Combo with a few added
musicians – but the band only
played together on song, “Good
Body Every Evening”. Otherwise,
the lineup was just Prince, Cox and
Sheila E. Efforts to sell the project to
labels proved fruitless. All the
same, The Flash continued on
briefly as a support act, backing
Mavis Staples when she opened

Prince’s Nude Tour in 1990. Bland
recalls Prince standing behind the
curtain, staying out of sight but still
jamming with the band. “He stood
near me so he could stay on the beat.
I think he just liked playing with us
and it was a good way to warm up
for his set. He was definitely not the
type to let any funk get past him.”

THE UNDERTAKER (1994)

JUNE, 1993: The Artist Formerly
Known As Prince summoned
his band and crew to Paisley

Park for their daily rehearsals,
then told them to hang around
afterwards. “He set up a huge sound
system facing us and we all got
dressed like we were doing a show,”
says bass player Sonny Thompson.
“Then we start jamming and this
crew starts filming us. We were
expecting none of it.”

An impromptu concert film, which
included a cover of The Rolling
Stones’ “Honky Tonk Women”, it
became known as ‘The Undertaker’.
It was released on VHS in Europe
and Japan and was briefly available
at Prince’s New
Power Generation
store in downtown
Minneapolis. But a
planned soundtrack
never materialised.
It captures a period
in the mid-1990s
when Prince was
playing with a very
small group – just
him, Thompson,
and drummer
Michael Bland –
and pushing his
guitar playing into
new territory. “He

got to play a lot more guitar with us,” 
says Thompson. “He had to fill that 
space. There are no keyboards, no 
samples, nothing. That left him free 
to experiment.”

“He was really at the top of his 
game as a guitar player back then,” 
says drum tech Scottie Baldwin, 
who plays percussion on the title 
track. “It’s really when he had more 
creative things to say on guitar.
He was always a master of the 
instrument, but that was a time 
when he was saying exactly what he 
wanted to say with his guitar.”

ROADHOUSE GARDEN
(1998)

I N 1998 The Artist announced on 
his website a new album with 
The Revolution. This surprised 

his old bandmates, including Wendy 
and Lisa, who hadn’t heard a word 
from Prince. “I am approaching this 
like a new record,” he wrote, “as tho 
the band never split, because in 
spirit, eye doubt we ever did.” While 
he did invite the band to join him in 
the studio, he mainly assembled 

‘Roadhouse Garden’ 
rom old recordings 

made in the mid-
980s, including “In 
 Large Room With 

No Light” from 
Crystal Ball’.
“Prince liked to 

ay he never looked 
ack, that he always 

ooked forward,” 
ays Eric Leeds. “But 
ometimes he may 
ave been looking 

orward by looking 
ack.” The reunion 
ever happened, of 

PAISLEY PARKED
Five Prince film projectsthat never saw the dawn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MR 
CHRISTIAN (1985)

P
RODUCED by Prince 
at the height of his 
post-Purple Rain clout, 
this mini musical strings 
together four songs 

by  girl group Apollonia 6. The 
director was Brian Thomson – an 
Australian production designer 
who collaborated with Jim 
Sharman on The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show. Shot in LA, a version 
that surfaced on YouTube plays 
like a giddy, trashy mashup of 
Busby Berkeley and Sharman’s 
new-wave oddity Shock 
Treatment. Appearances by Edy 
Williams, Buck Henry and Ricky 
Nelson add to the fun. Thomson 
tells Uncut he was only able to 

complete a very rough 18-minute 
edit. “Then Nelson died in that 
plane crash, so the whole thing 
just got put on a shelf,” he laments. 
He’d still love to finish it.

HARD LIFE (1987)
A would-be promo for Madhouse’s 
album 8, this 14-minute short 
was another opportunity for 
Prince to demonstrate the love of 
screwball comedy that enlivens 
Under the Cherry Moon. In the 
cut that survives online, Jill Jones 
vamps it up as a high-society 
type who invites two skid-row 
bums to crash a fancy party – Cat 
Glover and Levi Seacer Jr are 
among the attendees. Telling 
Uncut he barely remembers the 
day-long shoot, saxophonist Eric 

Leeds – who does double duty on 
screen as a policeman and a party 
performer – scoffs at the notion 
the shambolic result qualifies as 
a film. Nevertheless, a good time 
was had.

UNTITLED KEVIN SMITH 
DOCUMENTARY (2001)
In his speaking tours of the early 
2000s, the Clerks director often 
recounted the befuddling episode 
that began when Smith asked 
Prince for a song for one of his own 
movies only to end up at Paisley 
Park shooting interviews that 
explored the religious themes of his 
forthcoming album The Rainbow 
Children. Prince soured on the 
project after a week and Smith’s 
footage went into the vault. At least 

Flash guy: 
Prince in 
1989 

Margaret
CoxinTa
Mara&
TheSeen

Stills from 
Happy 
Birthday
Mr Christian
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course, and The Revolution’s 
comeback was relegated to the vault.

Susan Rogers remembers 
recording the title track during the 
mid-1980s, just before The 
Revolution broke up. “I couldn’t 
understand why that song wasn’t on 
an album,” she says. “We used to 
rehearse it a lot. My only thought is 
that he chose the songs for his 
albums based on their lyrical 
content, not so much on their 
musical content. ‘Roadhouse 
Garden’ was one of those pieces he 
could do as easily as rolling off a log. 
It had a simple lyric, so I don’t think 
he considered it worthy enough for 
an album.”

HIGH (2000)

BY the end of the 20th century,
The Artist had extricated
himself from his oppressive

contract with Warner Brothers, set
up a groundbreaking distribution
system that allowed fans to
download music directly from his
website – and even teased a return
to his own name. Despite the
professional upheaval, he was still
recording as obsessively as ever,
although many of his collaborators
were far flung.

Saxophone and flute player
Najee recalls flying out to Paisley 
Park repeatedly for sessions that 
produced 2000’s ‘High’. “He called 
me up and invited me out there,” 
says Najee. “We would jam for a 
while, then hang out at some clubs, 
then go back and jam some more. 
That turned into recording 
sessions.” Najee was already a 
veteran player with a distinctive 
style, but Prince “could pull things 
out of you that you didn’t even know 
were there. I found myself coming 
out of my normal character as a 
musician. I’m grounded in
traditional jazz, but Prince had me
sounding like I was Junior Walker.”

When he announced ‘High’ on his
website in August 2000, it was going
to be his first album as Prince in
nearly a decade. He had a rough
mix from studio engineer Femi Jiya
and had also commissioned new
artwork, which shows Prince, nude,
holding his “symbol” guitar.
Eventually he broke the record
down and scattered the songs
among other projects. Several ended
up on 2001’s The Rainbow Children,
while others were offered as
downloads before eventually
arriving on his 2004 vault
compilations, The Chocolate
Invasion and The Slaughterhouse.

it had good company there – a 
Paisley Park employee told Smith 
that it contained 50 fully produced 
music videos for “songs you’ve 
never heard”.

I’LL DO ANYTHING(1994)
Unlike his music for Tim Burton’s 
Batman and Spike Lee’s Girl 6, 
movie audiences never got to 
judge Prince’s eight contributions 
to director James L Brooks’ 
Hollywood satire, at least not in 
the versions originally performed 
for the film by the likes of Nick 
Nolte and Tracey Ullman. The fact 
that hardly any of the cast could 
sing was one reason the musical 
sequences were cut before the 
movie’s release. As for the missing 
songs, Prince repurposed “Don’t 
Talk 2 Strangers” for Chaka Khan 
and a few more of his versions were 
eventually released. Before it all 
ended so poorly, Prince asked the 
movie’s producer if she’d work with 

him on a remake of Some Like It Hot, 
an idea that didn’t go any further.

3121 THE MOVIE aka
LOTUS FLOWER (2005-2009)
There’s long been talk of a film 
companion for his 2006 album, 
which grew out of the legendary 
party-slash-private-concerts he 
hosted at his Los Angeles home. 
Glimpses of these shows fill the clips 
for “Black Sweat” and “Fury”. More 
footage was shot in Panama as part 
of Prince’s plans for Lisa Hernandez, 
a singer and model he renamed Liza 
Lena. It remains a mystery whether 
it was all meant to be a concert 
film, a feature or a documentary, 
though a trailer that leaked in 2011 
suggests it might’ve been all three. 
In any case, it morphed into another 
film called Lotus Flower, slated for 
online release in 2009 before that 
too disappeared. “COMING SOON” 
read the trailer’s tantalising text… 
JASON ANDERSON

WELCOME 2 A (2010)

SHELBY Johnson – better known
to Prince fans as Shelby J – 
remembers being puzzled 

when she got the lyric sheet for “Son 
Of A Slave Master”, a blazingly 
outraged tune from Prince’s 
unreleased 2010 album ‘Welcome 2 
America’. “All the verses had my 
name on them,” she says. “Can this 
be right? He wanted me to sing all the
verses then he would come in on the 
chorus. He just liked the way my 
voice sounded there. As a supporting
vocalist, you always think you’re just
going to be supporting, but Prince 
was very generous with his light.”

She compares ‘Welcome 2 America’
– which is finally getting released, 
11 years late – to a Broadway 
production, full of complex 
arrangements and theatrical vocal 
parts. Because Prince wanted to cut 
the songs live, she and the other 
singers rehearsed for hours in her 
hotel room before joining him in the
studio. “If our parts weren’t tight, I 
was gonna hear about it.”

After recording the songs, Prince 
handed them off to the New Power 
Generation’s keyboard player Morris
Hayes. “He called me over to Paisley
Park one day, and we sat in his car 
and listened to the whole record 
together,” says Hayes, who received
a co-producers credit for his work. 
“He cut it raw – just bass, drums, 
him, and the girls doing some 
background vocals. He told me, 
‘Morris, just overproduce it and I’ll 

take away whatever I don’t like.’ He 
really liked to micromanage and 
stand over your shoulder. He could 
be very, very impatient. It was nice 
not having the added pressure of 
him hurrying me up while I was 
moving through kick-drum sounds.”

Prince responded enthusiastically 
to Hayes’ treatments, especially on 
a slab of ’70s funk called “Born 2 
Die”. The idea came to Prince while 
he was watching a YouTube clip of 
Cornel West. “Dr West said 
something like, ‘Prince is a bad 
brother, but Prince is no Curtis 
Mayfield,’” recalls Hayes. “Prince 
was like, ‘Oh, really?’” When Hayes 
came back with the finished song, 
his boss was over the moon. “Prince 
didn’t really throw out accolades. 
But when I played that song for him,
he grabbed me by the shoulders and
shook me and screamed, ‘This is 
great! You’re Duke Ellington!’”

These songs are among the most
socially and politically engaged of
his career, as though Prince were 
updating “Sign O’ The Times”. “He
was telling his truth,” says Shelby 
Johnson. He would always say, 
‘Shel, we gotta take care of each 
other.’ He was prophetic. I think he
knew this album needed to wait. He
knew we’d need it later. That blows
my mind, but that’s just what 
geniuses do.” STEPHEN DEUSNER

Welcome 2 America is released 
on July 30 by Legacy Recordings ©
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HOW did Paisley Park Records begin?
It started just as an imprint – then
around 1985, he struck the deal with
Warners, which was technically a joint
venture. The intention on their part
was that he produce hit records for
other artists. He had proven himself
with the first two Time albums, the first

Sheila E album and the Vanity 6 project . Warners were
upset that The Bangles’ “Manic Monday” was on
Columbia – it was a huge hit. They wanted everything
under their umbrella.

How involved was Prince in Paisley Park? He was
very interested in it – but he was so busy with his own
career, he just didn’t have the time. Most of those
projects – Good Question, The 3 O’Clock, Mazarati –
came from his managers and people like Mark Brown.
He sponsored girlfriends like Jill Jones and Taja
Sevelle because he cared about them – but even those
records, he had very little involvement with. I don’t
think that’s what Warners, or the artists, had in
mind. I was Prince’s tour manager, but at the end of
’88, early ’89, I went to Prince and said, “Listen, I
want to get off the road. I’m kind of weary of all the
travel and it seems to me that there’s nobody to handle
the label. Let me take it over.” He said, “Go for it…”

What was the first record that the label put out
under your management? Ingrid Chavez [May 19,
1992] – which was a record that was close to my heart.
I never had any dreams that it would be a huge hit
record; I thought it was the kind of eclectic project that

would find a cutting-edge audience. Unfortunately, in the 
States, there wasn’t a radio format for it to fit into.

How did the Mavis Staples records come about?
She was at a lull in her career and Prince thought it was a 
tragedy that she didn’t have a deal. He did a couple of 
tracks and then passed it on – which is, inevitably, what 
happened with every project. She ended up doing most of 
it in Memphis with people she knew down there.

What about George Clinton? I had known George for 
ears. He was looking for a label, so he sent me a cassette. 
rince heard me playing it in my office one afternoon and 
e says, “What the heck is that?” I told him it’s an 
nreleased George Clinton album he recorded but he just 
ot dropped. Prince said, “You run the label, why don’t 

u sign him?!” I said, “I want to make sure that it’s a good 
cord before I suggest that.” Prince says, “You’ve got to be 
t of your mind, it’s George Clinton!” Warners were 
rilled, because they thought they were going to get a 

eorge Clinton/Prince collaboration – which on the 
rface sounded legendary. But Prince gave George a 
uple of tracks – and that was it. He refused to go in the 

dio with him.

Why do you think that was? He was focused on his own 
ork and that always took precedent. There was never a lull 
tween his own projects long enough to get involved with 

nything else in any depth. But there was shyness as well.
The best way I can explain it is the time we tried to get 
rince and Miles Davis in the studio together. Miles was 
ompletely infatuated with Prince and Prince was honoured 
when the time came, Prince said to me, “Miles Davis 

houldn’t be produced! He’s Miles Davis! I’ll give him some 
acks. But it’s his record.”
For a certain level of artists, Prince felt that they would all be 
ke he was – he certainly wouldn’t want anybody telling him 

at to do with his record, so he felt that George Clinton or Miles 
vis would feel the same way. But they were realistic enough to 

alise that they could accomplish something special by allowing 
s involvement, so they were totally open.

ow did things develop? Prince was frustrated with the lack 
success of the label. He blamed Warners. He believed that 
ery record with that logo on should somehow be a smash hit. 

ut Warners wanted him more involved in the records and they 
anted hits but we just weren’t giving them any. It got weird as 
e got more and more Howard Hughes-ish. For me personally, it 
ecame a strange place to work.

ow do you mean? It reached a point in 1992, when he came
me after the Ingrid Chavez record had been out.I had a soft 
ot for that record and he said, “I bet I can make Carmen 
ctra a hit before you make Ingrid a hit.” I said, “Prince, I’ve

got news for you – you signed both these artists! I’m trying to recover 
our investment!”

Around the same time, he said, “I want to put out an album of my 
own on our own label and advertise it on television. Computers will 
be the next big thing and online marketing is coming.” He was way 
ahead of his time and I give him enormous credit for that, but I said, 
“Prince, you’re under contract to Warners. You can’t do that. They will 
issue a cease-and-desist through the courts immediately.” He threw 
up his hands in exasperation and said, “So you’re one of them now!”

What happened next? I reached the conclusion that if he won’t 
make the records he wanted to make for the label, and as long as he 
sees it as a depository for artists he adores, or for his girlfriends to 
make records on, it’s not going to work. It was time to move on. 
I never regretted it. I had experiences with him that were enormously 
rewarding. Just to witness this brilliant artist at work was a privilege. 
I wouldn’t trade it for anything in the world. STEPHEN TROUSSÉ

Mavis Staples: 
her Prince 
came calling 
in the late ’80s
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“IT GOT VERY 
HOWARD 
HUGHES-ISH...”
Vanity label? Safe harbour for veteran 
heroes? Hit machine? PAISLEY PARK 
RECORDS was intended to be all of 
these things. So what happened?
Label manager Alan Leeds tells all...”

PRINCE
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T was April 17, 1985 and times were changing for Prince. The 
multi-platinum success of the previous year’s Purple Rain
had emboldened him – he had already delivered its successor, 
Around The World In A Day, due for release imminently. Ever 
restless, Prince settled into Sunset Sound in LA to record yet 

another LP, beginning with a new song called “Wendy’s Parade”. 
Released on April 25 – just five days after these new sessions began 

– Around The World In A Day was a dramatic left-turn for its creator 
that, perhaps deliberately, had confounded 
expectations. While critics scratched their heads 
at this psychedelic extravaganza, Prince focused 
firmly on the future – Parade. As studio engineer 
Coke Johnson now reflects, “This was all about 
his new sound, his new position in life.”

By the following month, Prince had assembled 
nine songs. These included the blissed-out pop 
of “Wendy’s Parade”, the stark, horror-movie 
sonics of “Others Here With Us”, the deeply 
personal “Old Friends 4 Sale”, and the epic “All 
My Dreams”. Soon enough, though, Parade
would change significantly. While Prince had 
form for shifting things around – he had altered 
1999 to remove its darker sides – Parade is the 
only instance we have of two distinct versions 
of an entire album.

In part, these changes were affected by Under 
The Cherry Moon – Prince’s Euro caper filmed 
on the French Riviera towards the end of 1985. 
Originally, he’d envisaged Parade as its companion 
soundtrack. But a tonal disconnect emerged 
between the songs he’d written and the film he’d 
shot. “He wanted songs that all fit or had a common 
sound or a tone that wasn’t like the songs from 
Purple Rain,” Johnson recalls. “Under The Cherry 
Moon was much more upbeat and fun. The whole 
movie concept, the fact that it was all done in black 
and white, gave it a debonair elegance. He was very 
much a funky gentleman in that movie, so to speak. 
I think a lot of the songs had to work within the 
context of the movie soundtrack.”

Parade was now in flux. With only Johnson around to 
help out, Prince kept things moving. Sunset Sound 
become his second home. “He moved in a king-size bed 
with a big purple comforter,” recalls Johnson. “He 
totally transformed this square, sterile recording space
into a Prince emporium. He would go out and plop 
down on the big bed, and he’d grab a pen, pull out one 
of his notebooks and start writing. He might be there 
for 15 minutes, he might be there for three hours, just 
living in his own world.”

In late 1985, Prince contacted arranger Clare Fischer to
chestrate Parade. By this point, “Others Here With 
s”, “All My Dreams”, and “Old Friends 4 Sale” had 

een replaced by a brace of new songs. Prince’s original 
onfiguration for Parade, meanwhile, still exists as a 
ootleg called ‘Charade’. Clare Fischer’s son Brent 

nscribed the Parade recordings from cassette. 
“Parade was in its final form by the time they got to 

,” says Brent. “It said the title was ‘The Marx 
others Project’. He was very secretive.”
ischer’s arrangements ended up deeply woven into 

he fabric of both the album and the film, Prince even 
ing parts of them as backgrounds and segues for 
m scenes. He brought in “Kiss”, “Mountains”, 

Anotherloverholeinyohead” and “Boys & Girls” to 
urther strengthen this new iteration of Parade. 

iss” was originally a folksy one-minute demo 
rince had gifted Paisley Park signees Mazarati. 
avid Z, who worked with Mazarati on their debut 
lbum, recalls, “We were going, ‘What are we gonna 
o with this?’ I went to work, to try to get something 
e could use in an R&B group.” Returning to Sunset 
ound the next day, the tapes were gone. “Prince 
as in the next studio. I walked over there and 

asked, ‘What’s going on?’” Z laughs. “Prince said, 
‘It’s too good for you guys. I’m taking it back.’”

The song’s minimalism blindsided A&R at Warners, 
who initially refused to release it. But the single went to 
No 1 in the US, acting as the perfect introduction to the 
final version of Parade – one of his most experimental, 
forward-thinking albums. “It’s a special album for 
me,” Brent Fischer concludes. “It was just really well 
made. A lot of thought went into that. Whether it was 
his most famous album or not, that doesn’t really 
matter to me. It was great creativity.” JON DALE

PARADE is among Prince’s most 
successful and groundbreaking 
albums. But it could have been a 
completely diff erent record. Here, 
then, is the true story of “CHARADE”…

INTRODUCING 
THE MARX
BROTHERS
PROJECT
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PRINCE

“ A funky 
gentleman”: 
Prince in 1986 
caper Under The 
Cherry Moon
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PRINCE was the most contradictory
rock star who ever lived. Take
anything you ever heard about him
and it usually turns out the opposite
was also true. An intensely private
man, he allowed fans greater access
than any other musician. He feigned
complete indifference to critics’

opinions, yet his managers told me he’d study every
last word of his reviews.

When I decided to write a book about him, it seemed
worth reaching out to gauge Prince’s response.
Expecting a cease-and-desist, or at the very least a cold
silence, I was surprised when instead I received an
invitation to a party to be held on May 5, 2006 at his
10-bedroom, 18,000 square foot West Hollywood
mansiononSierraAltaWay.Anemaildetailedthedress
code – lounge suits or smart jackets for the men; dress-
to-impress for the women – how to behave, even what
food it might be advisable to eat beforehand (“nothing
more substantial than sushi”). For Prince, a party
meant a performance, and at this stage he’d recently
begun playing gigs for his Hollywood neighbours. To
begin with these were brief jams with friends like Stevie
Wonder; they’d since expanded into all-night shows.

Guests at his Walt Disney-meets-David Lynch
pleasure palace in the Hollywood Hills were greeted
by a security guard with a purple clipboard and a
Prince symbol lapel pin, who directed them into a
mini-van for the short drive up to the house.

Prince had evidently invited some of his famous
neighbours: partygoers included Bruce Willis, Sharon

Performing “3121” 
with Tamar Davis at 
the BET Awards in LA, 
June 2006; (inset) 
Carlos Boozer
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“HOW D’YOU LIKE 
MY CRIB?”
On May 5, 2006, Prince’s biographer MATT THORNE attended one of the legendary 
3121 private gigs in his LA mansion. Here’s his report. Dress to impress, please

SET LIST 
1235 SIERRA ALTA WAY,
LOS ANGELES, MAY 6, 2006

1 The Journey To The Hanamachi
2 Closer 2 My Heart
3 All Night Long
4 Milk & Honey
5 I Never Loved A Man

(The Way I Love You)
6 Love Changes
7 When A Man Loves A Woman
9 To The Teeth
10 The Cross
10 Redhead Stepchild
11 Rock Steady
12 3121
13 Lolita
14 Satisfied
15 Black Sweat
16 Kiss
17 Joy In Repetition
18 Fury
19 Don’t Stop ’Til You Get Enough
20 What Have You Done For Me 

Lately
21 Partyman
22 Play That Funky Music
23 Love Rollercoaster
24 It’s Alright
25 I Want To Take You

Higher
26 Purple Rain
27 Let’s Go Crazy

Stone, David Duchovny, Jessica Alba 
and Jude Law – a Prince aficionado who 
could often be found in the VIP 
enclosure during subsequent gigs. 
Other, less famous guests had arrived 
earlier, excitedly filling their bags with 
the purple and gold Prince symbol loo 
paper placed in the toilets. He’d also 
gifted branded tambourines to some of 
the guests who milled about in front of 
the band’s equipment, trying not to trip 
on the rows of guitar pedals on the 
hardwood floor. A few guests hung 
around a purple and gold baize pool 
table – again decorated with a Prince 
symbol – but most were out on the 
terrace, relieved that Prince had 
temporarily relaxed his occasionally 
abstemious attitude towards alcohol and 
set up a full bar.

Prince was in the middle of one of
his most perplexing periods. For the 
moment, Paisley Park was temporarily 
shuttered and Prince had forsaken the 
other important studio in his life – LA’s 
Sunset Sound – to return to home 

ecording. But Prince being 
rince, his idea of home recording 

was different to anyone else’s. 
nitially, he had rented the home of Playboy 

model Barbi Benton at 3121 Antelo Road – but 
ow he’d moved further up the Hollywood Hills 

nto the residence of basketballer Carlos Boozer, 
aying the NBA player £48,000 a month in rent 
nd keeping Benton’s ‘3121’ house number for 
e duration of this latest project.
rince had made the place his own by painting 

symbol on top of the 12-foot entrance gates, 
laying symbol-embossed carpet on the stairs running 
up to the mansion and transforming some of the spare 
bedrooms into a hair salon and massage parlour. 
Later, Boozer would be particularly startled to 
discover that Prince had upgraded his main bedroom 
with black carpet and a heart-shaped bed.

Despite all the opulence on display, what was most 
striking as Prince strode across the floor of a former 
weights room he’d converted into a performance 
space, was how closely the atmosphere now 
resembled a dive bar in London or Minneapolis. This 
was the sort of room where you might expect a band to 
make their debut live performance – not a star who 
could command an audience of 30,000. But Prince 
always loved slipping between stadiums and small 
clubs and here he was, a rock and roll aspirant all over 
again, determined to tear things up and start afresh.

The show started not long after midnight. Dressed in 

PRINCE
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a purple suit with matching heeled boots, Prince 
asked the audience – “How d’you like my crib?” before 
laughing into his sleeve. Prince loved to tease and 
having invited all these celebrity guests into his home, 
he dropped a cover of Ani DiFranco’s “To The Teeth”, 
amusing himself by singing about how the best way to 
improve the world would be to open fire on 
Hollywood. He’d never play this song again.

Prince’s band that night was much bigger than the 
usual four-piece. The previous year he’d put all his 
energies into promoting a new protégée called Tamar. 
Prince was so convinced of her talent that he claimed 
he’d be happy spending the rest of his career playing 
guitar in her band – but while touring with the singer, 
he became unable to resist dropping surprise 
selections from his back catalogue into her sets. He’d 
also acquired two new dancers named The Twinz and 
was joined by his regular turntablist, DJ Rashida. If 
the stage wasn’t full enough, in the early hours of 
the morning he called up his current mentor, former 
Sly & The Family Stone bassist Larry Graham.

He seemed gleefully happy – so much so that he 
abandoned “Fury”, a darker song off 3121, midway 
through, saying he didn’t want to be brought down. 
In later years, up close, I’d occasionally witness him 
needing small adjustments – a teleprompter with 
lyrics, a mechanical fan to keep his hair dynamic, 

water he’d hide offstage – not wanting to reveal his
human requirements even when playing for hours on 
end. Back in 2006, however, he was still superhuman.

The set consisted mainly of new songs from the 
Tamar project and his current 3121 album. As the show 
progressed, the boundaries between performer and 
guest became increasingly fluid – so much so that at 
one point a partygoer tapped Prince on the shoulder 
and tried to hand him some albums wrapped in purple-
paper. “Not now, brother,” Prince told him, gently
swivelling away. Prince closed with “Purple Rain” and
“Let’s Go Crazy” – two songs that were almost always
in a main show but rare in a small space like this. When
he finally stopped playing, at around 2am, the party

arried on until the sun came up. Later, Prince was
spotted nodding appreciatively as Kanye West’s
“Gold Digger” got a cheer from the dancefloor.

In November, Prince headed to Las Vegas for a
esidency that stretched into the following April. Then,

onto the newly opened O2 for his record-breaking 21
Nights In London run. As impressive as those O2 shows
were, nothing could compare to being at home with

rince, watching him rediscover what he loved most
bout music as he transformed La-la Land into Uptown.

Matt Thorne’s biography, Prince, is published
y Faber

Launching his 3121 
live entertainment 
venue at the Rio Hotel 
& Casino in Las Vegas, 
November 8, 2006
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Valentine’s Day 
gift: Prince at 
Kings Place, King’s 
Cross, London, 
February 14, 2014

PRINCE
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K
IRAN SHARMA (manager):
Prince was wondering how to
trump those 21 nights at the
O2 when he’d last toured
London [2007]. We were

hanging out in the Grosvenor Apartments
on Park Lane one night, drinking brandy
and eating chocolate, and I suggested a
tour of famous landmarks and historical
places. He loved the idea, but when I
looked into it there were so many issues
about decibel levels, insurance and so on.
So Prince said, “What about iconic
venues? We could do a hit and run.” The
venues could be smaller and there’d be
more of a party/house feel.
IDA NIELSEN (bassist, 3rdeyegirl):
The idea was to create a buzz – just
pop up and play without advertising
too much in advance. He wanted to do
something different.
HANNAH WELTON (drummer,
3rdeyegirl): It was all about spontaneity.
And because we were so well rehearsed –
we were working all day every day, six
days a week – we were ready for whatever
situation Prince would throw at us.
SHARMA: Lianne La Havas had become a
good friend of Prince’s and they’d hang
out whenever he was in London. We
decided to hold the press conference
at her place in Leyton [ February 4].
I remember driving up that terraced street
and seeing purple light beaming out of
one house. When I went in, Prince asked

if I wanted a cup of tea: “Normal or
builder’s?” Lianne had taught him how to
make builder’s tea. It was hilarious.
DONNA GRANTIS (rhythm guitarist,
3rdeyegirl): There were candles, smoke
and purple lights in the living room. We
played a short acoustic set to about two
dozen people and Lianne performed a
couple of gorgeous songs too.
SHARMA: We had a press team handling
invitations to Lianne’s – the idea being
that the story would get syndicated out
that evening. Afterwards, we got in the
car and headed for the Electric Ballroom,
where Prince wanted to do a soundcheck.
Out of nowhere he asks: “Can you tweet
something from me? ‘Calling all press.
See you at the Electric Ballroom in half
an hour.’” I copied in various news
stations and journalists and it just
erupted. It was frantic when we got there.
GRANTIS: It felt amazing to play at the
Electric Ballroom that night, with fans so
close to the stage, experiencing the
visceral effects of the music at that
volume. I remember Prince’s guitar-
playing was out of this world.
SHARMA: That’s where he announced
this run of shows. l’d call around
select venues in the morning – say,
Shepherd’s Bush Empire or Ronnie
Scott’s or Koko – and ask if they were
available that night. Then I’d tell
Prince and he’d pick one. I would tweet
it and within half an hour the venues

already had people queuing outside.
WELTON: We played the Shepherd’s Bush
Empire a few days after the Electric
Ballroom [February 9] and it was cold and
raining. People queued for hours. Prince
wanted to take care of everyone, so he
said, “Let’s give them all hot chocolate.”
SHARMA: I called up a local café: “There’s
2,000 people down the road, can you give
them a hot chocolate each, please? I’ll pay
up front. When they’re delivered, tell
them it’s from Prince and 3rdeyegirl.” The
fans were always uppermost in his mind.
He kept the ticket prices deliberately
cheap – I think we went as low as £10 –
because he wanted everyone to be able to
afford it. For me, the Shepherd’s Bush
show was a special moment. Prince was
in such a fun mood that night, dressed all
in yellow and joking around. You could
just see how happy he was throughout the
whole show. George Clinton was there and
he gave him a shout-out.
WELTON: Shepherd’s Bush had such a
great vibe and Koko was another one. We
played an acoustic set there [February 16],
which was something Prince had never
really done before, at least with us – that
sort of intimate, storytelling thing. Then
we played Ronnie Scott’s [February 18]. It
was a smaller club and there was a ton of
people in there. The energy felt like it was
going to blow the roof off.
NIELSEN:The audience was right in our
faces. That was the whole idea of those Hit
And Run shows – to get back to how it
used to be. It reminded Prince of when he
first started out playing.
SHARMA: There were so many people
queuing outside Ronnie Scott’s that we
closed down the whole street. We had a
long list of VIPs, people like Kate Moss,
Rita Ora, Noel Gallagher, Naomi ©
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PRINCE

“THE GREATEST SHOWS
 PEOPLE HAD EVER SEEN…”
£10 tickets. Hot chocolate for 2,000. Epic table tennis 
tournaments. In February 2014, PRINCE performed seven 
guerrilla gigs across London and Manchester. His English 
manager and members of 3RDEYEGIRL take us deep  
inside the legendary HIT AND RUN tour

THE DAY I INTERVIEWEDPRINCE…
BBC6MusicpresenterMATTEVERITTonarareaudiencewithPrinceastheHitAndRunTourgotunderway

“I was in west 
London when I 
got an email from 
Prince’s UK team, 
about half past 
five one afternoon. 
They told me an 
interview was on, 

in a couple of hours, in Leyton. In the 
cab, I was told that it was Lianne La 
Havas’s house. I get to this ordinary 
terraced house and there’s a big 
security guard at the gate on the 
front wall and another by the front 
door. The lounge has been cleared 
out and there’s just a kit and guitars, 
but no sign of Prince. We wait for 

an hour or so, then a big, blacked-
out car pulls up. The door opens 
and in walk these three impossibly 
glamorous women, wafting in like 
Egyptian goddesses. They stand  
to one side, we wait for another 
half an hour, then the door from 
the kitchen suddenly opens and 
in walks Prince, holding a cup of 
herbal tea. He’s wearing a black,  
all-in-one silk jumpsuit with flared 
legs. Big, perfect afro and massive 
round sunglasses. He smells 
beautiful, even from the other side 
of the room. He says, ‘Hi, shall we  
do this then?’ He sits on a stool and 
we start talking. 

“He’s incredibly informal and 
really low-key funny. There’s a lot 
of smiling going on. At one point, I 
mention that it’s coming up to the 
30th anniversary of Purple Rain. He 
goes, ‘Really? I wasn’t aware of that.’ 
I’m going, ‘Oh come on!’ I tell him that 
he must have amazing memories of 
recording that album and he says, 
‘Y’know, I’ve got two or three more 
albums from the same time that 
have never come out. I remember 
making those.’ I’m like, ‘What?’ You 
can see him enjoying this, because 
he knows he’s getting a reaction.

“Then he starts talking about the 
Hit And Run Tour and 3rdeyegirl, 

who’d turned up just before he 
did. Eventually he says, ‘Shall we 
play some songs? I’m trying to 
save my voice, so they’ll just be 
instrumentals.’ Afterwards he 
tells me he’s playing the Electric 
Ballroom tomorrow and wants to 
go over and do a soundcheck now: 
‘Do you want to come? We’ll see you 
at the venue.’ It’s about half 10 by 
this point. Before he says goodbye 
I ask for a plectrum, which he gives 
me –   white, with his logo in purple. 
We got to the venue about 11 and 
he played an amazing hard funk set. 
It was just such a special night.” 
ROB HUGHES

KEY 
PLAYERS

KIRAN SHARMA 
(MANAGER)

IDA NIELSEN 
(BASSIST, 
3RDEYEGIRL)

HANNAH WELTON 
(DRUMMER, 
3RDEYEGIRL)

DONNA GRANTIS 
(GUITARIST, 
3RDEYEGIRL)



DUKE! JONI! THE SUNDAYS!
Prince’s record collectionrevealed

DUKE ELLINGTON
ELLINGTON AT NEWPORT 
COLUMBIA, 1956

P
RINCE was the son of 
a jazz pianist father 
and vocalist mother, 
but his own interest 
in classic jazz was a 

slow evolution. He credited his 
longtime saxophonist, Eric Leeds, for
turning him on to Duke Ellington’s 
comeback concert recording, 
whose 15-minute “Diminuendo And 
Concerto In Blue” featured a show-
stopping Paul Gonsalves solo. Prince 
especially dug that “the solo went 
as long as it did [because] this 
lady jumped up on a table and 
started dancing to the rhythm, so 
naturally nobody wanted to quit”, 
he said in 1997.

JAMES BROWN
VARIOUS SINGLES KING, 
LATE 1960S – EARLY 1970S
James Brown is central to Prince’s 
legend — the young tyro famously 
rode his bike to north Minneapolis 
record shops to pick up each new 
JB 45. Prince clearly absorbed the 
Godfather’s lessons: “Funk is the 
opposite of magic,” he said shortly 
before he died. “Funk is about 
rules.” Prince covered Brown 
numerous times in concert, 
notably “Cold Sweat”, “Soul 
Power”, “Sex Machine” and 
“Licking Stick — Licking Stick”.

SANTANA
SANTANA COLUMBIA, 1969
Though Prince was frequently 
compared to Jimi Hendrix, he always
maintained that his favourite guitar 
player was Carlos Santana, whom 
he heard on local rock radio growing 
up. “Was I influenced by that? Sure 
I was”, he later said. “Back then I 
always tried to play like Carlos”.

JONI MITCHELL
BLUE REPRISE, 1971
THE HISSING OF SUMMER 
LAWNS ASYLUM, 1975
Prince revered Joni — when he 
told Rolling Stone that Hissing…
was “the last album I loved all the 
way through”, it helped to spur a 
critical reappraisal. Blue’s “A Case 
Of You” was the only cover version 
Prince performed live during the 
mid-’80s — and it appears on 2000’s 
OneNiteAlone…Live!,a2007Mitchell
tributealbumandthearchivalPiano
&AMicrophone1983from2018.

TOWER OF POWER
BACKTOOAKLAND
WARNERBROS,1974
ThisBayAreafunkpowerhouse
wasanearlyPrincelodestone.
Hewasmovedtosample“Squib
Cakes”,fromtheband’sfifth
album,forthreedifferentsongs:
“ReleaseIt”(GraffitiBridge,1990),
“SleepAround”(Emancipation,
1996),andthestill-unissued
“Schoolyard”(recorded1990).

THE ROLLING STONES
SOME GIRLS ROLLING STONES 
RECORDS, 1978
The Rolling Stones invited Prince to 
open two Los Angeles shows in 1981 
— a plum opportunity that went sour 
when the audience pelted his band 
with trash. But Prince was an admirer, 

vering “Miss You” both privately (see 
pé Willie interview, p62) and during 
 1988 after-show with Stones 

guitarist Ron Wood sitting in.

FUNKADELIC
UNCLE JAM WANTS YOU 
ARNER BROS, 1979
ducting Parliament-Funkadelic 

paterfamilias George Clinton into 
the Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame, 
Prince cited a mid-’80s P-Funk All Stars 
show in Los Angeles as inspiration 
for one of his greatest hits: “It was 
frightening: 14 people singing 

‘(Not Just) Knee Deep’ in unison. 
That night, I went to the studio 
and recorded ‘Erotic City’.”

INXS
KICK WEA, 1987
In December 1989, a reporter 
visited Prince’s studio Paisley Park 
after a 16-hour Prince session and 
noted its décor: “Funky, colourful 
scarves fill the room: every inch of 

bare wall space billows with them. 
By the couch are a stack of CDs that 
Prince listens to during his infrequent 
breaks.” Alongside Soul II Soul (see 
below), Sly Stone, Tone-Loc, De La 
Soul and Miles Davis sat a copy of Kick. 

Around this same time, Prince 
played “New Sensation” during an 
impromptu, “anonymous” DJ set on 
a local radio station.

SOUL II SOUL
CLUB CLASSICS VOL ONE 
VIRGIN, 1989
This glorious debut from the London 
sound-system conglomerate led 
by Jazzie B had a clear effect on 

Prince’s music. One year after it came 
out, the Tevin Campbell-sung “Round 
And Round”, from the soundtrack to 
Prince’s film Graffiti Bridge, would 
feature swirling strings that are 
patterned exactly after those of the 

hit “Back To Life”.

THE SUNDAYS
READING, WRITING & 
ARITHMETIC ROUGH TRADE, 1990
“Howmanypeopledoyouknow
thathavejustonetypeofmusic
intheirrecordcollections?None,
right?”Princechallengedan
nterviewerin1994.“Youdon’t

gethomeandthink, ‘I’ll listentosome
ambientjazzpunk’,doyou?”Andjust
toprovehispoint,headded,“Anyway,
whattypeofmusicdoTheSundays
play?Isitpop,indie,rock?Who
cares?” MICHAELANGELO MATOS

Michaelangelo Matos’ new book 
Can’t Slow Down: How 1984 
Became Pop’s Blockbuster Year 
is published by Hachette©
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Campbell and Cara Delevingne. Adele turned up 
while we were still doing the soundcheck. We 
weren’t even close to opening the doors, but she 
said, “I had to get here early, ’cos I’m so excited!”
WELTON: Ronnie Scott’s was so small that you 
could see and feel the emotion that people were 
experiencing by hearing things like “Purple Rain” 
and “Take Me With U”. Some were crying, because 
they were taking in this massive moment, with 
Prince literally in spitting distance. You could 
catch his sweat if he turned a certain way.
SHARMA: Prince would bring everything to the 
stage. He had a lot of energy and was always 
dancing. He’d sometimes do two shows a night, 
performing for up to five or six hours. That meant 
he was very mindful of finding time to relax 
between shows. He had a very healthy diet. Most 
of the time he’d eat lots of vegetables, avocado, 
hummus. He loved mushroom soup. And the odd 
pasta. He also played a lot of ping-pong between 
those dates. If there was room for it at the venue, a 
ping-pong table would always be on the rider.
WELTON: We would go through rounds, like a tag 
team. Prince would be on his side of the table and 
it was him versus the rest of us. We had so much 
fun. The same went for the afterparties. We’d 
either be cracking jokes or Prince might start 
roasting on somebody’s shoes or jacket or 
something, always in good fun. Or we’d have 
really deep conversations about the origins of 
the Earth, Ancient Egypt, God, spirituality. You 
never knew which Prince you were going to get. 
Sometimes it was both.
NIELSEN: We had a lot of late nights, which Prince 
was famous for. He just really liked to hang and 
talk and dance. Often we’d have dance parties just 
for us or he’d hire a DJ and we’d listen to music.
SHARMA: Prince rented out Bryan Ferry’s Studio 
One a couple of times while we were in London, 
to record a bunch of songs. Some went onto 
Plectrumelectrum, some were unfinished and 
others ended up in the vault. I remember the 
whole thing as a really special time – hanging 
out, the impulsive nature of those shows, all the 
love and happiness that surrounded them, the 
energy and excitement. The campaign just 
worked so well. Prince had the freedom to create 
a moment and it gave him immense joy.
GRANTIS: The spirit behind that run of shows 
was transcendent. Fans were incredible. 
Camaraderie was tight. And the music was 
electrifying, full of conviction and attitude. I 
think Prince wanted to put on the greatest shows 
people had ever seen. ROB HUGHES

PRINCE

“Visceral”: 
Prince up 
close at the 
Electric 
Ballroom
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PRODUCED, ARRANGED, 
COMPOSED & PER4MED 

BY PRINCE

P R I N C E
   wE MaDe mUsIc wAy aHeAd 
oF ItS TiMe aNyWaY. iT’s aS 

fReSh 2dAy aS EvEr. ”
-Prince

“   

THE NEW PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED 12 SONG STUDIO ALBUM

12 song studio album + a complete live concert Blu-ray of 
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The pandemic has brought back into focus the qualities that
inspired KURT WAGNER to make music in the first place. But as
a new album ushers in yet another new era for LAMBCHOP,
there’s no danger of him dwelling on his many former glories.
“Hopefully, I can live up to the future,” he tells Tom Pinnock
Photo byANGELINA CASTILLO

LAMBCHOP

T’S been a while since Kurt Wagner 
picked up a guitar and, after such a 
lengthy period of inactivity, he’s having 
trouble getting used to it again. To prove 
his point, he brings his antique Gibson 
acoustic – “an LG-something” – up  
from the basement and rests it on his 
lap. “It’s funny,” he says. “Part of my  
life was practising and preparing for 
performance. But when that went away, 
so did my interaction with this thing.”

A guitar might seem like a step backwards  
for Wagner, who these days works primarily on 
his laptop, carving blocks of digital information 
like a sculptor might do with marble.

“There was a time when I was a typewriter guy,” 
he explains. “Then when I got a word processor, it 
really changed how I went about writing. I would 
move words and phrases around. Getting a laptop 
changed things because suddenly I was able to do 
things with music that had only been possible in a 
studio. I always liked that notion of the power you 
have as an editor, shaping information you’ve 
gathered… that’s always been magic for me.”

Lambchop’s new album Showtunes continues 
Wagner’s ongoing creative negotiations between 
their country-soul of old and this brave new world. 
While it is possibly their most technologically 

advanced yet – a warm, drifting record made on 
headphones and best experienced that way – it 
has a lightness of touch that makes it feel more 
organic than 2016’s FLOTUS and 2019’s This (Is 
What I Wanted To Tell You). Though the original 
ideas emerged from the basement of the south 
Nashville house in which Wagner has lived with 
his wife for a quarter of a century, most of the work 
took place in his office room – or out on the porch 
where the music can mingle with the birds, traffic 
and trains. “This is where all the magic happens, 
for sure,” confirms Wagner. “It’s nice to think of 
the studio experience as more than just being 
stuck in a little room. It’s a different perspective to 
watching the little waveforms going up and down.

“I live a quarter of a mile from a major train 
crossing and they go off all the time,” he adds, 
while a typically American train horn is heard 
across our video call. “When I’m talking to 
folks in Europe, they really love the train thing.  
I kinda do too.”

“I was truly intrigued when I heard Showtunes,” 
says Christof Ellinghaus, founder of City Slang, 
the label that’s released all of Lambchop’s music 
in Europe. “On repeated listens, it revealed 
extraordinary depth and complexity.I think 
time will show that this album is not just another 
departure but also a point of arrival. And 

in the context of his entire body of work, it will 
prove to be one of his finest moments.”

“Essentially, it was only me on the record – and 
that was enough,” says Wagner. “But there were 
things I knew could be enhanced, so that led to 
what you end up hearing now. I knew this was  
a sound, even a flavour of writing, that I hadn’t 
been able to accomplish before. That’s exciting 
after 30 years of making music.”

 

THE past 18 months have been the quietest 
in Kurt Wagner’s adult life. The pandemic 
meant there was no chance of touring, a 

pursuit that the songwriter admits had become 
less appealing to him over the decades. That new 
freedom gave Wagner the chance to indulge in 
what he really enjoys: being at home with his  
wife and dogs, painting and making music.

“It’s very domestic, my routine,” he says. “I try 
and carve out a little bit of time each day to spend 
with music. When you’re stuck at home for a year 
or so, there’s a lot of things that come up that you 
can attend to. But I’m happiest when I’m able to 
give a little bit of time to what I’m working on.”

In the past, Wagner acted as a house husband  
to his wife, Mary Mancini, who was Chair of the 
Tennessee Democratic Party from 2015 to early 
2021. With Mancini considering her next move,  
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Wagner says the
couple are “entering
a different chapter”
in their lives.

“It’s a neat time
for that to happen
as well. Not having
Trump as president

has been one of the great releases that we’ve been
able to experience. But the residue from all of that
is pretty strong in Tennessee. It’s an unfriendly
environment right now that was basically
nurtured and emboldened by all those
years under the Trump administration.”

Even discounting politics, Nashville hasn’t
exactly been a quiet place of late. There’s been a
suicide bombing – “one of the many weird things
that have happened in this city,” says Wagner – as
well as tornadoes, which he says are becoming
more common in Tennessee as the climate shifts.
Wagner’s south Nashville neighbourhood, once
an African-American area, has also been subject
to extreme development and gentrification, which
means Wagner’s office-cum-music-room is very
much a necessary solace.

“Tourism is huge here now and there’s also an
influx of people moving here,” he says. “It used to
be because it was an affordable, liveable city. But
it’s not that liveable now because it’s difficult to
get around. Like most mid-size Southern cities,
it’s become a destination for people looking for
a different kind of life than they were getting in
LA or Chicago.”

Wagner is sitting in the office room where he
makes much of his music and manages band
business. The table behind him is strewn with
trucker caps, some of them recognisable from
Lambchop photoshoots gone by. On the wall
is a series of his paintings of flowers, all stark,
high-contrast and beautiful. In keeping with

his fondness for the visual, he approaches his
music much more like an artist than a musician.

“Making songs just grew out of another way of
being creative and using my mind, it was another
medium to do it in. I was fine with making music
for my friends, hanging out in the basement and
maybe playing a little dive bar. The joy of being
together and connecting was good
enough for me. But it’s funny how
my little studio has shrunk itself
now to a laptop and a pair
of earbuds.”

“Kurt’s newer work
seems to be more a
process of making a pile
[of ideas] then sculpting
them, rather than the
more conventional song-
building,” says Andrew
Broder, who played piano
on Showtunes. “I think he
knew that we shared a same
sensibility, just throwing a million
ideas at something, and then editing the
shit out of it. He’s an open and attentive listener.”

“I try not to think a lot about past work,” says
Wagner. “I’m more excited about new ideas and
approaches, and hopefully I’m able to live up to

the future. I sometimes wonder why we expect 
so much out of the musicians that we like that we 
expect their new stuff to be just like the thing you 
fell in love with in the first place. I don’t think 
that’s the case with other things in life – take 
your dog, they get older and you love them just as 
much or maybe more as time goes on. You don’t 

expect them just to be a puppy. Music 
doesn’t have to be like that.”

Dogs, it seems, are one of 
Wagner’s favourite things. 

Not only do some editions of 
the new album come with 
a canine calendar but his 
two companions – “some 
sort of terrier mix and
a basset-beagle mix” –
are never far away.
“We’ve been 

houseguests at theirs 
on numerous occasions,” 

recalls Ira Kaplan of Yo La 
Tengo. “Like everyone, we bonded 

over food in Nashville – and we’ve had 
our barbecue leftovers snatched out of our 
hands by their dogs.”

“Dogs seem to be a thing these days,” 
says Wagner. “Everyone’s got one now.”

BACK in February, Nixon, Lambchop’s 
breakthrough fifth album, turned 21. 
But predictably, celebrating an old 

record doesn’t really work for a man who’s 
so creatively restless.

“I still feel connected to those songs,” 
says Wagner. “But I’m not really a fan of 
anniversaries of records because they make me 
feel old. What’s happened in the past is great 
but my life didn’t end with ‘Up With People’, 
it actually just began.”ST
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Wagner 
outside a 
strip club in 
Nashville, 
March 2000  

Kurt (left) 
with Ira 
Kaplan of 
Yo La Tengo
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Despite this sanguine approach to the band’s 
history, nevertheless Wagner says he can spot 
distinct phases in the band’s career. There is, for 
instance, the period beginning with 1998 album 
What Another Man Spills – and its cover of Curtis 
Mayfield’s “Give Me Your Love (Love Song)” – that 
set the tone for their explorations on Nixon and its 
follow-up, Is A Woman. There’s also the way 
2012’s Mr M introduced the Lambchop of today: a 
more electronic and experimental creature but 
just as soulful as ever.

Ironically, considering how far Lambchop have 
progressed over the course of 15 studio albums, 
Wagner claims he has no problems still being 
associated with Americana. On Showtunes, he 
wryly suggests, he’s redefining the idea itself.

“I don’t want to sound like a pretentious 
asshole,” he says, “but perhaps what we’re 
doing now represents a different aspect of 
Americana that’s more based in the Great 
American Songbook. A lot of it has to do with 
my genuine appreciation and curiosity for a 
lot of American artforms of music. Had I been 
from somewhere else, I probably would have 
reflected that in the music I make.”

“Lambchop didn’t look or sound like anything 
that I’d heard before,” says Ira Kaplan, recalling 
seeing them in 1994. “It was almost like the Sun 
Ra Arkestra in that way, this pool of people who 
showed up. It didn’t seem that their ability on 
whatever instrument they had in their hands 
was the most important part of their presence. 
There was something bigger than their chops 
on the trumpet.”

“His whole career has been a fearless upward 
and outward trajectory of growth and exploration,” 
says Yo La Tengo’s James McNew. “What drives 
him? I don’t know. I wouldn’t dream of asking. I’m 
just grateful for who he is and how he has bettered 
my life with his art and his friendship.”

The sound of Showtunes
was, in some ways, forged 
almost 50 years ago in 
Wagner’s youth, when he 
saw two concerts that would 
have a lasting effect on
him. One was experimental 
and electronic, the other 
more traditional and
harking back to the Great 
American Songbook.

“My parents took me 
to see [synth pioneer] 
Gil Trythall and it was 
amazing,” he explains. 
“[1972’s] Switched On 
Nashville had just come 
out and he performed in a 
bubble, which was insane. 
It was way ahead of The 
Flaming Lips! Within the 
bubble was this array of his 
synthesisers.I remember a 
lot of head-scratching, and so much 
condensation on the inside of the bubble from 
him being in there for so long. It was a sort 
of happening, it went on for quite a while.”

Even more influential on the sound of 
Lambchop 2021 was a Tom Waits show Wagner 
witnessed in Memphis in 1977, which he recalls 
opened with a stripper. “The crowd had gotten 
into such a lather about the stripper at the 
beginning that they wouldn’t shut the fuck up 
during the rest of the performance,” he laughs. 
“Tom was very annoyed but it 
was of his own creation. It was 
very theatrical – they had 
a lamppost onstage and he 
was smoking and playing 
the piano. It was all very 
showtune-y. That stuck with 
me. But I had never been able 
to [make that kind of music 
before] because I don’t play 
piano, and I can’t draw that 
sort of music out of my guitar 
in the same way.”

Despite a few scattered 
sonic nods to the past, Showtunes
seems to mark the start of a new era for 
Lambchop’s music. “There’s Auto-Tune 
in there but nowhere near what it was 
on the other ones,” Wagner confirms. 
“But I have limitations in the way I sing, 
and as you get older you start to sound 
like a craggy old man. So it doesn’t hurt 
to find a way to enhance what you have. 
By processing vocals, if you’re careful, 
you can make technology have a soul. 
If you widen your lens and really see 
what’s going on in a variety of genres,
it can be very exciting.”

IN another break from the past, 
Showtunes features none of the band’s 
usual instrumentalists like Tony Crow 

and Matt Swanson. “Since the pandemic, 
we’ve been pretty much out of contact 
with each other, for obvious reasons,” 
explains Wagner. “So in the meantime 
I was still continuing on making things. 

I’m making things as we 
speak that’s partially stuff 
they’re involved with but 
there’s other stuff they won’t 
be. There’s lots to do other 
than just being the steward 
of the Lambchop lineup. It’s 
always been an open-door 
affair. It’s just widened its 
net into more of an idea as 
opposed to just being a 

band from the ’90s.”
“When we started doing 

[2020’s covers album] Trip, 
Kurt had already brought me a 
bunch of other stuff that ended 
up being the foundation of 
Showtunes,” says producer 
Jeremy Ferguson, who has 
worked with Wagner since 
FLOTUS. “I don’t recall if he 
told me the concept at that 
point or not but I’m always 

immediately on board with Kurt and where he’s 
headed. While so many artists are precious about 
their vision or direction as this continuation of 
a body of work – working with or changing the 
formula – Kurt always just seems to want to 
make something relevant to what he’s 
interested in at that moment.”

Wagner had found inspiration at the August 
2018 PEOPLE festival in Berlin, where he met 
Gayngs founder Ryan Olson and Fog’s Andrew 
Broder. Wagner subsequently invited Olson and

Broder to participate in a live
show at the Eaux Claires 
festival in Wisconsin. 
Although the Eaux Claires 
festival was cancelled, their
ideas started to percolate.

“Ryan and Andrew 
produced their own music TO
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The Nixon-era 
Lambchop lineup, 
San Francisco, 2000

Tom Waits 
in London, 
1977
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but they were also producers of 
other music,” says Wagner. “They 
looked at music in a broader context 
than just being good musicians or 
whatever, and that was interesting 
to me. Andrew is just a remarkable 
pianist and that was perfect, he’s 
very spontaneous. Ryan’s just a genius – he’s 
a conceptualist and I am very much myself.”

The new songs comprised guitar tracks 
that were converted into MIDI piano tracks, over 
which Wagner laid Broder’s grand piano, Olson’s 
assorted sounds, horns by CJ Camerieri, turntable 
work from Twit One, some free-jazz drumming 
from Eric Slick and, finally, double bass from 
James McNew.

“I always thought this kind of record
needed this upright bass element,”
says Wagner. “Very much like
some classic jazz piano-trio
record and James was 
always on my mind
with that.”

“I’m certain he had
a clear idea of what he 
wanted,” says McNew. 
“I think he always has. 
His music is filled with 
a billion little details and 
surprises – maybe you finally
notice one after listening to
one of his songs for 25 years.”

“Kurt said he wanted me to add piano to 
the songs in way that blurred his existing piano 
with something cleaner-sounding, sonically,” 
says Broder, “but that would have the effect of 
smearing the chords together in a wavy way. 
Once you can follow his flow, you start to 
understand the song structure.”

Showtunes floats unheeded through textures 
and moods, its eight tracks featuring practically 
no percussion and an almost ambient sense of 
drift. It’s a short album too, just 31 minutes, 
sharpening its impact and highlighting Wagner’s 
lyrics – as evocative as they are disjointed.

“What I reference is usually rooted in some 
kind of experience, usually mine, and that 
helps make it true for me,” says Wagner. 

“What’s ‘The Last Benedict’ about? We 
were playing at an event called Pickathon 
and on the morning of the show, I’d come 
down to breakfast a bit late and there was 
one sad Eggs Benedict left in the serving 
tray. Then at some point later, the film 
Giant was on the television, and at the 
end, there’s this bemused, beaten-up 
Rock Hudson staring at his grandson, 
and he says something to the effect of 
‘the last Benedict’. I think there’s a third 
experience after that that tied it all 

together but I can’t 
remember what!”

Not every track on the 
album boasts vocals – “the 
feel of the record allowed 
for instrumentals” – but 
it’s usually the grounding 
voice of Wagner that guides 
the listener through the 
shifting landscape. 
Showtunes’ closest 
companion, Uncut
suggests, might be one 
of Scott Walker’s later 
albums, only with their 
terror replaced by a more 
benign melancholy. 
Wagner isn’t so sure.

“There are some beautiful moments on the 
record,” he says. “But there are some pretty 
scary ones as well.”

WAGNER likens the past year-and-a-half 
to the old days of Lambchop, when he 
would make music at home and pass it 

around to interested friends. “It’s been a bit of an 
adjustment thinking that other people are going 

to hear this music,” he says. “I’m almost 
a little sad. That’s classic me. Does 

my wife like it? I think so, yeah. 
She likes that type of music

a lot. My dad hasn’t really 
heard any of this yet – I 
don’t think he likes the 
stuff I do but I’m curious 
to see if he’ll like this one. 
Other people’s moms 
seem to like it!”
Wagner laughs. Like 

his friends Yo La Tengo, 
he remains the kind of well-

adjusted artist whose stable 
everyday life fuels the wilder feats 

within his art. The idea of returning to 
normality, though, is something the songwriter 
is anticipating with mixed feelings.

“There are artists that live for the stage and it’s 
so important for them to get back to it. But that’s a 
little trying for an old fella. [The pandemic] has 
brought me back to the things that were my 
original motivations for making music. I’ve never
thought that what I do is going to set the world on 
fire and I’ve always been grateful for the attention
it has received, and a lot of the very hard work of 
people I’ve worked with forever who believe in 
what I do. That’s always been enough for me.”

“He just doesn’t sit still,” says Christof 
Ellinghaus. “If it isn’t music then he’ll paint 
for a while, until he’s inspired by music again. AN
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Gettingback
onstage?“A
littletryingfor
anoldfella”

LAMBCHOP
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THE FINEST 
LAMB…
How to buy the band’s
lastdecade

MR M
MERGE/CITY SLANG, 2012
Inspired by the death of friend 
Vic Chesnutt and Sinatra’s string 
arrangements, this melancholic, 

soulfulrecordintroducedamoreexperimental,
mutedLambchop.8/10

HECTA
THE DIET
MERGE/CITY SLANG, 2015
Electronic experiments from this 
(so far) one-off project pairing 

WagnerwithsometimeLambchopmembers
RyanNorrisandScottMartin.7/10

FLOTUS
MERGE/CITY SLANG, 2016
Spacious and effortless, 
Lambchop’s 12th album fully 
incorporated Auto-Tune and 

cut-upelectronicsintotheirsound,climaxing
withthe18-minute“TheHustle”.9/10

THIS (IS WHAT I 
WANTED TO TELL YOU)
MERGE/CITY SLANG, 2019
A continuation of FLOTUS’ sound, 
This… is, if anything, more subdued 

andtasteful,withWagner’susualcohortshard
tospotinthedigital landscape.8/10

TRIP
MERGE/CITY SLANG, 2020
A masterful collection of 
six covers, each chosen by a 
bandmember: the 13-minute 

versionofWilco’s“Reservations”,amorphous
andmelancholic,hastobethehighlight.8/10

SHOWTUNES
MERGE/CITY SLANG, 2021
Wagner’s warped, almost illbient 
version of a Great American 
Songbook record, ending, aptly, 

with a brief field recording from his porch. 8/10

He doesn’t have a single nostalgic bone in his 
body. I fear some portion of his audience are a bit 
critical about his latest artistic turns: they look at 
it as self-indulgence. But Kurt’s disregard for their 
needs and wishes is possibly his purest act of 
artistic expression.”

With various projects on the go, it’s unlikely 
Showtunes will be the final Lambchop album. 
Yet, Wagner reasons, with so much uncertainly 
in the world, perhaps it’s best to live as if every 
day or album could be the last.

“Isn’t that the motivation for everything we 
make? At some point, I looked at things and went, 
‘Wow, I’m 62 years old, I got how-many-records 
left in me, what else would I like to accomplish?’ 
I’m not saying this is the last record I’ll ever make 
– I’m making stuff right now – I’m just saying it’s 
on my mind. You don’t really know what’s gonna 
happen. That’s good. As a forward-thinking 
person, I just think that every day I wake up 
is ripe with possibility, you know?”

Showtunes is released by City Slang 
on May 21

“YOU
DON’T 

REALLY KNOW 
WHAT’S GONNA 
HAPPEN. THAT’S 

GOOD”
KURT WAGNER
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J
OHN Lennon once told Billboard
that Ann Peebles’ 1973 R&B hit
“I Can’t Stand The Rain” was “the
best song ever”. His appreciation
didn’t stop there. Peebles was

aware she had a diehard fan on her hands
when Lennon turned up at her show at the
Troubadour in Los Angeles in February

1974. In the throes of his ‘Lost Weekend’,
it transpired that Lennon voiced his
approval a little too enthusiastically.

“I got up there, looked down and saw
John Lennon,” Peebles recalls, laughing.
“He’d had a little too much to drink,
and he started hollering my name out.
He had a sanitary napkin tied over his

head and he was
screaming, ‘Ann,
I love you!’ He was
�ying! He was just
expressing himself,
I think. He was
really something.
I appreciate him
saying the song
was great. He really
loved it.”

It’s not so hard
to hear what got
Lennon all shook
up. A perfect 145
seconds of Southern
soul, “I Can’t Stand
The Rain” is the
quintessential sound
of Willie Mitchell’s
Hi Records school of
excellence, housed
at the old Royal
Movie Theatre in
Memphis. Inspired
by a chance remark
made among friends
on a stormy night,
the song was written
by Peebles and her
future husband, Don
Bryant, Hi’s in-house
songwriter, with help
from friend and local
DJ Bernard Miller.

I Can’t Stand 
The Rain

byAnnPeebles
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Raining queen: 
Ann Peebles, 
October 1974

Bad weather nixes a night out in Memphis, inspiring the title of a 
distinctive, much-covered R&B hit. “� ank the Lord for that storm!”

Recorded the following day, its dramatic 
atmosphere of throbbing heartache and 
humid heat is teased out by the Hi Rhythm 
Section and Memphis Horns, the gold-
standard team that graced the work of 
everyone from OV Wright to Al Green.

Overdubbing the high, haunting peal 
of the percussive timbales as a � nal 
production � ourish, the late Mitchell 
set the scene with all the precision of a 
master auteur. “That was what really 
made the record,” says Don Bryant, still 
married to Peebles almost 50 years later. 
“Those ‘raindrop’ sounds on the front of 
it got your attention. I think that’s what 
made the song as strong as it was. It was 
something di� erent and gave it a whole 
other � avour.” 

“It was easy for me to record it,” adds 
Peebles. Though she su� ered a stroke in 
2012 that curtailed her performing career, 
speaking on the phone from Memphis 
– with Bryant by her side – she remains 
a lively, alert presence. “I knew how I 
wanted to sing it. When I was writing it, 
I was thinking about someone who broke 
up on a rainy, rainy night, and really needs 
to talk about it. That’s what was in my 
mind.” Bryant chuckles. “She nailed it, 
man!” GRAEME THOMSON

DON BRYANT (co-writer): I started 
working with Willie Mitchell when I was 
coming out of high school. We started 
playing with him in the Memphis clubs, 
and it worked out pretty good. My group 
was breaking up. I told Willie I would like 
to go solo, so we tried that.
CHARLES HODGES (hammond organ): 
Don was a lead vocalist, he worked with 
Willie Mitchell for years. He was a fantastic 
tenor, one of the best I ever heard, but we 
never could get a big record on him.

KEY PLAYERS

Ann Peebles 
(vocals, co-writer)

Don Bryant 
(co-writer)

Howard Grimes 
(drums and 
percussion)

Charles Hodges 
(Hammond 
organ)



HOWARD GRIMES (drums/
percussion): Don was the main 
artist at that time, plus we had OV 
Wright, Syl Johnson and Otis Clay.  
Willie was looking for other artists. 
A local bandleader, Gene “Bowlegs”
Miller, brought Ann from St Louis. 
That’s how it started. He brought her
over to Hi Records.
HODGES: When Ann walked in 
the studio for the � rst time, we 
were recording. While Willie and 
Bowlegs were in the control room 
talking, Ann came back out and 
stood behind me while I was playing 
the organ. I invited her to sit down 
beside me and our relationship 
really started from that point. We 
dated for a while. She’s a special 
person, and a beautiful person to 
record with.
GRIMES: She’s such a great singer, 
man! So soulful. Her � rst record 
was “Walk Away”, written by David 
Porter and Isaac Hayes. When I � rst 
heard it I knew this lady was on 
her way, but we had to work on her 
timing. Around that same time she 
started writing with Don.
ANN PEEBLES (vocals): To write 
together with Don was easy. We
got along together, we had so much 
in common. We both came from 
large families.

BRYANT: We were writing songs 
all the time. It just happened that 
this night we had a lot of friends 
together in our home in Memphis. 
We were getting ready to see a show, 
an artist [called Johnnie Taylor] was 
performing. While we were waiting, 
getting ready to leave, a storm broke 
out. It disappointed everybody, 
because we knew it was so bad we 
weren’t going to be able to go to the 
show. It cut o�  our whole night. 
Somebody said, “Oh, I just can’t 
stand this rain!”
PEEBLES: I said it! Someone said, 
“Oh, what a great title.” That’s when 
we started writing. That’s how the 
song got started. 
BRYANT: Because we were writing 
together all the time, any line that 

struck somebody, we would get 
started on it. That’s the way we 
wrote. Most of the people there that 
night were artists or writers and 
all of a sudden a song came out. 
I went to the piano and just started 
playing a melody and before we 
knew it we had the � rst part of it, 
the start of it. We knew we weren’t 
going anywhere, so we just 
concentrated on writing it and the 
song began to materialise.
PEEBLES: Bernard Miller wrote the 
song with us. He was a DJ, and he 
came up with some lyrics.
BRYANT: Everyone had a little input. 
It was something we did all the time. 
At Hi Records, three or four of us 
would generally come together if 
you had an idea and try to � nish a 
song. With “I Can’t Stand The Rain”, 
the title was there, and the story had 
to be formed. Telling the story was 
always exciting to me. I thought that 
this [protagonist] could be anybody. 
There were a lot of people who might 
have gone through that situation 
before. We just began to tell the 
story of the rain against the window 
pane bringing back memories. I 
would go one way, Ann would put in 
something, then Bernie… That’s how 
we would write songs, everybody 
would put in a little something. A¥ er 

the ideas were in we had to lay the 
whole thing down.
PEEBLES: A¥ er we had laid it all out, 
I thought, ‘This is really great!’ The 
next day, Don and I decided to take 
it to the studio. When Willie heard it, 
he fell in love with the song.
BRYANT: We got it down by midnight. 
We � nished writing it that night, 
and we � nally got a rough thing we 
could bring to Willie the next day. We 
didn’t record it, we kept the idea in 
our heads and then we played it out 
at the piano the next day. He could 
tell what we were trying to do.
GRIMES: The song come up by 
surprise. We had no idea what was 
in progress. The � rst time I heard it, 
they brought the song to the piano 
in the studio and played it for us to 
hear. [Guitarist Mabon] “Teenie” 
[Hodges] was always the one who 
would write out the charts, the chord 
changes, for the band. 
PEEBLES: I have to give Teenie a lot of 
credit, because he added a lot of licks 
and details to make it right. It was 
like a big family at Hi back then.
BRYANT: The Hi Rhythm Section was 
great. They knew Ann, they knew 
how she performed. Everybody knew 
what was going on, and all of them 
had a unique thought on how the 
music was going.Theykneweach

“Everyone had 
a little input… 
I’d go one way, 
Ann would put 
in something” 
DON BRYANT
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telling you – this was a person who
had been through something with her
boyfriend and we tried to capture the
feel of that. But still, we felt there was
something missing.
GRIMES:A¥er we cut the track, Willie was
very excited about it. He said it was a hit
record, but it was what he called “nekkid”.
It needed some other parts overdubbed
to it. I was going to put congas on it, but
he didn’t want congas. On this particular
song he was looking for something else.
He said, “Get those timbales over there.”
They were sitting in the corner. Willie had
bought them a couple of years ago and
never used them. They were in something
that looked like a guitar case. I didn’t
know what they were! It was like heads of
bongos, with a speaker on it. It was new
sound to me, I had never touched them.
HODGES:We wanted to catch a sound
like water dripping. Willie pulled the
timbales out and Howard did the low
part, and Teenie did the high part. It was
an overdub.
GRIMES:I started messing around with
them trying to �nd a sound. I thought
about a commercial that used to come on
television for a [co�ee] percolator. It was
this strange, funny little sound. I had this
idea in my head, I kept it in my mind and
Willie heard me playing them and started
laughing. He said, “Yeah man, that’s what
I want!” I came up with the front part of
it and I couldn’t play the part on the end,

so Teenie, the guitar player, he played the 
high “boop-boop” part. Willie taped it and 
put it on the start of the track.
PEEBLES: Willie put them on the very front 
and I think that helped make the song. 
They were his idea. Once he accepted it and 
added all the other parts to it, it was a joy.
GRIMES: I’ve worked with all the great 
band leaders, but Willie was the one. I 
came to Willie’s band in 1968 and I learned 
a lot from him. He taught me timing. He 
was laid back, man, he was so relaxed.
HODGES: Willie was one of a kind: 
engineer, producer, composer, musician. 
He did it all. He used to call me “Do 
Funny”, because I did all these funny
little licks on the organ which he liked.
He brought the best out of you, he wasn’t
going to settle for anything less. He had an 
ear like no-one I ever knew.
BRYANT:Songs like that don’t come every 
day. We knew this was a good one and
that it would strike everybody right. John 
Lennon helped! As far as I’m concerned,
his comments and encouragement made 
the song even more popular. A¥er that we 
began to put more emphasis on writing.
It gave us more energy to create songs for
Ann and other people.
GRIMES:In the end, it was biggest song
Ann ever had.
PEEBLES:That was the height of my career.
Wherever and whenever I performed, I
always had to play it. You can go at it in
a whole lot of directions with a song like
that. It was enjoyable to see other artists
recording it; that made it even better. They
had their di�erent approaches to the song,
but it was great to hear them. I liked all the
versions, but especially Tina [Turner]’s.
To me, “I Can’t Stand The Rain” was the
greatest part of my career. That song took
me places I had never been. Thank the
Lord for that storm!

Don Bryant’s latest album, You Make
Me Feel, is out now on Fat Possum. My
Story: Charles Edward Hodges Sr by
Delois Jackson is published by Xlibris
US. Timekeeper by Howard Grimes
and Preston Lauterbach is published
July 1 by Devault Grace Books

othersowell. Itwasn’taproblemforthem
tocomeupwiththemusicfor thesong.
HODGES:I always like to really learn
a song, hear the lyrics, see if I can’t put
a little church on the organ. I started o�
playing chord patterns, but it wasn’t
doing it for me. I said to Willie, “Count
it o� again.” I was thinking about the
raindrops. So the organ started o� with
the chords, and then there is [sings the
high, two-note organ part] – the raindrops!
Willie counted us in again and a¥er the
�rst 10 or 12 bars we knew had it. The way
we all tied everything in, it was like magic.
We all listened to each other. We tried
not to get in each other’s way. Everyone
learned their parts and made it happen.
BRYANT:I think it was done in a day as
far as the backing track and vocals went.
Ann just got right into it, as far as singing
the song was concerned. Once we got the
lyrics together, it just came natural to her.
HODGES:When Ann sung it, man, I’m

“Youcangoatit
inawholelotof
directionswith
asonglikethat”
ANNPEEBLES

TIME LINE

Released: July
1973
Written: Don
Bryant, Ann
Peebles, Bernard
Miller
Produced:Willie
Mitchell
Recorded: Royal
Recording
Studios, 1320
South Lauderdale,
Memphis, TN
Personnel:Ann
Peebles (vocals),
Howard Grimes
(drums and
percussion),
Charles Hodges
(organ), Leroy
Hodges (bass),
Mabon ‘Teenie’
Hodges (guitar
and percussion),
Archie Turner
(piano), The
Memphis Horns:
James Mitchell,
Andrew Love
Ed Logan
(saxophones),
Wayne Jackson
(trumpet)
Highest chart
positions: UK 41;
US 38

FACT FILE

1968: Willie Mitchell signs 
21-year-old singer Ann 
Peebles to Hi Records 
aftersheisrecommended 
by bandleader Gene 
“Bowlegs” Miller
1969: Peebles’ first record, 

“Walk Away”, is a hit on 
the R&B charts
1971: She begins working 
with Don Bryant, who 
released a solo album on 
Hi in 1969. They later start 
dating and marry in 1974 

1973: The couple write 
“I Can’t Stand The Rain” 
with input from local DJ 
Bernard Miller
July 1973: “I Can’t Stand 
The Rain” is released as a 
single on Hi, giving Peebles 

her only Top 40 US pop hit
July 1974: The album of 
the same name is 
released, including 
Peebles classics such as 
“I’m Gonna Tear Your 
Playhouse Down”

1984: Tina Turner has 
a global hit with the song 
2006: A live version of 
“I Can’t Stand…” appears 
on Peebles’ album of 
reinterpretations, 
Brand New ClassicsDA
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“I liked all the versions”: 
Ann Peebles in 1977 
and (inset) the 1974 LP 
of the same name
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24 JUNE
SEVENOAKS THE STAG

27 JUNE
STRATFORD PLAYHOUSE

29 JUNE
LANCASTER GRAND THEATRE

01 JULY
ILKLEY KINGS HALL
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LINCOLN THE ENGINE SHED
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WHITLEY BAY PLAYHOUSE
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HALIFAX VICTORIA THEATRE

11 JULY
LYTHAM ST ANNE'S LOW
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07 OCTOBER
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12 OCTOBER
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17 OCTOBER
GLASGOW CITY HALLS

30 OCTOBER
OXFORD NEW THEATRE 

04 NOVEMBER
WIMBORNE TIVOLI

12 NOVEMBER
CHESTER STORYHOUSE
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23 NOVEMBER
HULL CITY HALL

24 NOVEMBER
BEDFORD CORN EXCHANGE

26 NOVEMBER
NOTTINGHAM PLAYHOUSE

2022 SJM PRESENT

16 MARCH
BEXHILL DE LA WARR PAVILION

18 MARCH
LIVERPOOL MOUNTFORD HALL 
20 MARCH
BIRMINGHAM TOWN HALL 

24 MARCH
LEEDS O2 ACADEMY

30 MARCH
BRIGHTON THE DOME

01 APRIL
CAMBRIDGE CORN EXCHANGE 

02 APRIL
SHEFFIELD OCTAGON

07 APRIL
SOUTHEND PALACE THEATRE

08 APRIL
LONDON EVENTIM APOLLO

12 APRIL
LEICESTER DE MONTFORT HALL

13 APRIL
MANCHESTER BRIDGE

14 APRIL
MANCHESTER BRIDGEW

16 APRIL
EDINBURGH QUEEN’S HALL

22 APRIL
SOUTHAMPTON O2 GUILDHALL

30 APRIL
GATESHEAD SAGE

NEW SHOW

LAST FEW

SOLD OUT

LAST FEW

LAST FEW

LAST FEW

ESL in associat ion with Moneypenny present

GRETCHEN 
PETERS

with Special Guest 
Kim Richey

GRETCHEN 
PETERS

2022 25 March GLASGOW Central Hall 
26 March GATESHEAD Sage  
27 March LINCOLN Engine Shed 
29 March LYTHAM ST ANNES Lowther Pavilion 
30 March LEEDS City Varieties 
31 March LONDON Kings Place 
02 April EXETER Corn Exchange 
03 April BEXHILL De La Warr Pavilion 
04 April SWINDON Wyvern Theatre 
06 April LIVERPOOL Philharmonic Hall
07 April LONDON Kings Place
08 April BURY ST EDMUNDS The Apex
10 April CARDIFF St.David’s Hall 
11 April STAMFORD Corn Exchange 
12 April MILTON KEYNES The Stables 
13 April BIRMINGHAM Town Hall 
15 April BUXTON Opera House 
17 April EDINBURGH Queens Hall

gretchenpeters.com@gretchenpeters

NEW ALBUM OUT NOWThe Night You Wrote That Song: 
The Songs of Mickey Newbury

ESL by arrangement with Asgard present

BUY TICKETS NOW@EdgeStreetLive edgestreetlive.com 

10 Nov Bristol The Lanes
12 Nov Birmingham Sunower Lounge
13 Nov Liverpool Jimmy’s
16 Nov London Paper Dress Vintage
19 Nov Halifax The Lantern
20 Nov Leeds Headrow House
21 Nov Manchester Night & Day Cafe
23 Nov Newcastle Bobiks
24 Nov Glasgow Hug & Pint
25 Nov Edinburgh Sneaky Pete’s
27 Nov Barnsley Old School House
02 Dec Ramsgate Music Hall
03 Dec Brighton Hope & Ruin
05 Dec Southampton The 1865

22 Oct GLASGOW City Halls  
23 Oct POCKLINGTON Arts Centre
24 Oct LINCOLN Engine Shed
26 Oct STAMFORD Corn Exchange
27 Oct BIRMINGHAM Town Hall
28 Oct STROUD Sub Rooms
30 Oct BEXHILL De La Warr
31 Oct MILTON KEYNES The Stables
01 Nov MILTON KEYNES The Stables
02 Nov BURY ST EDMUNDS The Apex
04 Nov LONDON Cadogan Hall
06 Nov MANCHESTER RNCM Concert  Hall  
07 Nov LYTHAM ST ANNES Lowther Pavil ion 
09 Nov ILKLEY King’s Hall
11 Nov HALIFAX Victoria Theatre
12 Nov LIVERPOOL Philharmonic Hall  
14 Nov BRISTOL St George’s Hall
15 Nov WEYMOUTH Pavil ion
16 Nov WIMBORNE Tivoli Theatre
18 Nov TENBY De Valence Pavil ion
20 Nov FROME Cheese & Grain
21 Nov EXETER Corn Exchange

All Around The World Tour 2021

@freyabeer freya_beer Download from: freyabeer.com

With Special Guests

UK TOUR 2021

bethnielsenchapman.com

LAST FEW

New Single

28 May

The Calm Before 
The Storm

The Debut Album

July 21
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An
 Inconvenient

Truth
From Greenwich Village to LA’s Troubadour and
beyond, JACKSON BROWNE has always written songs
about love, hope and defiance – but with his new album
Downhill From Everywhere these themes have taken
on a bold, new urgency. “I’ve always been connected
with people who are trying to make things better,” 
he tells Rob Hughes.
Photo byNELS ISRAELSON

JACKSON BROWNE

ACKSON Browne hasn’t had much sleep. “Last 
night I was playing until three in the morning,” he 
explains, via Zoom, from the tastefully appointed 
kitchen that adjoins his home studio in Los 
Angeles. “I’ve been working on a song for a movie 
and you have to sort of chase it where it goes. It’s so 
great, because I’ve got this place where I can come 
at all hours. It’s next to my writing room, where I 
have a mattress.”

The convenience of having his own studio, for
a perfectionist like Browne, also means there’s a temptation to 
meddle. Downhill From Everywhere, his new album, should have 
been out earlier this year, but he heard a few things on the test 
pressing that he didn’t like. “So I bought myself the time to do
some little changes and experimenting,” he says. “That’s happened 
over the years, but there’s always that moment where you finally 
have to let go.”

We’re primarily here to talk about the album, which is as 
insightful, melodic and artfully measured as anything Browne has 
put his name to in the past 25 years. But the course of our two-hour 
conversation follows all manner of digressions and tangents, from 
the people he’s known –Tim Buckley, Nico, Warren Zevon, the 
Eagles, Lowell George and more – to activism, legacy, songwriting 
as therapy and starting out solo. He even calls back a couple of 
weeks later, to clarify something he feels may have been open to 
misinterpretation first time around.
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Jackson Browne,
October 2020: 
"Songwriting is 
therapeutic to me"
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At 72, a bewhiskered Browne, in dark shades, suits
the elegantly weathered look. Talk of his pre-fame
days in Greenwich Village elicits a memory of Harry
Smith’s ubiquitous Anthology Of American Folk
Music. “As a matter of fact,” he muses, “the older I
get the more I look like Harry Smith. You know that
picture where he’s mixing vodka and milk because
he has an ulcer? He looks so funky, he hasn’t
shaved, his hair’s thinning. He comes to mind from
time to time, whenever I look at myself in the mirror.”

Grey hair notwithstanding, Browne doesn’t look a
whole lot different from the boyish figure who first rose
to prominence in Southern California in the early ’70s.
He was then at the nexus of what Linda Ronstadt called
“an artistic Shangri-La”, the eloquent new generation
of singer-songwriters who coalesced around the
Troubadour in LA. Literate and sophisticated,
Browne’s friends and admirers included the Eagles,
who aspired to the same level of insight as timeless
landmarks like For Everyman, Late For The Sky
and The Pretender.

Much of those same qualities are still evident on Downhill
From Everywhere, which finds Browne transitioning further
into the themes he’s pursued over the years: the intangibles
of romantic love, despair, hope, political division,
environmental issues, memory, the flow of time. Some
songs rock hard, others tap into euphonic balladry and
temperate folk-soul. There’s even a detour into Catalan
rumba. “I have a band of players that I call on regularly
and I really like what we ended up with on this record,”
he says. “We really went through it together.”M
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At the 
Troubadour 
in West 
Hollywood, 
1971

ow long has Downhill From Everywhere been in the 
works? I’ve been working on some of these songs for three 

ars or more and wanted to include them with a bunch of 
ew ones. The title track, for example, was started on the road 
long time ago, but what really took a while to make happen 
as the musical structure. So “Downhill From Everywhere” 
hich appeared on the Discovery Channel documentary The 

Story Of Plastic] and “A Little Soon To Say” have been out 
ready, as well as things like “Love Is Love” and “The 
eamer”. They’re songs from time I spent on specific 
ojects, doing things with other people. 

The Dreamer” and “Love Is Love” appeared on 
st year’s Let The Rhythm Lead: Haiti Song Summit 
l 1), a benefit project recorded with Jenny Lewis, 

abib Koité, Raúl Rodríguez, Jonathan Wilson and 
thers. What drew you to the island? Haiti had
is incredible effect on me when we went down there, 
sentially to have a musical adventure. So many people 

re drawn to this place by unusual callings. The Catholic 
iest I mention in “Love Is Love” is Father Rick 

rechette, who gets around Haiti on a motorbike with 
phalanx of former gang members who protect him, 
cause it’s a rough place. He’s a really inspirational 

gure to so many people – he’s built a school, he’s 
uilt a hospital. He baptises the newborn and buries 
e dead. It’s the kind of religious life that’s lived at 

uch a primal level and it’s very moving.

here’s a more direct sense of travelogue on
A Song For Barcelona”, where you sing about 
reets that “gave me refuge in my escape from 
ck’n’roll”… Yeah. I started going to Barcelona a 

long time ago, right after the Olympics in ’92. I sort of 
inherited an apartment from a friend of mine and fell 
in love with Gràcia, this little neighbourhood full of 
tiny bars and restaurants. You could spend a lifetime 
there, studying and learning about it. I discovered a lot 
about my own country from Barcelona. Life is lived
on a completely different scale there, which is very 
poignant and inspiring. It’s not just that they’ve built 
in this valve – the siesta or the four-hour lunch – they 
either do things they really need to do or want to do. It 
becomes a refuge from whatever it is you’re dealing 
with. There are many transformational things about 
the time I spend in Spain, so I wanted to capture that. 
Writing a song is like consulting a personal oracle – 
you think you’re writing about one thing, but this is 
what’s really going on. “A Song For Barcelona” is a 
homage, but I realised that it’s also a meditation on 
love and what happens to every other part of your 
life as a result. So it transcends locale and becomes 
something more universal.

Have your songs always being hidden sources 
of personal discovery? It’s always been that way, 
in that you find out more about what’s going on in 
your interior. Going right back to “Jamaica Say You 
Will” [1972], I wrote a sort of fable, inspired by a girl I’d 
just met, who worked in a hillside garden close to the 
ocean. In the song, the girl leaves with her father to 
sail out into the world, but my ships had not found
the sea, as it were. It became a lament for time spent 
sheltered in this relationship. I realised I’d been 
writing about the relationship I’d just left, not this
new one I was in. So I learned something about
myself and maybe found more closure or solace. 
That’s what I mean by the oracle. People tend to
think of it as consulting the future, but it deals with 
the real deep present. It’s about accessing what’s in 
flux and what isn’t.

“Everybody 
at the 

Troubadour 
listened to 
everything 
at the same 

time”

JACKSON BROWNE



Was that part of the appeal of moving out
to Greenwich Village in 1967? I went to the
Village to hear Tim Buckley open for Nico. Tim
and I knew each other from folk clubs in Orange
County. I’d just gotten to New York and they
were playing a tiny little bar in the Village, for
which Andy Warhol had made these gigantic
posters – big, like a building. Tim was amazing
that night – he was always amazing – and
Sterling Morrison was playing guitar for Nico.
Two or three days later I got a call from Tim,
who told me that Nico had tried to hire him as an
accompanist: “I don’t think she realises that I
have my own gigs to do.” So he suggested me
instead, as he knew I had no money.

You ended up gigging with her, playing
on Chelsea Girl and becoming involved
romantically… In terms of what was
happening, Nico wasn’t a folk musician. In fact,
Andy Warhol said I could do this gig as long as
I had an electric guitar, because if I played an
acoustic it would seem to him like it was too
folky. So I managed to borrow one. Nico wasn’t
writing her own songs yet, she was curating
songs by others. That was one of the great
avenues for a songwriter, especially someone
like myself, who didn’t sing. Nico did three of
mine, which I played on for the album. The
other people on there are Lou Reed, who
accompanied her on the songs that he wrote,
and the same goes for John Cale and Sterling
Morrison. It might have sounded too bare bones
for the record label, so they put strings on it.

Was that New York experience necessary
for you to then strive for a career back
home on the West Coast? That trip to New
York opened my eyes a lot, but I wasn’t an
attraction. I was passing through that scene
rather than being part of it. “River Deep
Mountain High”, “Strawberry Fields Forever”
and “Penny Lane” played continually on the
jukebox at the Dome. These songs weren’t on
albums, so it was an incredible place to go and
hear this stuff. On the nights that Nico sang, it
was like Andy’s entourage and the scene and
these incredibly powerful Beatles songs. I
remember Leonard Cohen came in to listen to
Nico and write in his book. He came to the
house one night and we stayed up very late,
talking, when Nico went to sleep. It was a pretty
magical time for me, but I didn’t really play

By extension, is songwriting 
sometimes a kind of therapy?
I think so. There’s definitely 
something about it that’s 
therapeutic to me at least.

What was the first music that 
you really fell in love with? 
My father was a pianist who 
played Dixieland jazz in a band 
with his friends, so I grew up 
hearing that. I played trumpet at 
school. But what really got me 
was American folk music at the 
beginning of the ’60s. There was 
something about those stories. 
There was commercial folk 
music, like The Kingston Trio, 
but the stuff I liked was more 
street level. Two things came 
together – folk music and writing 
your own songs. So you’d hear old 
recordings, but at the same time I 
discovered Joan Baez and these 
incredibly powerful and dramatic
old English murder ballads 
sung by this ethereal young 
Latina. I was from Mexican 
people, so it was like: ‘That’s 
what I’m talking about!’ Guitar 
pieces, that was the thing. 
Right around then, Bob Dylan 
really changed everything.
He was singing folk music with 
a couple of his own songs 
thrown in, then suddenly it was 
all his songs. That personal 
accounting of the world, of a life,
sort of overtook the ancient thing. W
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When the
words have
all been 
spoken: 
promoting
Late For The
Sky, 1974

Those days: 
Nico in 1967 
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FI E SH D S
ATE FOR THE SKY 
SYLUM, 1974
he high-water mark of 
rowne’s remarkable ’70s 
utput, ostensibly a break-up 
bum that doubles as an allusive 
editation on love, loss and the 
arch for meaning. Includes 

pocalyptic mini-epic “Before 
he Deluge”. 9/10

UNNING ON EMPTY 
SYLUM, 1977
ollowing up The Pretender, Browne 
uts a stellar batch of mostly new 
ongs on stage, in motel rooms and 
n the bus, with the title track a rolling 

metaphor for rock-star burnout. 
/10

LIVES IN THE BALANCE 
SYLUM, 1986
politically engaged Browne calls 

ut the Reagan administration 
n his eighth album, at its most 

enomous on “For America” and 
he title track, written in the midst of 
he Iran-Contra scandal. 8/10

OOKING EAST ELEKTRA, 1996
y Cooder, Bonnie Raitt and David 
osby are among the guests 
 this overlooked ’90s gem, an 

xtended socio-political hymn whose 
ery title track addresses the spiritual 
alaise of Browne’s beloved America. 
/10

TANDING IN THE BREACH 
SIDE, 2014
radiant late-period beauty, finely 

alanced between political 
utcry and poetic yearning. The 
nexpected treat is “The Birds 
f St Marks”, originally written 
n returning to California from 
ew York in 1967. 8/10



with a band until I was making my first 
album [1972’s Jackson Browne].

You were 23, yet sound so fully 
formed on that debut album. It 
doesn’t feel like someone still 
trying to find their feet. How do you 
account for that? I don’t think I did 
have much of an understanding of self. 
I thought everybody got the same sense 
of empowerment from listening to The 
Beatles and Dylan. I took to heart every 
Dylan lyric and found everything he said 
was worth considering. I took pop as
I took literature. There were no rules. 
Everybody at the Troubadour listened
to everything at the same time and you 
gravitated to the people you liked the 
most. The wonderful thing about my first
album is that I had the unbelievable luck
to have met [drummer] Russ Kunkel. I 
noticed right away that he was the guy acoustic
musicians would get to play drums with. He
played with James Taylor and he might play
congas for Joni Mitchell, so he’d figured out how
to meld drums with very quiet instrumentation. So
I went into the studio and had Russ, Leland Sklar
[bassist] and also Craig Doerge [pianist]. Those
guys became the sort of premier rhythm section,
the successors to the Wrecking Crew.

But the songs often have a rare depth and
worldliness to them. On “Doctor, My Eyes”,
for example, you manage to articulate loss,
regret, reflection… It was what was going
on with the people I listened to. Look at “Get
Together” by The Youngbloods [written by Chet
Powers aka Dino Valenti]. Fuck, that’s good! Dionne
Warwick singing “Message To Michael”. Burt
Bacharach and Hal David. I know some people
denigrate pop – but show me a better song than
“What The World Needs Now Is Love”. So I gravitated
to wise stuff, but also I listened to the old guys.
Mississippi John Hurt was my favourite, the sweetest
guitar, the most beautiful major blues. I loved that as
much as the growling-bear, Dave Van Ronk kind of
stuff. Folk music had it all. “Willin’”, by Little Feat,
was the first song Lowell George ever wrote. Talk
about wisdom, there’s a young guy writing about
having the determination and drive to keep going, to
keep giving it your best. It’s one of the most eloquentPA
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Shakin’ it: live
withLowell
Georgeof
LittleFeat,
June1977

JDSoutheratThe
BoardingHouse,
SanFrancisco,1977

Hightimesbackstage
withWarrenZevon
andJohnBelushiatThe
BottomLine,NYC,1979

Taking it easy 
with the Eagles
at the Chicago 
Stadium, Illinois, 
Oct 22, 1979 

songs you’ll ever hear. It just goes to show you can write 
stuff without having an enormous background in it. 
That’s all you’re doing when you write a new song, 
even if you’ve already written hundreds of them. 
You’re trying to forget everything you’ve ever done 
and do something different.

The Eagles cited you as a mentor, but who did 
you look to for guidance? For me, Jon Landau 
[producer of 1976’s The Pretender] was the first person 
to identify what he thought was really good in what I 
was doing. The implication was that there were other 
ways in which I could improve. He was a pretty astute 
observer. Other than that, I was surrounded by 
people who wouldn’t have me criticise myself. They 
were all saying, “No, it’s great! Don’t change what 

you’re doing.” But I wanted to change it, I wanted to grow. Jon even 
started hanging around when I was producing Warren Zevon 
[1976’s Warren Zevon], telling me to ask for more money to get the 
album finished. But [Asylum head] David Geffen didn’t want me to 
make that record in the first place.

Was that because Zevon had a difficult reputation? He 
wasn’t even a bad boy yet, he was just unknown. Geffen said, 
“You’re only trying to be a hero to your friends.” I just thought that 
Zevon was really good and that he should hear him. But Geffen 
didn’t get Zevon until the album got these incredible reviews. Then 
he said, “You were right!” I tended to introduce everybody I knew 
to Geffen. I didn’t bring him the Eagles, by the way. I brought him 
Glenn Frey and JD Souther, when they were still a duo. He broke 
them up. He said that JD could make solo albums and Glenn should 

form a band. How prescient is that? 

Were you allowed free rein when it came to your own 
recordings? More or less. I wouldn’t have asked any of my friends to 
make a record with me. In fact, Geffen suggested I work with some 
people for my first album who happened to be two of my heroes, but I 
didn’t want somebody else’s ideas to supplant mine.

Who did he suggest you work with? One of them was Robbie 
Robertson. He’d produced a Jesse Winchester album [1970’s Jesse 
Winchester], which I’d really loved. But I always felt like I was right on 
the verge of understanding some stuff I wanted to do. I want to make 
it clear that I didn’t turn Robbie Robertson down as a producer – he 
was proposed by David Geffen – I just had an outsized aversion to 
having somebody else solve my problems or meet my challenges. 
When I think now about the artists that have mattered the most to
me, The Band is right there at the top, a huge influence. So maybe
I would’ve played with Levon Helm on my first LP, but I had Russ 
Kunkel instead. Everybody has their own trajectory.

JACKSON BROWNE



With one or two exceptions, 
you tend to direct your own 
albums anyway, sometimes 
using an engineer as 
co-producer… Yeah, I went 
from engineer to engineer 
instead. I always want to change 
everything. Nowadays I tend to 
create a new environment to 
make an album in, whether it 
means building a studio or 
having something like this place I’m in now. I’ve
made albums in here before, but with a different 
configuration. You just write the songs from a different
geographical location. On this new record I’m using a 
lot of the same musicians I’ve played with for quite a 
while – Greg Leisz, Val McCallum, Bob Glaub, 
Mauricio Lewak – but I’ve mixed it up a little. I’ve used
about four different drummers and maybe three 
different bass players. The best thing about making a 
record is the collaborative aspect, the fact that people 
solve stuff together.

Protest songs have been a continual thread in 
your work since the ’70s. The new album has 
some striking examples in “A Little Too Soon To 
Say”, “Downhill From Everywhere” and “Until 
Justice Is Real”… I’ve always been connected with 
people who, individually or in groups, are trying to 
make things better for everybody. I grew up in the civil 
rights movement, so I grew up singing freedom songs 
and believing that I had common cause with people 
who are working to try to solve the injustices. It’s a 
matter of integrity not to leave that behind just because
I made some money. People sometimes say to me, “It’s 
so good of you to do this, you don’t have to do this.” I’m 
thinking, ‘What are you talking about?’ We all do it 
because we have to do it, because we feel the need to 
do it. The truth is that it’s not so very difficult to do 
what I love doing – the service of an idea, simply put. I
would be making music anyway.

At 72, do you allow yourself
to take stock of how much 
you’ve achieved? I don’t think 
in terms of my legacy, but I’m 
touched by a couple of basic 
understandings. I think more 
young people know me because I 
played guitar on “These Days” by 

Nico than know my music or 
know what else I may have done. 
That’s sobering and I’m at peace 
with that. You have to take stock 
of whatever you’ve created and 
think in terms of it being finite.
It’s not The Beatles, y’know.
With anything you do, you
have some chance of being
remembered, in that it’s in the
context of a moment in time.

That’s all anybody has. But I’m more concerned about
the planet’s future and the challenges to youth,
growing up with this much dysfunction.

Do you have any examples? I’m a bit of a groupie for
activists, so I wind up meeting people who are really
trying to do something to move the dial and make
change for the better. So let’s adapt to the information
about global warming and plastic pollution and also to
the demand for justice on the part of a majority of
people that we live among. That stuff finds its way into
my songs, because that’s what I think about. You
haven’t heard as many as I’ve tried to write, because
it’s very hard. It’s not fucking easy to write a song about
plastic, believe me. Writing a song won’t save the
planet, because, in the end, it’s just in the domain of
your own popularity as an artist. So it’s an imperfect
way of approaching a problem, but it’s my personal
way of accounting for myself. And if someone’s like-
minded enough, they’ll find a lot in there. The message
underneath “Downhill From Everywhere” and “Until
Justice Is Real” is never mind what we’ve left the next
generation to deal with, what are we going to do now?

At the same time, the lyrics to “I’m Still Looking
For Something” – “Somewhere there’s a heart in
the city/And I’m out here to find it” – suggest that,
ultimately, you’re still hopeful. And an optimist
deep down… Yeah. It gets harder and harder, but I

hink that hope is the way to live,
he way forward. Without it, you
on’t do anything. In Haiti they
ave a wonderful expression:

Hope makes life possible’. And
really is true.

ownhill From Everywhere is 
leased on July 23 by Inside 

ecordings
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With Russ 
Kunkel, 
California, 
June 10, 1978

L
E

Drummer Russ Kunkel 
onBrowne-“akindred

spiritforlife”

“I FIRST met Jackson when 
he was playing with Ned 
Doheny around 1971. I 

immediately knew that I’d found a 
kindred spirit for life, no matter what 
it entailed, whether it was music or 
just friendship or helping each other 
through life’s trials and tribulations. 
We both had surfing interests and 
never lived far from one another. 
When we lived up in the Canyons I 
could throw a stone from my house to 
his. Then he asked me and some of my 
other mates to play on his first record 
[1972’s Jackson Browne]. 1970-’72 
was a power-packed period for me 
– I played on James Taylor’s albums, 
the first Jackson album, Joni Mitchell’s 
Blue, Carole King’s Tapestry. It was 
a mind-blowing time to be right in 
the middle of that Hollywood scene. 
Then I was fortunate enough to work 
with Jackson from then on. Just 
listen to things like The Pretender or 
Late For The Sky – the depth of his 
songwriting, the well that he pulls 
from, seems to be limitless. Not only 
that, but he’s always been committed 
to the downtrodden. Jackson is the 
first one to pick up the microphone 
and say something on behalf of 
someone who doesn’t have a voice. 
Sometimes he gets criticism for doing 
it, but politics is part of life and when 
people need to be represented it 
really touches him and causes him 
to do something about it. That part 
of him hasn’t changed at all over the 
years. He genuinely cares about 
people. As we’ve gotten older, I think 
we’re all amazed that we’ve lived this 
long. And with that realisation comes 
a whole set of changes. I can hear 
that gratitude in Jackson’s writing, for 
the opportunity to have done all the 
things he’s done in his life. I consider 
him to be one of my dearest friends.”

“Can’t Stop Progress” - the new EP 
from The Immediate Family, featuring 
Russ Kunkel - is now available from 
Quarto Valley Records

At an Occupy 
Wall Street demo, 
NYC, Dec 1, 2011 

“It’s not easy 
to write a 

song about 
plastic”

JACKSON BROWNE



ART BLAKEY & THE
JAZZ MESSENGERS
SOUL FINGER
LIMELIGHT,1965

The24-year-oldBartzmakes
anauspiciousrecordingdebut,
althoughhisfinealtosaxworkgoes
uncrediteduntil laterreissues

I had been
living in New
York since 1958
when I moved
to go to school
at Juilliard. Art
Blakey & The

Jazz Messengers were working at my
dad’s club in Baltimore, and he got
wind that John Gilmore was going to
leave the band and go back to Sun
Ra. So he called me and said, “Why
don’t you come down to Baltimore
and sit in with the band? I think Art
might be looking for a saxophone
player.” And so I did that, and Art
liked what he heard and hired me.
And Lee [Morgan] liked me too,
because Lee was the straw boss – he
had the final say too. I joined the
band right from Baltimore, we went
to Boston and then we had a tour of
the West Coast. When we got back to
New York, Lee Morgan jumped out
of the car, ran right through the
tunnel and disappeared. They kept
calling, leaving messages, but they
couldn’t find him, so Art called
Freddie Hubbard to do the record
date. But Lee Morgan finally showed

up too, so that’s how I ended up on
my first record with Lee Morgan and
Freddie Hubbard.

With musicians, it’s always
friendly competition. There was no
tension, at least not that I noticed.
And Art knew how to deal with it, so
we just went in and played music.
Lucky Thompson was on one track
and somehow they mixed it up, and
my name was left off the credits. My
first record date and I wasn’t even
named on there! I was so upset.

MAX ROACH
MEMBERS, DON’T
GIT WEARY
ATLANTIC,1968

Hookingupwithanoldmentoron
ajourneyintolush,modalpastures

I had sat in with
Max Roach
when he came
to Baltimore
when I was
about 14 years
old. He gave me

his telephone number and said if I
came to New York to give him a call,
which I did. I started going by his
house and we became friends. He
loved to play chess, so we would play
chess all day and talk about music.

This was a working band that
Max took into the studio – Stanley
Cowell, Jymie Merritt, Charles
Tolliver and myself – we’d been
travelling all over the country. We

knew each other really well, so that’s
why that album was special. Music
cannot flourish and grow without a
working band; that way you can
nurture it and see it from all angles.

At that time in the ’60s, I was ready
to leave the music industry and join
the Black Panthers or some group
that was moving in that direction.
But having been around Max, I
realised that music can also play a
big role. “Members Don’t Git Weary”
is a song from when my ancestors
who were brought over here from
Africa were in bondage: don’t get
weary, gotta keep fighting.

GARY BARTZ
ANOTHER EARTH
MILESTONE,1969

Bartz’ssecondsoloalbumisan
astral jazzclassic,featuring
PharoahSandersontheside-long
titletrack

Beethoven
was one of my
heroes. He
would write
a light
symphony like
the Pastoral,

which is a day in the countryside,
and then follow it with something
real heavy. I thought that was a
nice philosophy, so Libra [Bartz’s
1967 solo debut] was my light
album and Another Earth was
my heavy album.

I had gotten into astrology at
the time, doing people’s charts,
knowing what your rising sign was
and all of that. I realised that what I
was doing was making a photograph
of the sky at that moment, so that’s
when I started buying telescopes
and looking further. If anybody’s got
a mind, there’s no doubt [that there’s
life on other planets]. We’ve been
taught other things but you have to
think for yourself – you can just look
up in the skies and know that we’re
not the only ones. If we are, then
we’re really doing a bad job of it!

Pharoah and I used to practise
together, we’d go out to the park and
play as loud as we could. He actually
taught me how to circular breathe,
so we would exchange ideas and
things. We’re still good friends to
this day. Beautiful man.

MILES DAVIS
LIVE-EVIL
COLUMBIA,1971

InaturbulentperiodforDavis’s
band,Bartzfindshimself inthe
hotseatasthemajorityofthisfiery
hybridalbumiscapturedatThe
CellarDoor,WashingtonDC

I was working 
with McCoy 
Tyner and Miles 
came to listen. 
I guess he liked 
what he heard, 
because he 

G
ARY Bartz laughs heartily when asked if he’s had the 
chance to play much during lockdown. “I play music all 
day long!” he retorts. “I don’t need an audience. Most of 
the musician’s work is done without an audience. No-one 
has ever, or will they ever, learn music. You can only study 
music, that’s all you can do.”

Now 80, alto saxophonist Bartz is a vibrant and 
engaging personality who connects numerous eras of jazz (though he 
himself dislikes the term – “I call it music”). He grew up playing along to 
Charlie Parker on AM radio, joined the bands of hard-bop legends like Art 
Blakey, Max Roach and Miles Davis, and was at the vanguard of spiritual 
jazz alongside his friend Pharoah Sanders, before moving into jazz-funk in 
the 1970s. Now, with his playing as bright and nimble as ever, he’s been 
tapped up for collaborations by a new generation of musicians, including 
Maisha and the Jazz Is Dead crew. 

“I always say, music has no shelf-life,” says Bartz. “If it’s good, it’s forever. 
So [if new generations are listening to my music], that’s a good sign.” After two
albums in the last two years, he’s back on a roll. “Now the record industry
has collapsed and ate its own, I can record every day if I want to. I could do
a record every week, I have so many ideas!” SAMRICHARDS

From �e Jazz Messengers to Maisha,
a lifelong sax explorer tells his story

Gary Bartz

 With  Michael 
Henderson and
Miles Davis in 
Copenhagen, 
Denmark, 1971
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called me the next week and asked 
me if I would be interested in joining 
the band. I thought it was one of my 
friends, because we used to call 
each other and imitate Miles’s voice. 
So I’m saying, “Who is this? Is this 
Jack? Stop foolin’!” He was gettin’ 
a little irritated, which is when I 
realised it really was Miles! Bitches 
Brew had just come out, so I knew he 
was playing that electronic music. I 
was a little bit disappointed because 
I knew all the music from when John 
Coltrane and Cannonball Adderley 
were in the band – that’s the music 
I wanted to play. But I gave myself 
a couple of weeks, because I’m not 
gonna turn Miles Davis down. 

I just kept playing what I was 
playing, because that’s what Miles 
did – he didn’t change. The rhythm 
section changed, the instruments 
changed, but as far as what we were 
doing, we composed our solos as we 
always did, we just had different 
rhythms to compose them over. 

Miles was the greatest bandleader 
I ever worked for – he and Max 
Roach. If you were in his band 
you were in his family, you could 
do no wrong.

The beginning of the week [at the 
Cellar Door] was the regular band, 
and at the weekend Miles surprised 
us and John McLaughlin came. So 
that was special. I guess it was his 
way of shaking things up, because 
all of a sudden having a guitar in the

band changed the dynamics 
of everything. But it wasn’t 
difficult, it was exciting. I 
guess that’s what Miles was 
looking for, another sound. 

GARY BARTZ 
NTU TROOP
HARLEM BUSH 
MUSIC – UHURU 
MILESTONE, 1971

Powerful and moving 
second instalment of Bartz’s
Harlem Bush Music duology, 
dedicated to John Coltrane 
and Malcolm X
Miles was making changes and 
I was thinking about doing other 
things, so it was a friendly parting. 
The first NTU Troop album was 
[1970 live album] Home!, before I 
added vocals. But I’m thinking that 
we need words, because I want the 
messages to be a little clearer. I 
thought about Leon Thomas, but 
he had just done “The Creator Has 

A Master Plan” with Pharoah, 
so that would’ve been too close. 

As it turned out, Andy [Bey] was 
perfect for the band because he 
could treat his voice like another 
horn, which we did on a lot of songs.
I wanted a band that could go 
anywhere, that could go out in the 
woods and play – that’s why we 
called it “Bush Music”. 

NTU Troop was a band that was 
speaking to my community. I was 
addressing social problems we had 
in this country; I was protesting the
Vietnam war and wars in general. 
The music is already demeaned – 
they call it some frivolous word like
“jazz”, they say we’re improvising
instead of composing, they value
European classical music over this
music which is the greatest music
ever thought of. So it’s always been
a battle, it’s still a battle. The record
people, they don’t know anything

about music but they wanna 
tell you what to play: “Why 
don’t you do this Elvis Presley 
tune?” To this day, we don’t 
own anything – we don’t own 
radio stations, we don’t own 
magazines. We generate all 
this money for somebody. 
I mean, that’s ridiculous in 
this day and age. But the 
music is all-powerful. 

GARY BARTZ
MUSIC IS MY 

SANCTUARY
CAPITOL, 1977

Slick, celebratory set recorded in LA 
with jazz-funk kingpins the Mizell 
brothers.Thetitletrackwouldgoon
tobecomeararegroovestaple

I moved to 
Los Angeles in 
1974 because 
I wanted to do 
movie scores, 
but it’s really 
hard to break 

into that field. I met the Mizell 
brothers doing the Donald Byrd 
record, Stepping Into Tomorrow. He 
was having problems with his lip,
with his embouchure, so I would go
in and lay down solos over the
whole tracks and they would dip me
in and out. I asked them to produce
[1975’s] The Shadow Do album, and
when I got the deal with Capitol
Records it was partly because

“I wanted a band 
that could go 
anywhere”: Bartz at 
the Montreux Jazz 
Festival, July 1973
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they knew the Mizells were gonna
produce me, because they were
hot producers.

They were very talented: Fonce
Mizell was part of The Corporation
that produced The Jackson 5. We
were using the Neve board and
recording at a fast rate, which takes
up more tape but gives you a better
sound – they were doing a lot of
cutting-edge things like that. I
prepared all the music on my TEAC
4-track. On “Music Is My Sanctuary”
you can hear my original rhythm
track because we could never get
that feeling in the studio that I got
in my house.

GARY BARTZ
THE BLUES
CHRONICLES:
TALES OF LIFE
ATLANTIC,1996

Blues-basedconceptalbum,
linkedbyaseriesof“Hustler’s
Hollers”castingmusiciansas
street-cornergrifters

I like concept 
records – 
novels, rather 
than short 
stories. That 
particular 
album was my

farewell to the organised-crime
syndicate called the music industry!
I had signed to Atlantic Records for
a two-record deal. The Red And
Orange Poems [1994] had done well,
but by the time I was ready to do my
next album there had been a regime
change; the people who signed me
to the label were no longer there and
the new people were trying to drop
me. I wanted to do a record that’s so
good that if they don’t back it, it’s

gonna be embarrassing to them.
And The Blues Chronicles did good
everywhere – it was the No 1 record
in Germany, I think, for two months.

This music that I play is based on
the blues. Listen to Charlie Parker,
Miles, ’Trane, Duke Ellington,
Count Basie, Lester Young, Louis
Armstrong, it’s all about the blues.
Every culture has their version of
the blues – that’s why we did a Bob
Marley song, we did a Broadway
song [“Miss Otis Regrets”]; they were
all blues songs to me.

GARY BARTZ & MAISHA
NIGHT DREAMER
DIRECT-TO-DISC
SESSIONS
NIGHTDREAMER,2020

Ahook-upwithLondonspiritual jazz
revivalistsMaishaattheWeOut
Herefestivalleadstoanelectriclive
studiorecordinginTheNetherlands

Gilles Peterson 
suggested that 
we might 
like to work 
together, so he 
introduced me 
to Maisha. I 

liked what they were doing, because 
they were a band, and the industry 
has kinda put a dampener on bands

because they can’t control ’em! It
was their suggestion [to play Bartz
compositions “Uhuru Sasa” and “Dr
Follow’s Dance”]. The fact that it’s
different musicians means it’s
always gonna be different. They’re
younger and they’ll bring a younger
feel and spirit to the music. When
you play a song every night for
years, it has to grow anyway, or
you stop playing it. So it’s always
a work in progress.

The Night Dreamer studio is
amazing. I had never done a
recording like that, direct to disc.
Every mistake is gonna be on
there! Which is how it should be
anyway, because nobody’s perfect
– you just have to know how to
clean up your mistakes so that
no-one knows it was a mistake.
That’s part of the artform. We
played about eight shows together,
and before the pandemic hit we
were getting ready to go to China,
of all places! I look forward to us
doing more, because I have some
really good ideas for places we
could go musically.

GARY BARTZ, ALI
SHAHEED MUHAMMAD
& ADRIAN YOUNGE
JAZZ IS DEAD 006
JAZZISDEAD,2021

FollowingalbumswithRoyAyers
andAzymuth,theformerhip-hop
producerswelcomeBartzintotheir
pan-generationaljazz-funkfamily

In 2019, Ali and
Adrian called
me to see if I
would be
interested in
doing a concert
in Los Angeles.

[After the show] they said, “You 
should come by and check our 
studio out.” They have an all-
analogue studio, it’s just like the 
studio we recorded Music Is My 
Sanctuary in. So I loved the studio, 
and they said, “Well, we’ve got some 
tracks you might like to play on.” I 
liked what they did and we ended up 
recording. It kinda reminded me of 
doing the Donald Byrd records as 
the tracks were already there and 
I just had to compose my solos.  
And I say compose, because 
improvisation is not what we do! 
We’re not making things up. A 
monkey can take a saxophone and 
throw it against a wall – that’s an 
improvisation! But a monkey can’t 
play the saxophone. Every time I 
take a solo I have a plan, but the plan 
changes from night to night.  

I knew Ali had sampled me [on  
A Tribe Called Quest’s “Butter”].  
My first thought when I heard it  
was, “Maybe I’ll make some 
money!” But I enjoyed it. What 
they’re doing is an extension of  
what we’re doing, it comes from the 
same community. These are our 
kids, the next generation.

As much as the media and the 
corporations want to divide 
everything up and make it seem like 
hip-hop is totally new, it’s the same 
thing, it’s the same music.

I think they’re going in a good
direction [with Jazz Is Dead]. The
greatest bands always had young 
and old musicians. When you have 
the young bringing that fresh
energy and the older musicians who 
have all the knowledge, that can
make a great new sound.

 Blues chronicler:  
on stage  in 1996

“They’ll bring a 
younger spirit”:  
with Maisha, 2020

Jazz Is Dead 006 is out now SI
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H S ’T Q I T T …”
GEORGE HARRISON was a “cocky little boy” of 17 when 
he met Klaus Voormann during �e Beatles’ formative 
residencies in Hamburg. �ey remained close confidants 
and Voormann enjoyed a ringside seat – as friend, flatmate 
and collaborator – during the Fabs’ imperial phase and, 
later, Harrison’s own blossoming solo career. Graeme 
�omson listens as Voormann recalls tales involving fish 
finger diets, late-night phone calls from “Herr Schnitzel” 
and the making of George’s very own masterpiece...
Photo by MAX SCHELER
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George Harrison 
on the set of  
A Hard Day’s Night, 
March 1964
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The Beatles arrive in Hamburg on August 17, 
1960. After six weeks at the Indra Club, on 
October 4, 1960 they play their first show at the 
Kaiserkeller, where they strike up a friendship 
with 22-year old graphic artist Klaus Voormann, 
art student Astrid Kirchherr and Jürgen Vollmer, 
a photographer at the Institute For Fashion

T
HE thing to remember about George 
Harrison is that he was a Gemini.
The twin sign. Yin and yang. On
Revolver you have “Love You To” and 
“Taxman”. Two sides. He could be
really living this spiritual life – into 

meditation and getting up at 5am to see the sun come
up – and doing it very extensively. Then suddenly he 
would go crazy! He could swap from the one extreme to 
the other, and he could find ways to make himself 
believe that it was the good thing to do. He would
talk himself into it. This is why he was always 
searching for something – because he knew himself 
well enough to know that he needed something
to hold onto.

The first time I saw George he was only 17 years of 
age. He was very different to how he was later. He
was a cocky little boy! This band he was with was 
completely unknown. It was the autumn of 1960. In 
this club in Hamburg, the Kaiserkeller, they played for 
people to dance. George was singing all those funny 
songs, which he did later on a little bit, when he sat 
around and played ukulele. He was into songs like 
“I’m Henry The Eighth, I Am”, singing it all cockney. 
He would sing all those Eddie Cochran numbers too, 
like “Twenty Flight Rock”.

It took some time to get to know them. We had gone to 
concerts and jazz clubs, but this scene was completely new
to us. We went many times. They had started looking over 
to us – “There they are again, those Existentialists!” – and 
we were looking at the stage all the time, seeing all the 
details. “Look at George, he’s got big ears, hasn’t he! And 
he has funny teeth – he has those Dracula teeth!”

They were talking on stage in English and our English 
was not so hot. Eventually [Astrid and Jürgen] said to me, 
“Klaus, you speak English. Why don’t you make contact so K
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“So busy and eager”: 
The Beatles at the 
Star-Club in Hamburg, 
circa May 1962 

The Beatles 
with Pete Best  
on stage at the 
Cavern Club, 
February 1961

we can meet them?” John was standing by the stage, 
and I went over and took the record cover I had 
designed with me, which was “Walk… Don’t Run” – by 
The Typhoons, not The Ventures. I showed it to John, 
and he said, “Go to Stuart, he’s the artistic one.” 
Because John was the rock’n’roller, he didn’t want 
anything to do with art. So I went over to Stuart 
[Sutcliffe] and we got on like the world on fire. It was 
amazing, we talked about everything. It was only 
natural then that in the breaks between shows we 
went out with Stuart and the others came along, and 

we’d watch them eat their cornflakes.
We became friends. All of them were very much into music. 
ock and roll was the most important thing. The list of songs 

hey were able to play was the largest of all the bands in 
amburg. They were so busy and eager, listening to the 
cords again and again until they got it down. At this stage, 
l you could see is that they played those songs really well. 

hey were a great rock and roll band, with three great voices. 
didn’t know anything about them writing songs, that came 
uch, much later.

George was so happy to play the guitar. He was very 
exuberant, a really great guy. He didn’t show any signs 
of searching, that happened later. I don’t think that was 
part of his life at that time. I didn’t get any sense that the 
others patronised him. I think they were very equal to each 
other. Pete Best often didn’t come along, he’d go off with 
some girl or something, but John, Paul and George really 
stuck together.

You couldn’t go to a worse place than the one they were 
living in. The Reeperbahn was the sin mile of Germany, it 
was just terrifying. Where they were living was terrible. 
I would call it a broom cupboard. It had a bare light bulb 
hanging down from the ceiling. No wardrobe, they were 
living out of a suitcase. Sweaty walls. No window! Just a 
door. Those really simple beds used in the war. Really 
terrible. We knew they were taking pills. I did too! We all 
did. It was so they could stay up longer and still be happy 
when they had to play at three in the morning.

We gave them suggestions of what to do. Sometimes we 
took trips to the Baltic Sea, or we went to the cinema or 
maybe even to an exhibition. They didn’t have anybody
in those Hamburg days. They were little boys away from 
home. What are they going to do? We just invited them 
along. They came to get something good to eat at Astrid’s 
house. They all went in the bath tub and got washed, as they 

“WHERE 
THEY WERE 
LIVING WAS 

TERRIBLE”
KLAUS VOORMANN

GEORGE HARRISON
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Voormann with 
Astrid Kirchherr 
and Stuart 
Sutcliffe at a party 
in Hamburg, 1961



Three classic Voormann 
performanceswith the 

soloBeatles

JOHN 
LENNON
“I FOUND 
OUT” (JOHN 
LENNON/PLASTIC
ONO BAND, 
APPLE, 1970) 
A raw little 

rocker featuring Lennon at this most 
caustic, this hard-won epiphany casts
off false prophets, drugs, fame and his
parents. The Plastic Ono Band trio are
attheirmostbrutallyeffective,with
Voormann’sbassdrivingitall.

GEORGE
HARRISON
“BEHERE
NOW”
(LIVINGINTHE
MATERIALWORLD,
APPLE,1973)
Voormann

switchestouprightbassto
complementoneofHarrison’s
mostbeguiling,soul-searching
andvulnerabletracks.Hispartwas
recordedinanacousticallysuperior
bathroomatFriarPark.“ThenMal
Evanscamein,satonthetoiletand
flushedinthemiddleofthesong!”

RINGO 
STARR
“I’M THE 
GREATEST” 
(RINGO, APPLE, 
1973)
Written by 
Lennon and 

sung by Starr in the guise of Billy 
Shears, this gaudy vaudevillian rocker
is dominated by Voormann’s swinging
bass figure. The sole recording 
featuring all four members of mythical
post-Beatles group The Ladders: 
Lennon,Harrison, Starr and Voormann.

couldn’t even clean themselves properly in the digs 
they were living in. You wonder today, ‘How could the 
parents let those guys go out there?’ But they handled it 
well, they learned a lot – in lots of respects! – and they 
certainly learned how to play rock and roll music.

Because George was 17, eventually the authorities 
said that he had to go back home [Harrison was 
deported for being underage on November 21, 1960]. It 
was terrible. Stuart and Astrid brought him to the train 
station in Hamburg. I did a little drawing of him leaving 
and I wrote next to it ‘Packed like a mule’. He had a 
really nice amplifier he bought in Germany and his 
guitar. Astrid gave him a big bag of food for the journey. 
He had to go by train, then by ship,and train again – 
he was scared that he would fall asleep and someone 
would steal all his stuff. It wasn’t easy for him, taking 
this journey all by himself at 17 years of age.

Later, Paul and Pete Best were deported. They were 
put in a cell in the Davidwache police station on the 
Reeperbahn and sent back. Of course, they all came 
back to Hamburg again and we kept in touch.

A couple of years later, in late 1963, I wanted to come 
to England. I talked to George on the phone, and he 
said, “Why don’t you come 
and stay with us?” So I 
came and stayed at 57 
Green Street in Mayfair. 
When I arrived, Bill 
Corbett, the chauffeur, 
said, “The boys want you 
to come down to the 
studio.” Bill drove me 
down and there were kids 
in front of the gates. I 
thought, ‘Oh God, they’re 
so famous now, what am I 
going to do?’ I didn’t know 
how they would react. 

I just walked into the 
studio and immediately 
George ran towards me and 
embraced me. The nice 

thing was, they were so excited about this success. 
It was lovely to be a part of that.

All four of them had lived in the Green Street 
apartment then John went to Emperor’s Gate with 
Cynthia, and Paul went to stay with Jane Asher. So it 
was only George and Ringo left when I moved in. 
They had nothing there! The apartment was barely 
furnished. It was very cold – a cold atmosphere. Bill 
bought two chandeliers to put in there, so at least it 
looked a little more decorated. Again, like in 
Hamburg, they didn’t have anybody there. No aunt, 
no mother, no friend. Just Brian Epstein. For food, all 
they could do was either fish fingers or cornflakes – 
and a cup of tea. That was it.

They were filming A Hard Day’s Night during this 
time. They had to get up early, that was the main 
problem! They didn’t spend much time there, but 
they had a tape recorder and a record player and 
great records. I played my classical guitar and 
they complimented me. I had a great time in that 
apartment. I could go downstairs and do whatever 
I wanted, but when the boys went down there was 
screaming all night. It must have been terrible for the 

other people who lived in 
that street. It was an awful 
noise. Wherever they went, 
the fans always found out 
where they were. They had 
to drive fast!

While I was there, it 
was George’s 21st birthday, 
and the heap [of mail] was 
as tall as I am. The fans 
had sent him cards and 
keys made out of marzipan 
and cake. He took the 
letters and read quite a lot 
of them. He was always 
nice to the fans, he knew 
them by name. He would 
say, “Ah, how’s your 
mother doing...?”
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Tux men: Beatles 
and Brian Epstein 
at the premiere of 
A Hard Day’s Night, 
July 6, 1964

George’s first 
gaff: Kinfauns, 
Esher, Surrey, 
August 1969

“He was 
always nice 
to the fans”: 
George on his 
21st birthday

Ladders man: 
Voormann in 
the studio in 
LA, 1973



Voormann designs the classic cover for Revolver
and remains a close observer as the band quit 
touring and begin to pull apart. Meanwhile, 
Harrison starts exploring more esoteric 
personal interests

I VISITED George and Pattie in their house in Esher. 
They started to realise that they were rich and had 
money – so why live in an apartment in London? I 

remember one time, The Fool were there, painting his 
fireplace and George was painting the house and 
smoking lots of joints. George never got really into the 
heavy drugs. LSD was heavy enough. He actually 
realised pretty soon that this was all silly and he 
didn’t continue doing it. He went to Haight-Ashbury 
and it was terrible. He realised what bullshit it all was.

In 1966, John called me and said, “Do you have an 
idea for the cover?” I was invited to come to the 
studio and listen to the tracks on Revolver – they 
played me whatever they had done up to that point.

For the cover, the spread of fans they had was the 
most important thing. There might be an older 
mother in the venue, then some young kid. There 
were the ones who loved “She Loves You” and the 
ones who’d get on with “Tomorrow Never Knows” 
and all those turned-around tapes, with the crazy 
sounds and bird noises. You had to combine all those 
people onto one image. I knew the fans definitely 
wanted to see lots of pictures, so that was the main 
thing, seeing the boys in the band. In those days, it 
was sensational if people had long hair; it was a 
political statement. So the hair was an important part. 
I tried to combine all those things into one image.

On the cover, George is staring right at us. I had
set up the faces the way I wanted them, and I had a
hard time to get the likeness of George. He was a 
beautiful boy, but very, very difficult to draw. It’s 
interesting, isn’t it? I never knew why. He had 
beauty and charisma, everything you want to 
see in a person, but it was difficult to get it right. 
The look of the eyes was important to me. I tried 
several times and eventually I just took this 
newspaper and cut out the eyes and the mouth 
and stuck it on there. I thought, ‘That looks good’,
so I kept it like that.PI
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People would say he was The Quiet One, which was so 
illy. He wasn’t quiet at all, he could be very direct. He 
ould be very biting, very sarcastic. He could really tell 
eople off, too, if he wanted. Lots of things could wind 
im up. If someone in the garden planted the tree in the 

wrong place, he could be very hard. Or if someone came 
up with a $100 bill and said, “Sign it for me”, he’d say, 
“Piss off, you arsehole!” He didn’t like the media and 
doing interviews, that’s why they called him the quiet 
one. When he started having something to say, it was 
about religion.

I watched George’s development. I wouldn’t ask him 
directly, but I thought, ‘Interesting, interesting!’ At the 
start he wasn’t so much into the meditation, at first it 
was just the music. Later, it was more apparent. He’d 
get together with Indian people and I knew he was 
close to Ravi Shankar. When I was living in Raynes 
Park, near Wimbledon, George came to visit. He 

played on my harmonium and wrote “Within You 
Without You” there in my apartment. I recorded it on 
my tape recorder and he took the tape home with him 
so he had the song down.

Already with The Beatles it had started to go in 
different directions. It wasn’t the same as when they 
were living in Green Street. It was a band then and 

ey were doing things together. Now, everyone 
was doing their own thing. They didn’t play live, 

ey didn’t go on tour, so they just met in the 
ecording studio as The Beatles. The connection 
f the band went downhill.

 
Voormann has a ringside seat during the end of The Beatles 
and the blossoming of their solo careers. Living at Friar Park, 
he works on Harrison’s 1970 opus and cements a friendship 
that will continue until Harrison’s death in 2001

I WAS in the Manfred Mann band. We disbanded at almost 
exactly the same time as The Beatles disbanded. So I started 
playing for John and Ringo and George. Between those three 

there was no problem. There were a lot of times when George might 
say, “Paul is really pissing me off!” It was really heavy, what was 
going on. It felt like someone knifing someone else in the back, they 
really had hard feelings towards one another – some very dirty 
washing being done. It was legal shit that had to be taken care of, 
nothing to do with the actual personalities. They were four people 
who had gone separate ways, they didn’t like the same things. There 
wasn’t the same unity as there was before, but they were still really 
professional about working.

GEORGE HARRISON

“IHADAHARD
TIME TO GET 

THE LIKENESS 
OF GEORGE”

KLAUS VOORMANN

“It had started to 
go in different 
directions”: The 
Beatles in Munich, 
June 24, 1966

Beads here 
now: with sitar 
viruoso Ravi 
Shankar, 1967

Recording “Within 
You Without You” 
for Sgt Pepper



AKlaus-eyeviewofThe
ConcertForBangladesh

AUGUST1marksthe50th
anniversaryoftheConcert
ForBangladesh.Voormann

helpedHarrisonsetuptheconcert,
andplayedbassinthehouseband.
“IwitnessedRaviShankartelling
Georgeaboutthisproblemin
Bangladesh,”herecalls. “Ravisaid
hewasgoingtodoaconcertand
Georgesaid, ‘Well, I’llhelpyou!’

“HewenttoLAtogetmusicians
together,andIfollowedhimand
westayedtogether.Everyonewas
sohappy. Ididanillustrationofthe
rehearsalswithBillyPreston,Ringo,
Georgeandmyselfandthebrass
section. It’sverynice.Oliviasaw
itandsaid, ‘Oh, I’d liketohaveit!’ It
wasreallyaball.Weallhadsomuch
fun.Nobodygotpaid,nobodyhad
arecordoutthattheywantedto
promote,theyjustwantedtohelp.

“WithDylan, itwasdifficultfor
George.Hewasreallygoodfriends
withBob,butheknewhewasalittle
strangeandheknewhewasscared
tobeupthereagain.Evenafterthe
rehearsals,Georgedidn’tknowifhe
wasgoingtodoitornot–thankfully
heturnedupand
hewasterrific
(below).George
wasgreat.He
hadneverdone
thisbefore.
Someone
whowasn’ta
frontmanand
didn’twanttobe
one,hetakesthis
burdenonhis
shouldersand
doesitbecause
hewantstohelp
afriend.Hedid
afantasticjob ”

people. Ringo was there sometimes. Eric [Clapton]
came in. I was so happy to be part of it.

I met Phil Spector several times, and there wasn’t one
moment where he had a gun, or he was being bad to
anybody. He was always pleasant, very delicate. He
made good suggestions; he was a great producer who
got fantastic sounds. There was no sign of him being a
person who could go crazy. Of course he was drunk
sometimes, but that’s about all. He was very funny. He
got on well with George – and John. He was so nice to
Yoko. I never saw him pissed off.

I was very involved with George during that time. He
always brought me little presents. At Christmas I got a
little Champ amplifier. The next year he gave me a
Precision Fretless bass. From India he brought me a rug
with lots of animals on it, which I have my feet on right
now. He was such a great friend, but there was the
phase where he went the other way.

I remember I was in New York and George asked me to
come down – he was cutting the film for the Bangladesh
concert. I came to the building and Dylan was sitting
there, George was sitting there and the editor and we
sat around talking a little. Later on, the engineer told
me that George had said, “Oh, Klaus is going to come
down, hide the cocaine!” That was him having a bad
conscience, because he knew I was so happy when he
was in a good state of mind. I heard that and felt
terrible. Because I’m not his father! I’m just his friend
and he is hiding stuff.

All in all, however, it was a really good friendship. All
the time until he died, George always contacted me,

wrote a letter or called me. When he
phoned he talked in pretend German
nd [called himself] Herr Schnitzel,
retending to be some German guy.

Once he got really worried. There was a
ain accident in Germany, in Eschede
n June 1998], lots of people were killed.
e left a message saying, “Please call me
ack, please call me back.” I wasn’t
ere, I was away. He left five or six
essages on my answerphone. He was
ally worried. That was his nature.
m Keltner says that as soon as George
me near Los Angeles, he would say,
ey, I’m here, when can I see you?”

was the same with me. Whenever
was close, in Switzerland or Austria,

anywhere in the vicinity, he’d call and we’d go
hopping together.
It was really nice. My contact with George never

ended, he was always a friend, and through it
all I could still see that cocky 17-year-old. He was
always there.

When George started
All Things Must Pass he 
didn’t have Friar Park, 
he was still living in 
Esher. Then he showed 
us pictures of this crazy 
house he wanted to
buy, and he was very 
excited. I was there 
pretty much from the 
start – when water

was still leaking in! I helped design his house, made 
sketches and plans for him. George was excited. He 
had something to play with, with the big gardens with 
the caves under the grounds.

I lived for a long time at Friar Park, from 1970 to 1972. 
First I lived in a room in the big house, then I had a little 
cottage that George let me have rent free. We had a ball, 
it was beautiful. We went around the gardens and 
played guitar and wrote songs. We would sit at the 
piano and play together, I’d play the left hand and he 
would play finger style on the right. I spent most days 
with him, even at breakfast and dinner. Pattie was still 
around and Kumar, this great Indian guy, was cooking 
beautiful food.

George was very excited at the period. He had all those 
great songs in his drawer and he never got to record 
them for The Beatles. And they kept coming! I would see 
him writing in the garden with a guitar when the sun 
was shining, or in the studio, or at the breakfast table.

He was liberated. I guess they all were. I had recorded 
with John and I love that record [John Lennon/Plastic 
Ono Band], I love its directness and freshness. Those 
impulsive songs came out of a very direct feeling, 
writing the song and going direct to the studio, sitting 
there crying, laughing and hugging with Yoko. It’s a 
fantastic piece of work. Just to play with John and Ringo 
as a trio was amazing.

Then George came along and he suddenly had this 
peaceful atmosphere. There was lots of time. John
was very much involved with himself. George was 
completely different. He was really into having this 
bunch of people around him who he liked. They
were friends who could play really well and who 
understood what he was doing. He took lots of care in 
showing his songs to us, we all made our suggestions 
and pulled the whole thing together. We never had any 
music sheets, we only had the lyrics and then he 
played the song – but bit by bit we worked ourselves 
into those songs.

We all felt good, and we all were very eager to do 
the best for George’s songs. He asked if I knew any 
keyboard players and I suggested Gary Wright. 
Gary was very much into meditation, so those 
two got on really well. Carl Radle was a great bass 
player, Jim Gordon a great drummer, and at the 
time a really sweet, nice person. It was so fantastic
to be in the studio with George and all these nice BE
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Listening to the 
master tape of All 
Things… with Apple’s 
Pete Bennett and 
Phil Spector, NYC, 
October 31, 1970 The Concert For 

Bangladesh, 
August 1, 1971: 
(l–r) George, Klaus 
Voormann, Jesse Ed 
Davis, Eric Clapton



B
EFORE the
pandemic
scuppered all
touring plans,
Tame Impala’s
concerts had scaled 
up to become laser-

equipped spectacles of Floydian
proportions. Even so, it would
be hard to beat the gobsmacking
lightshow provided here by the sun
as it sinks into the Indian Ocean
behind Kevin Parker through the
windows of his Wave House studio.
Perched above a stunning strip
of coastline a few hours south of
Perth, this is where a then 23-year-
old Parker came to record Tame
Impala’s debut album Innerspeaker
in 2009. Tonight, he’s performing the
album from start to �nish to mark
its belated 10th anniversary and the
release of a four-LP deep dive that
details how he �rst forged his band’s 
trademark synthesis of crystalline
psych-rock and sinewy grooves.

Speaking to Uncut a few days later, 
Parker admits he’d been “watching

the forecast with keen eyes” leading 
up to the show, not sure whether he’d 
get the backdrop he was hoping for. 
“Weather moves quite quickly in that 
area. Even at midday, we didn’t know 
what we were going to get.” Having 
spent a lot of time at Wave House 

recently a�er purchasing the 50-acre 
property last year, Parker admits that 
he’s taken to rating the sunsets out of 
10. “I’d give that one a 7.5,” he says, 
evidently spoiled for choice. 

Clad in a T-shirt emblazoned with 
the word ‘Pleasures’, Parker couldn’t 

look any more comfortable as he 
stands before his picture window, 
his guitar pedals clustered around 
his bare feet. Together with his three 
band-members – Dominic Simper 
and Jay Watson, who both played on 
the original album, plus drummer 
Julien Barbagallo – he performs 
an hour-long set that succeeds 
as both an exacting replica and 
an exhilarating revitalisation of 
Innerspeaker’s blend of fuzz, chime, 
crunch, sprawl and velocity. A�er 
opening with a soaring “It Is Not 
Meant To Be”, the band lock quickly 
into a groove for punchy renditions 
of “Desire Be Desire Go”, “Solitude Is 
Bliss” and “The Bold Arrow Of Time”. 
The set reaches a woozy climax with 
“Jeremy’s Storm”, the album’s sole 
instrumental perfectly coinciding 
with the cloud-strewn sky’s �nal 
shi� from dusk to darkness. 

That these new Wave House 
versions have the same vividness 
and power as the originals – two 

TAME 
IMPALA
Wave House, 
Yallingup,  
Australia, April 21

 

Dusk brothers: 
Tame Impala  
at Wave  
Housestudio

Kevin 
Parker
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of which haven’t even been performed 
live since 2010 – is a testament to Parker’s 
dedication to re-learning the means and 
methods deployed by his younger self. “I 
was digging up old guitar pedals and gear 
I used at the time,” he says. “I was going 
through drawers trying to � nd notebooks 
where I’d written down settings on pedals. 
It was a bit like an archeological dig – I felt 
like Indiana Jones.”

This process required an emotional 
excavation, too. A� er all, the making of 
Tame Impala’s  debut album demanded 
a transformation of what had essentially 
been a solitary teenage endeavour into 
something sturdy enough to thrive in the 
wider world – and Wave House played 
a crucial part in that evolution. “I was at 
this turning point in my life where I had 
to start making music for a record label,” 
says Parker. “I felt like I had a weight on 
my shoulders, and making music in that 
house just helped me through it. Because 
it’s so inspiring, it helped me be satis� ed 
with the music I was making. It wasn’t just 
me in my bedroom at our shitty share-

house with a pair of headphones trying to 
make majestic psych rock.”

It’s no wonder that the chance to perform 
Innerspeaker again at Wave House has 
been such a head trip. “There’s a type of 
wood in the house that whenever you walk 
in, it’s like, ‘Oh, that’s the Wave House 
smell.’ So the combination of this space 
and coming to revisit all these songs and 
lyrics and parts of my personality, it’s 
really moving.” Parker laughs as he says 
that just hearing the guitar sounds of 
yesteryear ring out through Wave House 
again “is a more powerful � ashback than 
what should be allowed”.

The bandaged � nger that’s visible at 
times is further proof of the ardour with 
which Parker has re-engaged with not 
just the past but his somewhat dormant 
status as guitar hero. The demands of 
carrying o�  the � ery solos of “Lucidity” 
and “Jeremy’s Storm” lead to a fresh set 
of blisters. Does this hint at a shi�  in 
trajectory away from the more electronic 
textures explored in 2020’s The Slow Rush, 
back towards earthy psychedelic rock? 

“Idugup
oldguitar
pedalsand

gearIusedat 
the time”
KEVIN PARKER

Dominic 
Simper

Jay 
Watson

Julien 
Barbagallo
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SETLIST
1 It Is Not Meant 

To Be
2 Desire Be 

Desire Go
3 Alter Ego
4 Lucidity
5 Why Won’t 

You Make Up 
Your Mind?

6 Solitude Is Bliss
7 Jeremy’s Storm
8 Expectation
9 The Bold Arrow 

Of Time
10 Runway, Houses, 

City, Clouds
11 I Don’t Really 

Mind

Parker won’t be pinned down. “I mean, 
my love of guitar-driven music has never 
died,” he says. “I still love it and I still love 
making it. But as far as that being what I 
attach to Tame Impala in the present, it’s 
a di� erent thing. It is tempting, though.”

To be fair, one major takeaway from 
the Wave House show is how strongly it 
emphasises the throughline connecting 
every Tame Impala album. As performed 
here, the undulating forms and headlong 
rush of “Alter Ego” and “Runway Houses 
City Clouds” anticipate the rave-party 
meltdowns of Parker’s most recent 
material. “A lot of the music on The Slow 
Rush was the music I was trying to make 
on Innerspeaker,” he con� rms. “But I only 
knew how to play those instruments or 
how to take those kinds of approaches. 
There’s a mindset to my music that I 
think has carried across, something I’ve 
always been striving to achieve – even if 
I’ve never really gotten there!” At Wave 
House, Parker may have reconnected with 
his past, but his eyes are still �xed on the 
horizon. JASON ANDERSON



“WE’RE gonna
have some
fun onstage –
we’re gonna

get loose,” announces drummer
Moses Boyd at the start of this
performance, where strikingly artful
stage design and lighting go a long
way to bridging the gap between
small-screen livestream and actual
live show. It’s a promise he and his
band very much keep in what is an
energetic and imaginative yet subtle
and ruinously cool 70 minutes, with
each of the six players taking a turn
extemporising in the spotlight.
They include long-serving guitarist
Artie Zaitz and trombonist and

arranger Nathaniel Cross, whose
tuba-playing brother Theon also
has form with Boyd.

All are part of the
constellation of bright 
stars who’ve rejuvenated 
London’s jazz scene in 
recent years; for some,  
the weekly Steam Down 
event south of the river is  
a (currently suspended) 
hub. They’re musicians  
as individually distinctive 
and rooted in underground
culture as they are formally 
trained and collectively minded. 
Boyd is an honours graduate (in 
jazz drums) from Trinity Laban 

conservatoire but informed as much
by Wiley and Dizzee Rascal as Max 
Roach and Wayne Shorter. He’s also 
a composer, and co-producer of a 
song on Béyonce’s The Lion King: 
The Gi�. Last year Boyd released 
his debut solo album proper, the 
Mercury Prize-nominated Dark 
Matter, from which all but one  
of tonight’s tracks are drawn.

The show opens with the 
characteristically classy “Stranger 
Than Fiction”. Sat under a violet 

spotlight, a billow of smoke 
behind him, Boyd starts 
with a barely audible beat 
pattern on rolling/hissing 
cymbals that ushers in �rst 
some liquescent keys work 
from Renato Paris, then 
Quinn Oulton’s moody 
tenor saxophone, followed 
by guitar, trombone 
and alto sax (played by 
Donovan Guy Ha�ner). 
It’s a deceptively quiet 

beginning: Boyd soon upends 
the tune’s spy-�ick noirishness 
with a fabulously loose, hard-bop 
wave that Zaitz intuitively picks 
around. The tune builds to a �nal, 
cacophonous chorus of woodwind 
and brass, then swings straight into 
“YOYO”. This is a warmer-blooded, 
sax-dominated piece but Boyd takes
over at the end for a freewheeling 
display of bravura that’s heavy 
on the snares and favours hushed 
power over �ashiness, while 
building to an Afrobeats storm. 
Then it’s into the Shorter-inspired 
“Axiom”, where Cross’s trombone 
takes the lead and Boyd hangs just 

below it, enjoying the improv ride  
so much he breaks out into a grin. 

There’s a switch in style and 
emotional tone with “Only You”, 
which introduces an illbient 
electronic element along Burial 
lines and sets the mood for “2 Far 
Gone”, a deliciously dolorous piece 
where Paris’s keys chops dazzle, the 
swell and eddy of his lines gradually 
building to a kind of balletic 
excitement. A¢er “What Now?” – 
an eloquent conversation between 
Zaitz’s restrained guitar and Boyd’s 
drums, with an electronic drone 
intro – comes closer “BTB”; blasting 
o� with �erce, staccato saxes, it 
powers through to the �nish line in a 
Sons Of Kemet style, raising the roof 
without blowing the band’s cool. 

Tonight’s set is in no way a faithful 
replication of the tracks on Dark 
Matter, not only because that’s nigh 
on impossible live but because Boyd 
is far more interested in exploration 
and fresh challenges. In an 
interview following the performance 
he talks about jazz as a community, 
his desire to inject energy into the 
band’s existing songbook and how 
they are always “trying to tap into 
frequency”. On the evidence of this
transmission of the unrehearsable
unknown, mission accomplished.  
SHARON O’CONNELL 

Upcoming concerts in the Live 
From The Barbican series include 
Shirley Collins (May 23), This Is 
The Kit (May 30) and Nadine Shah 
(July 13); livestream and limited 
in-person tickets are available 
from barbican.org.uk

MOSES BOYD
Barbican, London, April 18

“Tapping into 
frequency” at the 
Barbican, 2021 
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Boyd is 
interested in 
exploration 
and fresh 
challenges

With live audiences poised to return 
soon, the UK jazz kingpin delivers 
a dynamic livestreamed set
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1 Stranger
Than Fiction

2 YOYO
3 Axiom
4 Only You
5 2 Far Gone
6 What Now?
7 BTB
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K
EEN to show that Buzzcocks 
had not lost touch with their 
roots a�er enjoying the 
most successful year of their 
musical career, Pete Shelley 

published the band’s August 1977-August 
1978 accounts in the band’s Secret Public 
fan club magazine, showing that, in the 
year of “Ever Fallen In Love”, the greatest 
pop-punk band of all time made a mere 
£3,108. “When everyone’s making the 
kind of money people think is being made,
we’ll probably not tell you,” he wrote.

A modest prophet, in�nitely richer 
artistically than he ever was �nancially, 
the oddly inscrutable Shelley died 
suddenly in 2018, aged just 63, having 
le� the account of his own life reasonably 
unclear. In Ever Fallen In Love: The Lost 
Buzzcocks Tapes, writer and sometime 
Buzzcocks merch lady Louie Shelley (no 
relation) strives to tell the singer’s story 
based on a series of interviews she did 
with him in 2012 and 2013, with a view to 
writing a song-by-song Buzzcocks guide. 
True to form, Shelley proved to be a funny,
open interviewee while simultaneously 
not giving that much away.

Born in Leigh, Lancashire, Pete Shelley 
met Buzzcocks co-founder Howard 
Devoto while studying electronics and 
computer science at the Bolton Institute 
Of Technology, their shared interest in 
the nascent punk movement leading 
them to put on two Sex Pistols shows in 
Manchester, launching their own band’s 
career at the second one. Devoto le� to 
form Magazine a�er the band’s gigantic 
independent EP single “Spiral Scratch”, 
leaving Shelley (and co-lead Steve Diggle) 
to become the ultimate bittersweet pop 
group. As Shelley says here: “I always 
like having happy music, even with 
wrist-slitting lyrics.” 

Shelley’s ambiguous sexuality – he had 
both male and female partners – inspired
him to re-invent the love song for a new 
age; his peerless string of 1978 A-sides 
were gender-free, stripped of cliché, and 
ended up being the foundation of all 
indie-pop therea�er. His secret formula? 
“It’s written in everyday language,” he 
explains of the mighty “What Do I Get?”. 
“It just happens to rhyme.”

However, while Buzzcocks were Top 
Of The Pops regulars, Shelley was an 
uncomfortable entertainer, and the 
band’s much-loved 1978 LPs Another 
Music In A Di�erent Kitchen and Love 
Bites were (these interviews suggest) 
rush jobs concocted from old material. 
In artistic terms, they peaked with 1979’s 
bleak A Di�erent Kind Of Tension, by 
which time Shelley concedes the band 
were barely speaking and “there were 
a lot of mind-altering substances being 
taken”. Even with interesting asides and 
footnotes from former bandmates Steve 
Garvey and John Maher, Ever Fallen In 
Love feels a little insubstantial, but given 

his natural reticence, this is probably as
close as anyone was going to get to really
understanding Pete Shelley. Credit
where it’s due.

BUZZCOCKS were one of the many bands
that Police manager and indie Svengali
Miles Copeland took a chance on when
“no US record company was interested”,
his IRS label shi�ing 25,000 copies of the
Singles Going Steady greatest hits LP at a
time when American major labels’ idea of
edgy ‘new wave’ was Tom Petty And The
Heartbreakers. In Two Steps Forward,
One Step Back, Copeland explains how
he invented Wishbone Ash, discovered
Squeeze, and then took The GoGos and
The Bangles to the top of the US charts,
helped by the conservatism of the major
labels and a uniquely Thatcherite take
on punk rock. As he puts it, “The most
important message was that the music
business, and the punks speci�cally,
were all about ‘free enterprise’.”

Copeland’s own tastes were fairly
vanilla, but his entrepreneurial instincts
helped him to make Sting a superstar and

launch REM towards the big time (despite
considering them “boring”). Two Steps
Forward shows how bottom-line cynicism
and a nose for hits took him places. Those
take-home quotes: “People are shit,” and
“if you want loyalty, get a dog.”

THE family dog comes along for the
ride in Kristin Hersh’s daunting Seeing
Sideways, which tracks the sometime
Throwing Muse’s ongoing battle for pop
survival through her life with her four
sons. “Each boy gave maybe 10 years of
his life to the road,” she writes, having
home-schooled her children in the back
of the van as she stuck to her guns in the
slow lane of the pop industry.

Her fragile mental health and battles for
custody of her eldest son overshadowed
the earliest years of her career, while
Hersh’s disaªection with the music
business grew while she was pregnant
with her second child, half-naked photo
shoots an annoying irrelevance as she
struggled with childcare and morning
sickness. Elsewhere, she gets tear-
gassed a�er blundering into a football
riot in Belgium, and her family home is
destroyed while she is away on tour.

Seeing Sideways features adorable
children and cuddly animals, but at
its heart is a bleak depiction of what
Hersh put herself through to keep her
family, her art and her independence.
“Songs and babies are the same,” she
writes. “They grow themselves if I keep
them safe and don’t get in their way.” A
simple proposition on paper, but brutal,
precarious work in practice. JIM WIRTH

By 1979, the
Buzzcocks
were barely
speaking

Pete Shelley in 
1978: a man of 
contradictions
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EVER FALLEN IN 
LOVE: THE LOST 
BUZZCOCKS TAPES 
LOUIE SHELLEY 
CASSELL, £20
8/10

TWO STEPS 
FORWARD, ONE 
STEP BACK: MY 
LIFE IN THE MUSIC 
BUSINESS 
MILES COPELAND
JAWBONE, £14.95
7/10

SEEING SIDEWAYS: 
A MEMOIR OF 
MUSIC AND 
MOTHERHOOD 
KRISTIN HERSH
JAWBONE, £14.95
8/10
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REVIEWED THIS MONTH

IN THE EARTH  Some �lmmakers dealt 
with the challenge of lockdown by staying 
indoors and taking to Zoom as a creative 
panacea. Ben Wheatley, instead, took to  
the trees – and in the process seems to  
have rediscovered the pleasures of being  
Ben Wheatley. A�er his decorous but 
impersonal remake of Rebecca, In the Earth 
is a science-�ction-cum-occult-odyssey 
(if ‘odyssey’ is the word for something so 
determinedly small-scale) that recaptures 
some of the DIY creepiness of the UK cult 
director’s Kill List and English Civil War 
freakout A Field In England.

Joel Fry plays a scientist on a mission 
during a pandemic. He and a forest ranger 
(Ellora Torchia) head out in search of 
a researcher, Dr Olivia Wendle (Hayley 
Squires), who has gone missing – and 
conceivably gone full Colonel Kurtz – 
somewhere out amid the greenery. But 
�rst they must contend with Zach (Reece 
Shearsmith), an o�-the-grid loner with his 
own radical-eco agenda and an alarming 
sideline in �rst aid.

Exotic fungi and outré sound design bring 

matters to a point of psychic and �lmic 
meltdown that marks this as an experimental 
art-horror crossover – although genre purists 
might justi�ably feel that this kind of ending 
isn’t really doing due diligence. The path 
there is engaging, if you can take the abrupt 
shi�s in tone – from baleful Quatermassian 
build-up to farcical grand guignol to a 
strange register of techno�ed folk horror. Fry 
holds it together as a dorkishly vulnerable 
lead while Shearsmith contributes macabre 
comic zeal, although curiously, Squires 
chooses to play her posh bo�n as if in deep 
trance. In The Earth is altogether game, if 
not quite a triumphant return to Wheatley’s 
roots, but it’s nice seeing him rolling up his 
sleeves and getting his hands dirty again.

 
GUNDA  More grubbing in the dirt comes 

in Gunda, by revered Russian documentarist 
Victor Kossakovsky, following his 
spectacular eco-study, Aquarela. Gunda 
is small-scale, simple and wordless, and 
arguably o�ers more profound insight into 
the condition of being alive than any other 
recent �lm. And it’s about a pig.

F
IRST COW  By inclination a 
miniaturist, Kelly Reichardt 
isn’t necessarily what 
you’d think of as a great 
director in auteur upper 
case. But she’s one of the 
most individual and incisive 

voices in contemporary cinema, whose 
vision becomes richer and more complex 
�lm by �lm. A�er eco-politics drama Night 
Moves and character portmanteau Certain 
Women, Reichardt’s First Cow returns to the 
unmapped margins of the western, which 
she previously explored in 2010’s pioneer 
drama Meek’s Cuto�.

Set in backwoods Oregon in the 1820s, First 
Cow is a tragi-comedy about friendship and 
survival. It concerns two men who provide 
each other with shelter from a brutish world: 
quiet ‘Cookie’ (John Magaro), who’s having a 
miserable time providing victuals for a party 
of trappers, and King Lu (Orion Lee), a Chinese
immigrant getting by perilously on his wits.
Forming a close bond, they set up shop selling
‘oily cakes’ – fritters with a secret ingredient,
milk stolen from the one cow in the vicinity. 
The tactic proves risky when the English 
o�cial in charge of the local settlement 
(Toby Jones, pricelessly self-important) 
develops a taste for the sweetmeats.

Here the �lm takes on a brittle comedy-
of-manners tone, set against the raucous 
edge of frontier life. Known for depicting 
women’s experiences, Reichardt here looks 
at masculinity – but of a more vulnerable 
kind than you usually associate with the 
Old West. This focus echoes Old Joy – her 
breakthrough �lm, set in the Oregon 
wilderness – and First Cow recaptures that 
�lm’s attention to landscape, with a tactile 
evocation of leaf, branch, mulch and mud. 
The lead duo are superbly empathetic and 
o�en very funny in their fond, taciturn 
interplay. First Cow tells a quietly devastating 
story but, typically for Reichardt, it leaves you 
with unresolved questions and unresolved 
feelings to mull over – or should that  
be ruminate? – long a�er it ends.

Bovine larceny in 
1820s Oregon; Ben 
Wheatley’s return to 
folk-horror roots; it’s  
a pig’s life and more…

In The Earth:  
Reece 
Shearsmith 
plays a 
different 
kind of 
eco-warrior

FIRST
COW
Directed by
Kelly Reichardt
Starring
John Magaro,
Orion Lee
Opens May 28
Cert To be
confirmed
9/10

IN THE
EARTH
Directed by
Ben Wheatley
Starring
Joel Fry, Ellora
Torchia
Opens June 18
Cert To be
confirmed
7/10

GUNDA
Directed by
Victor
Kossakovsky
Opens June 4
Cert To be
confirmed
9/10

THE KILLING
OF TWO
LOVERS
Directed by
Robert
Machoian
Starring
Clayne
Crawford
Opens June 4
Cert To be
confirmed
7/10

AFTER  
LOVE
Directed by 
Aleem Khan
Starring 
Joanna 
Scanlan, 
Nathalie 
Richard 
Opens June 4
Cert 12A
7/10
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Strictly speaking, it also features some cows 
and a group of inquisitive chickens. But we 
couldn’t be further from anthropomorphic 
Disney cuteness. Gunda is, for the most part, 
a close observation of a sow and her litter, the 
camera getting deep into the sty as the piglets 
emerge one by one and venture into the world.  
It’s a �lm partly about discovery, about what 
it would be like to be born and instantly go 
snu¤ing your way around a new universe.

Kossakovsky, using discrete and ingenious 
techniques, takes us deep into a world most of 
us never consider – and one in which humans 
are never seen. Nevertheless, the e�ect that 
we unthinkingly have on animals and their 
experience of life is brought home in an 
extraordinary closing sequence that attains  
the emotional charge of high tragedy – and no 
doubt explains why animal rights campaigner 
Joaquin Phoenix came on board as executive 
producer. Kossakovsky makes no overt comment
in the �lm but, by the end, Gunda and her 
squealing progeny have taught us more than 
you’d imagine possible about the precarious 
condition of being alive – and, indirectly,  
about the human condition too.  

 
THE KILLING OF TWO LOVERS  In the ’80s, 

Granta magazine applied the phrase ‘dirty 
realism’ to a school of American �ction associated
with writers like Raymond Carver and Richard 
Ford. By the end of that decade, the label was best
exempli�ed by the boom in US indie cinema. If 
you wanted to give an example of ‘dirty realism’ 
in its rawest cinematic form, you might choose 
The Killing Of Two Lovers, a drama by Robert 
Machoian. This no-frills psychological drama 
is set in a tiny Utah community, where David 
(Clayne Crawford), an unemployed middle-aged 

musician, lives apart from his wife Nikki (Sepideh
Moa�) and their four children. The couple
evidently still love each other but she’s seeing
someone else and David is struggling to contain
his jealous fury beneath a laidback exterior.

The �lm’s title and ominous opening wrongfoot
us, for little happens for much of the �lm. We see
David trying to be an a�able pop with his three
young sons and deal with the resentment of
his teenage daughter (a very impressive Avery
Pizzuto) – even sing Nikki a creaky work-in-
progress love ballad. Then comes an out-of-
nowhere ending that knocks you sideways.

It’s a �lm that seems to downplay style but
director Machoian knows when to play his hand
– notably in tour de force shots where he keeps
the camera �xed in the cabin of David’s truck, as
the world careers by head-spinningly outside.
The acting is superb, Crawford exuding a
compressed intensity reminiscent of Michael
Shannon. This is American minimalism very
much in a Carver tradition, or in the ballpark
of a Springsteen narrative song. Or rather – it’s
that pared down – of just a single verse.

AFTERLOVE By contrast, while British cinema
can get gritty too, we also specialise in what you
might call ‘discreet realism’ – undemonstrative
psychological drama in which emotions are
muted than on raw-nerve display. A prime case
is A�er Love, the debut by writer-director Aleem
Khan. Joanna Scanlan plays Fatima, née Mary,
who converted to Islam when she married a man
who works as an o�cer on a cross-Channel ferry.
A�er his sudden death, she discovers that he had
a whole secret existence in Calais, and travels
there to confront the other woman in his life.

Starting out by evoking Fatima’s agonised
grief, A�er Love then turns brie¨y into a
downbeat comedy of misunderstanding. Her
rival Geneviève (French art-cinema mainstay
Nathalie Richard) assumes that Mary has come
to clean her house – so the Englishwoman
settles in with apron and mop, and eventually
makes a connection with Geneviève’s teenage
son (Tarid Ariss).

A�er Love may feel like a simple sliver of a
drama – a sketched anecdote, rather than a
full-blown feature – but its nuanced emotional
acuteness emerges from the interplay of Fatima’s
o�en near-silent reserve and Geneviève’s
garrulous nerviness, as well as the enclosed
staging (the drama takes place almost entirely
indoors). This is a �lm of delicate but incisive
dramatic insight that is also strong on themes of
community, identity and belief. Scanlan excels
in a performance that is at times dialled down to
the lowest volume, yet is quietly mischievous and
all the more a�ecting for its reserve. There are
no �reworks here but the volcanic turbulence
is there, deep down. JONATHANROMNEY

Sci-fi meets the 
occult in art-
horror crossover  
In The Earth  
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ALSO OUT...
RARE BEASTS
OPENS MAY 21
Billie Piper makes her directing
debut and stars in an anti-romcom
of full-tilt abrasiveness, alongside
Kerry Fox and David Thewlis.

STATE FUNERAL
OPENS MAY 21
Documentarist Sergei Loznitsa
trawls the archives for this eye-
opening account of how the USSR
mourned Stalin with a continent-
wide spectacle of officially
approved grief.

CRUELLA
OPENS MAY 28
Not that Disney’s greatest villain
exactly demanded a prequel
but if anyone can carry it off, it’s
Emma Stone, snarling grandly
in an evocation of the fur-loving
fiend’s early posh-punk days.

SURGE
OPENS MAY 28
Ben Whishaw gets to pull out all
the stops in this high-intensity
British drama about an airport
security official who goes on
a meltdown spree.

A QUIET PLACE PART II
OPENS JUNE 4
Long-delayed sequel to John
Krasinski’s high-concept sci-fi
shush-fest, with Cillian Murphy
joining Emily Blunt to outwit the
aliens with the best-tuned ears
in the universe.

IT MUST BE HEAVEN
OPENS JUNE 18
Actor-director Elia Suleiman
stars in the latest of his deadpan
comedies in which he plays a
Palestinian everyman grappling
with the complexities of Middle
East politics, this time taking his
Keatonesque stone face around
the world.

BenWhishaw
inSurge

Billie Piper in 
Rare Beasts
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RIGHT now you
can �nd a whole 
bookshelf of pop 
histories eager to 
contend that any 
year from 1966 to 
1984 was the one 
true year when 

rock, soul, punk or pop changed 
the world forever. On the face of 
it, David Hepworth’s 1971: Never 
A Dull Moment might be the most 
plausible of these: it’s hard to dispute 
the glory of 12 months that gave us 
Blue, What’s Going On, Hunky Dory, 
Tapestry, Electric Warrior, Tago 
Mago, Maggot Brain and There’s A 
Riot Goin’ On – to name but a few.

Apple’s new eight-part 
documentary builds on Hepworth’s 
premise but with a keener sense of 
how the music was embroiled in the 
roiling currents of history: Vietnam, 
civil rights, Black Power, feminism 
and LGBT+ liberation, the Cold War 
and technological change.

It’s a relentless cavalcade  
of astonishing material: from  
John Lennon giving a preview  

of “Imagine” in his Ascot mansion 
before getting an update from Tariq 
Ali on the geopolitics of Pakistan 
to a young girl literally biting a 
lock of hair from the head of Marc 
Bolan; from David Bowie debuting 
a shaky “Changes” as dawn rises 
over Glastonbury to Tina Turner, 
imperiously singing back to  
Ike on “I Smell Trouble”.

It feels churlish, then, to have 
reservations. Nevertheless, a lot 
of 1971 falls frustratingly between 
stools, unsure if it’s a compelling 
episode of the old BBC show The 
Rock’n’Roll Years or a particularly 
overwhelming Adam Curtis doc. 
By lacking a clear narrative line or 
critical point of view, and grouping 
madly disparate events into broadly 
thematic episodes, it lacks focus 
and risks tokenism.

If you’re mainly interested in 
the music, you might be bored or 
bewildered by the extended focus 
on the pioneering PBS documentary 
An American Family or the Oz court 
case. If you’re keen to know more 
about the Black Power movements, 

or how musicians were informed 
(or not) by feminism, you might 
feel short-changed by attempts to 
tie these issues up in a couple of 
45-minute episodes (in truth each 
of these might be subjects for richer, 
more focused series of their own).

As an Uncut reader, you may �nd 
much of it overfamiliar: original 
interviews are scarce and there’s 
an abundance of old stories: 
Joni in Laurel Canyon, Elton at 
the Troubador, Bowie meeting 
Warhol, the Stones at Nellcôte. 
With a few exceptions, the series 
skirts anything too proggy or 
non-anglophone – no Yes, Serge 
Gainsbourg or Fela Kuti, each of 
whom had remarkable 1971s.

But at its best, the series reminds 
you of the long histories of modern 
questions. “We were creating the 
21st century in 1971,” says Bowie – 
and at times the show comes close 
to suggesting that between them, 
Bowie, Lennon and Pete Townshend
pretty much invented modern pop, 
politics and the internet – not to 
mention Billie Eilish. But, most 
powerfully in Aretha Franklin’s 
magni�cent “Bridge Over Troubled 
Water” at the Apollo in the wake of 
the Attica Prison uprising, it reminds
us we haven’t come far enough.

1971: THE YEAR THAT MUSIC
CHANGED EVERYTHING
APPLE TV+

7/10

C/wise from 
top left: John & 
Yoko, TIna Turner, 
Angela Davis and 
Keith Richards

MY NAME IS LOPEZ
EBERSOLE HUGHES

7/10
HonoraryRatPackerremembered

Hardly an Uncut 
core artist – the 
only previous 
occasion Trini 
Lopez’s name has 
graced these pages 
was a brief obituary 
last year – but this 
award-winning doc 

about the Tex-Mex singer championed 
by Sinatra and who hit No 1 in 1963 
with “If I Had A Hammer” makes for 
compelling viewing. Archive footage, 
interviews with Lopez before his death 
from Covid-19 and tributes from Billy 
Gibbons, Dave Grohl and more are 
smartly spliced together to tell a lesser-
known story that deserves to be heard.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON
 RADIO ON
BFI 

8/10 
AveryEnglishroadmovie

Chris Petit’s 
lonely road 
movie follows DJ 
(David Beames) 
as he drives 
from London to 
Bristol in 1979 
a§er the death 
of his brother. 

It’s an inaction movie, with gorgeous 
monochrome photography from Wim 
Wenders’ cameraman Martin Schäfer. 
The windscreen is rain-spattered, the 
architecture austere. The soundtrack 
is futuristic (Bowie, Kra§werk) and 
contemporary (Ian Dury, Wreckless 
Eric). Even a turn by Sting can’t 
puncture the mood of dislocation.
Extras: 8/10. Interviews, digital  
remix by Wire’s Bruce Gilbert,  
shorts, including one directed  
by Viv Albertine.
ALASTAIR McKAY 
 WHAT DRIVES US
CODA COLLECTION

8/10
Rockstars’odetoroad-wornchariot

Dave Grohl 
narrates this lovely 
paean to the most 
basic – and usually 
much maligned – 
tool of the touring 
musician’s life: 
the van. While 
few of Grohl’s 

interviewees – which include Slash, 
St Vincent, The Edge, Lars Ulrich, 
Ringo Starr and Brian Johnson – 
are any longer obliged to crowd 
into a back�ring Transit to play 
unglamorous support gigs to three 
people in Scunthorpe, their origin 
stories are fascinating and o§en 
ruefully funny, and the insights into 
what possesses someone to hit the 
road o§en moving. A simple idea, 
brilliantly realised.
ANDREW MUELLER
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�1960�2021� 

F
INE Art student Anita Lane was �rst 
introduced to Nick Cave by guitarist 
Roland S Howard in 1977. A creative 
catalyst for a trans�xed Cave, then 
in The Boys Next Door, they quickly 

became an item, their relationship extending to 
lyrical collaborations. When the band morphed 
into The Birthday Party and moved from 
Melbourne to London three years later, Lane 
was a �xture too, co-writing “A Dead Song” for 
their debut, Prayers On Fire.

Lane’s dark, allusive lyrics chimed with The 
Birthday Party’s sensibilities. “Dead Joe” and 
“KissMeBlack”appearedon1982’s Junkyard,
whileherunionwithCavecontinuedintoThe
BadSeeds,ofwhichLanewasbrie�yamember.
Sheco-wrote1984’s“FromHerToEternity”,a
magni�centstudyof lustandobsession,and–
a�ersheandCavehadsplit–1986’sexquisitely
tortured“StrangerThanKindness”,withBlixa
Bargeld.Cave’sfavouriteBadSeedssong, itwas
recentlyadoptedasthetitleforhisbookand
exhibitionof life’swork.

Lane lent her ethereal 
vocals to various Bad 
Seeds-related projects 
in the late ’80s and 
’90s, among them the 
Ghosts… Of The Civil 
Dead soundtrack, Mick 
Harvey’s Intoxicated 
Man and Einstürzende 
Neubauten’s Tabula 
Rasa. She made her 
solo bow with 1988’s 
Harvey-produced 
“Dirty Sings” EP, on 
which she was also 
joined by Cave and 
Barry Adamson. A 
captivating full-length 
debut,DirtyPearl,
withmusicalbackings
mostlybyHarvey,
landedin1993.Lane’s
secondand�nal
releasewas2001’s
SexO’Clock.

“Everyonewantedtoworkwithherbut it was 
liketryingtotraplightninginabottle,”wrote 
Caveinaglowingandemotionaltribute.“Mick 

Harvey managed to corral her into the recording 
studio, but these precious o¤erings are a fraction 
of what she was. She was the smartest and most 
talented of all of us, by far.”

Not Fade Away
Fondly remembered this month…

BayCityRoller
�1955�2021�

LesMcKeown’s1973inductioninto
ScottishboybandBayCityRollers,
replacingsingerGordonClark,
broughtthebandrunawaysuccess.
Rollermaniapeakedoverthenext
twoyearsas“Bye,Bye,Baby”and
“GiveALittleLove”toppedthe
charts,withMcKeowneventually
goingsoloin1978.Helatertookpart
invariousreunions.

DigitalUnderground
co-founder
�1963�2021�

Oakland-basedDJandkeyboardist
GregoryJacobs,AKAShockG,
formedhip-hopout�tDigital
UndergroundwithChopmasterJ
andKennethWaters in1987.Heavily
in�uencedbyP-Funk,theyfound
awideraudiencewith1990’sclub
classic“TheHumptyDance”.
Theyreleasedsixalbumsbefore
disbandingin2008.

Legendaryproducer
�1930�2021�

Overaglitteringcareerthatbrought
multipleGrammysandscores
ofplatinum-sellingalbums,Al
Schmitthelpedshapethesound
ofpopularmusic.Heengineered
recordsforSamCookeandElvis
Presleyintheearly ’60s,before
producingforJe¤ersonAirplane,
NeilYoung,JacksonBrowne,Spirit
andmanymore.

Warhero
�1949�2021�

Alongwithhisfellowbandmates
inNightshi�,bassistMorris“BB”
DickersontransitionedintoWarin
1969.Heco-wrotedebutsingle“Spill
TheWine”and,post-EricBurdon,
signaturehits“TheCiscoKid”,“The
WorldIsAGhetto”and“LowRider”,
thelatterdrivenbyhis insistent
funkri¤.

Pococo-founder
�1946�2021�

HavingguestedonBu¤alo
Spring�eld’s“KindWoman”inearly
1968,pedalsteelguitaristRusty
Youngformedcountry-rockers

PocowithRichieFurayandJim
Messinalaterthatyear.Heemerged
asahighlycapablesongwriter,best
heardon1976’s“RoseOfCimarron”
and1979’s“CrazyLove”–theband’s
biggestUShit.

Utopiakeyboardwiz
�1948�2021�

RalphSchuckett joinedTodd
Rundgren’sUtopiain1973,a�er
appearingonAWizard,ATrue
Star.Heplayedontheprogout�t’s
self-titleddebutandAnotherLive,
plusfurthersoloRundgrenalbums.
Schuckettalsoplayedelectric
pianoforCaroleKing–including
onTapestry–andlatercomposed
forTVand�lm.

GruffEastCoastrapper
�1970�2021�

AsDMX,uncompromising rapper 
EarlSimmonsshot to prominence 
with1998’schart-topping debut 
It’sDarkAndHell Is Hot. His next 
fouralbums,powered by growling 
anthemslike“Party Up (Up In 
Here)”and“What’s My Name?”, 
repeatedthetrick. His biggest 

worldwide hit was 2003’s “X Gon’ 
Give It To Ya” from the soundtrack 
to Cradle 2 The Grave, in which he 
starredalongsideJetLi.

HiRecordsandGoldwax
co-founder
�1921�2021� 

Quinton Claunch started out as a 
session guitarist for Sun, prior to co-
founding Hi Records in 1957. He quit 
two years later, resurfacing in 1964 
to set up Goldwax with Rudolph V 
“Doc” Russell. His �nest hour with 
the label was co-producing James 
Carr’s“TheDarkEndOfThe Street”.

Jazzproducerandpresenter
�1940�2021� 

Grammy-winning jazz and blues 
a�cionado Bob Porter produced 
hundreds of albums during a 
decades-long career at Prestige, 
Savoy and Atlantic, overseeing 
works by Gene Ammons, Hank 
Crawford, Jimmy McGri¤, David 
“Fathead” Newman and more. 
Porter, who also wrote for DownBeat 
and Cash Box, began presenting 
WBGO’s Portraits In Blue in 1981.

Anita Lane: 
“precious 
offerings”
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�1947�2021� 

J
IM Steinman’s grandiose rock visions were 
the direct result of his early engagement 
with musical theatre at Amherst College 
in Massachusetts. As a student in the late 
’60s, he adapted works by Brecht and 

conceived his own ambitious production, The 
Dream Engine, an experience that fed into his later 
work with Meat Loaf and others. “If you don’t go 
over the top, you can’t see what’s on the other side,” 
Steinman remarked of his maximal approach.

Meat Loaf �rst covered a Steinman song, 
“More Than You Deserve”, in 1973. But it was the 
collaborative Bat Out Of Hell, released four years 
later, that made them both global stars, selling 

over 50 million copies. Steinman reprised his 
composer’s role for 1981 follow-up Dead Ringer, 
which he also co-produced. He reunited with 
Meat Loaf on 1993’s extravagant Bat Out Of Hell II: 
Back Into Hell, with Steinman telling the BBC that 
he was aiming for something “even more heroic 
and epic… more operatic and passionate”. In the 
interim he recorded a solo e¤ort, Bad For Good, and 
o¤ered a couple of high-�own power ballads to 
Air Supply (“Making Love Out Of Nothing At All”) 
and Bonnie Tyler (“Total Eclipse Of The Heart”), 
both of which were huge global hits. Steinman also 
co-produced Tyler’s 1983 album Faster Than The 
Speed Of Night and produced several songs for The 
Sisters Of Mercy, including 1987’s “This Corrosion”.
In 1996 he produced Céline Dion’s version of 
another dramatic ballad, “It’s All Coming Back To 
Me Now” and his career came full circle when he 
devised 2017’s Bat Out Of Hell: The Musical. 

Freejazzsaxophonist
�1933�2021�

Huey“Sonny”Simmonsbegan
assidemanforPrinceLasha,
ElvinJonesandEricDolphyinthe
early ’60s.Hedebutedasleader
on1966’sStayingOnTheWatch,
featuringhisthenwife, trumpeter
BarbaraDonald.A�eryears
ofhomelessness,Simmons
re-emergedinsomestylewith
1994’sAncientRitual.

“Delilah”co-writer
�1935�2021�

Songwriter Barry Mason was a
proli�c hitmaker during the ’60s
and ’70s, o�en writing with Les
Reed. “The Last Waltz” and “I
Pretend” were huge sellers for
Engelbert Humperdinck and Des
O’Connor respectively, while
Tom Jones memorably recorded
“Delilah”. Mason also collaborated
with Tony Macaulay for Edison
Lighthouse’s “Love Grows (Where
My Rosemary Goes)”.

Kingsmenguitarist
�1944�2021�

Mitchellwasthelastoriginalmember
toremainwithTheKingsmen,the
Portlandgarage-rockerswhocutthe
de�nitiveversionof“LouieLouie”
in1963.Thesinger-guitariststeered
thebandthroughnumerouslineup
changesandsixalbums,scoring
furtherhitswith“Money”and“The
JollyGreenGiant”.

BadBoyrapper
�1969�2021� 

New York rapper Robert Ross, AKA 

BlackRob,appearedontracksby
Pu¤DaddyandMasepriortohis
2000solodebut,LifeStory.Propelled
byleadsingle“Whoa!”, thealbum
madetheBillboardTop3andswi�ly
wentplatinum.Hislastreleasewas
2015’sGenuineArticle.

Cultfilmmaker
�1929�2021�

Although the work of Monte
Hellman remains largely
overlooked, 1971 road movie
Two-Lane Blacktop (starring James
Taylor, Dennis Wilson and Warren
Oates) is an existential classic,
while a young Jack Nicholson
excels in two ’60s westerns, The
Shooting and Ride In The Whirlwind.
His most recent �lm was 2010’s
Road To Nowhere.

FamilyStonesaxman
�1941�2021�

In1972,SlyStonehired�uteandsax
playerPatRizzowithouthearing
himplay, impressedbyhissure
demeanour.Rizzostayedwiththe
FamilyStoneforthreeyears,a�er
whichhetouredandrecordedwith
RyCooder.HejoinedWarin1979
andlateropenedPalmSprings’�rst
disco,PalJoey’s.

FourSeasonsbassist
�1932�2021� 

A debilitating hand injury prompted
classically trained bassist Joe Long 
to forsake orchestral music for 
rock’n’roll in his youth. He passed 
through various New Jersey bands 
before joining The Four Seasons 
in 1965. Long’s 10-year tenure 
included major successes “C’mon 
Marianne” and “Who Loves You”. 

He later formed LaBracio and
Jersey Bounce.

Latter-dayDylanguitarist
�1944�2021�

DennyFreemanwasa�xtureof
theAustinbluesscene,working
extensivelywithbrothersJimmie
andStevieRayVaughanduringthe
’70sand’80s.Herecordedseven
soloalbums,backedahostofblues
legendsand, in2005, joinedBob
Dylan’sband,featuringonthe
followingyear’sModernTimes.

CounterculturalDJ
�1933�2021�

NewYorkradioDJBobFass,akey
�gureinthe’60scounterculture,
hostedRadioUnnameableonWBAI
forover50years.Aªliatedwith
AbbieHo¤man’sYippies,Fass
helpedorganisethemarchto1968’s
DemocraticNationalConvention,
whilehisradioguests includedJoni
Mitchell,PhilOchs,TheFugsand
goodfriendBobDylan.

Countrysongwriter
�1949�2021�

NashvillesingerTommyOverstreet
wasthe�rst torecordCharlieBlack’s
songsintheearly ’70s.Hemade
theBillboardTop20withJennifer
Warnes’“IKnowAHeartacheWhen
ISeeOne”andwonaGrammyfor
AnneMurray’s“ALittleGoodNews”
in1983.

JudasPriestdrummer
�1947�2021� 

John Hinch played withThe
Bakerloo Blues Line priortohooking

upwithsingerRobHalfordin
Hiroshimain1972.Ayearlaterthe
duojoinedJudasPriest,solidifying
thelineupfortheband’s1974debut,
RockaRolla.Subsequentlyreplaced
byAlanMoore,Hinchthenwentinto
artistmanagement.

OnehalfofMark-Almond
�1943�2021�

A�eraccompanyingMarianne
Faithfull,singer-guitarist JonMark
metsaxplayerJohnnyAlmondin
JohnMayall’spost-Bluesbreakers
bandofthelate ’60s.Thepairsplit to
formMark-Almond,issuingastring
ofexplorative jazz-rockalbumsover
thenextdecade.Markwentonto
recordsoloambientworks.

Canadianstudiobod
�1948�2021�

In1976,alongsideyoungerbrother
DanielandBobDoidge,BobLanois
setupGrantAvenueStudioin
Hamilton,Ontario,whichwould
playhosttothelikesofU2,BrianEno,
CowboyJunkiesandJonHassell.
Lanoismadehissolodebutwith
2006’sinstrumentalSnakeRoad.

Eurovisionchamp
�1943�2021�

IrishsongwriterShayHealy
collaboratedwithBillyConnolly
andworkedinmusical theatre
beforeachievingfameascomposer
ofJohnnyLogan’s1980Eurovision-
winningentry“What’sAnother
Year”.HelaterhostedRTÉ2’s
popular late-nightsatiricalshow
Nighthawksandbranchedoutinto
TVdocumentaries,directing1996’s
PhilLynott tribute,TheRocker.
ROBHUGHES

Maximalist: 
Steinman in 
London, 1981
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DYLANREVISITED
REVISITED
SupertributearticleintheJuneissue
tomarkDylan’s80th.Someofthe
anecdotesbyfellowartistsand
acquaintanceswerebothrevelatory
andhilarious.Equally compelling
was the accompanying CD with
covers by some acts hitherto little
known to me. I had to seek out and
play the twin tribute CDs given out
with Uncut’s May 2002 and June
2011 issues. It bears testament to
the astonishing quantity and
quality of the man’s output that the
only track overlap was a version of
“The Times They Are A-Changin’”
by The Hollies.

As someone old and fortunate
enough to have followed Dylan’s
career path from the outset, I think
it fitting to part paraphrase
Bill Shankley’s quote about his
impeccable Liverpool football
team of yesteryear: “There are
good artists, there are great
artists, and there is Dylan.”
Dave Hardman, Stockport

…Thismonth’sBobDylanCDis
thebestmagazinecover-mounted
gift thatI’veeverreceived.The
qualityof thesongs,artistryand
productionisfantastic.
Adrian Musson, via email

…Ittakesalot tomakemeemail
you; infact thefirstandonlytime
wasbecauseyou’ddaredtocriticise
mybelovedRedHotChiliPeppers.
However, thetributetohis“Royal
Bobness”ontheDylanRevisitedCD
is justpureclass. Icannotstop
playingit. It’smadeevenbetter
becauseit isstartedbythe“man”
himself. I have to say, thank you on
behalf of Bob and me.
David Thursfield, via email

…AsamassiveBobfanIwaslooking
forwardtothismonth’sCD,witha
little trepidation.

Wow, I needn’t have worried! It
truly is a masterpiece, each artist
has given every track their own take
in a respectful, unique way. It’s
mesmerising – on repeat on my
player, I love it. Now where can I get
hold of a copy on vinyl?
Chris Davidson, via email
A lot of you have asked us about a
vinyl pressing for Dylan Revisited.
It’s a lovely idea – but it’s out of our
hands, I’m afraid. But if a vinyl
pressing does ever happen, you’ll
read it here first.

POINTSOFVU
I lovedyourVelvetUnderground
coverstory[Take288].Thefirst four
albumsarestoneclassics–even
DougYule’sSqueezehasitsmoments
–butIwassadyoudidn’t findspace
forthereunionliveshowsof1993.

I’ve met Cale a few times after solo
gigs and you never know which
John you’re going to get, personable
or prickly. But who cares, you’re in
the presence of John fucking Cale!
Lou, on the other hand, was a
sweety on the couple of occasions
I managed to catch him towards the
end of his life.

I saw Lou perform at the Royal
Festival Hall in 2012, coincidentally
the opening night of the London
Olympics. As the trains were
running into the early hours, I was
able to stay later and managed to
blag my way past security to the
interior car park – where Lou
emerged with Laurie Anderson and
Kim Cattrall to pick up their limo.
He was kind enough to sign my
Songs For Drella and Velvets CDs.

The second time was for the 
Genesis launch of the limited 
Transformer book. Mick Rock 
brought the rebel yell to that 
serene event, signing my copy of 
Transformer, “You cheeky fucker! 

Best, Mick Rock”.
Bruce Marsh, Newbury Park

LOVING THE AMBIENT
I know I’m late to the party on this 
one, having been away working 
when Uncut Take 288 was delivered, 
but I wanted to add my appreciative 
voice to the letters already published 
about the Ambient Americana CD. It’s 
wonderful. For the longest time I 
have thought there was a particular 
feeling evoked by music that used 
traditional arrangements and 
instruments to depict the sense of 
wide-openness and movement that 
comes with travelling through a vast 
landscape. You rightly mentioned
Ry Cooder’s Paris, Texas soundtrack 
in the supporting article – but 
touchstones for me would also have 
to be American Music Club’s 
California (particularly “Highway 5”) 
and Red House Painters’ stunning 
Songs For A Blue Guitar – check out 
“Song For A Blue Guitar”, on which 
the pedal steel reminds me of falling 
into a sunset, if such a thing was 

possible. I’ve had Cory Hanson’s 
Pale Horse Rider on almost constant 
rotation since your positive review a 
couple of months back and he mines 
that same rich seam of gorgeous 
melancholia and vastness.

It’s all fantastic, please keep up 
the good work.
Andrew Ure, via email

…Take 288 is brilliant! A fabulous 
Ambient Americana CD and I loved 
the great Velvet Underground piece... 
I would have added “I Can’t Stand It” 
to the deep cuts. Not deemed good 
enough for the Velvet Underground 
album – although it’s now available 
on the expanded edition – it turned 
up on Lou Reed’s first album. It’s a 
much inferior version, but still a 
brilliant song.
David Lynch, via email

STRUMMER LOVIN’  
Andrew Mueller in his review
of Joe Strummer’s new compilation 
[Take 288] says there were 
“regrettably under-explored 
possibilities as a balladeer”.

I know there are many 
definitions of ballads, but I 
would contend that Strummer 
wrote and sang many beautiful 
ballads – “White Man In 
Hammersmith Palais”, “Straight 
To Hell” and “This Is England” 
to name but three. The man was 
a poet and I miss him.
Andrew Napier, via email

DANCIN’ WITH MRS D
Somehow, in almost 50 years of 
voracious and intrepid music 
consumption, I have managed to 
completely overlook the “emotional, 
agonising, cathartic” works of 
Karen Dalton. Thank you, Uncut, 
for changing that.

Jim Wirth’s enthusiastic preview 
of the upcoming documentary 
about Dalton piqued my interest, 
and I’m listening to her 1971 album, 
In My Own Time, right now. That 
voice! Like stumbling across the 
missing link between Billie Holiday 
and Broken English-era Marianne 
Faithfull. Those performances! If 
you’d told me that Amy Winehouse 
didn’t actually die and this is the 
comeback album she’s been making 
in Nashville, I might just have 
believed it.

My ongoing musical education 
continues. Thanks all for another 
great issue.
Nick aka Mr Tea, via emailM
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London, 
April 1965
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ANSWERS:TAKE288
ACROSS
1Disintegration9+15A
What A Waster 10 Grand 
Prix 11 Trouble 13+32D 
I’ve Lost You 16+24D My 
Sweet Lord 22 Animal  
25 Air 26 Nun 27 Poor 
30+34A NYC Man  

31Them32Yes36Ruin

DOWN
1 Downtown Train 
2 Seasons 3 NWA 4 Eagles  
5 Reality 6 Tad 7+19A Our 
Love To Admire 8 Exits, 
12+28A Bee Gees 14+35A 
Edwin Starr 17 Tea 

18Orange20Apricot
21Monster 22 Alison  
23Moose29 Emma 33 Sun

HIDDEN ANSWER 
“Here She Comes Now”

XWORD COMPILED BY: 
Trevor Hungerford

MARK OF DISTINCTION
Despite citing your previous tribute  
to Mark Hollis, I still agree with Liz 
Royle [Feedback, Take 288] that 
there’s scope for a fuller look back 
at the legacy of Talk Talk, told 
through the eyes of the other band 
members, production team and even 
management – never mind those 
that they touched and influenced. 
I’m sure there are many stories still  
to be told. I don’t think Mark’s 
passing negates a deeper look at this 
wonderful band; if anything it makes 
a proper eulogy all the more vital. 
With no imminent expansion of their 
back catalogue, how about using the 
40th anniversary of the hit reissue of 
“Talk Talk” on 7” to hang it on?
Rob Kirby, via email

 
RATINGS WAR
Glenn Christensen Gurnee 
[Feedback, Take 288], you beat me to 
the punch! I was just thinking how 
all the albums get a broadly similar 
rating and there was a letter on the 
subject in the same issue!

I appreciate Uncut wanting to 
shield its readers from the dangers 
of exposure to a ‘less than six’-rated 
album, but the quality of a record is 
surely for us to decide? By being 
selective about the albums you rate 
it just dilutes the review section and 
frankly makes me less inclined to 
read them.

I want to hear music that polarises
and challenges. When I read the 
likes of NME and Melody Maker 
as a youth the best reviews were 
often savage. Plus let’s not forget 
the myriad records over the years 
that haven’t reviewed well on 
release that turn out to be classics 
on later reflection.

I do wonder whether it’s part of a 
larger cultural trend not to offend – 
but that’s a debate for another day.

Come on, Uncut – credit your 
readers with some intelligence! 
Other than that, keep up the good 
work! Stephen Toal, via email
Says Tom, our reviews editor, “It’s 
not a case of not wanting to offend 
anyone – more a desire to let you 
know about great music that we 
like, and that we think you might 
like too. Of course, we have to be 
selective about the albums we 
review as hundreds of albums  
come out every week. It would be 
mad to ignore a great album and 
review something we’re not keen 
on, just for variety.”

CROSSWORD
OneoftwocopiesofFayeWebster’s IKnowI’mFunnyhaha

HOW TO ENTER 
The letters in the shaded squares form an anagram of a song by Prince. When you’ve 
worked out what it is, email your answer to: competitions@uncut.co.uk. The first correct 
entrypickedatrandomwillwinaprize.Closingdate:WednesdayJune16,2021.
ThiscompetitionisonlyopentoEuropeanresidents.

CLUES ACROSS
1+10A By the looks of them, he was able to
kid Kate Bush (3-3-4-3-5-2-3-4)
8 Dido actually includes a Foo Fighters 
number (3)
10 (See 1 across)
11 “I use the best, I use the rest, I use the 
___”, from the Sex Pistols’ “Anarchy In 
The UK” (3)
12 Tears For Fears album remixed by 
mate Ellen (9)
14 His albums include Brand New Day 
and The Last Ship (5)
16 US group who were “Happy Together”
(7)
18+33A Twice put in place by Radiohead
but sympathetically (5-5)
19 Start to google name of Sonic Youth 
album (3)
20 “What’s your name? Who’s your 
daddy? Is he ____ like me?”, from The 
Zombies’ “Time Of The Season” (4)
22 Austrian who had 1986 No 1 hit with 
“Rock Me Amadeus” (5)
24 Best known for their “Little Fluffy 
Clouds” (3)
25 Chris _____, guitarist and bassist for 
The Yardbirds (5)
26 “I need some time in the ________”, 
from Oasis’s “Rock’n’Roll Star” (8)
27 Craig Gannon was the ‘fifth member’ 
of this band (6)
30 “Them homesick _____ and radical 
views haven’t left a mark on you, you wear
it well”, Rod Stewart (5)
32 (See 7 down)
33 (See 18 across)

CLUES DOWN
1 “She ought to think twice, she ought to do 
right by me”, 1965 (6-2-4)
2 US band who wanted to “Kiss You All 
Over” (5)
3 (See 15 across)
4 A triumph for Davey Henderson’s ’80s 
band after breakup of The Fire Engines 
(3)
5 Hot Elvis moves performed by Maroon 5
(4-4)
6 “Racing through my brain”, 1989 (5-3-4)
7+32A His ’60s Top 10 hits include “Boys 
Cry” (4-4)
9 Moans about the bass player in Suede 
(5)
13 Formally declare this to be a release by 
Phil Collins (7)
15+3D Tim Buckley music was going off, 
he’s welcome to it (7-3-5)
17 “Zero hour, 9am”, 1972 (6-3)
19 A splendid single by Andreas Johnson 
(8)
21 “Please allow me to introduce myself, 
I’m a man of wealth and _____”, from  
The Rolling Stones’ “Sympathy For The 
Devil” (5)
23 I am into shaking up Seoul with 
Human League (6)
28 Alex Chilton album included in a 
cassette tape (3)
29 Big Brovaz hit that was a bit of 
a joke (2)
30 Beady Eye took bit of The Beatles for 
this album (2)
31 Half a song on album by Peter Gabriel 
(2)
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T.REX
ELECTRICWARRIOR
FLY/REPRISE,1971

This is a great record, and it was also the
first record I ever bought, when I was about
12 years old. There’s one track which really
stands out for me: “Girl”. It’s just an acoustic
masterpiece. There’s also “Get It On”, and all

kinds of other things on this album that are really worth exploring. I think
the first four or five girls that I went out with were Marc Bolan fanatics!
Beyond a shadow of a doubt this is one of the best albums in the Top 100
albums ever made. It was tragic how his career was cut short.

KRAFTWERK
THEMAN-MACHINE KLINGKLANG/EMI
ELECTROLA,1978

Youth and I were living in a bedsit in Earl’s
Court at the time, and it was my first acid
experience with an album in all the right
sort of ways – it was mind-expanding and
musically expanding, because I’d never really

heard anything quite like it in my life. I’d been interested in Kraftwerk from
Autobahn. Their music certainly became a template for techno or dance
music. I remember being in a club in 1980 in Düsseldorf, where Kraftwerk
had a studio, and everybody was robot dancing. I’d never seen anything
like it in my bloody life! It was like the original vogueing.

KING CRIMSON
INTHECOURTOFTHE
CRIMSONKING ISLAND/EG,1969

This was the second album I ever bought, after
my older brother introduced it to me. “I Talk To
The Wind” is one of my all-time favourite tunes.
When I was A&Ring at EG, Robert Fripp and
Bill Bruford would put their heads round and

say hello. Robert became very interested in The Orb early on, at the same
time as John Peel, and was bigging me up in the office. I thought, ‘OK, I do
like his guitar and he’s a lovely bloke, he likes me’, so I said, “Would you like
to do a track with The Orb?” We did a whole album as FFWD. Robert was a
natural with The Orb.

PRINCE FAR I
UNDERHEAVYMANNERS
JOEGIBBSMUSIC,1976

Reggae’s been a big part of my life as a
Londoner. To me, Prince Far I is probably the
best vocalist that’s ever walked the planet. He’s
got such a deep, resonating, booming voice – it’s
just stunning. And sadly he died in September

1983, which is a long time ago. It broke my heart at the time, to be honest. My
older brother brought this album home. It was done with Joe Gibbs, it was
all recorded in Jamaica, and the record itself was about three times heavier
than any other bits of vinyl I was getting!

ALICE COOPER
KILLER WARNERBROS,1971

I’m a secret Alice Cooper fan. He was bigger
than Led Zeppelin in our house, and at school.
School’s Out, Love It To Death, Billion Dollar
Babies and Killer are great – anything up to
that horrendous album Muscle Of Love. Inside
the album cover was a calendar for 1972 with

a picture of Alice Cooper hanging himself. Wonderful! Well, when you’re
a 13-year-old, it’s great. They were one of the psychedelic bands – their
light shows and visuals became really what The Orb was about in many
ways. Not so much the dead babies, but the use of a huge screen where you
projected lots of anything on there – it just didn’t look like a Pink Floyd gig.

BRIAN ENO
AMBIENT1:MUSICFORAIRPORTS
EG/POLYDOR,1979

This is one of the albums which started his
big mission, and created so many other artists
and labels that developed their own ideas with
rhythm and textures. Music For Airports is four
humongously big pieces, but the ideas are very

subtle. I’m now two or three albums down with Roger Eno – I’m aiming to
get Roger to beef his brother up to say, “OK, I’ll produce you” one day... You
can’t really fault the man, and what he created back in the ’70s is something
that in many ways is going to outlive this civilisation, musically. You’ll see
the true light of this music in the 22nd or 23rd centuries, if we’re still here…

DAVID BOWIE
HUNKYDORY
RCA,1971

This saved my life at art school. Every song here
has a story, you can pretend you’re part of the
song. It’s beautiful, just one of those albums
where you can take the whole thing in, enjoy it
all – it’s a trip. It reminds me of pre-punk days

and the beginnings of punk, going to art school in Bromley. That was in ’76,
but I’d still have been listening to this album then. It wasn’t a boys’ record;
it was one of those albums that you could play to a girl and they’d be very
interested in it.

MAHARISHI
MAHESH YOGI
LOVE LIBERTY,1967

It’s hypnotic, to say the least. It’s a talk on love,
on what love is and how it manifests itself, not
just in your heart but in everything, every living
and non-living object. It’s not very punk, you
can say that much! It’s one continuous side

of just talking about love, with a little sitar melody that comes in now and
again, and it works perfectly if you’re playing ambient music and you want
a little bit of spoken word that’s profound and lovable. We all need a little bit
of love after what we’ve been through in the last year and a half.
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Alex Paterson
�e Orb mainstay details his favourite aural adventures: “You’ll 
see the true light of this music in the 22nd or 23rd centuries…”

Sedibus’s The Heavens is out on June 4 via Orbscure Recordings; Babble On An’ Ting: Alex Paterson’s Incredible Journey  
Beyond The Ultraworld With The Orb is published by Omnibus on May 28
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